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This is the third of several issues of the special journal on the programme

of the party. The purpose of this journal is to provide an important form for
discussion and struggle around the programme, among members of the RU and

all potential parry members.

None of these articles represents the line of the RU; none has been approved

lor disapproved) by leadership bodies of the RU on any levels. Instead, these
articles represent the summations ofparticular comrades based on their study

of these specific points of the draft programme and their own summation
around them.

Because in this issue there are a very large number of articles, we have
divided them into eight sections (incjicated by headlines), and have numbered
the articles within each section. For example, there is a section "On the
IWOs," with five articles in it; a section "On Other Aspects of Building the
Workers Movement," with i2 articles in it; a section "On the Role of the

Workers Papers," with three articles in it, etc. There is also a "Other
Articles"section at the end, for those that didn't fit very well into any
of the other sections.

On the IWOs

One
The draft programme calls for building "various

forms of workers organizations, in the plants and
unions and among the class as a whole. Some of these
organizations, such as rank and file caucuses, are crea

ted by the workers 'spontaneously' (without com
munists initiating them) to defend their immediate
interests on the shop floor, to carry on struggles in
the unions, and often to give leadership in strikes.

"In these organization's, as well as caucuses and
other forms they do initiate, members of tHe Revolu
tionary Communist Party put forward the policy of
relying on the rank and file, and mobilizing it to fight
around its own grievances in the plant and union and
to link up with struggles outside the plant." (p. 30)

The draft also calls for intermediate workers or

ganizations. They are described as "built on a more
permanent basis and on a higher political level than
caucuses—directing its spearhead squarely at the rul

ing class." (p. 31)
In the first place, we would like to know where

these caucuses are that are growing up spontaneously.
We don't think this has been the case for several years

—most of the caucuses that have grown up in the last
few years were initiated by communists.

Secondly, the draft, although vague about the re
lationship between caucuses and IWOs, does tend
toward seeing these organizations as separate. Our
view is quite different.

Let's look at these IWOs practically. Who is going

to carry out the tasks of taking the major campaigns
to the working class? We hope it is the advanced work
ers and the organizations (caucuses) that are also lead
ing the day to day struggle in the shops. This is per
fectly consistent with our understanding that political

lessons are learned in the course of the day to day strug

gle.

So, what we are saying is yes, we need larger organi
zations to "apply the single spark method to take up
every major struggle, of all sections of the people against
the ruling class, mobilize masses of workers in these
struggles and develop them into campaigns of the work
ing class..." (p. 31) But, these organizations will be
made up of the advanced workers and organizations
that are leading the struggles in the shop. This is the
way to most closely link up the day to day struggle
with the broader campaigns.

Right Errors and Isolation

In fact, if this is not the case we feel it will lead to
right errors in the day to day struggle and isolation
from the masses of workers in building the broader,
class-wide campaigns and struggles.

But, this is the direction that the draft programme

is leading, and the direction that has led to the prob

lems that are described in the May Ist Workers Move

ment (M1WM) article in the second issue of this jour-

nti. About the Rucker, Lee Mah, and Jung Sai strikes,

the journal article says, "The M1WM did not consistent
ly find tha ways to take the main issue and the key les
sons of these struggles out to the many thousands of
workers in the shops and hiring halls who did not yet
actively support these strikes."

Later, in the same article, they describe how they
began to correct this problem. In building forthe
"Defend the Right to Strike—Smash the ENA" picket
line, they "united with a number of caucuses and

other organizations to build it. A general'leaflet was
widely distributed...In addition, some of the caucuses

put out their own leaflets or newspaper articles..."
But they still noted that "there had been a lot of

confusion about the relationship between the M1WM
and these organizations. Even for workers and cadres

who had been relating actively to both this had been
a problem." They go on to say that although political
ly they might be the same as these other organizations,
the M1WM should not be seen as a "left wing labor
council." Well, in fact we feel this would be a fairly

accurate description of what the M1WM should be.

Of course, not on a trade union level, but a central

workers organization with many sections (caucuses)
in the shops.

After all, isn't this the exact relationship that in prac

tice the M1WM was forced to adopt? As the journal

article said, "only...by helping develop intermediate
forms [here we assume they mean caucuses] in key
industries where they don't /et exist will the MIWM

be able to develop deep ties with the working class."
And the article also says, "If postal worker? at this
point,are more familiar with Uprising (a rank and file
postal workers organization and newsleter) than with
the Ml WM, and if auto workers are more familiar with
On the Line, this is no problem as long as these organi
zations work closely with the MIWM to strengthen
their ties through common work around key campaigns
and to take a unified political line to the masses of
workers."

But, if we carry out "common work around key
campaigns," and have a "unified political line" and
hopefully are made up of the advanced and active
workers from the shops, then what are we talking
about but basically the same organization with the
same political level, and carrying out the same tasks?

Level of Unity

We feel that the confusion in the draft programme
and in the MIWM article lies in the artificial distinc
tion of IWOs as "political workers organizations" and
the caucuses as something di#ferent. Although we are
still not 100% clear about the question of political level
of unity, we arc sure that the caucuses should be sec
tions of the larger IWOs. But, we feel that the level of
unity should be something like Workers Unite to Lead
the Fight Against All Oppression, with the struggle dir
ected right at the imperialist ruling class.

The point here is not to get hung up in writing a per-
Continued on page 2

Two
In the last issue, of the journal an article appeared

discussing the nature of student work in the new per

iod. Essentially it proposed the replacement of the
RSB with a youth organization of the Party, a Young
Communist League. Important political weaknesses

of the line of building an "independent anti-imperial
ist student movement" were brought out. This pro
posal has been brought out for discussion in the Bri
gade and has been received with tremendous enthu

siasm.

One of the tremendous weaknesses brought out
in the discussion of work within "anti-imperialist"

student groups has been the failure to bring forward
to the masses of students the political and ideological
line of the proletariat. Instead, we wound up substitu
ting for it a watered down version of Marxism-Lenin-

ism, Mao Tsetung Thought, known popularly as anti-
imperialist leadership. Communists within the student

movement were hampered in their efforts to bring
communist ideas to students because the Brigade, with

its "incomplete" line, was built to lead the struggles
on campus.

As was pointed out in the student work journal

artifcle, the student movement is prone to all sorts of
opportunism and reformism. It pointed out correctly
the key importance of bringing out clearly on the cam
puses the leading role of the proletariat and the leading
role of the proletariat's line. The proposal to form
broad-based Marxist-Leninist youth organizations

was put forward as a first step towards accomplish
ing this task.

What does this have to do with the workers move

ment? I believe that similar problems exist in that work

as exist in student work. Many different lines exist
within the workers movement and many more (rang
ing all the way from the Trotskyites to social demo- .
crats) are out there vying to take over the workers
movement and deliver it into the hands of the bour

geoisie.

Our line on the workers movement has been to

build political workers organizations, both to take up
the struggles in the shops and the broader political
questions. These intermediate workers organizations
are seen as vehicles through which communists can
work to bu Id mass struggle amongst the working
class and "conveyor belts" which bring workers
closer to and into the party.

While to a certain degree these IWOs have been
successful in building mass struggle, they have faced
similar problems as the RSB as far as bringing out the
leading role of communists and the question prole
tarian revolution to the masses of workers. Once again,

as in the student movement, the leading role of com- ̂
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Continued from page 1
feet paragraph that describes to a tee what you stand
for (although we're not against defining it), but, what
in practice does an organization do.

We work in a rank and file organization in a medium-
sized plant. Our main activities have been building strug
gle against the company. We led the fight to strike for
a good contract in 1974. We've built a numtier of small
er struggles and currently are leading the battle against
layoffs. According to the draft programme, this makes
us a caucus. But, let's look at the other activities of our

caucus.

In putting out the caucus newsletter, as well as hav
ing articles exposing the attacks by the company (lay
offs, unjust firings, seniority violations) and exposing
the sellout union officials, we also united the active
workers around having articles about the energy freeze,
the UWOC Jobs or. Income campaign. International
Women's Day, and May Day. The article building for
May Day said, "...we'll be saying that, we, the work
ing class of people, will never stop our struggle until
we've wiped out every form of oppression that comes
from the bosses' whole damn rip-off capitalist system."

And we-united the caucus around taking up May
Day. Some members joined the May Day Planning
Committee. We distributed the May Day leaflet at the
shop and built a contingent to the march. One of our
members spoke at the march and told of some of the

struggles we were engaged in against the corrlpany and
concluded that the reason we (the caucus) were out

therft.was because we have to build a working class
movement that can stand up and say no to all forms
of oppression that come from the system.

So, even though in our first newsletter we defined
our caucus as fighting the company and the union
sellouts (which we summed up as being too narrow),
in practice the caucus has also taken up the broader

issues—in fact, has taken up the fight against all op
pression. Now, who is to say that this is not a "poli
tical workers organization" (as the M1WM defined It-'
self), or that it is not "directing its spearhead squarely
at the ruling class" (as the draft programme says IWOs
should).

The whole point is that we don't see any contradic
tion between being a "political workers organization"
and leading the day to day struggles. In fact we think
they go hand in hand.

Two Other Points

We might add two other things. One, we definitely
see our caucus as a "more permanent organization" (a
characteristic the draft programme attributes to IWOs).
In order for that to have happened, we knew we need
ed some politically advanced workers to sustain the or

ganization during the ebbs and flows of the struggle. It
was not until we led considerable struggle and a core of

politically conscious workers stepped forward that we

were able to consolidate the caucus.

Secondly, our caucus is definitely open at both ends.
It includes many more people than are united fully around
everything we do. One worker is still in favor of the
Vietnam war and is quite anti-communist, but he has

united very closely with us around many issues in the
shop and some outside 'ike the UWOC Jobs or Income

campaign. But this would not have been possible if these

issues had been brought in by an outside force that the

workers did not see as leading the day to day struggle.
Other workers who are active in the caucus have ad

vanced from fighters in the shop to developing Marxist-
Leninists who are contributing to building the Party.

The RU and the draft programme have summed up

that the way to teach broader political lessons, raise

class consciousness, and involve workers in class-wide

campaigns is to link up with the workers' day to day
struggles and bring out as broad lessons and as many
links widi other struggles as we can. Building IWOs on
one hand and caucuses In the shops that aren't closely

affiliated with them is a method that will get in the
way of linking up stnjggles, drawing political lessons,
.and building the revolutionary workers movement.

We feel that this,is the tendency of the,draft prp-
gra^nw aric/ that lh(s shpuld be changed to explicitly
Ifnk'tfig plant and'industry-wide caucuses with the
IWOs.
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Continued from page 1 • -
munists is kept from the workers and instead the

"anti-imperialist, revolutionary" workers movement
is put forward as the leader of the workers' and the
people's struggles.

Propaganda of the IWOs talks about "making revo
lution" and "smashing Imperialism" just as the Brigade's
literature does, but never talks about the goal of revo
lution, the dictatorship of the proletariat, what that
means and how to accomplish that goal. These ideas
are brought only to the advanced workers in the shop
or in the IWOs through Revolution and through dis
cussion with communists.

One of the running jokes in the Brigade now Is to
describe a conversation with a student which goes some
thing like this: Brigade member: "...and so you see, the
only way we can end the oppression of the capitalist sy
stem is through making revolution." Student: "That
sounds right to me, but what do you want to replace it
with; are you some kind of socialist?" Brigade member:
"Well, this isn't a position of the Brigade, but I think
we need socialism, but that's my own personal position.
And you know, there are some communists in the Bri

gade." How many times has this scene been repeate.d
by cadre speaking "as members of IWO X" or by mem
bers of those IWOs who are not in a communist organi
zation?

Recently in building for May Day in this area, work
which was tremendously successful, many workers
took out the line of May Day as a day when the work
ing class celebrates and sums up its past struggles and
plans the struggle for the future. Workers were united
around the slogan Workers Unite to Lead the Fight
Against All Oppression. What future struggle were they
talking about? How were workers going to end all
oppression?

The answer was brought out by many (not all)
organizing for May Day-our struggle is for a society
in which the working class rules, for this is the only
kind of society in which the basis for oppression no
longer exists, The demonstration had a determined,
revolutionary character, hundreds of fists and red

flags—and hundreds joined in along the way. People
were not excited just because the march was militant,
but because it looked and sounded like something that
was really going somewhere.

Should the IWOs be independent, anti-imperialist
organizations? The draft programme describes the IWO
as being built on a "higher political level than caucuses"
(the level and role of caucuses is a separate but related
question). I t>elieve the IWOs should be united around

a program which calls for socialism and clearly points
towards a society where the working class rules as the
goal of its struggle. TTie IWOs should recognize the
leadership of the Party and should put forward People's

China as the type of society we are fighting for.
Does this mean that all the members of the IWO

have to be disciplined communists? I think not. Just

as in the YCL, the IWOs should be run on a much

looser sort of discipline, but should clearly be vehicles
for training its members in the use of Marxism-Lenin

ism and in developing them as communists.
Is such an organization a substitute for the Party?

1 think not. In fact, I think it can only facilitate the

Party's ability to bring its line to the working class
and lead it in struggle.

As far as mass work is concerned I believe the IWOs
should be Involved in the struggles in the shops and
outside, in the shops forming temporary caucuses or
committees around shop grievances and issues.

I realize that there are many differences between
the workers movement and that of the students,
and that the idea for a YCL among youth cannot be
transplanted into the workers movementrOutthe
thrust of that proposal has tremendous merit and
the ideas and line it puts forward should be exam

ined closely in relation to many other areas of work
we are involved in. ■
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Three
The journal article, "Clarify Role of IWOs," in at

tempting to criticize the draft programme's formula
tion, makes sonw serious errors. The article states
that because the fifth spearhead, "unite the prole
tariat to resist the attack on living standards by the
rrtonopoly capitalists," was relegated to a subordinate
position and not considered to be revolutionary, the
organization made right errors in the shop work, in
particular "organizing around grievances in a reform

ist way, as summed up in many national bulletins and
the first NOG report."

The first NOG report does sum up right errors in
the work, but says they came from: 1} the struggle
against "left" lines like the Franklin group, and 2)
the "spontaneous" tendency of the workers move
ment to trade union stmggle. The report says that
the errors consist mainly of restricting work to the
trade union struggles, not in underestimating the im
portance of economic struggle.

The "Clarify" article goes on to say that not see
ing that the economic struggle is revolutionary "comes
down to not seeing that the fundamental contradic-

tion...in America today is between the working class
and the bourgeoisie, it is precisely because of the fun
damental contradiction that struggle around shop
issues \%potentially revolutionary struggle." In other
words, since the working class is in contradiction with
the ruling class, workers can "potentially" learn the
need to make revolution in the shop struggle where
workers and bosses come up against one another.

The fundamental contradiction is the basis for all

forms of oppression in class society, not just the ex
ploitation of workers. A revolutionary struggle is one
which raises the question of which class must rule. As
the draft programme states, "Only by uniting with all
social forces fighting imperialism can the working class
develop consciousness of its own historical role^as

capitalism's gravedigger." (p.33, emphasis added) As
Lenin says in What Is To Be Dane? "Glass political

consciousness can be brought to the workers only from

without, that is, only from outside of the economic
struggle, from outside of the sphere of relations be
tween workers and employers. The sphere from which

alone it is possible to obtain this knowledge is the
sphere of relationships between all classes and strata
and the government."

Is shop struggle potentially revolutionary? Only in

the sense that shop struggle can be the basis for poli
tical struggle. But it is not revolutionary as long as it
remains solely a shop struggle, a struggle for better

terms and conditions of employment. And we will
not be developing revolutionary class consciousness
if we restrict ourselves to political struggle on an eco
nomic basis. Lenin writes, "Working class conscious
ness cannot be genuinely political consciousness unless
the workers are trained to respond to all cases, without

exception, of tyranny, oppression, violence and abuse,
no matter wfiat class is affected; Moreover to respond
from a Social-Democratic [communist] and not from
any other point of view."

To Sum Up

To sum up, the task of communists is to develop
revolutionary political struggle which may be based
on economic struggle in some cases but can never be

restricted to that if workers are to develop an under
standing of the historic role of the working class.

The "Glarify" article goes wrong in correctly try
ing to criticize the formulation of the IWO in the

draft programme, which organizationally splits the
economic and political struggle, as "Glarify" points
out. You can't build a revolutionary workers movement
by neglecting the workers' shop struggles and making
workers into a group of liberals or social workers who

support other people's struggles with a "better" line.
As the draft programme states, "The present struggle
of the American workers is primarily against individual
employers...around wages and tienefits..." (p. 29) Gom-

munists cannot stand apart from the day to day strug
gles of the class and expect to lead the class to revolu

tion.

Where there is oppression there is resistance. This
has always been true of the U.S. working class. What
the class needs is a conscious leadership which can de
velop and focus its spontaneous struggle into a mighty

blow against imperialism. The class doesn't need to be
pulled out of that struggle, any more than it needs to

be restricted to it.

There was a tendency in one area to bujid workers
organizations on the two level model described in the

draft programme. The IWOs were full blown anti-imper
ialist organizations from the start and caucuses'were
formed to take up the trade union struggle. The IWOs
tended to be small groups with a high level of ideolog

ical unity which issued sum-ups, but led no struggle.

The ideology was often "anti-imperialist," a "third
ideology" between proletarian and bourgeois. The
caucuses were strictly trade union in nature and were

set up whenever there was a "mass issue," even if the
caucus only included the same people as the IWO.
Generally, they were limited to discussing specific
tactics for the shop struggle. This set up clear stages
for a worker's development-trade union militant, anti-
imperialist, communist. Not surprisingly, very few
workers made it.

The formulation in the draft programme, which
draws clear distinctions between the IWO and the
caucus, wouldn't stop anyone from falling into these
errors. Not surprisingly, the M1WM which is put for
ward as an example of what the draft programme
means, made the same errors. According to an article
in Revolution, November 1974, "The first error was
the tendency to want to develop anti-imperialist ideas
as some kind of third ideology between trade union
ism and Marxism-Leninism...It also led in practice to
a very static conception of where the advanced work
ers are-or should be-at." •

The draft programme does not make clear the rela
tion between the IWOs and the shop struggle. In fact,
caucuses are put forward as the main way to lead the
shop struggle. While the draft programme says these
caucuses will ebb and flow and come and go, it also
says that communists will "work to develop the life
of these organizations and to continually recruit new
workers to them..." In other words, if you want to
lead the shop struggle you better build a caucus.

The "Clarify" article correctly states that to pro
long these caucuses is incorrect. After the particular
struggle is over these caucuses either die or become an

opposition to the Union leadership. The task of com
munists is to build these caucuses when they are help
ful in uniting all who can be united around a particu
lar struggle.

If there is no IWO in the industry, we should try to
build one with the advanced workers who come for

ward in the struggle. If there is an IWO it can often

directly lead the shop struggle .itself. Where building
a caucus will help build the struggle, the IWO should
still actively build the caucus and lead the struggle.

Our primary task, after building the Party, is once
again to build the struggle, class consciousness and
revolutionary unity of the working class and to de
velop its leadership of the united front, as the draft
programme states. This means building a revolution
ary workers movement. And the organizational.ex-
pression of that political line is to build IWOs. This
means leading the struggle in the shops in a manner
so that "workers begin to see themselves as more
than mere individuals, but as members of a class
locked in warfare with the opposing class of employ
ers," and consolidating this understanding into an
organization which leads the struggle of the working
class in that industry, which Includes but \s not restric
ted to the struggle against the particular employer.

IWOs and Caucuses

The "Glarify" article, in applying its right error to
the draft programme's separation of the IWO and the

caucus, makes some other errors. In describing the
IWO in industry X, the article says that the IWO ebbs
and flows like the caucus described in the draft pro
gramme. The article is trying to say that the differen
ces between the IWO and the caucus aren't so great
if the IWO is leading the shop struggle. Well, every
organization ebbs and flows with the struggle, even
the party. The caucuses' main characteristic is that

they ebb and flow because they are totally tied to the

economic struggle. The IWOs main character is that
they are stable and on-going precisely because they
have a broader view of class struggle.

The "Clarify" article says that "Anyone can join
who wants to fight the boss but the organization

has a fighting program around all the day to day strug

gles of the class." The IWOs should lead the fight
against the boss and some workers will come to meet

ings just to discuss particular struggles. This is good
and we should encourage it. But a worker isn't likely
to stick around when the particular struggle is over
unless he has developed some understanding of the
need for a broader'fight. The key is not w have some
test workers have to pass. If the IWOs are actively lead

ing all the struggles of the class their character will be
clear to all and in the course of struggle we will win
fighters for one to be fighters for all.

But in order to have a broad circle of supporters
and other workers who consider themselves part of

the organization but don't regularly come to meetings,

the IWO must have a solid core of active members who

understand and implement its program. Open ended
means ideologically open on the basis of programma
tic unity.

The M1WM journal article states that M1WM is an
organization of the kind described in the draft pro
gramme. The article states "...it is important for com
munists and active workers to take the main political

lesso.is of key struggles back into the shops and to
apply these lessons to the struggles developing there.

Page 3

On the whole, M1WM has nor done this consistently."
How could it develop struggles in the shops if it

isn't organized to do that? The November 1974 Revo
lution article describes in detail how MIWA^ helped
the Rucker workers develop-theiV rtrike ̂ nd sums up,
"The M1WM has continued to put forward the signi
ficance of the strike and its lessons to other workers,
but as an external force it has not been in a position
to play a decisive role in determining the strike's course."

The point is not that communists and advanced
workers can't provide leadership to a struggle they
themselves are not part of, but that there are in fact
often limits on the role you can play from the outside.
We aren't told if any of the Pucker's strikers joined
M1WM or if they formed an IWO or caucus.

In our area, the organization has proposed to the
different industry IWOs that they'join in building an
area-wide IWO. TTiis was proposed now and not before
partly because an area-wide IWO would be a paper or
ganization unless it had roots in some of the key in
dustries of the area.

As the proposal states, 'This organization must be
a fighting organization of the working class, an organi
zation which takes up every struggle against oppression,
both on the job and off, takes these struggles and brings
them back into the shops, which is where the workers
are organized, and takes them back with the view of
turning every factory into a fortress. The organization
must be deeply rooted in the workers' struggles on the
job. It must take up all aspects of the workers' struggle
against the bosses no matter how small, and in the course
of this struggle develop fighters on one front into fight
ers for all...To keep our feet firmly rooted In the class
struggle, we would be organized as the working class is
qrganized for production, into sections industry-by in
dustry."

The M1WM article says that organizational
relations between an area-wide IWO and industry
IWOs isn't that important. What's important is that
all the organizations have the same political line.

Industry IWOs

In our area there are several industry IWOs under
the leadership of the RU. They all have basically the
same political line. And they all have a tendency to
shop narrowness. As the proposal states, "...organiza
tion industry by industry through helping to build
deep roots has led to some narrowness, to workers
developing the idea that the struggle can be waged in
dustry by industry father than as a class for our inter-

ests^as a class."

By forming an area-wide IWO organized by indus
try we will have the basis to overcome this narrowness

and to build real political unity. Each section will, through
its representatives to the steering committee and in its
meetings and meetings of the whole area-wide IWO,
discuss the importance of class-wide campaigns and
just what campaigns should be taken up and hovA
When a decision is made it will be clear that the basis

is how to build the struggle of the class as a-whole. And

that decision will be binding on all the sections on that
basis, . •

The area-wide steering committee will also make
recommendations on how to build struggle in a parti
cular,industry which are not binding.Thus being part
of a.class-wide organization will help both the shop

struggles and the broad campaigns in each section be
cause workers will see the struggle as part of a broader
fight, in fact, we see a rantradiction between building
the IWOs as part of the 'revolutionary workers move
ment and keeping them separate industry organiza

tions.

-The M1WM journal article says that there was a

tendency to see a contradiction between building
M1WM and the industry IWOs. As long as relations
betvveen M1WM and industry IWOs are vague, contra
dictions are bound to arise. A postal, worker is inter

ested in joining a campaign that M1WM is taking up.
Should he join M1WM or join the postal workers IWO

and build the campaign there? Or a worker from an
industry where there is no IWO joins M1WM. Should
he bring other workers to Ml WM or consolidate an
industry IWO?

As long as M1WM is a vague group of workers
hovering above the class there is no consistent way to
answer those questions. The working class doesn't
just need a political line. It needs organizational forms
which help it carry out the line in a united way. Our
proposal makes iticlear tftgt; a: worker who comes for-
wardj.around a particutaii<campaign will be encouraged
to join an.industrial sectiorj.or help build one.

But the M1WM article.saysiMIWM isn't "some
kind of left-wing 'central labor council.' In fact, it
lias had to fight against the dual unionist tendencies
that spontaneously develop..." But the way to fight
dual unionism is not to refuse to form apolitical ■ • '

workers organization, either in one organization or
city-wide, but to make sure that the organization
unites workers in the fight "to make unions militant
organiza.tionsof.the class struggle.''

As oufiproposaffpri-an arga«widajl WO-states, .'''JCheovil
Continued on page 4
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workers organization is not a union and it is not meant

to replace the unions. In fact the organization must ser
iously take up the task of organizing the unorganized
into unions. It must also take up the task of building
unions into militant organizations of class struggle...
We can never succumb to the anti-union sentiment that

develops spontaneously, especially among younger work
ers who have had no experience but bad experience in
their unions. Instead we must always come back to

the struggle to make the union a fighting organization
of the class."

We need organization to fight dual unionism. We
can't use dual unionism as a straw man to keep from

building that organization.

Large Service Industry

We work in' a large service industry in a major me
tropolitan city. Soon after we started work, we joined .
a workers organization, OP, Tnitiated by members of
PBO, a small independent collective with a dual union'
ist and white skin privilege line. OP quickly grew to
be a large, solidly multinational organization by putting
forward a fighting program. The height of this was an
issue of the group's paper which put out demands for
the upcoming contract. The demands were widely sup
ported and members of OP were able to take over a
local union meeting and several demands were passed
overwhelmingly by almost 2000 cheering workers.

Comrades put forward that OP should take up other

questions of importance to the class. The members of
PBO said that economism meant not fighting white
skin privilege on the job, but we did get them to go

along with organizing workers to go to a couple of
anti-war marches and some demonstrations around —

the Attica rebellion-,

Meanwhile OP began to fall apart, not because it

was taking up broader questions, but because it failed
to consolidate its leadership of the contract fight. In
stead OP fell into a discussion of its program, with one

of the PBOers putting out that it should be an organi
zation of revolutionaries.

This left an opening for some 6WC cadre to pull
almost all tf^e Black and Latin workers into a separate

group, XRUM. They "got down" with people so wrell

that soon there was no one left. Since OP wasn't lead

ing any struggle it couldn't hold on to people or draw
them back after XRUM fell apart. OP degenerated into
meetings solely of comrades and PBOers.

Meanwhile the union went on strike. It was a long

strike but OP played no role again until towards the

end, whm prodded by comrades, two issues of the
paper were put out which were important in rebuild
ing the strike;
OP grew and had a lot of support and respect from

the masses because it was seen as a fighting organization.

Even now, after almost four years during which OP
has done very little and its paper has rarely come out,

many workers still call all the different groups in the
industry {there are at least four) OP. it was in the course
of these struggles and on the basis of this respect that
OP was able to involve workers in broad political strug
gle to the extent that it did.

After the strike a struggle developed over what OP
should be. Comrades put forward an essentially correct
proposal that OP be a permanent, on-going organization
with a conscious left political stand vifiich would base
itself in leading the shop struggle and also take up var
ious political questions like the war. OP would help to
organize and participate in caucuses around particular
issues when appropriate but the main task was to build
OP as an organization virfiich linked the struggle in the
industry to the struggle of the class.

This struggle led to a split and comrades and some
workers left OP and formed WC. At about this time

the organization initiated a city-wide coalition of left
groups to call an anti-war demo. Tfie coalition became
an on-going, anti-imperialist coalition and the various
workers organizations, including WC, joined.

We spent most of our time and much of WC's news
paper on activities of the coalition and brought several
workers to various demonstrations and May Day. Des--
pite the serious flaws in this multi-class coalition, work
ing in it did help to develop work around the broad
political questions, because it wasn't just WC raising
the issues but a broad social movement.

But we almost totally neglected the shop struggle
during this period and the workers we attracted to
WC were generally not those with a solid class con
sciousness who wanted to fight the boss, but rather
those wfio were looking for ways out of the job.

With the break-up of the coalition and the end of
the mass anti-war movement, we summed up that we .
had-bdeh neglectiiig the shop struggle and't«garf td
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prepare for the upcoming contract and for a union
organizing drive to get one group of workers out of
their company union and into the major industrial
union.

During these struggles we dropped all work around
political question's and we tended to link these struggles
up to the struggle of the working class as a'whole in
only the most superficial way. This contrasts to our
work three years before when in the midst of a long
strike we brought workers to a demonstration about
the Attica rebellion. >

While this error is not Inevitable in an industry-based
organization, there is a strong tendency in these organi
zations to only lake up the struggle in their own indus
try, especially when the struggle is at a high point.
Being part of an area-wide IWO with sections in differ
ent industries would help to correct this error.

We didn't lead any struggle around either the con
tract or the organizing drive because we both failed to
understand the real importance of these struggles for
the workers and because we lost sight of how our work

around these day to day struggles was connected to
making revolution.

For example, we were always very ambivalent about
the organizing drive. After all, why bring workers into
a union that would sell them out? So we tended to

give "critical support" to the Union. We talked of the
need for a union but emphasized that once we got it
we would have to struggle to make it a fighting union.

In practice this line often led to flipping into tailing
the hacks and Just collecting show-of-interest cards.
We should have fought like hell for the union because
winning the drive would have been a real victory for
the workers. This is not because the union would solve

the workers' problems, but because it would help to -
build the unity of the class to have all the workers in

one industry in one industrial union.
In the course of that struggle, we could have used

the sparks, workers' real experience in struggle with
the company, the NLRB, and the union hacks, to de
velop an understanding of the nature of unions, the
need for broader struggle, and the need for an IWO.

We have gone through periods of both "left" and
right errors and have learned the hard way that an
IWO must lead the struggles of, the working class in an
industry. This means both leading the shop struggles
and taking the broad campaigns of the class to the
workers in the industry. And we have seen that the
best way to do this is through an area-wide IWO with
industrial sections. We think the draft programme

should be rewritten to reflect this.

Struggle for the party! ■ --

Four
What is the relationship of building the economic

daily battles of our class to the goal of proletarian re
volution? Why do we need to build intermediate forms

of organization? What are their relationship to the class'
economic daily battles and rank and file organization

built in the plants, locals and shops, and what is their
relationship to the working class taking up the fight

against all oppression?

This report doesn't claim to answer all these ques

tions, butjn coritributing to discussion and struggle

around them, we take as our departure point the sec
tion from the draft programme on p. 32 and its rela
tionship with the earlier pages on building a revolu

tionary workers movement. "The fundamental task
for the working class is to eliminate the cause—the
capitalist system itself. To do this it is necessary to

fight the effects to get to the cause—to utilize today's
struggle as a means of buUdIng for the future show
down with the bourgeoisie." (p. 32)

This means implementing the party's central task

by bending "every effort to fulfill three main object
ives in these struggles; to win as much as can be won
In the immediate battle and weaken the enemy; to

raise the general level of consciousness and sense of
organization of the struggling masses and instill in

them the revolutionary outlook of the proletariat;

and to develop the most active and advanced in these
struggles into communists..." (pp. 32-33)

We began working at plant x, an assembly plant of
about 6000 workers, about five years ago. We could
probably best characterize the early period of work
in that plant by a fairly high degree of spontaneous

mass struggle on the one hand, and on the other hand,
pretty thorough-going trade unionism on our part. Our
strategic view we called "the red local strategy," but
there wasn't anything "red" about it. We saw our main
goal, the first "stage" in our work, to build a "pro-

-gressive," democratically run union local.
We spent a great deal of time just bad-mouthing

the international union, but often would hold back
criticizing a local official who seemed "progressive"

Continued on page 5
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or slicker to us. At times we promoted simply rely
ing on the grievance procedures and union maneu-
verings, hiding the strategic view that our strength

lies with the collective struggle of the working class.
We made it almost a principle to never seize on sparks
outside the walls of our plant (which is particularly
funny when other comrades would sell close to 400-
600 copies of the local working class paper in this
plant's parking lot).

It is not that we did not see the importance of
mass struggle, but it was seen important more from -

the view of a trade union reformer who sees the need

for a mass pressure group. Even with this pretty back
ward approach, our work did contribute to building

up a strong spirit of rebellion throughout much of
the plant, at times even setting into motion further
struggle.

Orientation Changes

To make a long story short, this orientation began
to change through the protracted struggle In the whole
organization against rightism. And particularly, some
sharp local struggle against some local opportunists
in the organization who took advantage of the weaknes

ses in our work to push a raunchy dogmatist line on
the economic struggles of the class. Their line forced

us to take a long and heavy look into our past practice,
and seriously try to apply the science of Marxism-Lenin-
ism, Mao Tsetung Thought to the working class move
ment.

We began to understand that our advances depend
ed on whether or not we had faith in and relied on the

masses. We saw that it could only be our own disdain
for the masses and fear of their upsurge that could pre
vent us from going out to the activists, help sum up the
experienre of the class in fighting the company and the
sellout union officials, and help develop the best battle
plan to advance the struggle.

And it could only be our own backwardness if we
failed to link this struggle to others being waged by
the working class, point out the nature of the irrecon

cilable conflict between the workers and the capitalists,

and try to wage every struggle so as to build the strong
est revolutionary unity, consciousness and organization
as part of building for the decisive showdown with the

bourgeoisie.

For example, three years ago a comrade ran for dele

gate for the International constitutional convention.

He ran as an independent, promising that despite the

booze and bullshit of the convention, he would raise

the issues of speedup, discrimination, etc. More or

less a reform platform (although the demands were
based mainly on the real issues facing the masses).
When the constitutional convention came up again

two years later (after much straggle In the organiza

tion), we tried to apply Marxism and the line of our

organization to the situation in the plant, instead of
the earlier approach of focusing on what a good trade

union militant should do at such a convention.

Some of the active workers we knew were begin
ning to talk about running somebody for convention

delegate. They had been involved in some struggles on
the shop floor against bad conditions "and in the strug

gle to vote down the national and local contracts. They
saw the union leaders as sellouts, but many saw the

only immediate solution as electing new, more honest
officials.

We struggled with these workers around the type
of workers movement we needed to build and strug
gled to find the ways to use the convention delegates

election to advance the class struggle at this time.

Workers Upsurge

This was in tfie context of an upsurge of struggle
by workers in our industry-recent wildcats, plant

takeovers and widespread opposition and struggle

(especially in our particular local) against the terms
of the last contract and the mobilization of thousands

of workers, mainly Arabs, against the International's

purchase of Israeli bonds. The International leader
ship had been increasingly exposed as they tried to
stamp out the workers' struggle.

We formulated a program that went beyond charac

terizing the convention as "booze and bullshit," which
the majority of the rank and file already knew. We
described it as part of the union leadership's ideologi
cal offensive to get the small fry hacks within the

union solidly on the class collaborationist bandwagon.

The campaign leaflet linked the struggles in our in
dustry with the growing crisis of imperialism and the
growing workers movement-the victory of the Farah
strikers, fight against the ENA, the West Vifginia

miners' no gas-no coal strike, and the movement
against police terror as exemplified by the S.F. demo
against die Zebra gestapo searches.

Although the focus of the whole leaflet was cor
rectly on the immediate task facing the workers in
our industry, we felt this campaign was also a good^
opportunity to put forward a good class perspective
on the U.S. dealings around the Middle East and build
on the very visible struggle mainly Arab immigrants '
had been carrying on in the city, and on the very visi
ble class collaboration of the International leadership
in defending Zionist Israel.

The leaflet stated: "As workers organize to fight
back, the parasites who live off our sweat and labor
fear our growing strength. They need puppets like [head
of the International] to sabotage our struggles, like
he did all last summer and fall."

We set out not only to put out a lively piece of
agitation about what is going on in the world today,
especially in our particular industry and union, but to
unite with activists to build this campaign as an active
"slap in the face" against the company and its men in
union clothing.

"The International wants to use this convention as
a way to pacify us. [Head of the International) wants
us to think that as long as we go through his 'proper
procedures' everything will be cool. We really don'V
care about their convention [that sentence was a I ittle

flippant] but we want to use this election campaign
to make it clear to [one of the industry's major com
panies] that we are not going to get driven into the
ground for their profits. Arid to [the company's]
best friends, our labor misleaders, we say: We are not
going to sit back as you run another con-game on us."

Although we did not win the election we did get
a pretty solid vote. This was a shot in the arm for the

activists in the plant and was seen as a real advance by
many, many workers. This campaign showed that
our fellow workers could be mobilized around a pro
gram that boldly stated the interests of the working
class as opposed to the Interests of the capitalists.

Active Core

The campaign served to consolidate an active core,

although primarily in one department, by broadly

building the struggle and consciousness of the workers
in the local. This became much more apparent as the

struggle intensified later in the plant and many new ac

tivists coming forward kept referring to the election
campaign.

Here we take minor issue with some wording in the
draft programme. On p. 29 it says: "...the bourgeoisie
was able to solidify the positions ofTts labor lieutenants

at the head of the union 'internationals,' use these top

officials as a main arm of its attack on the working class,
and even use the union structure at times to quell

workers' struggles and enforce labor discipline." This
is a severe understatement. The top union leadership

constantly tries to use the union structure (and they -
' try to use the cpntract in the same way) to quell the
struggle of the class—that is what their careers are based

on—and our task as communists is to recognize that

,and develop the methods for breaking those chains.
An important thing that we and other activists in

the plant had to grasp about the tasks that faced us,
'was the need "...to break the workers' struggle out of

the control of the trade union 'labor lieutenants' both

practically, and even more importantly, ideologically
•and politically. This is not the same thing as the infan

tile position of attacking or 'leaving' the trade unions

—and leaving the workers within them at the mercy of
the 'labor lieutenants.' " (quote from an earlier nation

al document of the organization) .
We had to understand the fact that we could not

limit ourselves to the rules and procedures that the

bourgeoisie or its stooges set up, no matter how "demo

cratic" the procedure seems, like tine union convention.
We had to assess things from the needs of advancing
the class struggle, and the needs, aspirations and un

derstanding of the broad masses of workers (who were
cynical about the convention, many knowing that no

individual, no matter how well-intentioned, could get
much done at this convention).

Leading Group Forms

A leading group of workers began to form, mainly
in the one department where the one comrade (who
had run for delegate both times and was chief steward),
worked. Small skirmishes around speedup and harass
ment began to get organized ,by members of the group
and with each one, lessons were spread throughout the

department. At one meeting, composed mainly of
workers from that department and a few other work

ers and comrades from other shifts and departments,

it was decided to begin a newsletter to popularize and
spread shop floor struggle and rriake a strong statement.

It was discussed how we were at "war with the capi

talist class," and that the capitalist class is always try
ing to find ways to keep us divided and competing
agaifisr uach other, in order to make more profits and

to maintain their rule.

The company's discrimination against Black and
other minority workers was an important topic of
discussion. A white worker described how it was easy
for him to get a [company] application at the state
unemployment office in the white working class sub
urb he lived in, at the same time hardly any applica
tions were being given out in the inner city.
A Black worker added that the system wants to

keep people ignorant of these facts in order to keep
us all enslaved. The group summed up that strong
multinational unity fighting against discrimination"'^
as well as shop conditions, would make our struggle
stronger, and It would weaken the enemy every time
we workers could overcome some divisions promoted
by the capitalist system. We agreed that we would
make no progress if we simply relied on the tactic
of going through the "proper procedures" of the con
tract in trying to deal with the conditions we faced.

There was some struggle over the line that the
newsletter should be simply an information sheet for
the one department that the majority of workers at
the meeting were from, but this spontaneous narrow
ness was soon blown away by the developing struggle.
Within a week of this meeting, the comrade who was
steward and other active workers led a department-
wide struggle against speedup, harassment and shop
conditions. The newsletter immediately came out
following this and was enthusiastically distributed to
workers all over the plant.

When our comrade and three other workers were

fired for the earlier action, the whole department
-walked out, and a four day wildcat strike took place.

Wildcat A Heavy Blow

The wildcat was a testament to the enthusiasm and
energy of the working class for struggle against the
slave masters. The workers in the department who
walked out set up the first picket lines and hundreds
more from all over the plant joined in.

The wildcat was a heavy blow against the company's
exploitation, and against the sellout union leaders. At
every turn, the local hacks tried to get people to return
50 work, but even the big guns from the International
were sent packing by the rank and file. Eventually, the
stooges had to let it ajl hang out as ihey'joined the
police, the judge arresting striking workers from inside
the company parking lot, and the company labor rela
tions men, in a combined assault that broke the strike.

The strike was rich in political lessons. Widespread
discussion took place about how it was the company
that was afraid of the workers and was nothing with

out their labor, about the role of the police, the stooges

and the kind of workers movement we needed to build.

However, our history of rightist tendencies manifes
ted itself again in the form of failing to really have
faith in and rely on the broad masses of workers,
which helped hasten the defeat of the strike.

Overall we did not develop as well as we could
the question of this "war" our class is fighting against

the capitalists. The broad masses picked up this idea

enthusiastically, but we tended to reduce it to the

analogy, "this strike is like a war," instead of as the
draft programme pointed out, "Strikes and other
similar struggles are very important 'schools of war
fare' for the workers. But they are not the war it

self." (p. 29) This held us back to a great degree from

bringing out the broader significance of this struggle
and held us back from laying the firmest basis possible'
for continuing to build the struggle after the strike

was over.

We got bogged down in the mechanics of keeping
die picket line going for 24 hours a day-instead of '
dealing with the tactics of the strike and the tasks
that faced us from a solid political perspective. For
example, once the wildcat was on, we didn't see the
importance of building a strong strike committee

that was rooted in and could mobilize the broad masses.

We didn't see the importance of struggling to hold on

to the union hall when the hacks tried to force the

workers out, even though meetings of hundreds of
workers had been held there and ft was key tactically

in mobilizing the broad masses, not just a handful
of activists.

We didn't carry on, as well as we should have, the
tit for tat ideological struggle the bourgeoisie was wag
ing on several fronts to undercut the struggle. We were
afraid of, and didn't really grasp the importance of
taking on the red-baiting, the "honky baiting" by the
Black union hacks arid some social pacifist lines com- ,
ing up from the ranks of some of the more backward-'
picketers.

/After the strike we took too defensive a posture

whil.e the company and the union leaders were using
every possible tactic to "get things back to normal."
Forexample, the wildcat led to a "legal" strike vote
that had been promised for.months before the strike.
Eighty five percent of the local voted for the strike,
but instead of us struggling to develop the ways to
keep the initiativejn the hands of ̂ e rapk^ and
we ha1f-stepded'3hd'thffew''dur hahds up at the teri-

Contmued on page 6
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dency that developed among some of the workers to
say that "now that we showed titese stooges through
our wildcat, they're bound to follow up on our legal
strike vote."

We half-stepped on building a plant-wide and city-
wide campaign for the rehiring of the 79 workers
fired during the strike. This would have been a strong
way to spread the sparks of the struggle among other
workers and a key way of keeping the initiative in the
•hands of the rank and file following the strike.

Even with these weaknesses and mistakes, we did
set out much more consciously this time to consoli
date active workers and develop an on-going plan for
struggle in the plant. The newsletter that came out
right before the strike continued throughout the strike
and became the organ of the group of workers that
pulled together after the strike.

Because of our mistakes, and the objective ebb in
the struggle that followed the upsurge of the wildcat,

this active core was pretty small, but the base and
respect of the newsletter was very broad throughout
the plant.

The newsletter dealt mainly with building the
struggle at the plant and in the local, as well as taking
up other battles and issues important to the working
class.

We began some study of Marxism-Leninism, Mao
Tsetung Thought for the first time with a small group
of activists who had come forward during the wildcat.
Some activists began to get involved in other struggles
of the class (demonstration against Abel and the EN A,
some joined VVAW/WSO, and many began taking a
much stronger interest in the lodal working class news

paper).
Many of the activists in the local, while in the main

still very concerned about continuing the struggle
against shop conditions and the union hacks at the
plant, started to see themselves as fighters for the
whole working class and took an active interest in the

whole class struggle.

The Question of IWOs

We feel that it is a crucial task of the class to build

mdustry-wide IWOs, and to link workere up as much as

possible across industry lines, and nationwide (at least
within some industries in the not too distant future).

It is obvious we can't organize the class struggle in
our industry from one shop, no matter how broad our

base or how "advanced" our workers organization is

politically. A city-wide IWO would mainly emerge out
of the struggles in individual shops, and from city-wide
and nationwide campaigns of the class. At the same

time, the creation of such an organization would be
a tremendous means for the class to get organized,

using the single spark method to go more broadly
and deeply among the workers.

For example, as a part of building struggle against
layoffs, we spread the lessons of struggles going on
around the city in other shops against layoffs, speed

up, and forced overtime, as well as those led by UWOC.
We promoted struggles around the country, especially
the employed/unemployed campaign that was picking

up in auto in the Bay Area. Also, we linked up the
battles being waged by workers in Europe against the

severe unemployment there.

In helping to chart the direction forward, drawing
on these sparks was of tremendous importance. But

the important fights that are shaping up have to serve
as more than inspiration and the source of lessons.
We have to move beyond this, to develop the organi
zational mear^s to weld these fights together—making

practical finks so as to more fully unleash the poten
tial power of our class and weaken the enemy.

not a widespread spontaneous phenomenon (as the
draft tends to portray); and when they are spontan
eous, more often than not they are used by hacks as
stepping stones to their own careers in union bureau

cracies.

"Clarify..." is correct when it says that "the strug
gles of the working class around shop issues and around
the broader campaigns must be linked both politically
and organizationally..." and that the IWOs "...must
lead the struggle in the plants. If they do not, then
they are, or will mevitably become, paper organiza
tions which rip advanced workers out of the daily
shop battles of the working class."

"Big Mistake"

However, it is a big mistake for "Clarify..." to say
that "struggle around shop issues is potentially revolu
tionary struggle." Instead, we agree with a statement
in "Learning Through Day to Day Struggle" In the
same issue of the journal. This says:

"All of the struggles we engage in, whether econo
mic or political, serve as the basis for strengthening the
development of class struggle against the capitalist sy
stem. If this is not our view, and each struggle is seen
as complete in itself, there will be nothing revolution
ary about it."

Our practice shows that when we build off the

real links between each and every battle and the over

all class stnjggle, the work advances. As pointed out
above, one of the great strengths of the work just pre
ceding the wildcat was trying to shake off the "theory
of stages" and putting the immediate plant struggles
in the context of the overall fight of our class.

It was precisely this perspective that strengthened
the determination and ability of the activists in the
convention campaign and the shop floor struggles to
push ahead. Losing sight of this perspective to an

extent during and following the wildcat hindered the
growing workers movement.

In the recent period, we undertook an election cam

paign for local union office. The burning question
throughout the campaign, among the comrades- and
the group of activists, basically boiled down to, "Do
we fight this campaign as part of, and to build, the
overall class struggle, or do we subordinate the over

all struggle (in practice, essentially drop it) to the

interests of getting some 'good' people elected?"

"A Real Fight"

In the main, the correct line dominated the cam
paign, and this has laid the basis for further advances.
Large numbers of workers came forward to make the
election campaign a real fight. Hundreds of workers
wore the slate buttons, despite company harassment.

Workers painted the name of the slate on many walls

in the factory, and on vehicles coming down the line.-

We held several well-attended rallies in the plant park
ing lot where activists spoke about the need to get or
ganized to fight, inside and outside the factory. A good
number of (aid off workers became very active in build

ing the campaign as well.
In the course of the campaign, the Supplementary

Unemployment Benefits fund (SUB) for our company
ran out. The income of thousands of laid off workers

from our plant and around the city was drastically cut.

The company also tries to use this to scare employed
workers into all kinds of "save your job" schemes like

acrapting speedup, and wage cuts. But at the same
time the class can turn this into Its opposite and create
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a stronger basis of unity between employed and un
employed workers in the struggles against layoffs and
cutbacks.

We picked up on this right away, and united the
active workers to agitate around the slogan, "Fight,
don't starve!" Along with the dty's UWOCchapter
and workers from other shops in the same union, we
held a-modest car caravan to company headquarters.
This laid the basis for a stronger campaign against lay
offs, and for getting an unofficial employed/unemploy
ed committee started. It also helped inspire the active
workers to make the fight against layoffs a cornerstone
of the election campaign.

The struggle over taking up May Day in the election
campaign organizing committee highlights some weak
nesses, The committee was almost inseparable from the
on-going rank and file organization we had built, and
in the main was composed of the most active and ad
vanced workers. There was no brick wall between the

stated aims of the election campaign, and the political •
message of May Day. And the key link between May
Day and the struggle going on in the plant was the
•election organizing committee itself.

But we failed to take May Day out to the activists
strongly, in part tailing behind a few workers who felt
building for May Day would be "too heavy'l and would
hurt our chances of winning the election. These same
workers generally had the worst line on the election,
confining themselves to bourgeois politicking, even
though the slate as a whole was based on a program
of building the struggle of the working class.

Tailing behind this led comrades to not take every
opportunity to link the election campaign to building
the revolutionary workers movement, fighting battles
so as to win the war, and aiming toward the final goals
of the workers movement—socialism and communism.

"Lowest Common Denominator"

Not taking up the struggle over May Day boldly
enough in the committee itself was symptomatic of an
"open at one end" approach-freezing working class
organization at the lowest common denominator—

which we must continue to struggle to root out. In
stead we approached people about May Day as indivi
duals, af^d because we were missing the "key link,"
we tended to put out a weak, abstract line.

As a result, our overall May Day work was weaken
ed, and we missed a real opportunity among the active

workers to sharpen the two-line struggle so as to better

move the election campaign forward in the correct dir
ection. This also weakened our ability to link up the

struggle at,the plant with the fight other workers are
waging against the common enemy.

We have to build each struggle as strongly as possi
ble, uniting all who can be united. At the same time,,
we have to fan all the sparks of class consciousness and

link each struggle to other crucial battles being waged
in the class war. By doing this we can see the embryo
of an IWO In every plant-based rank and file organiza
tional form we work to build (aside from "single issue"

or very short term forms that might be built).

The IWOs, under the leadership of the party, are the

key mass organizational form in which "...the working

class will develop its movement of today into a revo

lutionary workers' movement that fights exploitation
and all oppression in order to end wage-slavery. To do
this the working class must take up and infuse its

strength, discipline and revolutionary outlook into
every major social movement." (draft programme, p.

33} ■

Oiticisms of Two Articles

To better clarify the role and character of the IWOs,
we want to make some criticisms of two articles from

the second journal. "Lessons of the M1WM" statps

that there is confusion and struggle over the relation
of the IWO to shoo struggle. This is passed over, basi

cally saying it doesn't matter as long as the advanced
in'each shop relate to the M1WM,

This summation tends to portray M1WM as a "de

tached advancement" of active workers who have come

forward through struggles in different industries, but
are not using their collective strength to go back and
broaden their struggles, and in turn strengthen the over
all struggle through the IWO.

"Clarify the Role of IWOs" hits on this when it

criticizes the draft programme for making too much

of a separation between "caucuses" which struggle
around shop conditions, and IWOs which take up
other struggles of the class.

Our experience shows that, these "caucuses." are, ,
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Five
The two articles on IWOs in the second journal, al

though not written directly in response to one another,

do bring out some contradictions in the work and out
look of communists and the need to clarify some points
around IWOs and their relation to die day to day strug

gle. These articles also point out weaknesses that are dia-
lectically related—weaknesses Jhat are, of course, not

restricted to any particular part of the country, but
have shown themselves in much of the work of com

munists generally.

The "Clarify" article essentially narrows the class

struggle to the shop struggle, treats it as the revolution

ary struggle, and negates any real need ̂or area-wide
IWOs, while it is attempting to point out the need for
IWOs to be based in the shops. Tfie M1WM article
makes building the Ml WM first an organizational ques
tion, presents the Revolutionary Workers Movement
(RWM) as a show train for the working class to jump
on, and then sloughs off the question of the relation
ship between the May 1st Workers Movement (M1WM)
and caucuses—as long as the political line is uptight
everything will work itself out..

In its attempt to show how the draft programme

separates the advanced workers from the shop strug
gles, the "Clarify" article quotes the draft five times

and each time leaves out an important senterKe or para

graph that tries to link the day to day struggle with
the broader struggle.

In the first quote they leave out how the day to ,

day struggles "gives rise to vigorous discussion among
the workers not only about every question of the Im
mediate struggle but also about events throughout
society and the world," (p. 29) making it seem that
the economic struggle is all the workers need to gain
class consciousness. The same is done in the quote

from Lenin, leaving out "strikes are only.one means
of struggle, only one aspect of the working class move
ment." (p. 29) The rest of the quote without that can

be misread to mean workers can go directly from, eco
nomic struggle to the struggle for socialism without the
development of revolutionary class consciousness.

When they quote around caucuses they leave out
the rest of the paragraph; "They, work to develop the
life of these organizations and to continually recruit
new workers to them, while at the same time raising
the consciousness of the workers invoh^d and educa

ting diem to the revolutionary interests of their class,
through the course of struggle." (p. 30) {By the way,
it seems that the "Clarify" authors use the word caucus

to refer only to an organization around a single issue.

This is not what caucuses are in many parts of the
country, from what I know. It seems that in addition
to clarity around the line, we also need a common
language.)

Then, in between the next two quotes, they leave
out, "Through their experience in struggle and the
leadership of communists, these workers have develo
ped a basic understanding of the nature of the enemy
and the class struggle against this enemy....These organi
zations act as conveyor belts linking the party with
the class as a whole. They are one important organiza
tional form..." (p. 31)

Then, finally they quote again and leave out "mobi
lize masses of workers in these struggles and develop
them into campaigns of the working class." {emphasis
above, in all quotes, mine) So here they attempt to
make ft look like the draft is proposing organizations

of/t/sf advanced workers who by themselves take up
all these struggles against the ruling class. And, finally,
you get the "Clarify" authors' twisted distortion sum-

. ming up the draft: "caucuses to lead the struggle around
the working class' grievances in the plants and unions,

and IWOs made up of advanced workers, to lead the

broader struggles ajmed directly at the ruling class."
Comrades can certainly get a better idea of what the

draft says by reading the draft.

Two Kinds of "Linking"

The authors of "Clarify" say they like the draft be
cause it "clearly links the struggle around wages and

benefits, working conditions, against speedup and
lay-offs, against discrimination, to the stmggle of
the entire working class for the emancipation of labor."
But they don't like-it where titey see it separating the
organizational forms to lead the struggle-"Our prac
tice lead's to the conclusion that the struggles of the
working class around shop issues and around the broad
er campaigns must be linked both politically and or
ganizationally, not separated as suggested by the draft
programme."
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All this "linking" sounds good but there's linking
dialectically, dividing one into two and seeing the unity
of opposites and there's linking two into one which the
"Clarify" article does. The draft tries to show the eco

nomic struggles as one battlefield in the class struggle
where the embryo of class consciousness can develop
and the need to develop further broad political strug

gle to raise class consciousness and the organizational
forms to lead this struggle. The "Clarify" folks try to

say basically that the shop struggles and the struggle
for socialism are one and the same, or that the eco
nomic struggle plus socialism tacked on constitute the
RWM.

The RU has already summed up that adding propa
ganda about socialism onto the tail of essentially trade

unionist struggle will never develop revolutionary con
sciousness among the workers. At most it will develop

social democratic, reformist consciousness—fight for

economic gains and eventually, through quantitative
changes, economic and political-reforms, arrive at

socialism. And that is basically the picture we get
from the "Clariify" article.

In fact, rightism runs through this article-from
the beginning, where it talks about organizing around
grievances in a reformist way as the main right error

coming out of the period of "left" errors, to talking
about the shop struggles as revolutionary struggles,
to tiie fact that never is there mentioned taking up
the.struggles of other seaions of the people, only
"major struggles of the class."

The shop struggles are one place where workers
can begin to develop class consciousness, but it doesn't
matter how communists organize around grievances if

'that's a//they organize around; the workers still won't
develop revolutionary class consciousness. That is the

main point of the first RU NCC report."Can Martynov
cite an instance in which leading the trade union strug

gle alone has succeeded in transforming a trade-union
ist movement into a revolutionary class movement?"
(Lenin, footnote, p. 76, What is to be Done?)

This rightism provides the political basis for the
organizational views of the "Clarify" authors. Al
though they talk briefly about building an area-wide
IWO they don't say why it is being built, ard from
their article it is impossible to see why one is necessary
except to coordinate the various industrial sections
who are leading the day to day struggles.

M1WM Article

The M1WM article leaves itself open to the criticism

of not being based in the shops by making it appear
that basically an organizational question of the inabili
ty of the Workers Committee Against Wage Controls
(WCAWC) to deal with anything other than wage con
trols was the main basis for the M1WM.

It does say that the work of the WCAWC and other
committees helped lay the basis but doesn't say how.
It doesn't talk about how workers vi4io were Involved
in shop struggles got involved with these committees,
how their political understanding moved forward, how
they applied tfiese lessons to the shop struggles, brought
more workers forward, began to link up the issues in
joint meetings of caucuses and other forms-how all
this work, together with the deterioration of the ob
jective conditions of the masses, was more important
than the organizational question around the WCAWC
and even more important in laying the basis for M1WM
than the success of May Day, 1974.
' The article correctly states the main strength of the
Ml WM in bringing "together a solid core of advanced
workers from a number of different industries. These

/ workers have united with communists to take impor

tant issues and struggles to the whole working class."
As workers developed through the shop struggles

and various committees they also began to see the

need to "take up every major struggle of ail sections

of the people against the ruling class, mobilize masses
of workers in these struggles and develop them into

. campaigns of the working class." (p.31) This is an im
portant advance.

Uniting the advanced workers as the backbone, as
the draft says (and it has been the most advanced work
ers who have been the backbone of the M1WM), does ̂
not mean the advanced workers are the only ones

who are active. But it has proven to be one of the-main
ways to provide the basis for waging the struggle so
that broader numbers of workers can take part and
learn through their own experience.

This should have been summed up better in the ^
M1WM article. If, for example, this kind of oraaniza-
tion had existed and united with the Bay Area carpen

ters strike In 1973 both the level of that particular

struggle and the lessons learned from it could have
been greatly sharpened, as welt'as helping to develop
on-going organization there. Instead of njaximizing
the political gains from that strike much of it was lost.

"Show Train"

But the M1WM article too much presents the RWM
as a show train for workers to jump on. "The work of
the MlVyiyi arppnd^the Ruckp|-_and Chinafovyn strug;,.

gles helped to raise the class-consciousness of the strikers
by showing them the reality of working class unity and
of the growing revolutionary workers movement;....

These workers came out not simply on the basis of trade
union solidarity (although this was the starting point

for some), but because they understood that the fight
against the oppression of women, minority peoples,
and immigrants was a crucial part of these strikes."

Many workers did come to these picket lines based ,

on trade union solidarity and a certain amount of class
consciousness. The point is to unite with them in strug

gle and help bring them forward. "i he importance of
the work around the Chinatown struggles was more the
unity that was developed in struggle, helping to break
the struggles of the workers in Chinatown out of their
isolation and showing the links between the struggles
of Chinese and other immigrant workers against class
and national oppression and the staiggle of all workers
against exploitation and oppression. This was more

important than the handshakes at the end of a meet

ing.

There was a tendency to want to have everything
looking just right—for the Rucker strikers we have the
-Lee Mah workers, for the Jung Sai strikers we have
the Rucker workers, and so on. One example of this

tendency was wanting to have a Rucker speaker at
every rally and picket line while they were on strike,
running the advanced workers ragged, and not under
standing that during the strike the main work of the

advanced Rucker workers had to be to develop that

strike.

Flowing from these political weaknesses are some
incomplete and incorrect organizational ideas. While
political line Is key, it won't do to say "It is not the
name of an organization that is crucial. It is its poli

tical line and its leadership in struggle. If postal work
ers at this point are more familiar with Uprising (a
rank and file postal workers organization and news
letter) than with the M1WM, and if auto workers are

more familiar with On The Line, this is no problem

as long as these organizations work closely with the
M1WM to strengthen their ties'through common work
around key campaigns and to take a unified political
line to the broad masses of workers." (emphasis mine)
If there is no difference then why have different organi
zations?

Part of developing the correct approach lies in ap

plying the single spark method: "To enable the masses
to use this weapon most effectively and carry forward
the struggle of the working class, the Revolutionary
Communist Party works.to build various forms of

workers organizations in the plants and unions and
among the class as a whole." (draft, p. 30)

There are now different forms existing, some of
which were spontaneous, some were initiated by com

munists. We should work toward raising the political
consciousness of the workers and developing organiza

tions with the same political level as the area-wide
IWOs. And these organizations should be affiliated as
sections of the area-wide IWO.

Division of Labor

But even when these organizations are on the same
political level there is and will be a division of labor.
These organizations or sections still must do the day
to day work in their plants and unions, linking it with
and building the campaigns of the area-wide IWO. The
most advanced workers who come forward will be and

are the backbone of the area-wide organization whose

"overall role is to apply the 'single spark' method to
take up every major struggle of all sections of the
people, against the ruling class, mobifize masses of
workers In these struggles and develop them into cam
paigns of the working class." (p. 31)

Whether that means developing the struggle against
police terror or building support for a key strike, the
area-wide organization is necessary to really develop
titese campaigns which will help lead to the building
of plant and union organizations on a higher level. We
have to break through the idea of building self-contain
ed Revolutionary Workers Movements in each plant
and industry. The area-wide organization cannot be
confined to just being based in the plants and unions
and cannot just coordinate different sections of the --
RWM, but must play its overall role.in its responsibili
ty to the working class.

There is only one Revolutionary Workers Move-
•. ment and applying the single spark in this way, taking

account of the uneveti development of the struggle
but not bowing to it, is the way to build it. And this
becomes even more crucial as national campaigns

develop.

The draft programme as written around IWOs is
.basically correct. It should sharpen up the section
by stating more clearly the need for organizations
to be developed as sections of the IWOs and to lead
the struggles in the plants and unions. And, on the

' other hand, it should point to the role of the area-
wide IWOs in developing organizations in plants and
unions where they don't yet exist, as well as pointing .
out the overall role of the IWOs which is done (basic
ally correctly) in the draft. ■,
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On OtherAspects of Building
The Workers Movement

One
After discussing the journal article "Using the Slo

gan 'Jobs or Income'." and reading the section on this
in the draft programme on pages 3t and 32. some of
us feel that there are important errors here, not only
on the point of unemployment, but on all struggles
in defense of the workers' standard of living.

We feel that the way the journal article treats the
struggle of workers in a shop around layoffs or impend
ing layoffs keeps these struggles separated from the
workers who are fighting unemployment at the unem
ployment centers. When the authors of the article push
for workers to "save our jobs" in a struggle against lay
offs, they shoot themselves down by not seeing the im
portance of raising the slogan Jobs or Income not as an
action slogan which the article says for all times and
places, but as an agitational slogan.

But why do we raise Jobs or Income to the workers
in a shop that's shutting down? We raise it because
Jobs or Income is the main demand of the working
class around unemployment and impending unemploy
ment, not just "the main demand of the unemployed"
as is stated in the draft programme on page 32. We
bring this slogan of the working class to the working
class in its battles against layoffs, shutdowns and even

speedup because it sums up the situation of the whole
class and aims an uncompromising demand straight at
the bourgeoisie.

The author of the journal article doesn't understand
how this struggle for Jobs or Income can develop into a
broad social movement of the workmg class (the poten-
riai of which we saw April 26 which involved mainly
employed workers, as well as the hundreds of thou
sands who have recently demonstrated in cities around

the country for jobs or in defense of jobs). On the other
hand, we know rallies aren't everything. The fight for
every job, defense of seniority, benefits extended to
those already laid off, the fight against discrimination
in layoffs, and other demands are the backbone of the

campaigns for Jpbs or Income and in fact are part of
the basis of it becoming a broad social movement. This
brings us to the error in the draft programme.

The last three columns of the section, "Trade Unions
and Working Class Organizations in the Struggle for

Revolution," gives some scanty analysis followed by
a set of demands of the working class in the struggle to
defend its standard of living. In the next section, "The
Working Class Will Lead the Fight Against All Oppres
sion," it says "These demands represent vital questions
around which masses of workers are fighting today But
as important as they are, they deal only with the effects
of capitalist exploitation and oppression. The fundamen

tal task for the working class is to eliminate the cause—
the capitalist system itself. To do this it is necessary
to fight the effects to get to the cause—to utilize to

day's struggle as a means of building for the future
showdowns with the bourgeoisie." By saying this it
again doesn't understand how, for example, the strug

gle for Jobs or Income or cutbacks in services (it might
be hot times in the cities this summer) can and has

become a broad social movement the same way the
struggle against police repression can.

In fact, these struggles to defend living standards
are one battlefront in the struggle against the bourg

eoisie, and some can be developed into broad social

movements, that get to the cause—capitalism—and

challenge its right to exist. If this is not true, why
did we take up Farah? The ENA? The miners? April
26th? The draft programme makes a serious error in
not summing up these struggles, in this way, because
if our programme doesn't take a clear line on this,
there will be a danger to leave the struggle to reform- .,
ists.
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Looking at the cities, especially with all the bud-
get crises, we see the masses in motio'n every day. Not
only does this involve the working class but other

strata, loo. But look where these struggles are going.

At one huge demonstration over the decay in educa
tion the main demand has become for a state income

tax. Did the masses of people want a state income
tax? Of course not! This arose because the working

class is not in the forefront of these battles and groups

like Congress of Afrikan Peopi^are (they've been push

ing for just that demand). But again, we must see how
some of these issues can involve millions in struggle
and be led in a revolutionary way.

The political error of not seeing how these strug
gles can become revolutionary struggles gets made
as an organizational error as well, in the section of
nhe draft on caucuses and IWOs on pages 30 and 31.
Whereas the caucuses would take up the day to day
struggles in the shop, the IWOs on the other hand
would take up the political struggles only. We do
agree that caucuses "come and go, ebb and flow"
like the particular struggle itself. But we also feel that
the IWOs, which are permanent and made up of advan
ced workers, should be open ended, meaning that they
take up and lead some of the day to day struggles as
well as take up the broad political campaigns. Again
we must see how the day to day struggles are related
to and in fact build the broader campaigns.

As the draft programme states on p. 33, "Fighting
blow for blow on all fronts, and led by its party, the
working class will develop its rhovement of today into
a revolutionary workers' movement that fights exploita
tion and all oppression in order to end wage slavery.
To do this the working class must take up and infuse
its strength, discipline and revolutionary outlook into
every major social movement." We think one of these

fronts is in defense of living standards. ■

Two
The draft programme says, "Unemployment is

buiit into the capitalist system, and is an open sore
revealing the fundamental sickness of the system—a
sickness that is with it from its birth but becomes all

the more malignant as it grows to old age." (p. 31)
The fight against unemployment is a crucial question
for the working class, and the use of the single spark
method is key for building that fight. As communists
we must use the fight against unemployment to ex

pose the system and build the revolutionary workers
movement.

In using the single spark method, we must link

broader issues (such as the Jobs or Income demand)
with concrete struggles against particular targets. TTils
way we can more clearly "identify and isolate the

bourgeoisie and its agents and unite ail struggles against
this enemy." (p. 30) And we use these struggles to
paint an overall picture of capitalist exploitation and

the need for proletarian revolution.

And we have also learned that these demands and

targets must be picked scientifically, on the basis of
Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought. And that at

all times we must keep in mind our objective—building

a revolutionary workers movement. Recently we built
3 campaign for better unemployment benefits, focus
ing most of our day to day struggle on the bureaucrats
who run the unemployment office. We have summed
up that this campaign was not formulated and built

in a scientific way, and that our UWOC work suffered

because of this. We should not have narrowed the

struggle for Jobs or Income to fighting for benefits
from bureaucrats.

Fighting Bureaucrats for Benefits

When the big layoffs hit at the end of '74, we de
veloped plans to rebuild the Jobs or Income campaign.

In the last year we'd summed up that a big problem
people first faced when they were laid off was getting
benefits-being delayed, being ineligible, and so on.

So we developed a program that we took to die
plants before people got laid off, as well,as to .the um ,

employment office. of.going to.the plants ,
was a good one-^sorriething we should have done.in
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the past. It was a way of taking the.quesiion.o.f the
layoffs and unemployment out to'the class as a vvhble
and get to people before they were laid off, raising the
idea of fighting unemployment.

But rather than concretely raising the question of
fighting the layoffs, most of our demands were in es
sence to make the layoffs more bearable: 1) No delays
in benefits: 2) Benefits for all no matter how long they
worked; 3) Jobs or Income.

We then proceeded'to unfold a program'of struggfe'

at the unemployment office of fighting for better
benefits. Fighting for benefits is one part of the strug
gle for Jobs or Income, and it has some important as
pects. It's important to fight for benefits as one of the
needs of people when they're laid off. Also through
the fight for benefits and the ruling class* denial of
them, we can draw valuable lessons about the nature
of the system and, in particular, the state.

Shifting the Heat Off the imperialists

But In emphasizing the struggle for benefits against
bureaucrats we made two errors. First off, we made a
lot of right errors in our work.

Though we did point out that the bureaucrats were
the servants of the capitalists, we at times tended to
put them on the same level as the capitalists-calling
them "fat cats" in one leaflet, a term which tends to
lump bureaucrats in with the imperialists. And beyond
that we put them forward as the main target of our strug
gle. In a leaflet building for a picket at the unemploy
ment office, we said that one reason for the picket was
that "we will be putting the people who run this office
on notice that we want our demands met, and we are
not about to let some fat-ass bureaucrat steal what we

need to live." Even in the fight for benefits, our main
enemy Is the monopoly capitalists.

We built several militant actions at the unemploy
ment office during this time and we involved a number

of workers in them. But in making benefits without red
tape the main focus of our struggle, we tended to make
confrontations with the bureaucrats the main form of
struggle. This tended to give the impression both that
benefits was the main goal and the bureaucrats the main
enemy.

This "benefits" line also pushed us in the direction
of narrowing our propaganda. Some of our leaflets did
give pretty good raps laying out the cause of unemploy
ment and the working class' fight back. But others didn't
really point to capitalism as the cause and made the

lack of benefits the main attack we were hit with.

To quote from one leaflet, after a paragraph about
being messed out of benefits we said, "what it all adds
up to is a systematic effort to deny us the means we

need to live." And in another leaflet, "Then we come
down to the unemployment office and find long lines,
long forms, and short checks. But why should we be
paying for this pickle the capitalists have gotten them
selves into?" In essence we were saying that the main

way the capitalists were attacking us was by not giving
us benefits. And we narrowed the demand for Jobs or

Income to one for income: "Now benefits run out

after 6 months for most people. But WE NEED BENE

FITS UNTIL WE GET JOBS-JOBS OR INCOME!"

(emphasis in orig.)

Forgot to Fight for Jobs

But our main error was to make benefits every
thing, to forget about other aspects of the fight for
Jobs or Income. As an article on UWOC work in the

second Forward to the Party stated, "building strug

gle around one focus and emphasizing that aspect of

the struggle tc the exclusion of other aspects—especial
ly demands or, the government—led very easily to right
errors." This happened to us.

In focusing totally on benefits we missed opportuni
ties to expose the system. In particular, by not fighting

the layoffs we missed opportunities to point the strug
gle directly at the companies. We didn't clearly raise
the point that the capitalists have no right to lay us
off. We have a right to jobs, there is plenty that needs

doing and what we workers want is a jobi Not a hand
out. There's something wrong with a system that can't
provide jobs.

Secondly, we downplcyed the Jobs or Income cam
paign. For instance, we put off using the national peti
tion. We failed to grasp the importance of linking all
our local struggles with the nationwide struggle and to

see that this could help build people's understanding
and drawjheni'in^fa'^ruggle.

So we'We're fi^fliitiH'li'ke helTfoV benefits. But we
weren't carryfhg'oiit o(ir'tliree''rna'jn
mass struggle as laid out in the draft programme: "To
win as much as can be won in the immediate battle to

weaken the eneirly; to raise the general level of con
sciousness and sense of organization of the struggling, ,
masses and instill in them the revolutionary outlook

of the proletariat; and to develop the most active and
advanced in these struggles into communists, recruit
them into the party and train them as revolutionary

Continued on page
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leaders." (p. 32)

All this isn't to say we didn't move forward during
. this period. We had a successful rally for jobs during
this time which drew a good number of people and

was very spirited and lively. And it was made more
successful by our putting forward a better and broad

er line than just benefits. We were also able to sum up
some broader lessons from the struggles with some
close contacts.

Failed To Take Overall View

What was the source of our errors? How did we fall

into the benefits trap?
A large part of our errors came from a misapplica

tion of mass line. What we did was build struggle
around what people talked about a lot at the unemploy

ment office-benefits. When analyzing what concrete
struggles to develop, we have to take into account

what's on the people's minds-but we can't just tail
after what people say. We must instead come from a

Marxist-Leninist viewpoint—do active investigation

among the masses, analyze the different needs as well

as struggles going on, and then proceed from the view

point of what can most mo\e forward the revolutionary
workers movement and advance people's consciousness

and understanding. We can't lose sight of the^ basic goal
of mass work we do—revolution. We're not just fight
ing for a better life under capitalism.

Another basis forthe "benefits" line was an attitude

by some comrades that came down to "we can't fight
the layoffs." This line came from seeing the government
as an easier target to win against and benefits easier to
win than jobs. This line tends to focus on the question
of whether we can win or not as the key criterion for
whether or not to wage a struggle, rather than the ques
tion of will the masses take it up and learn lessons from

it.

Basically we were coming from the wrong outiook-
we were doing our work on the basis of what seemed

to be the most immediate needs of the unemployed
we met. Instead our stand should be based on what

the working class needs to take up. The question should

be: how does the working class build struggle politically
in the sharpest way possible against unemployment?

We think this means in general putting emphasis

on jobs in die Jobs or Income work because: 1) build
ing struggle around the demand for jobs can more
thoroughly expose the ruling class and system. It fo

cuses attention on one of the main sore points of the

system—the fact that the working class produces all of
society's wealth, yet we're not even assured-of a job

tosupport our families, and the fact that millions of

us are idle while it's plain to see how much work there

is to be done providing a decent life for the people;

2) We must build on the fact that the working class
is the productive class-we're proud to be the class
that keeps society going, the greatest class in history.
Sure workers need income when they're not working,
but most would rather work; 3) Struggles for jobs,
against layoffs, etc. point more in the direction of
employed-unemployed unity. Though we have to

win the whole class to support income for the un
employed, going with the line we had to the plants,
demanding benefits, was restricting ourselves to ask
ing "them" (the employed) to support "our" (the
unemployed) fight.

The struggfe for jobs can include many things,
can be focused either at the government, at the
companies, or both, and must be developed accord
ing to concrete conditions. We've just started doing
this and we still have a lot to learn.

At the same time we have to play the piano. For
example, while focusing on layoffs we must develop
struggle around other things too-for public works
jobs, benefits, SUB—and link this with the class'
fight for Jobs or Income as part of a revolutionary
workers movement. Though developing concrete

struggles is an imfjortant part of using the sirigle- -
spSrk rrietfiod, 'Ae'havS to cpntihilaliy iirVk'dp' wWli^'' '
other incf'broader stfuggtW.' We' m'l/st'indeed spread '
the prairie fire and point the way forward in building
the revolutionary workers movement and finaliy over
throwing the capitalist systern altogether.

"Thd Revolirtiohars^'Cbrfimunist Patiy'builds the
struggle around unemployment as a major battle of
the whole working class, a decisive part of the struggle
not only to keep from being crushed under capitalism
but'

cat'l^Vf'i
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: to finally overthrow it, and in doing so end the
'ori
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Three
After discussing the section of the draft programme

-.< dealing with the struggle of the working class around
unemployment, a number of comrades, including some
who have done work among the unemployed, agreed
that this section is confusing and could be improved
in several ways, in particular, we made the following
criticisms and suggestions:

(1) In general the draft programme jumbles together
the slogans of the working class around unemployment
and the crisis of capitalism with the demands arising
out of the unemployed. Of course, employed and unem
ployed workers are members of a single working class
with one class interest, and the conditions they face
come from the same source. But employed and unem
ployed workers do face different conditions, and speci
fic demands arise from these. If this isn't clearly drawn
out we will fall into the error pointed out in the journal
article "Using the Slogan 'Jobs or Income' " : "To shove

everything under the Jobs or Income demand is a right
error. It is not to educate the masses and show that

the class should be united because we face the same

imperialist enemy and its economic crisis, and not be
cause we have the same demand."

Around unemployment and the economic crisis the
draft programme raises demands and slogans coming
from three places; those arising from the concrete con
ditions of the unemployed—Jobs or Income is an exam

ple; those arising from the conditions of employed
workers-Fight layoffs, plant shutdowns and runaways;
and those which speak to the need of the class to unite

and fight back—Employed/Unemployed-Same Crisis,
Same Fight! It would be much clearer if the draft pro
gramme laid out how these demands and slogans arise
from concrete conditions, and how the whole working
class must be mobilized to take up the fight around all
of them. For instance. Jobs or Income, while arising from
the unemployed, must become a campaign of the whole
working class, employed and unemployed. In fact, it

is in the course of building struggle around the concrete
needs of employed and unemployed workers that slo

gans like Employed/Unemployed-Same Crisis, Same
Fight become rallying cries for millions of workers.

(2) In.order to show how the demands and slogans
of the unemployed arise from concrete conditions, the
draft programme should include one or several senten

ces about the conditions unemployed workers face-
how unemployed workers are driven to or beneath

the level of bare subsistence, how they lose any bene
fits they might have had when employed, lose their

possessions, how they are forced increasingly onto

welfare or into very low paying jobs, or even forced
to starvation. It is such conditions which push unem
ployed workers into becoming scabs.

(3) Specifically around the demand Jobs or Income,
we felt that the draft programme must say more about

what this demand means. The draft programme Is con
fusing on this demand because, right after it, it lays

out how the "Capitalists and not the workers, must

pay." What should be an explanation of the slogan
.fobs or Income is really an explanation of the slogan

".Fight! Don't Starve." (See, for instance. Revolution,
April '75, p. 4, 1st column: "Fight! Don't Starve. This
battle cry is the answer of the working class and masses

t6 the question 'Who shall bear the burden of the crisis?'
...We didn't create the crisis and we will put the burden

where it belongs, with the only means at our disposal
—all out struggle.")

Of course, the demand for Jobs or Income says that

the working class isn't about to bear the burden, but it
is also more specific. It says that there are lots of jobs
to be done, that while masses of people are driven into

the dirt, unable to provide tiiemseives with the bare '
necessities, millions of workers are forced to remain un

productive.

The draft programme should indicate that the demand
for jobs is the primary demand. Overwhelmingly our

practice with unemployed workers shows that work
ers want jobs, they want to be productive: this is no

surprise, since that's the nature of the working class.
In addition, workers want whatever security you can

get with a job-weekly paychecks, some benefits, not

worrying about unemployment running out. Atthe

same time, it is the tremendous uneij|ployment, and
the demands for jobs^ which, the draft programme,,..,
states, "is'an open sore revealing the fundamental,, ;
sickness of the system..." y

To say that the'demand fo/jobs is primary doesn't
mean that under all conditions and at all times we

must fight for jobs first. It does rnean .th^t in pur agij;- ,
ation and propaganda the demand of the working class
for jobs is primary-that's what we vyant, need, can do.
Without this clarity, we will not mobilize workers
around tht most advanced understanding, tail behind

the spontaneous struggles, raising jobs now, income
anotnei time, without educating workers m th|!,c^i4rse,.|

f 'l r-. .
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of struggle around the nature of capitalism and the
need for revolution.

That this error is one we not only can fall into,
but have already fallen into, can be seen from the
journal article "Focusing Struggle in UWOC Work."
This article says: "We do feel that it is correct to ;
build the Jobs or Income campaign in the particular,
and we also feel that the demand for jobs Is the pri
mary aspect of the demand at this point here—the
massive layoffs in this area are recent enough, and the
extensions on unemployment compensation are ade
quate enough that income is not yet the overriding
concern of the masses. People want work, and that
is what we are focusing on."

According to this view, after a longer period of
crisis, income will become the overriding concern of
the masses and then we will focus on this aspect of
the campaign. This analysis is incorrect on two counts:
First off, even now, many UWOC chapters focus their
day to day struggles around income demands: fight
delays, fight for workers who are denied benefits,
build the campaign to extend benefits. But in build
ing these struggles we consistently do agitation and
propaganda around the need for jobs. As the crisis
deepens, as more and more workers and their families
are faced with the struggle for bare survival, the agita
tion and work around jobs doesn't decrease-it must
increase if we are to point the way forward for the
masses. ■

Four
The draft programme states that the single spark

method is "a key part of building the united front
against imperialism under proletarian leadership, and
in applying this method the Revolutionary Communist
Party not only rnakes it one of its main weapons but
works to arm the entire class with this weapon." (p.
30) After some discussion comrades in our collective
feel that the draft programme tends to liquidate the
single spark method as a particular weapon of the class.
We feel that since this is one of the main methods used
by the party and the workers organizations'we should
be more exact on what it means and what it doesn't
mean.

(1) The draft programme states that the single spark
method means fanning and spreading the struggle and
through the course of this struggle developing conscious
ness: "To seize on every spark of struggle, fan and spread
it as broadly as possible throughout the working class
and among its allies. To build every possible struggle
and build off of it every spark of consciousness, to iden
tify and isolate the bourgeoisie and its agents, and
unite all struggles against this enemy." (p. 30) We think
this points out the correct relationship between sparks
of struggle and sparks of consciousness: the working
class develops consciousness through the course of strug
gle and not divorced from it.

For example, this was something we learned in the
Farah strike when we saw that the correct method was
to actively build the boycott and strike support through
picket lines, plant gate collections, buck-a-month clubs,
etc. to make the strike a struggle of the whole class,
and through the course of this to unfold the lessons
of the stri ke. The method that didn't take the boycott
and strike support seriously and reduced our activity to
just leafleting and holding forums tended to isolate
us from the masses, held back the development of the
Farah strike as a fight of class against class, and devel
oped no one politically.

In fact, we think some comrades are still making
the same mistake and downplaying the importance of
spreading sparks of struggle and instead see spreading
sparks of consciousness as the principal aspect of the
single spark method. This comes out in two articles in
the second issue of the journal.

In the article entitled "Focusing struggle in UWOC
Work," which is about applying the single spark meth
od in UWOC, it says, "We found that limiting our agita
tional raps to running down this or that fa it of dirt on
the power company and its hanky-panky with the lo
cal politicians and business interests would make the
workers angry, but just didn't provide the spark [em
phasis ours] that would swing them into action. How
ever, when we put the attack forward as a real glaring
example of the attacks of the bourgeoisie on the work
ing class-in the deepenin9.crisi5...workers came forward
enthusiastically." , ■

First, we feel this is wrong because the working class
is already involved in spontaneous struggle and the pro
blem is not to figure out how to "swing them into ac
tion" but to figure out how the conscious forces can
catch up and give leadership to.this spontaneous.strug-.
gle, to point it squarely at the enemy and build on its
revolutionary thrust.

If" .hniw 'irl:
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spreading the idea of "attacks of the bourgeoisie on
the working class in the deepening crisis"-in other
words a spark of consciousness.

in tfie article in the second journal entitled "Les
sons of the May 1st Workers Movement" it quotes the

single spark method from the draft programme and
then says, "In applying the 'single spark method.' it
Is important for communists and active workers to

take the main political lessons of key.struggles back
into the shops and to apply these lessons to the strug
gles developing there." We feel this line is also wrong.
What would this line mean in building the campaign
around police repression, using the struggle for justice
for Tyrone Guyton as a single spark? There are a num
ber of political lessons that have been learned in this

struggle: the need to rely on the masses and not the

courts, the role of the police, the need to make pro
letarian revolution to wipe out police repression for

ever, etc. With the above understanding of single spark,
communists and active workers would spread these
lessons in the shops and use these lessons to build

struggles there, like using the lesson of relying on the
masses to build a struggle around speedup. Again this

reduces the single spark method to mean soreading

sparks of consciousness.

We think the way to build this as a single spark
among the working class would be to actively in
volve workers in the shops in the struggle around Ty
rone Guyton through participation in demonstrations,
plant gate rallies, petitions, etc., and unfold the poli
tical lessons through the course of struggle. This method
allows us to build political campaigns, like the struggle
against police repression, throughout the entire work
ing class, while the other method restricts us to apply
ing lessons to the struggles developing spontaneously
in the shop.

(2) In terms of what struggles we build as single
sparks the draft programme says we "build every
possible struggle" (p. 30) and "take up every major
struggle, of all sections of the people." |p. 31) This is
confusing because it leaves out the role of the party.
We don't tail after the spontaneous movement but

we use Marxism-Leninism to analyze material reality

and choose where there is a dry prairie "littered with

dry faggots which wil) soon be aflame" (Mao), and
build struggle there as a campaign of the class. We
don't, for instance, use the single spark method

around every strike, although we do build it as strong
as possible, but we will use a strike In the steel indus
try as a spark to build a prairie fire against the ENA.

By saying "build every possible struggle" the draft
programme also implies that the single spark method
would have us running from struggle to struggle. What

happens in reality is the party decides on certain cam
paigns given a Marxist-Leninist analysis of particularly
sharp contradictions around which there is a lot of

struggle, like police repression, and concentrates and
focuses its forces on fanning and spreading a particu

lar spark around this campaign, like Hurricane Carter.
There does not even have to be a lot of spontaneous

struggle around the particular spark, which there wasn't
around Carter, but the spark exemplifies the spontane

ous struggles that are already going on around the issue.
It is exactly by analyzing conditions and scientifically
concentrating our forces that the party and the work
ers organizations are able to build the broadest strug
gle and extend their political influence the widest.

How, for Instance, would we get involved in the
struggle against massive cutbacks in a particular city?
Spontaneously there are many struggles breaking out,
like demonstrations of various city workers against

layoffs, struggles in the community against hospital
closings, student demonstrations against cuts in open
admissions programs, etc. First the party would de- '
cide that cutbacks in services was a " particularly

sharp contradiction, a dry prairie which should be
a campaign of the class. Then the party, through an
analysis of both objective and subjective conditions,
would choose a partitxilar spark, like maybe the strug
gle among hospital workers, where the cutbacks were
particularly sharp and where the party had some stren
gth.

Through concentrating its forces on building and
spreading the broadest struggle around this spark, by
involving the broadest possible forces, and through
the course of this struggle unfolding the revolutionary
nature of the struggle, the party would be able to exert
the widest influence on the struggle against these cut

backs and lO make the fight a campaign of the work
ing class. On the other hand, to build every spontan
eous struggle against cutbacks would disperse our for
ces, take away the focus we could provide, and in a
struggle as broad'as this, would be.like spitting in
the wind. ■

Five
The draft programme states, "The method of the

proletariat and its party is to mobilize the masses of

workers to take matters into their own hands and

wage a blow for blow struggle against the enemy...
fan and spread it as broadly as possible throughout
the working class and among its allies. To build every
possible struggle and build off of it to launch new
struggles. And through the course of this to fan every
spark of consciousness, to identify and isolate the
bourgeoisie and its agents, and unite all struggles
against this enemy ...To enable the masses to use this
weapon most effectively and carry forward the strug
gle of the working class, the Revolutionary Commun
ist Party works to build various forms of workers' or

ganizations, in the plants and unions and among the
class as a whole." (p. 30)

The Farah strike was a spark that, because of its
importance to many fronts of struggle, needed to be
fanned throughout the whole working class. In many
cities the RU helped to do this by setting up Farah
Strike Support Committees (FSSCs), because (as is
said in Red Papers 5, p. 116) "It is our job to broad
en and deepen these struggles as much as possible, by
involving the largest numbers of workers, making the
widest links with ail other struggles, of workers and
others, and helping the workers to draw political les
sons from these struggles."

Committees like the FSSCs are forms through
which the single.spark method can be applied. These

committees, although they may begin widi few or
even no workers active in them (as was the case in this

area), can play a major role in fanning the flames of
struggle, uniting the class to fight back, and through
this work "active fighters for the class will continually
come forward, and unite to lead struggle, the conscious

ness and sense of organization of the workers as a

whole will be developed, and many of the most ad
vanced among them vyill develop into communists

and join the party." (p. 30)

In this area following the Farah strike the FSSC

was not disbanded, but continued as a Strike Support
Committee building support for the farmworkers'

struggle. In the course of our work we have learned
many lessons about how to—and how not to—apply
the single spark method.

Running Around

We began with an essentially narrow outlook, and

an incorrect line on the single spark. Rather than see
ing our Job as "fanning the flames of struggle,'-' we
'ivere "bearers of the single spark." We would run
around with the hot cinder in our hands to wherever

vte could find a strike and dump it on them by laying

out the lessons of the farmworkers while getting in
volved in their strike in a trade unionist way. The idea

was that people would learn these lessons if they saw a
direct experience on their own strike line that was simi
lar to a farmworker strike. At the same time we gave

the impression we were a "rent-a-picket" service with an

added attraction—just push a button and you get "les

sons from the farmworkers."

We saw ourselves as teaching the lessons of the farm
workers. rather than applying them. Our slogan, "fight
like the farmworkers," was a reflection of that. We

were not working to unite the class to support the strug
gle of the farmworkers aspart o^a class-wide fight against
a common enemy class of parasites. What it amounted to
was saying that workers would not take up support for
the farmworkers unless they could see how it would

directly affect their own particular struggle at that
particular time.

In contrast to that, the article on the Farah strike

in RP6 says "the Bay Area FSSCs mobilized and re
lied on the strength of the working class and the Chi
cane people, not by appgaling to their narrow inxer-
ests bufby raising the broader political questions in
volved in the strike and by drawing on the strength
and inspiration of the Farah strikers themselves. In
fact this was the only way consistent and sustained
support could be generated and applied to other strug
gles as well."

As we began to grasp these mistakes we set out to
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develop consistent work around the farmworkers. We
set up a weekly picket line at a major chain store in a
multinational working class community and concen
trated on leafleting and uniting people to support the
, farmworkers by boycotting grapes and Gallo, donating
food, giving leaflets to friends, joining the picket line,
etc.

Through this we hoped to develop a base in that
community, involve workers.in the committee and
take the struggle to the many factories in the area. We
worked to build support for the farmworkers as lead-
in9,fighters in our struggles against class and national
oppression. We began popularizing some particular
farmworker struggles that were going on at that time.

At first we tended to be backward with the people
we talked to. We would ask them to boycott Gallo
and grapes but wouldn't really try to explain why we
thought this was important, or even why we were the
SSC and not the union's boycott office. Even with
this approach we found tremendous support for the
farmworkers, but we didn't take that support any
where.

Struggle to Root the Work

When we saw that, we struggled to root the work
we were doing more deeply in the class struggle. As
one leaflet we put out said, "We are fighting because
we are tired of living under the thumb of the big corp
orations and their system that keeps us poor...the gov't
and the courts who outlaw our strikes, the cops who

attack us on our picket lines, the corporations laying
off millions of us across the country and blaming it on
workers from Mexico, the traitors like Fitzsimmons and

I.W. Abel who conspire with the bosses to take away
our right to strike and all the other gains we've made
over the years. These are some of the things we are
fighting against, and the farmworkers are in the fore

front of that fight."
When we build support in that way, people began

to see that the farmworkers movement was their fight,
too. We began selling the local anti-imperialist news
paper which became more and more relevant to our
work as we began to apply the correct line. At first

we sold five or six papers, then as we developed more
we would sell more and more-recently one day when

we didn't have any leaflets people dug right in with
the paper and sold over 60 in about two hours. We

also put together a huge pictorial display of the farm
workers movement.

Early in our work we held a benefit film showing

("Salt of the Earth"), which brought about 80 peo
ple out, including many from the community. After
this we summed up more clearly that we had been
underestimating the workers' class consciousness and

readiness to fight. We were surprised to see such a
good turnout—but really what was happening was

that the masses were leadi ng us forward. We were
learning from tiie masses that they in fact want to

take up the fight to unite our class—and we were learn

ing it through our practice.
We helped build for May Day this year as a day of

militant unity with other members of our class—to
make future battle plans for building the working
class movement and within that to understand more

what role the farmworkers struggle plays in that move
ment. We saw May Day .as playing a crucial role in
building the farmworkers struggle as part of the
whole working class war against the profit system.

Through this work a local high school student and
a Chicano worker became members of the SSC. The

May Day committee had put together a slide show
about May Day, and the worker set up several show
ings at his night school. After one showing, the vice-
principal tied to kick it off. The worker told him,

"The people here want to see It, but you can go right
ahead and shut it off if you want. By the way, how do
you like demonstrations?" The high school student,

through his work with us, has begun to see the need to
build struggle at his school against conditions in the
"English as a Second Language" classes and the school

generally. He builds the boycott of Gallo wherever he
goes and is particularly enthusiastic about supporting

the farmworkers without' being under the thumb of
the union's line, particularly about deportations.

Since that time the committee has consistently
grown almost with each new meeting. We saw more

and more that building support of the farmworkers
as a struggle in the.working class' fight against all op
pression meant building the revolutionary workers
movement by applying the "single spark" of the farm
worker battles and fanning it throughout the class.

"Incorrect Line"

Bufagain art incorrect line popped up when some
comrades put forward the slogan "Kick Gallo out of
the community" as a slogan to develop our work
around. We had just learned that people came to our
committee because they saw the farmworkers as ah im
portant fight for the.epr/re vvorkirig class in its battle ,
with the capitalist systern, ahd now some of us were

Continued on page 11
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putting forward that we consolidate our gains by build
ing a massive campaign to kick Gallo out of the im
mediate community. Where dp we kick them to, any
way? Another community? Are we trying to "liberate"
our community from Gallo at the expense of building
an overall workers movement?

The essence of that line was reflected when a work

er who had come to the meeting to talk about build
ing a "farmvrorkers week" in her shop was virtually
ignored because we were too busy talking about that
slogan.

The committee later united that what we really

needed to kick out was this narrow view of "kicking
Gallo out of the community." We saw that what we
had to do was take the word of the farmworkers strug
gle to the whole working class and spread the sparks
of struggle. We plan now to regularly take die cam
paign to different plants in the area as well as main-
fining our picket lines, and to make a priority of

such things as the "farmworkers week" that worker
was talking about.

Committees like this play a significant role in build
ing the revolutionary workers movement. Similar to
some plant caucuses, they take a particular struggle
that has in it many sparks, build struggle around it
and in the course of that workers will begin to "see
themselves as more than mere individuals, but as mem

bers of a class, locked in warfare with the opposing

class of employers." (p. 29) ■

Six
This is being written in relation to the section of

the article "Build the Revolutionary Workers Move

ment" on unemployment work in the first journal
and die response on the overtime question in the sec
ond journal. Although I agree with the essence of the
second journal criticism on the question of overtime
during layoffs, it fails to get at the root cause of the

error that is made in the first journal article around
how to fight layoffs. It seems that in their jfforts to
overcome what they say was a "left" line during the
energy freeze in not having a concrete program to

Involve workers In around the line of stop the layoffs,
they flip and now come up with a concrete program
but around what line? LINE IS KEY. In fact the line

during the freeze of stop, or better, fight the layoffs
is correct; what was missing was developing a program
to build struggle around the line.

Because.of the incorrect sum up, what was done to

correct the first errors was even worse than at first.

In the name of "fighting the layoffs" and "developing
a fighting program" the question of line got lost or,
even better, revised from the "left" "stop the layoffs"
to two concrete reformist demands of layoff accord

ing to seniority and no more overtime.
Tbese demands don't really fight the layoffs but

rather accept them as part of the system. Because what

this line would lead to'is-let's say vvprkers refuse oyer-
time rather than refuse fprced overtirfv^ because the
latter seems a'backwards way to build struggle; but,
anyway, the situation is no more overtime.

The layoffs are continuing, less than 50% remain
and the company is^now forced by the struggle of
the workers to give in to the demand around laying "
off by seniority. What have you got? A plant with a
dwindling work force of under 50% and both demands
have been won. The program was won, the working
class is the loser, because what was being built was
not a revbrutionary workers movement but a reform-
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Seven
Introduction

Struggling around the draft programme and the
journal, and summing up our work in the course of
this ideological struggle, we began to focus around
the demand "No OT during layoffs." Out of this strug
gle came the article in the second journal, "A Ques
tion About Overtime Demand."

When the line of that article first appeared, we
were almost unanimously in agreement with its gener
al thrust. But carrying the stnjggle further and deep
er has led us to uncover the real lines In the article,
the ideological roots of these lines, and how they have
been reflected in our practice over the past few years.
We have come to totally reject this position. The arti
cle's line is thoroughly rightist, and the ideological
roots of that line have seriously held back the develop
ment of the revolutionary movement in our area of

work.

This rightist line came out in several forms: one was
a tailist line toward the masses and their struggles; the
second was pure idealism, the line that "the working
class learns through its day to day discussions"; and
the third was a line which liquidated all but the most
spontaneous struggles. The line was based largely on an
incorrect class stand, and also to some extent on a weak

understanding of political economy, particularly as re
gards the question of overtime.

I. Tailism to the Masses In Their Struggles

This boils down to the following question: Will the •
working class struggle to make revolution?

The journal article states. "Overtime benefits the

capitalist class. As the real wages of the working class

are driven down, the only alternative to militant strug
gles to defend the standard of living Is for individual

workers to work longer hours...This demand (no more
overtime during layoffs) tends to pit the unemployed,
who need their jobs back against those working, who
may need to work overtime to make ends meet."

The article is saying that to work overtime is the

only alternative to the working class waging militant
struggle. In other words, since the working class won't
wage militant struggle, workers have to work overtime.

What underlies this is that the working class isn't a fight
ing class, a revolutionary class. The working class can't

"get it together," so as communists we should uphold
their only alternative and that is to work overtime

,  rather than fight. "
We believe this line really leads to what It says it is

fighting against—to dividing the class. The only way to
forge conscious links between unemployed and em
ployed is through militant struggle against the capital
ist class around demands that represent our class in

terests.

We, as cornmunists, don't try to drive workers
to the poor house, the capitalists are already doing

this; but, we certainly do put forward that the only
.alternative is militant struggle. Our call is not for
'workers to sacrifice, give up hard won gains or much
needed income. Our call is to unite as a class—to break

down the divisions the capitalists have forced on us—
to fight as a class. In the course of struggle it will mean
temporary material setbacks for some workers involved;

this is unavoidable. For it is only through struggle that
a revolutionary workers movement will be built that
can turn back the capitalists' attempt to drive us down

and enable the working class "to wield it? mighty power

to smash the rule of the capitalists and remake society

to serve the Interests of the great majority of the peo
ple." (draft programme, p. 1)

A. Will workers struggle for their own immediate

interests?

The journal article doesn't openly state that work
ers won't struggle. What it does say is "No Forced Over
time, At Any Time. But it must be coupled with the
demand, A Decent Livable Wage Without Overtime."
In other words, the line of the article is saying that
workers will not refuse overtime if it means sacrificing

"extra" pay, or workers will not struggle if it entails,
sacrifice or risk. We would like to ask, whoever has

heard of a struggle without sacrifice? '
History shows that workers have always fbiight

back against their oppression. And we had some ex
amples from our practice that showed this was true.
One comrade had led a successful fight against forced
overtime, organizing his department to quit working,
after eight hours and march out of the plant. The work
ers did this knowing that they were putting their jobs
on the line. But we didn't learn from this, because

time after time we failed to lead the day to day strug- -

gles on the.sjiop floor, .saying, '.'This.vyorker w.pn.'t, , , , ,
fig^t because' he has f^o (nany kii.dr.'' "the'oliJer work-' '
ers'donV,vv^t tq,i^ke.^^vps^becaqse,th^ i,:._

want to lose their seniority," etc.
This line has come out in our work at a plant where

there were layoffs and a four day work week. An "emer-
gencry job" came up, and one welder worked five dou- •
bles in a row, all In one week! One of the more advan
ced workers in h[s department jammed him pretty hard
about it; but the stand of a comrade in the plant was
to make excuses for him, saying, "Well, yeah, he
shouldn't be working so much OT, but what we should
do is fight for a decent wage for 40 hours, then he
won't have to work so many doubles." In other words,
"Sure these layoffs are hurting us, and sure refusing
overtime is one way of fighting them, but really, we
can't expect workers to struggle unless we can guar
antee them they won't have to sacrifice in the course
of that struggle." It was true that the welder needed
the money he was making, and it is true also that we
fight for a decent living wage; but in this case, saying
that was a cover for not struggling with him to stand
with the class and its needs-No Layoffs, No Short
Work Week-and refuse the OT as part of the struggle
for those needs.

B. Will the working class fight for demands in
their class interest even though it might mean tempo
rary material setbacks for some workers involved?

The journal article makes the statement, "OT bene
fits the capitalist class." Logically, therefore, it is in
the working class' interests to demand its elimination,
right? Not according to the article, basically because
workers "may need to work OT to make ends meet."
In other words, following the article's line, whenever
there is a conflict between class interests and Immediate

material interest, the immediate interest will win out.

An example of this line in our practice, and the
effect it had on the struggle of the masses, is at a large
plant in our area. Workers there had been on a seven

day week for some lime, and a lot of anger had built
up over this. A comrade began to raise this issue, to
try to build a fight around it; but some of the workers

said "We can't fight around this OT; most of the guys
really need the money." (The plant is notorious for

its low wages.) So the comrade dropped it. Even when
another worker raised "No Forced OT" as a contract

demand in a union meeting, the comrade sat on his
hands.

This is an example of how, in carrying out the right
line of the journal article, we not only could not lead,
but in fact we held back the struggle of the masses
that could have been developed!

Of course, a part of the problem was an incomplete
understanding of why OT is an attack on the class (we

will talk more about the political economy of overtime
later). But.the main point here is that after the first re
sistance was encountered, the comrade didn't even con

sider fighting against forced OT, because he didn't think
tiie workers could be won over to that struggle, because
they wouldn't sacrifice the extra money.

Workers will unite around demands in their class

interests,.and take up the struggle, even though it may
mean an immediate material setback. At one plant the

company was trying to stick the workers with an incen

tive plan. In the one shop where the plan had been in
effect on a trial basis, workers had been making up to
$30 per week extra for a couple of months. The com

rade in this plant, together with some advanced work
ers, saw that any sort of incentive plan is an attack on

the class, and they had to fight to keep it out of their

plant, while at the same time uniting with the sentiment
for more money.

As a result of this fight to defend the class interest,
the company's plan was smashed, 82% of the plant

voted it down, including a number of the workers in
the "trial" department. This even though they may
have "needed" incentive to make ends meet, as the
journal article states on the question of OT.

C. Will the working class struggle for demands that
cannot be Immediately won?

The journal article is correct when it says "OT bene
fits the capitalist class." But that's putting It mildly!

Let's take it a step farther—to "benefit the capitalist
class" means to attack the working class, since we
know nothing can benefit the capitalists and the pro
letariat at the same time. The proletariat and its party

oppose all attacks on themselves, and struggle to unite
the class against these attacks. That's why we always
oppose overtime as an attack, regardless of how they
force us-"by the contract, or by economic necessity"
—as it is put in the joumal article.
How does the article raise the fight against over

time—as a depiand which is in the interest of the whole
class? No. it'raises lt''only as a specific "weapon in the
hands of the working class in its fight against layoffs."
And even more narrowly, "as a tactic to force the com
pany to hire back."

The fight against OT is one front in the fight against
layoffs. But that's not all it is. The fight against overtime
Is, in itself, a fight for the needs of the class. By leav
ing out this'point (after telling us that overtime bene-

'fits the capitalists), and by reducing the fight against
OT to a tactic, the article is saying that we should fight
only against the effects of OT during layoffs, but not
against OT itself as an.attack op the vyprking clasps. .This
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because it is easy to see how refusing OT during layoffs
couid win jobs back, but it's-not so easy to see the im
mediate results that would come from fighting OT as
an attack on the working class as a whole.

Whether or not fighting for these demands can bring
immediate results is not the factor that determines if

we take them up. The class fights for what it needs,
all the way from ending discrimination on the plant

•  floor to ending, once and for all, police terror. In fact,
taking up struggles that the class needs Is the very thing
that allows the class to see its ultimate need—to over
throw the source of all its misery, the capitalist system.
The working class needs to stop layoffs, and it needs
"a decent livable wage, without OT," and refusing OT
is a tactic that the class uses in fighting for tfiis. But it
also needs a limit on how'long we belong to the capital
ists each day, and further, it needs to break all chains
of oppression by capital.

"...the party of the proletariat must bring to the
workers, through all their struggles, the understanding
of the antagonistic contradiction between themselves
as a class and the bourgeoisie, and consistently guide
the struggle toward its final aim." (draft programme,

P. 30)

Here's an example of the journal's line on this ques
tion, as we carried it out in practice. At one plant,
comrades were building a fight against layoffs. In talk
ing with workers they came up with some demands-
but two were contradictory. One was "Stop the Lay
offs, Everybody Back to Work." The other was "Lay
off by Seniority." Faced with this contradiction, they
dropped the demand that could not be as easily won—
the class demand "Stop the Layoffs..." They kept
the more "palpable" one. To hell with our jobs, we
need fair layoffs! (See, we're NOT like OL at GM

Fremont; we defend the seniority system!)
Fortunately, another comrade struggled against

this error, and it was corrected. We put out a pretty

good leaflet which was well received. It spoke to the
question of many workers, "How can the company
keep us working if there are no orders?" by straight-
out saying "We don't care about their profits, we need
our jobs!" This brought out enthusiasm we had never
seen. Workers were saying, "Yeah, that's right. I've
never looked at it that way before." Out of this a
small group of workers was brought together to fight.

Even though we corrected the error in this case,
we have now summed up that all of our work around

layoffs has followed this "palpable results" line-the

workers would never fight unless they could see an im
mediately attainable result.

The same line came out in the work around fighting
police terror. When ve carried out the correct line, when
we "brought forward the ideology of the proletariat
and its common interest in fighting exploitation and all
oppression," we were able to unite a number of workers

to play an active role. But in one plant, a comrade
didn't raise it in this way. When a guy asked him what
he thought was the solution, he said "community con

trol of the police"! He later summed up that he was

afraid of pointing to revolution as the only solution,

afraid that the worker wouldn't understand.

Now it is, of course, true that people may not be

able to grasp revolution at first. And it is also true

that by mobilizing people to fight police attacks we
can win some intermediate results (such as making the
cops think twice about messing people around). We

want to do all these things. But where this comrade

was coming from was the "palpable results" line. The
worker wants a solution; so we give him a nice, easy

one.

We must bring out that revolution is the only final

solution, but of course that won't be clear in the ab

stract. So we have to link it to a fighting program,
which will lead in that direction, and which workers

can unite with even if they don't agree immediately

with our final aim. Of course we want to control the

police; but how will that be done? By uniting all who
can be united to fight police terror, and eventually
through proletarian revolution.

11. 'The Working Class Learns Through Its 6ay to. Day
Discussions"?

Besides everything else, the journal article is tho
roughly idealist. It says: "This demand (no overtime
during layoffs) implies that the workers cannot be
won to seeing their interests as a class, and cannot be
won over to refusal of overtime as a tactic to force

the company to hire back. And if some workers can
not be won over to refuse overtime, then the only
thing we can do is force the pompany from'giving'^
it.", ,_ '' v'"' '
This fmi is'tbtaH^ fe'aiirtibnafVMt 'iay'S we miist op- "

pfcfet-^tdfe^'frbiiVi'advancing one step, until every

last backward worker is "won over to voluntarily re
fuse overtime" or. even more, "won over to seeing
their interest, as a class." What would this line mean in
a strike? Would we have workers patiently trying to
"win over" scabs to their "class interest"? The work
ing class would teach us a thing or two about what
class struggle really is. And they would deprive work-
ers of the "right" to keep discussing things with us un
til they reached a high level of consciousness.

Does the working class learn through their day to
day discussions? No. "The working class learns through
its day to day struggles." This statement means a lot
and we are just beginning to grasp it. Class struggle is
not just a battle of "ideas," not a campaign to win
"hearts and minds." Class oppression is real. When a
cop murders a kid, or when someone's laid off—that's
real. And the only way to fight it is with real struggle.

It's true that workers have "to be won to seeing
their class Interests," but that's possible only through
struggle. And we fight to build class consciousness for
one reason only—to arm the working class for revolu
tionary struggle. The working class is the most thorough
ly revolutionary class not just because it can best see
the evils of capitalism, but because "It has no stake in
the preservation of the capitalist system and is the only
class capable of not only overthrowing the present rul
ing class but completely remaking society." (draft
programme, p. 23)

This struggle has brought out many examples of
idealism in our work. At one plant, union hacks got
real uptight about the workers' enthusiastic response
to our leaflets-May Day, Smash the ENA, and a re
print of the Voungstown article from Revolution. So
they put out a leaflet of their own entitled "3 Toots
for Abel," which praised the no-strike deal because it

kept steelworkers on the job while others were being
laid off, etc. We responded with a leaflet that showed
how things have gotten worse since the ENA was adopt
ed. It exposed the ridiculous lies in the union's leaflet,
and said "Instead of 3 toots let's give the boot to the
ENA."

All we left out was any reference at all to the strug
gle in the plant, namely the hacks' attempt to snuff
out the sparks of struggle and class consciousness that
were beginning to develop. The hacks hadn't put out
a leaflet for years, and they thoroughly exposed them
selves when they did. Here was an opportunity to give
leadership, to build the intensity of the struggle, to
help the workers see that It was exactly their struggle
that had forced the hacks to come out of hiding. But
we didn't. We couldn't grasp it ourselves because we
were carrying out the line "the working class learns
through its day to day discussions."

At another plant where this line had been carried

out for two years, the comrade had "united" with
many workers in "discussing" imperialism, but had

done little else. When the company tried to put through
the incentive plan mentioned earlier, the comrade uni

ted with some workers to put out a leaflet and try to
give some leadership to the developing struggle.

What was different this time was that he tried to

root his work in a program. A number of valuable
lessons were learned. For one thing the workers who

came forward to lead the fight were, in the main, not

the ones who came forward for the "heavy raps" about

imperialism. Another lesson was this: Some of the

active workers first opposed trying to unite with workers

already under the incentive plan, saying "they're just
out for themselves." After struggle and actually taking

leadership to go but and talk with the workers in favor

of'the incentive plan, this comrade won the other work
ers over to the Importance of uniting with the righteous

anger of people for more money.

People were united around the slogan "More Wages,

To Hell With Incentive." This slogan reflected the
concrete conditions, and unleashed a lot of enthusiasm.

A score of workers actively came forward to leaflet,

put up posters around the plant, and even organize a

small car caravan through the parking lot on the day

of the vote. The incentive plan was smashed. "The work
ing class learns through its day to day STRUGGLES"!

III. Liquidating All But the Most Spontaneous Struggles

The line In the journal article liquidates all but the

most spontaneous struggles. As we have pointed out. It
raises OT only in the context of a tactic In the struggle

against layoffs and doesn't call for struggle against OT,
itself. This is certainly incorrect; even if we could mobi
lize the entire working class to refuse OT in order to
win back jobs, that, by itself, would still be bowing
to spontaneity.

If we followed the article's statement, "OT benefits
the capitalist class." to its logical conclusion, that OT
is an attack on the working class, but still limited It
to the economic arena, even that would not be break
ing out of the bounds of spontaneity.

To realty raise the fight against OT as a fight of
the whole class means to show how OT is an attack

in all ways, and bring forward the intet;gsts of tl^e
class in the cburse.bf fightihg 'a^Sinsf it..A's,the biigmai
eigh't Vib'ul-da'J'demanded', we need'time '^for whyi'v^"-
will":
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to develop social, cultural and political life. In other
words, to begin to break the chains of exploitation
that bind us to the grindstone, to raise our heads and
begin to develop our strength as a class. We must build
the fight against OT as part of the fight for our class
interests, and against our oppression as a class.

We must also clearly point the finger at the ruling
class as the source of that oppression, and wage tireless
battle to limit the bourgeoisie's ability to oppress us.
The article does not do this; in fact its whole purpose is
to oppose the Idea of raising "NO OT" as a demand to
the bourgeoisie, let alone the individual company.

This line was strong for a long time in our work
around the ENA: "We don't have to fight the ENA
itself; workers will strike when they need to. After
we have enough strikes, it will be clear that the ENA
doesn't work, and we will have defeated it by striking."
This was our approach.
.  It Is only recently that we have begun to see that
the ENA in itself is an attack. Not just an attack eco
nomically, although that is part of it, but it is an at
tempt by the bourgeoisie to further limit our class'
ability to wage any struggle. The working class has
historically used the strike as one of our main weapons
in fighting back against the attacks of the bourgeoisie,
whether the struggle is for higher wages or for broad
er political demands, such gs striking to stop the impor
tation of Rhodesian chrome, part of our struggle against
national oppression.

The "right to strike" is not some bourgeois demo
cratic right. The working class fought like hell to
force the capitalists to recognize that it is us, the work
ing class, not them. Who will decide when we will with
hold our labor power. Hence the battle cry is "SMASH
THE ENA! DEFEND THE RIGHT TO STRIKE!" and
not "FORGET THE ENA, WE'LL STRIKE WHEN
WE NEED TOi"

Going even further, we must firmly grasp the under
standing that every battle we wage is part of the overall
class struggle, and that every victory, however small, is
a blow at the capitalist class, which Is the source of all
oppression. Not doing this on the one hand will make
it extremely difficult to lead the class to victory In the
struggles it is waging. On the other hand, and more
importantly, it will make it impossible for us to raise
the struggles of the oppressed nationalities and other

sections of the people as fights of the working class,
and lead the class in taking up these struggles. In other
words, by liquidating all but the most spontaneous
struggles as the line of the journal article does, we
will make it impossible to build the conscious leader

ship of the working class in the United Front.
We must raise every fight as part of the working

class fight against the ruling class, and actually lead
the masses of workers in concrete struggle against the
bourgeoisie and all its schemes.

"...in building its revolutionary struggle, the prole
tariat breaks the hold of trade unionist ideology—the"
bourgeois line that the limit of the workers' movement
must be the struggle for better wages and working con
ditions-better terms of the sale of the workers' labor '

power, a slight loosening of the slave chain, only to

have it tightened again. The struggle of the working
class, within and outside the unions, must become

the struggle to smash this chain, to abolish wage-slavery
and the capitalist class that lives by it." (draft program
me, p. 31)

IV. What Is Proletarian Class Stand?

In the course of the struggle over the journal article,

we got a better handle on what is meant by class stand.

Basically what the Journal article does is to combine two

into one. It combines bourgeois individual "right" with

the class in*";rest of the proletariat. It implies that the

needs of the class equals the sum total of the individual
needs of all workers. And, to carry it a step further,

the way to unite the class is to unite every section around
what it sees as its needs, and then put it all together and

you get the needs of the class. This reduces class strug
gle to the arithmetical total of these smaller struggles
for individual self-interest, "me first." Not even workers

in my plant first ahead of the whole class, but actually
ME first, to hell with the other workers.

By failing to take a clear stand with the working
class and its needs, it is unable to draw a clear line be
tween bourgeois "right" and the real interests of the
workers. This line, in the final analysis, boils down
to saying—as the journal article implies—that we can
not fight to win a demand that is in the working class', .
interest without first winning the entire class over to
it or we end up violating bourgeois democracy. For
example, in the case of overtime, to ever demand no
overtime and win would take away the right of back

ward workers to work as much overtime as they want.

While it's true that the needs of the class are there

fore the needs of its component parts, to look at it

like the journal article does boils down to pragmatism
and liquidating the needs of the class as a class. Be
cause the needs of the class are pt tirnes in cqntradic-
tiori fbfHe rrhmediate rieeds'^'of some parts of the '
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class. And the needs of the class are often in contra-
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diction to the subjectively perceived needs of indivi

dual workers. (That's why we never uphold the bour
geois "right" of the backward to be backward over
the conscious needs of the class as a class.) And to
fail, like the article does, to divide one into two

around this question amounts to not taking the stand
of the proletariat in struggles.

In terms of these struggles against overtime and
layoffs, we started from the standpoint of the im
mediate needs of the particular workers, not the needs
of the class struggle. And by using pragmatism instead
of science we could not quite figure out a way to satis
fy everyone's felt needs (short of revolution, of course)
And so we could only half-heartedly give leadership to
the struggle against what was coming down, for it was
not really that clear even to us how what we were
doing fit in with our goal of revolution.

This corresponds exactly to some errors we have
made in our view of class stand. For us class stand has

meant being militant, enthusiastic, disciplined and
prompt, bold among the masses, etc. This is a self-cul-
ttvaiionisi view of class stand, one which looks at all

the manifestations of class stand except the most im
portant one—standing with workers in day to day
struggle, and, by using the science of Marxism-Lenin-
ism, Mao Tsetung Thought, giving leadership to these
struggles by fighting for the needs of the working class
as a whole.

In this light we have also underestimated the role
of theory and science in our work. We would tend to

view class stand and science as opposed to one another.,
"this comrade has a good class stand, but he's not
very scientific." The result of this was the enthusias

tic, militant, prompt fighters for a narrow, backward
line. Of course, there's a lot more to class stand than

science, but to pjt the two against each other cuts the
revolutionary heart out of proletarian class stand.

And here's how. One the one hand, and most im
portantly, without our science we cannot get involved
in struggles and lead them to revolution. And on the

other hand, we have found that it is only by grasping
proletarian ideology and the science of revolution that
we can be consistently militant and provide leadership
to struggles. To the degree that we have grasped the
interests of the class and the revolutionary nature of
the class, to that degree we have been consistently and
thoroughly militant. Line is leadership! Proletarian
class stand makes us into a material force to change
the worldl

V. Grasp Political Economy

increasing surplus value.
But the lengthening of the working day also increases

the amount of surplus value to the capitalist. The more
surplus value extracted from a group of workers by the
lengthening of the working day, the less the number of
workers required to produce the same amount of pro
fit for the capitalist. The greater the number of work
ers thrown out of work, the greater the competition
among workers for the jobs that are left. This competi
tion for jobs (unemployment) drives wages down. The
price of a commodity will fluctuate either above or be
low its value depending on the market. Unemployment
creates a buyer's market for the commodity, labor
power, and the sellers, the workers, are forced to sell
below the value of the commodity (the average socially
necessary labor time to maintain the worker and his
family).

This, at first, allows the capitalist to hire cheaper
labor power (for a greater surplus value) but soon
forces him to—since the competitors are doing the
same thing. It becomes a matter of his survival as a

capitalist.

But competition for jobs has another effect. It
forces the worker, by the threat of replacement, to
work the hours his boss requires. In the same way as
before, this first allows, and then forces the capitalist
to lengthen the working day.

But even this, which is the heart of why the capital
ists make us work overtime, is not the only or even
the main reason the working class views overtime as
an attack on our class. Throughout the history of capi
talist production, the determination of what constitu
tes a "working day" is the result of a struggle between
the capitalist class and the working class. This is an eye-
opener! The capitalists, if they could, would stretch
the "working day" beyond the limits of the 24 hour
day. The working class, on the other hand, constantly
struggles to shorten it. (An exarriple of how narrowly
we viewed the question: early in its history the work
ing class struggled against night work as "unnatural"!)

in Selected Works of Marx and Engels, vol. 2, p.
79, Marx says; "A preliminary condition, without
which all further attempts at improvement and eman
cipation must prove abortive, is the limitation of the
working day." (emphasis Marx) "It is needed to restore
the health and physical energies of the working class,
that is. the great body of every nation, as well as to

secure them the possibility of intellectual develop
ment, sociable Intercourse, social and political action."
(emphasis ours)

Nowhere in the history of the struggle for the eight
hour day were we able to find the demand for shorter

hours "coupled with the demand, A Decent, Livable
Wage Without Overtime." This demand, as well as
others around speedup and job combinations, flow
from and are sharpened up by the struggle to limit
the working day.

The second question raised in the journal article: is
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it correct, in principle to demand of the capitalists,
"No Overtime?" From the beginning we had unity
that the demand "No Forced Overtime" was a cor
rect demand of the capitalists and that workers should
always have the right to refuse overtime. There was
also unity (in theory) that the duty of communists
was to struggle with other workers to stop working over
time in their class interest. The point of contention
was, is it right to force the capitalists from offering
overtime? Wouldn't that take away the right of a few
workers to make the extra bucks they needed? isn't
this just a fancy form of OL's "share the burden"
line? Doesn't this place the burden for layoffs on the
backs of'those working overtime? Again, Marx says
no:

It must be acknowledged thai our labourer comes
out of the process of production other than he entered.
In the market he stood as owner of the commodity
'labour-power' face to face with other owners of com
modities, dealer against dealer. The contract by which
he sold to the capitalist his labour-power proved, so
to say, in black and white that he disposed of himself
freely. The bargain concluded, it is discovered that he
was no 'free agent,' that the time for which he is free to
sell his labour-power is the time for which he is forced
to sell it, that in fact the vampire will not lose its hold
on hfm 'so long as there is a muscle, a nerve, a drop of
blood to be exploited.' For 'protection' against 'the
serpent of their agonies," the labourers must put their
heads together, and, as a class, compel the passing of
a law, an all-powerful social barrier that shall prevent
the very workers from selling, by voluntary contract
with capital, themselves and their families Into slavery
and death. In place of the pompous catalogue of the
'inalienable rights of man' comes the modest Magna
Charta of a legally limited working-day, which shall
make clear 'when the time which the worker sells is
ended, and when his own begins...' " [Capital vol 1
p. 302)

One final thing. This struggle over these questions
has really deepened our understanding of the correct
ness of our line on party-building and deepened our
grasp of the central task. For It was only by starting
to sum up our work in the light of the draft and journ
al that the original two lines in our group first came
out. At this point it took a determined struggle first
to even spend the time on the questions raifed ("we
have all these layoffs to deal with") and secondly to
get down into the questions to the point where we.
were all pretty clear on them and united around what
vre feel is correct. This was a long and difficult process.

From it we have again learned the absolute correct
ness of the ,statements that the correct line develops
in opposition to the incorrect line and that it is this

struggle between opposites-and nothing else—that
moves our understanding and our work forward.

Forward To The Party!
Struggle For The Party! ■

As the struggle unfolded around the article, we saw
that we needed a better grasp of political economy. Two
questions had to be answered: one, why is overtime an
attack on the working class?; two, is it wrong in princi
ple for communists to raise the demand, "no overtime?"

What did political economy say at>out the first ques
tion? We all knew the theory of surplus value, that for
eight hours work the worker is paid much less than the
value he has produced. Bur during overtime the situa
tion seemed different. After all, if the capitalist has to
pay time-and-a-half or doubletime, didn't that cut into

his profit? Wasn't overtime just an example of anarchy
pure and simple, something the capitalists would prefer

not to resort to? Political economy said no! As Marx
put it in Capital: "...the labour expended during the
so-called normal day is paid below its value, so that
the overtime is simply a capitalist trick in order to ex
tort more surplus-labour, which it would still be even

if the labour-power expended during the normal work
ing-day were properly paid." ("The Working Day" vol.
I, p. 247, emphasis ours)
We know that under capitalism, labor power is a

commodity. The value of any commodity is determ
ined by the average socially necessary labor time re
quired for its production; in the case of labor power,

this is the cost of maintaining ihe worker and repro

ducing future generations of workers. But this value
is the same whether the worker works eight or 12 or

16 hours, .Sifice the price of a commodi^ntends tp'
fl.uctjjate a^>put jts va.lue, j^ie reaj.wage^ (tj?e-P,rJc§ of
the cprnfTipdity, tataor.pqyvfi.r,) will tend to remajp-.the
same. Whereas before the worker worked overtime, for
"extra" money, he now works 12 hours every day to
make ends meet.

But there is a difference between labor power and
other commodities. Labor power in motion creates

surplus value. The capitalist needs to constantly in

crease surplus value to try to halt the falling of his rate
of profit; he can't be satisfied tomorrow with the same

amount of profit he made yesterday. This means he has
^ ,iEo.cpn5t,antly,tfY't9 tjrive.tbe price qf iappc power^pelow
'  its .value; (.wages iend_tp_i;»nstantiy go-below .what-,

going) since this Is.one. way of
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Our draft programme states; 'The policy of the

proletariat and its party is to buila its strength in the
unions as part of building its revolutionary movement,
and not to reduce the class struggle to the struggle for
control of the unions." (p. 31) For the past year and
more we have been struggling to grasp and apply this
perspective in our work among the bus drivers of a
large urban transit system. It has been a struggle to
overcome trade unionist politics established in our
work over a two year period.
We have found that.as our practice changed in the

direction of building a revolutionary workers move
ment as opposed to building a strong, militant, demo
cratic trade union movement (and nothing else), work
ers have come forward to fight under our leadership
and some advances in building the "revolutionary strug
gle, unity, and consciousness" of the class have oc

curred.

At the same time, we must remain vigilant and con
tinue to struggle, because we are still a ways from com

pletely breaking with our former rightism and firmly
grasping the revolutionary line of the draft programme,
with the result that right errors have continued to crop
up in our work, preventing us from leading the masses
in making ail the advances possible under the circum

stances.

Recently a struggle took place when the local
bureaucrats, at the instigation of the International
Union, brought charges against and removed from
office a brother who was the only officer elected from
our caucus' slate in the last union election. A lot of

mass struggle took place around his case and it posed
in a very clear and sharp way the necessity to break

with our past practice around the union. Grasping the
advances made in this stoiggle, and recognizing those
which could have-been made but weren't (due'to our

errors) has helped us greatly. We hope it will also be
of use to comrades around the country in furthering

discussion around the draft programme.

Running A Slate

"The working class aid its party cannot base its

strategy on 'taking over' the unions by electing new
leadership, and it cannot restrict its struggle to the

limits set by the trade unions at any given time." {p.
31) But that, in fact, was our strategy for the first
two years of the caucus' existence. Although it was
born as an ad hoc group in the midst of a big mass
struggle over service cutbacks (which we led to "vic

tory" with a reformist line), the caucus formalized
its existence first around running a slate in the union
election and then around putting out a newspaper.

The only real unity underlying the electoral slate

against the "corrupt, inept" incumbent leadership
was a mildly "progressive" line about working con

ditions that needed changing and union democracy.
It turned out that some of the people on our slate

were triple-O's, opportunists out of office. But the
only lesson summed up from the first election (in
which several of our candidates won minor shop ste

ward posts and several others came close to winning
seats on the Executive Board) was that people who

wanted to run on our ticket had to prove themwives

by working in the capcus betvxen elections.
After the election, the newspaper was started and

it quickly became the main, and often, the sole acti
vity of the caucus. TTie basis of unity was no more
developed than it had been for the election-basically,

union democracy, working conditions, and "transit
issues." The concept of the paper put forward was a
sort of a "Town Hall in print," rather than an instru
ment of struggle. Whatever anyone wanted to put in

the paper was cool. The paper attempted to be all
tilings to all people. *t specialized in raking manage
ment and union bureaucrats over the coals for their

ineptness and inefficiency, but it never dealt in terms

of class contradiction.

But this "strategy"—that workers learn, not through

their struggle, but through endless "exposures" of
their Immediate enemies—only created tl^illusion
that workers suffer because management and union
hacks are stupid (not life-long class enemies!): and,
along with this, cynicism that nothing can be done
against such powerful, corrupt enemies.
' From the start, we had built the caucus among

serious activists, workers who were highly respected
by the masses. Because of this, leadership in struggle
was more or less thrust upon the caufcus {demanded
of us), once on a pay issue, around some cases of
management harassment, and around some rotten
by-laws changes which the hacks tried to sneak through.
But these struggles were generally led in an economist,
trade unionist way so that the lesson learned, time

and again, was that the masses need new union leader

ship (us).

Most of the energy of the caucus went to putting
out the newspaper. Because our leadership, bad as it
was In many ways, was the only rank and file leader
ship around, and because the paper did speak to a lot
of the problems and conditions faced by workers on
the job. it became very popular. Everyone read it and
discussed it. Most people would contribute financially
if asked. We took this popularity as a^ign that 'we were
doing good work, and, unfortunately, this became
somewhat of a model for work taken up in a number
of industries in the local area.

Consistent with our lack of a revolutionary outlook
in this period, campaigns our organization took up
around class issues such as the Farah strike, Pay Board
and May Day were seen as "outside" Issues, difficult
to raise, we felt (attributing our own backwardness
to the workers!), since most people were only at the
"level" of being concerned with job issues. We confined
our work around them to putting articles in the paper
(not very good ones) and talking to a few^ workers we
considered "advanced" enough for political issues, try
ing, with mixed success, to involve them in a "higher
level" of activity. Of course, the question of revolu

tion and communism, and our role as communists in
the day to day struggle, were never brought out in cau
cus meetings, since most people weren't "ready" for
that, and not even very much In individual conversa

tions.

This basically characterized our work up till over
a year ago, when the struggle against right errors which
had been raging in the RU for some time finally came
home to us. We realized that we had to transform the

caucus into an organization that could lead struggle
with a revolutionary working class outlook. At that

time, a campaign developed which demanded that in-

stead of talking about transformation, we get on with
it. The Mayor and local police announced a campaign
of "emergency, systematic, and massive" police terror
against the Black community "to combat crime." One

of our top (Black) bosses stood at the Maypr's side-
as the announcement was made, endorsing it. The
union hacks, also Black, voiced opposition but did no

thing.
But the caucus as a whole took it up. We built for

and participated in a major demonstration against the

police campaign. We popularized the struggle among
the drivers. And workers came forward! While our work

on this campaign was still hesitant and far from bold,
we had taken a step which began to erase the false divi

sion between "inside" and "outside" issues.

Election Platform

But we still hadn't seen or understood a lot of our

mistakes. We were involved in our second union elec

tion (the one in which one brother from the caucus

was elected to the Executive Board). Our election plat

form was drawn up as a "Proposed Program for Rank

and File Action." In the preamble, we stressed the
need for the membership to unite in struggle and not '

rely on us as saviors. But the platform itself dealt only

with immediate working conditions and issues of union

democracy, with the slightest bow to the class struggje
couched in mild terms and buried down the list of

points.

Shortly after this, a major economic and political

attack came down on us, in the form of a ballot mea

sure backed by the capitalists and their political hacks
in our area. Although our first response was to get out

a special issue of the paper detailing "all the facts,"
we soon moved out in a more positive direction. We

called, for the first time, two demonstrations of work
ers, one directed at the local Chamber of Commerce

which was backing the measure, and the other at the
bourgeois press.

We built these demos in a class way, pointing out
the class nature of the attack and building links be

tween our struggle-and that of other sections of work-'
ers, particularly other city workers. After this promis
ing start, however, we got bogged down in an inner-
caucus struggle with CL, which was trying to drag
the struggle off the straight path of fighting back
against a capitalist attack to the question of fighting
for collective bargaining rights. ("We can't fight unless
we have a contract"!) At a crucial point In the strug
gle, we felt back into urging the union leadership to
call a work stoppage (they didn't) rather than mobi
lizing the masses independently of them.

CL's ability to derail the struggle at a crucial point
(they're no longer in the caucus) was way out.of pro
portion to their strength and numbers. What It really
showed was ̂he weight the dead hand of our bid econ
omist line had on our work. The caucus was still based

on the narrow struggle for democratic trade unionism.
Nevertheless, some advances were made. While the

hacks based their work on traditional bourgeois elec
tioneering, deception and slick trickery, relying on a
high priced Madison Avenue-type firm, we held that
that the attack on us was an attack on the whole work
ing class-that we all need the right to strike, none of
us needs wage freezes, we all have to fight Inflation,
speedup, and other attempts to put the burden of the

crisis on our backs—and that the only way to defeat
this attack was by relying on the working class.

We joined in building a demonstration of class unity
-called by the regional IWO-with local strikers, strug
gling immigrant workers, and activists in the campaign
against police terror. Later, we organized hundreds of
drivers to help distribute tens of thousands of leaflets

which brought out the class line for defeating this at
tack. these activities had some impact, but most im
portantly they helped lay the basis for transformation
of the caucus as an instrument of class, not trade
unionist, struggle.'

Struggle Erupts

Through that struggle and the inability of the cau
cus in its existing form to provide clear political leader
ship, we and the advanced workers summed up more
thoroughly the need to transform the caucus, or, if
necessary, start all over. At that time, we studied the

Out/sw article in Red Papers 6 as a guide to the direc
tion we should take. A struggle erupted which gave
us a perfect opportunity to put into practice what we
had been studying and discussing.

Management came down with a measure designed
to spe^d up and harass the drivers. Before anyone had
even heard about it, the union had agreed to it on a
"trial basis," saying there was nothing they could do and,
anyway, it was a good thing. This showed the drivers .
very clearly that the bureaucrats weren't just not fight
ing. They were active collaborators in our exploitation.

We summed up the anger of the drivers and .decided
to vvork for a system-wide slowdown. As a first step
we made out a union grievance form with the demands
on it and took it around, getting several hundred signa
tures. We put out a leaflet linking this attack with
others on us and with the system's crisis, and drawing
out the need for a militant struggle by the rank and
file, independent of the bureaucrats. As we were gear
ing up for the slowdown, management backed down.
At the same time, the union hacks announced that
they would be having further meetings with manage
ment where they would make clear their opposition
to this measure—after it was already dropped!!

In this struggle we did sucessfuily "mobilize the
rank and file around a program representing its inter
ests and in doing so 'jam' the union officials—expose
the traitors at the top and roll over them, breaking
the union bureaucracies' stranglehold on the vvorkers..."
(p. 31) Using the single spark method, we have brought
out the lessons of this fight—our strength, management's
weakness, the hacks' conscious collaboration—in every
struggle we have taken up since, showing that our ex
perience is a living force that advances each struggle
further.

In the same period, we also began to raise among
the broad masses such major class campaigns as the
struggle of immigrant workers and the fight against
police repression. We found (to our surprise) that many
workers who had not been active previously came for
ward and showed interest.

Strike Possibility

Early this year we summed up the recent attacks
on us, the intensification of the crisis, and the develop
ment of'the struggle, and concluded that there was a
real possibility of a strike developing this year for the
first time in many years. We decided to try and mobi
lize the workers around a call for rank and file strike

preparations. We wrote an open letter to the Execu
tive Board basically outlining the situation facing us,
the attacks, the crisis, the need to get prepared and
some practical steps we felt should be taken. We sent

it over the signature of the brother who was an officer.
We knew they wouldn't like it and that we would

have to rely on the masses to carry it through, but we
were surprised that the content of the letter was so
threatening to them that they used it as an excuse to
bring the brother up on charges. They told him that
circulating the letter to the drivers would "upset deli
cate negotiations with management," and if he did,
he would be in violation of the international Consti
tution by going against their "will."

We made our first key error at the outset of the
struggle. Finding ourselves attacked, we looked for
help first, not to the masses, but to various "left"
and petty bourgeoise "movement" forces on the job.
We initiated a united front defense coalition with CL,

PL, various unaffiliated or semi-affiliated "mbvernent"
people, as well as ourselves and the active vvorkers'
'who had been relating to us. At the first coalition
meeting, we were surprised by the turnout of honest
workers who hadn't been involved before. They out
numbered the forces we ran down above,
A two-line struggle developed immediately, with

CL putting forward that the key issue was union demo
cracy. We struggled against this, arguing that the hacks
were attacking the struggle of the workers and this was
more important than union democracy. They put for-
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the Charges."
We won the majority ovrer on that point, but we

lost on a more crucial one, partly because we ourselves
didn't truly understand the importance of it. That was,
whether the coalition should include in its demands to

be presented at the next union meeting a motion for
rank and file strike preparations. We said, "This is
what he's being attacked for—if we back off from
it, they've won half the battle, even if we save his
post." CLsaid, "Raising that issue will just confuse
workers who aren't sure about a strike. This is a

united front around one thing only, defense of X."
We lost the vote—narrowly-but said our caucus
would raise the issue anyway.

Summing Up the Meeting

In summing up the meeting, several things became
clear. First, the honest workers who showed up did
so because of the work we had been doing and not
because of anything the opportunists had done. Sec
ond, they overwhelmingly supported what we were say
ing about the reason for the attack and not the bogus
Issue of union democracy perse, even though we had
not yet sharply focused our position. {The same senti
ment was there In a similar struggle, summed up in the
Ouf/aw article in May 1975 Revolution: "Most workers
weren't that concerned with the democracy part. They
were concerned about their fight against management
and how these changes were an attempt to stop the
fight and weaken the contract battle.") Third, we were
somewhat handcuffed by the defensive position taken
by the coalition, but we thought the caucus would be
able to play an independent role to build the struggle
in defense of X as part of building our overall struggle.

But we didn't do diis-and continuing the struggle
for strike preparations went to the back burner. We
were not yet ready to shoot down the coalition, be
cause we did not want to appear sectarian, but as it
turned out, forming the coalition and then working
in it was actually sectarian—thinking in terms of a
small group (the "left") rather than mobilizing the
masses with a fighting program.

With mass leafleting and rap sessions, we mobilized
for the union meeting. We found most people outraged
by the Executive Board's action. About 125 workers

came, or four times the average attendence. We quick
ly moved to take control of the meeting, suspending
the regular order of business, and passing motions (by
nearly unanimous vote) ordering them to drop charges,
and also to form the rank and file strike preparations
committee.

The hacks offered no debate or resistance to our

motions, which we had not expected and were not pre
pared for. The President gave the game away when he
said, "Pass all the motions you want. It won't make
any difference."

At that point, when he had stripped away the last
illusions concerning parliamentary legalisms, we should
have moved to take over the meeting for real, to jam
them and prevent them from adjourning or leaving un»
til we got what we wanted. The workers there were
ready for that kind of leadership, but we didn't pro
vide it. Not one of us even stood up and sharply ex
posed the class stand that was being taken by the
hacks. Instead, after some sputtering by us and some
arigry questions fired at the hacks by rank and file

workers, the meeting returned to the regular order .
of business and droned to adjournment, leaving
us and the workers frustrated and angry.

Didn't "Firmly Grasp"

We summed up that our weakness in this meeting

and in the coalition meeting came from not fully be

lieving that the masses would take up the struggle, and
particularly, not believing that they were ready to rally

behind a revolutionary leadership. We did not firmly
grasp that "The working class learns through Its day
to day struggle," and that the starting point for our
work in each struggle is "mobilize the rank end file
around a program representing Its interests/' (p;'3t)ij

We turned thison its-head and attempted to lead- '
the masses on the basis of agreement with our analysis

rether than around a fighting program. But workers
come into each battle with contradictory ideas. Instead

of grasping that only Through struggle, "the workers...
raise their heads (and) are able to see farther and more
clearly," we were discouraged that the workers did
not unite with our analysis before the struggle unfold
ed. So we tended to hold back and not be bold in

giving leadership. Although workers came forward to
defend someone who they saw was fighting in their

interests, we failed to lead the struggle forward around
a fighting program, and lost the initiative at an early

stage.

By struggling over these lessons ourselves, we were
able to put before the masses, at the conclusion of the
struggle, a summation which pointed to the real gains
which had been made, and pointed the way forward.
We showed that the whole reason the bureaucrats at
tacked in the first place was because by starting to
''mobilize the masses of workers to take matters into
their own hands and wage a blow for blow struggle
against threnemy," by attacking the capitalist class,
the hacks were more threatened than they had ever ;
been in all the years we had been raking them over
the coals in the pages of our paper. They attacked in
order to beat down this movement, not just to remove
one man from office.

As the brother brought out in the Executive Board
hearing which removed him from office, "The mys
tery of your conduct is becoming understood. No
longer will the workers plead with you to act in their
behalf, for they are coming to see that you do not rep
resent their interests. Full of ambition, protective of
your puny positions, fearing and imitating management
at the same time, having nothing but contempt for the
workers who elected you-these are the features you
are showing more openly with each passing day. And so
the membership is getting rid of some illusions and this
is good...When they come to you in the future, they
won't be 'asking for help' but they will be demanding
action, and they will not be content with promises.
If any 'house slaves' refuse to act, the 'field slave' will
do what they must anyhow....Now you are saying I am
a traitor to my office, to the union. But only the work
ers can decide if I have betrayed their interests...You act
out your charade, I speak my piece, but when it all
comes down, the workers have the power to decide
the outcome. They will wage struggles for their rights,
they will fight tooth-and-nail against all attacks, and
they will roll over all obstacles placed in their path.
I'm not in trouble—you're in trouble."

A Victory

So even though they succeeded in removing him,
it was a defeat for them and a victory for us because
many more workers saw the need to fight and came
forward and learned many lessons about the traitor
ous nature of these scabs. However, due to die weak

nesses in our work, some workers drew a defeatist
summation out of the struggle and are talking about
quitting the union. Others want to fight, but are still
seeing the struggle primarily in terms of "cleaning
house in the next election."

But our experience points clearly to the fact that
while fighting "to replace agents of the bourgeoisie
with true representatives of the proletariat in union

office," "the working class and its party cannot base
its strategy on 'taking over' the unions by electing new
leadership...The policy of the proletariat and its party
is to build Its strength In the unions as part of building
its revolutionary movement, and not to reduce the

class struggle to the struggle for control of the unions."
Running for union office must be a part of the on

going struggle of the growing rank and file movement, "
an outgrowth of that movement, and a bridge to a
more powerful movement of the working class,,enab

ling (and not hindering in any way) the masses of
workers to "take matters into their own hands and

w^e a blow for blow struggle against the enemy."
The advanced workers have joined us in saying, ..

"We are going to continue to move, to organize, to
take matters into our own hands and do whatever

needs doing. As our movement and our struggle

grows, the present officers-can either come along with
it or be swept aside like so much rubbish."

Our task now Is to build on the'advances that have

been made, mobilize around a fighting program for

strike preparations and fan the sparks of class con

sciousness which are flying out of our struggle every

day. FORWARD TO THE NEW PERIOD. ■
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Our experience of trying to provide Marxist-Lenin
ist leadership to the struggle of the yyorkers at Plant Y
has borne out clearly the dual nature of the trade unions
as described in the draft programme-on the one hand,
these unions today are "controlled at the very top by
scabs and traitors" who are "labor lieutenants" of the
bourgeoisie, often used as a "main arm of its attack on
the working class" and who allow the ruling class to
"use the union structure at times to quell the workers'
struggle and enforce labor discipline."

On the other hand, the unions are the largest mass
organizations of the working class, built "by the strug
gle and sacrifice of millions of workers" which play a
crucial role in the workers' struggles. In fact, when in
the hands of the working class (even temporarily) they
are an important weapon in our arsenal of class strug
gle.

This dual nature has been borne out by our prac
tice among the steelworkers. The leadership of the
USWA is totally in the hands of the monopoly capital
ists. The ENA (no-strlRe deal) is one of the most blatant ,
examples of class collaboration in recent history. Every
time the workers wildcat (a couple of departments have
been walking out every year) staff reps and high priced
lawyers are rushed in to force them back to work. The
union for years has upheld the discriminatory unit
seniority system and has helped the company crush
attempts to fight national oppression on the job.

This has been crowned by the joint company, govern
ment, union "consent decree" attacking the workers.
The union has joined with the company in job elimina
tions and speedup through the "productivity commit
tees," and joined with the company in propagating na
tional chauvinism ("Where's Joe?") and "class peace."

On the other hand, a lot of class struggle takes place
around the union—the union hall is the first place every
one usually goes when there's a lot of struggle dovvn at
the mill. Although most workers know you can't rely
on the union bureaucrats, they generally expect them
to do something and want to know "what the union is
going to do." Unit and zone meetings are attended by
a fair percentage of the workers (as opposed to local
meetings) and are often the place where real rank and
file demands are formulated and sometimes plans for
struggle are made. All the workers belong to the union,
and feel it should fight in their interests.

Can't Forget Goal

The dual nature of the unions means that commun
ists must see the struggle io the unions as "a very im
portant part of the working class movement" and work
to build them as fighting organizations. "As.an impor
tant part of its overall struggle the working class will
fight to organize unions, to unite the masses of work
ers in unions in the common battle against the capital
ist exploiters, to make unions militant organizations
of class struggle, and to replace agents of the bourgeoi
sie with true representatives of the proletariat in union
office" and at the same time must never "base its stra-'
tegy on taking over the unions" and must fight "both
inside and outside the unions" to build the ''struggle,
class consciousness and revolutionary unity of the
working class and-develop its leadership of a broad
united front" against U.S. imperialism.

In working in the unions, the party must never for
a moment forget Its goal of socialist revolution and
communism, and must constantly bring out the fact
that from the struggle for the immediate interests of
workers within a given industry, "the workers can
and must go over to the struggle of the entire working
class for the emancipation of all who labor." In other
words, the draft programme sums up that the struggle
of the unions against the bourgeoisie and of the pro
letariat for control of the unions is an important part
of the class struggle, but the working class and its Party
must never limit itself to the narrow confines of trade
unionism, regarding the trade union struggle as only
one weapon it uses in the fight to overthrow imperial
ism and establish itself in power. Some of the cam
paigns we have been involved in illustrate how these
general lessons pan outHn practice.

Atlantic City Demonstration—TTie aim in this cam
paign'Was to use the national convention of the union
as a focus for carrying out mass mobilization amongst
the rank and fi le against the ENA and to raise conscious
ness around it, showing that the ENA was an attack by
the ruling class against the whole working class, and
that the struggle of steelworkers was.a part of the strug
gle against the imperialist system. This was correct—it
was well known among the workers that the conven
tion was happening,and'there was motion in the locals,
indepehdent of'Our Wor'Jc.'of-bOth'horiest afld *bpp6rftih^
ist fbrcstTvho'WefMfyiFfgrtouse-the'conVentton'td'ad''''

Continued on page 16
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Nine...
Continued from page 15
trance the struggle (as they saw it. which in some cases

meant holding back the struggle).
We got involved in the struggle around the election

of convention delegates, pushed a petition campaign
which called for locals to take a stand against the ENA

at the convention, exposed the convention for the class
collaborationist circus that it was, and called for workers

to go to picket and demonstrate the mass opposition

to the ENA and all sell-outs. There were overall good
results-many people signed the petition enthusiastic
ally. and some advanced workers came forward in get
ting it out, consciousness was raised and the picket
helped bring forward and develop some people who
have since been important in forming the core of an

IWO at the plant. ^
The response to the demonstration was tremendous.

It helped to overcome cynicism and raised people's
consciousness about the union, the struggle and what

the rank and file could do. Particularly encouraging

to workers was the fact that it was taken up as a strug

gle of the class with wbrkers from many local areas
and industries, and other progressive people. We were

able to force some concessions in one local for a more

democratic election procedure, and a watered down
position against the ENA.

But in this work there were also some serious weak

nesses and errors. Although it would have been possible,
we made no effort to run anyone for delegate, and lagged

behind In getting involved in the whole election. As a
result, the caucus ticket we ended up with could at best

be "very critically" supported. Overall we failed to make
the most of the potential in the campaign for mobilizing
the rank and file and raising consciousness—which
helped build defeatism and cynicism of the workers
who saw an all-bureaucrat delegation going with no

effective opposition having been built.
This stemmed from a "left" line on union elections,

confusing the correct view that we couldn't rely on "pro
gressive delegates" to be the main force carrying out
struggle at the convention or in general, with the mis
taken idea that we should not dirty our hands in the el
ection.

The Petition

the opposition. The original rallying point was an off
icially called "zone" meeting. Out of that a movement

to protect jobs was pulled together which njet outside
the union hall, but provided open leadership in the'
zone and local-wide meetings.

Without this independent organization (led by our
organization) the whole thing would never have gone
anywhere. As it was, pickets of the District Director's

office were organized. Local meetings were built for
(entirely by the more advanced political group and
the movement to protect jobs), which drew over 100
(much bigger than usual) and forced unanimous oppo
sition to the "agreement." On the picket lines workers
enthusiastically took up the fight against the ENA as
shown by their signs and chants. "" •

At one picket eight departments were represented.
This support from other departments would not have
been possible if the political group had not stepped

beyond the unioastructure in building it. The parti

cular attack (mentioned before) is a very well known

issue throughout the plant due mostly to the work of

the political,group. Around the whole issue, both the
workers directly involved, and those throughout the

plant who read the literature and followed the strug

gle learned a lot about the nature of the capitalist sy
stem, the union bureaucracy, and how the class must

unite to fight the enemy.
These lessons could only be brought out by a class

conscious group (which attracted more workers during
this fight) led tjy communists, and not restricted to
dealing within the union. We were able to use the news

letter to deepen people's understanding of how job

eliminations stem from the fundamental nature of the

.capitalist system, and use that as a basis for bringing
further revolutionary ideas to the workers.

Some Mistakes

Another weakness was around the petition—most

ly rightist hesitation to take it out broadly and boldly.
When we did we got excellent response and made some
new contacts, but the overall half-heartedness led to a

small number of signatures reflecting a high percent
age in 3 few pockets, but not really reveal ing the depth
of the workers' hatred for the ENA and their desire for
change. This error also made it somewhat more diffi
cult to overcome the obstacle of defeatism among the
masses.

Both'of these errors were linked to weak work in

mobilizing for key union meetings. On the one hand
not seeing these meetings as that important ("leftism")
and on the other hand not boldly arousing the masses

around the issues and relying on them to carry out

struggle at the meetings, as well as in the plant.
As far as the demonstration itself, we didn't bring

it up even at the bigger union meetings ("left" error
again) and more importantly, failed to build it widely
enough outside. We often got bogged down in the
caucus, neglecting the Independent role of the more
political group that we had been pulling together.
The caucus, with its narrow trade union democracy
goals, vacillated from originally supporting, to in the
end, opposing the Atlantic City action. This kind of
caucus is bound to vacillate in this way, and only
a group on a higher political level, that goes beyond
the level of trade unionism, can consistently move
tfie class struggle forward.

This weakness contributed to a pretty small turn
out of workers from the plant-though the impact
of the demonstration was widely felt. A campaign
around a particularly sharp attack brought out clear
ly both the use of the international unions against the
workers by the bourgeoisie and the importance of
struggles within the unions for the workers' Interests,
and how those interests can be advanced by a correct

policy towards the union. It brought out (and still
does) even more clearly, the need for organization
of the workers not restricted by the narrow confines *
of trade unionism.

The agreement which sold out the rights of the
workers was signed at the district level and the whole
tt̂ ing was placed in the hands"of the staff. The com
pany could never have accomplished this initial attack .
without having tfie international and its staff securely
in its pocket.

On the other hand, this method created divisions
even betvyeen the local hacks and the higher-ups, for
cing some of them to go along in a half-assed way with,

But at the same time that we were building plant-

wide support, we made some mistakes in not fighting
for the other local to take a stand. There were overall

some real weaknesses in the campaign in that the move

ment to protect jobs was not won to taking the strug
gle to even the whole plant and tended to approach it
narrowly. The conscious element was inconsistent and
liberal in struggling with this backwardness. The thing
also tended to become dead-ended (temporarily) be
cause it focused too exclusively on the District Direc

tor, without clearly aiming its spearhead at the com
pany, much less the whole ruling class (this was very
much a multi-company venture, backed up by the

courts, etc.). There were several big pickets, sorrie
good union meetings and some concessions were won,
with many people developing.a better understanding
of class struggle. But the basic pellet plan (the worst
parts included) rolled on and the campaign has largely
died down.

Miners Strike—The miners' walkout and their right
to strike became a hot issue in the course of the cam

paign. A petition directed at building support for the
miners and forcing the locals to support them was over

all well received. One local backed the petition unani
mously—which gave encouragement to the bulk of the
workers who never attend the meetings. While using
the union as a mear^s of building this campaign, we
focused on jjuilding it among the rank and file, and
linked it with the overall fight for the right to strike
and the struggle of the workers against the capitalists,
including our current fight against the particular attack
and the SUB pay rip-off.
SUB Pay—Once again, we see here that the union

structure can be used to attack the workers and curb

their struggle, and how the working class and its com
munist leaders can use it to build that struggle. It's
pretty well known that the contract gave the company
a giant-sized loophole to deny benefits during the coal
strike related layoffs. This is an example of how the
international hacks can, with the stroke of a pen, wipe
out vital gains won by the workers' long, hard, and
often bloody struggle.

We immediately mobilized for union meetings to
demand action, beginning with a demonstration against
the company, and including, if necessary, a walkout
(this was pushed by word of mouth and implication
in literature). The local meetings were important bat
tlegrounds for struggle. At the same one where the
agreement formalizing the particular attack was un
animously opposed, unanimous support was won for
a demonstration (although the local officials acted
like they didn't know what had happened). At another
meeting, many people came and raised hell, a'nd smash
ed a red-baiting attempt, even though the debate was
squashed. However, the local officials effectively curb
ed the struggle by widely spreading the line that "we
won on this same issue thfough the grievance proce

dure in 1971. There's no question we'll win, these radi
cals are just trying to keep people from filing,"

Even worse, when the grievance road came up with
a lousy four week sellout, we didn't pick.up on this
chance to really mobilize the rank and file anger and
draw some Important (and more obvious than ever)
lessons. So, while we got a generally good line out to
a lot of people, and held a widely publicized but small

picket line linking the SUB pay fights with the parti
cular attack and support for the miners, and the right

to strike, establishing the political group as a leading
force among many more workers, we weren't able to

defeat the hacks' maneuvering and really consolidate
the gains.

D.C. Coke Conference-Originally suggested by /
the movement to protect jobs as part of the strug
gle around the particular attack and the coke ovens
struggle, this demonstration taught us some more
lessons about the union. In building for it we found

broad suppo'rt (many tickets sold, contributions, etc.)
Indicating that the workers see the class collaboration
In the union, and want to fight against it, especially
when it is linked up clearly to the broader class strug
gle. On the other hand, the small turnout at the actual
picket as compared with the mobilization around par
ticular issues showed that the struggle against sellouts
and lack of democracy within the union must be link

ed with taking up the day to day struggles of the work
ers against the company and with the overall struggle
of the working class against the capitalists.

In order to "...expose the traitors at the top and
roll over them..." It is necessary to "Mobilize the rank

and file around a program representing its interests
and in doiqg so 'jam' the union officials..." Preaching.
to the workers about the evils of class collaboration

does not build a movement that can smash class

collaborators.

Although the USWA is probably one of the easiest
places to get support for attacks on the union leader
ship since the international is generally exposed and iso- (
lated (even the local bureaucrats think nothing of bad-
mouthing the international to cover their own ass),
our experience has shown that the workers really move ,
into action when they are clear that their own interests
are being attacked or can be advanced through struggle.
The general campaign against the no-strike has always
received good response, agreement, etc. But the real
development in the struggle, where the rank and file
really took the field and advanced fighters came for
ward to grasp the need to take up all the struggles of
the class, was primarily around the specific struggles
like the coke ovens walkout, the fight against the

particular attack, the SUB pay fight, some of the

work around the consent decree, etc.

At these times, the leadership of the revolution
aries stands in sharp contrast to the "class peace"
policies of the union hacks and it was possible to make
much clearer to the workers the antagonistic nature of
the class struggle, and which side the bureaucrats stand
(sit?) on. And, in the course of these struggles, the
workers saw the need to raise demands directed not

only at the immediate concern, but also against the
ENA and at times against the very nature of capitalist
wage slavery. .

Combat Illusions

One line that crops up a lot spontaneously among
the workers who begin to overcome defeatism and get
involved in the struggle in the union is that "if we get
Abel out (or the district director, or the local president),
then things will be ok." We have to consistently com
bat this illusion, both m order to bring out the need to
overthrow imperialism, and even to lead the day to day
struggle effectively.

For this idea leads on the one-hand to linking up
with and relying on opportunists who are "out" but
who attack the "ins" so they can be the sellouts in
stead, and neglecting the need to organize the masses.
And on the other hand, when faith is put in one of
these less exposed representatives of the bourgeoisie,
and the struggle leads to defeat, this idea encourages
defeatism.

Overall, this idea, along with defeatism, "they're
so strong and we're tod weak to win"—seem to be the
main obstacles in getting the workers to take up the
struggle. We must overcome this on two fronts: push
ing a positive view of the possibilities of victories in
the fight for the union, and at the same time pointing
out that we don't have to wait to kick Abel out or get
the ENA officially repealed before we can take on the
company and the whole ruling class, that we the masses':
of workers have the real strength, we are part of a whole
fighting class diat can stand together, with or without
the hacks.'

"The answer lies in pitting the workers' strength
against the enemy's weakness, The bourgeoisie and its
agents are a,handful who now control the high offices
of the unions, but the working class is made upof the
rank and file of the unions and the millions of workers
not in unions..." ■
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Ten
The sum up of Plant X in the first journal {p. 12)

correctly describes the error that was made in the
struggle around union democracy, but when it discus
ses why, how and which were the most important er
rors, it fails down. In doing so the authors fail to do
a correct sum up and because of this fail to make

any contribution to the struggle over the programme.
Throughout the article runs an obvious contradic

tion: while pointing out "an incorrect line led to con

fusion among the workers," or "we led hundreds of
workers in a wildcat against the union," it at the very

same time turns the criticism around and blames the

workers for the defeated wildcat. Examples: "There is

a spontaneous tendency among workers to confuse the
fight against the main enemy, the company, with the
fight against the union hacks," and "we led hundreds

of workers in a wildcat against the union with corm
munists and some of the advanced workers calling it
a strike against the company and with many others
seeing it as a protest of union policy."

In summing up, we have to be thorough-going ma
terialists. We can't sum up what we wanted to dc^or
our best intentions—but must sum up what actually
happened in the real world. This is not for the sake of

making ourselves better communists, but to correct
errors so we can help make revolution. Looking over
the facts of the Plant X struggle, it's clear that we, the
communists, made line errors around the question of
trade union strategy and, fundamentally, around the
question of mass line.

Errors of Trade Union Strategy

Here are several examples which show the line of

the communists: 1) A month before the wildcat an

article was written by the communists for the local

workers' paper which clearly made the union the main
enemy; 2) In the negotiating committee, where we had

several close ties but a small minority of the committee,
we abstained when the contract proposal was put up
for vote. Doing this indicates that we made winning
over the committee primary and lost complete sight
of the needs and wishes of the masses of workers. (It
is important to know that for several months, quite a
few workers vrere attending the-rank and file meetings
and were united around some key contract demands
which were not met in the proposal.) 3) In a leaflet,
put out the second day of the wildcat by us and a
few advanced workers, was the following: "We de
mand an honest vote and we're staying out till we get
it. The No's had It hands down and we're not gonna let
[the union president] sell us like pigs. We're talking
about years of our lives. And this time we'll elect our

own vote-counters."

It's clear that we, the communists, did indeed have

the "strike the union" line, and in fact, led with that

line. We did not tail the "backward workers" but in

fact consistently failed to rely on the workers. We

made the union the main enemy and directed our main
blow there, letting the company off scot free and in a
good position to utilize the contradictions and attack
the workers.

We think there is an important lesson for the pro

gramme in this struggle. It says on p. 31, "Mobilize
the rank and file around a program representing its

interests and In doing so 'jam' the union officials-
expose the traitors at the top and roll over them,

break the union bureaucracies' stranglehold on the

workers, and unite with those in the lower levels of
union leadership who can be won to stand with the
working class-this is the policy of the proletariat
.and its party in the unions."

While we generally agree, we think it should state
clearly that our GOAL is not to "jam" the union of- .
ficials as such, and that if we aim our main blow at
them we will be defeated as in Plant X. Our goal is

to wage struggle around the workers' needs and make
revolution, not to place ourselves in top union posts,
whidi is the obvious result we would get in making

the "leaders" the problem. Union leaders will be jam-
n>ed (and the draft programme is correct that vi« tnqs^
not make dual unionist errors) in the course of mobili
zing the workers around

Errors of Mass Line j,,
;

. r

The original sum up refers again and again to "we .
tailed the workers," We have already seen that we had •

the wrong line. The error at the root cause of our work
was the error of the "mirror image" line as descritwd
in "Class Stand Is Shown in Practice" in the second

in8fqr,|5tfi,ke,iwe,^ways flipped back and forth in
our line, acTOrding to vvhal someone or other said.
So we came up with the line the workers wouldn't

strike and gave up relying on them, and led directly
to relying.on the union hacks to build the class strug-
gle.

This amounts to not applying MarxismrLeninism.
Our job as communists is to be an. advanced conscious,
detachment of the working class. Mass line is not the
taking of popularity polls but to systematize the ideas
of the masses, determining what ideas advance the
struggle and correspond to reality, and then returning
them back in the concentrated form of pfogram—and
then perservering in carrying it out and win the masses
to take it up as their own (which it is)! This is the way"
we arm the workers to struggle (make diem conscious)
and release their initiative.

Without grasping that communists have the respon-
sibHity to give leadership, we wind up thinking the
masses are backwards and that we are the real heroes.

The reason we can systematize the ideas is that we
have a science to apply to those ideas, Marxism-Lenin-
ism, Mao Tsetung Thought, which workers or anybody
else cannot arrive at spontaneously. Our responsibility
.is to put the science in the use of the working class botfi
by summing up practicing mass lirle and by training work
ers in that science. Arid this is what we failed to grasp.

To relate this back to the draft programme, we think
pages 16 and 17 on practicing mass line and self-criticism
is absolutely correct. The proposal we make is to include
the fleshing out of mass line which is done excellently
in the second journal. Our party programme should
have every possible lesson on mass line we can get,
since this is one of the most important things that
must be grasped.

Before ending, we would like to say a few more
things about the original sum up. Already we can see
that the line of "we were correct, the masses were
wrong" obscured the real errors that were made. But

we don't sum up errors just to sum up errors—we do
it to move forward the struggle. The ending, talking
about how the work has moved forward, is untrue,
according to the very authoi-s who, have since done
self-criticism on this point. The work hasn't moved
forward, precisely because the real errors were never
summed up, We must learn from this the real necessity
to be thorough-going materialists because without this .
we will never be able to fulfill our responsibility as the
advanced, conscious detachment of the working class.

Grasp the Mass Linel Forward to the-Party! Struggle
for the Party! ■
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Eleven
I would like to offer some.suggestions for considera

tion on the class analysis part of the UNITED FRONT
section of the draft programme. Specifically, I wish to
present a rewrite of the paragraphs on skilled workers.
I do not disagree with the line of the RU on skilled
workers, but I do think that the way it is presented in
the draft does not clearly express the line as I under
stand it. Certainly it is not the purpose of the pro-

. gramme to explain in minute detail every aspect of
the party's line; it is important, however, for the pro
gramme to stand on its own and to clearly put for
ward its message to the working class.

My criticisms are, the draft does not clearly ex
plain what distinguishes the skilled workers from other
strata of the working class. And that the last sentence
of this section, "But wjth this foundation, the working
class and its party can and will unite around its revolu
tionary banner the great majority of skilled workers
and others oppressed and exploited by the ruling class,"
seems to put the skilled workers outside the working
class.

On page 63 of RP4 there is a paragraph that does
state clearly what distinguishes skilled workers from
other strata of the working class:

"By the way, the reason the labor aristocrats do
not have a proletarian world outlook is not only be
cause of high pay. Many of them make high hourly
wages, but do not work all year round, so their yearly
earnings may not be that much higher than produc
tion workers (this is especially true of some skilled
workers in the construction trades). In contrast to
production workers, many tradesmen work in much
more individualized situations, which narrows their
outlook. And, unlike production workers, many trades
men are not completely separated from ownership
of the means of production; a good number of them-
own hundreds, even thousands of dollars worth of
their own tools. Because of this, their labor is not as
thoroughly alienated as production workers, even
though they may be bossed around by foremen to
some extent."

While high incomes are a main factor, two other
traits are of major importance: more individualized
work situations and an incomplete separation from
all ownership of the means of production. These
three things should be clearly expressed in the pro
gramme. •

As to my second point of criticism, it comes down
to a matter of slightly cfianging the last sentence of
th is section so that the intent of the sentence is clear
ly expressed.

I offer the following paragraphs as a possible way
to correct this section of the draft;

"Finally, within the U.S. working class there are
several million skilled tradesmen—in the construction
trades and throughout industry. Some of these work
ers earn high incomes; however, this is not the only
thing that distinguishes them within the working class.
These workers work in highly individualized situations
and are not completely separated from all ownership
of the means ot production. Many-of them own hun
dreds of dollars worth of their own tools, and as a con
sequence are not thoroughly alienated from the fruits
of their labor. Nevertheless, especially with the develop
ment of the crisis, the capitalists have launched very
sharp attacks on the ?kilied tradesmen, and""their strug
gles against capital have often been very sharp battles
in the overall class struggle.

"These workers as a whole must be distinguished
from the highly paid union officials, who act as 'labor -
lieutenants of tfie capitalist class.' The workers move
ment, in order to realize the revolutionary interests of
the class, must be solidly based in the heart of the pro
letariat. among the workers on the assembly lines and
in basic production-especially the large-scale plants.
With this foundation and uniting the majority of all its
sectors the.^qrkinq c[ass and its, party, apd vyi|l|,
uiii't^ f|^o,ijq,(4,(t^ r^vofqt'cio^ry 'b^itnpr. fKe,9re?.V5qaja,rR.,
ity of people oppressed and exploited by the ruling
class." ■
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Twelve
We f«l, after some thorough and on-going struggle,

that some sections of the draft programme in the Rev
olutionary Workers Movement Kction need to be re

written and, if not done so, can lead to rightism in sum
ming up our work and can lead to a reformist and not

a revolutionary party.
The first part of the section, "The working class

learns through its day to day struggle," brings forth
a lot of what the working class learns, and we do agree
that these lessons begin to come clearer, but what is
missing in this part is key. Lenin says, "From indivi

dual strikes the workers can and must go over...to a
struggle of the entire working class for the emancipa
tion of all who labor."

How does the working class go over? Is it enough

for us, the communists, to help them reach the point
where they "begin to see themselves as more than mere

individuals, but as members of a class, locked in warfare

with the opposing class of employers"? Can we assume

that when "there is a temporary setback it spurs dis
cussion among the workers as to the cause of the de

feat," that what the workera sum up will be right? Or
can we assume that there is no bourgeoisie out there

constantly summing up struggle for the workers? We
think not.

By leaving this part of the section the way it is, we

leave the door open to rightism. To "go over" is a quali
tative leap. We have to raise what the workers under

stand to a level of solid rational knowledge of who
they're fighting and why. In the draft programme, the
part on the day to day struggle is separated off from
the part on the ideological struggle and this is wrong.

The two have to be meshed and used together.

On the one hand we have the class struggle, which
is real and is based on the real world, teaching the

working class a lot about die system and the forces
of oppression. But what they leam is not enough to
take tfiem to the point to where they "go over" to fight

ing for the emancipation of the entire working class.

As communists, being involved in battles in the real

world, we must take what the workers already know,
struggle against the incorrect, and raise the correct

ideas to a higher level, taking them back to the work
ers till they grasp them as their own.

If we don't do both these things (being part of the
day to day struggle and raising the understanding of
the masses to a higher level through the course of the

day to day), we'll end up making "left" or right errors
that hold back revolution.

Such is the case with the comrades who wrote the

two articles on the Boston busing plan in the first and
second journals. The first article said "our tendency has
been to think that if only the working class and oppres
sed nationalities understand that the.ruling class is the
real enemy, then we could unite and fight. Before we
could unite with workers to fight, they had to agree
with our slogan, 'Fight the Ruling Class' Divide and
Rule Attacks.' This reflected a subjective idealistic ap
proach to how the working class moves and leams in

struggle." The mistake the comrades had been making
was trying to build struggle in the minds of the workers
and not in the real world. The key is not to negate our

subjective desires but to make them conform to objec
tive reality and use them to help make revolution.

On the other hand, the comrades who wrote the

second article made the opposite error. They saw the
importance of putting out a fighting program but left
the importance of bringing any Marxism-Leninism,
Mao Tsetung Thought to it. To them the mass line was
"summing up the scattered and unsystematic ideas,
putting them back out in a systematized way (a pro
gram)..." They failed to see how dropping the slogan
pointing to the real enemy was a right error leading
to reformism.

We feel that both these errors could be a result in

the way the draft programme is written. The part on

the day to day struggle and the part on the ideological
struggle need to be more closely related, showing how
one isn't enough vvithout the other. The working class

learns a hell of a lot every day just living in the real

world because the bourgeoisie is always exposing itself
for the bloodsucker that it is. But without communists

constantly out in the every day battles bringing con
sciousness and raising the perceptual to the rational,
the working class can never make revolution, not even
in a thousand years. ■
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On the Role of the

Workers Papers

One
Our work on the Worker has shown us the need to

advance fighting programs, in the course of the strug
gle, to go to the masses to develop them as the concen

trated and aimed expression of their needs, position,

and demands, and to rely on die masses to wage the

struggle.
It has also developed our understanding of the

importance and methods of strengthening proletarian

ideology in the working class, and among the masses.
In this process we've had to root out old period

baggage which failed to see that the working class
could and must grasp and make revolution. This bag
gage expressed itself in the right errors of economism
aid feeding watered down analysis to the workers,
"left" errors of rhetorical speeches to ourselves, and

failure to link the day to day stnjggles to the over

throw of monopoly capitalism and replacement of it
with working class rule.

While our experience has been limited, and our
successes undramatic, I feel that what we have learn
ed is of relevance to all of our work in propaganda
and agitation, in particular in the form of the working
class newspaper, and to questions df how do we'de- ''
velop the revolutionary unity, struggle and conscioiis-
ness of the working class.

Workers Demand Answers

The struggle of the working class is on the rise.
With the development of the crisis, many strata of
the people, and most dramatically the working class,
have gone into motion.

More and more workers are'asking questioris about^
what' kind df'syrteifi fliis is th'af has to throw/ ̂ bplfe

■. " ilGl'j

out of work while the warehouses are full of products
we can't buy. They want to know why this system is
attacking us ever more increasingly, and how to fight

' it, and are looking for answers. As the draft programme
says. "Each worker perceives a part of the reality of
xapitalism, but none by himself can grasp the overall
picture, fully discover the source of his oppression or
grasp the laws of nature and society that determine
the development of the class struggle." (p. 15)

Bombarded by bourgeois lies in many forms, in the
ruling class media, and also by so-called "communists,"
the workers are tired of the double-talk and increas
ingly want to know what communists have to say
about the burning questions in our lives, and are look
ing for the leadership that can take us out of this mess.

We've seen this in the impact of our area's new
UWOC chapters and in the increased response to the
Worker, when it is effectively used. Amid this smoke
screen communists have to bring out, in the course of
struggle, the truth, and help the masses use this know
ledge in their fight. The draft programme clearly states
that "The party can only carry out its tasks by conduct
ing the most determined fight against the ideology and
propaganda of the bourgeoisie, exposing its efforts to
direct the anger and militancy of the masses against
each other and away from the real enemy—the ruling
class itself." (p. 33)

The organization is involved in many newspapers
throughout the country, in what is possibly our most
widespread activity. Yet there has never been a syste
matic line on what these papers should be like, or a
summation of our different experiences. The papers
are built in many different ways—some are put out
as the voice of the organization (like oursi, some
come out of an anti-imperiahst organization in which
vve play a leading role, etc. i feel that our experience
with the Worker points to the direction all the papers
should take, once the party is formed.

In the past, the effectiveness of our area's papers
was held back by incorrect lines on them that held
sway. These lines basically saw the working class papers
as anti-imperialist organs of the revolutionary workers
movement.

In our area there were newspapers in two nearby

cities. One city's paper was under the strong leader
ship of the RU, with, also on the staff, advanced work
ers and petty bourgeois forces who looked to the
working class and to the organization for leadership.

The other city's paper was put out by a collective
staff which consisted of RU comrades and friends,
and ex-"movement" forces who were working in dif
ferent plants around town, wi^'no real organizational
connections or strategy, and were looking for a vehi:
cle to do work in. These people often took Kautsky-
ite and OL-ish lines. All things had to be struggled
out democratically on the staff, and sometimes the
paper would take lines opposed to the RU's.

As time went on it became Impossible to unite
the staff on almost any issue, as it became a forum
for struggling out political line, and it was paralyzed '
from regularly coming out.

In order to make the paper a real tool In building
the mass struggles, it had to have a clear and unified
line, put It into practice, and sum up the advances and
identify the incorrect lines and root them out. We
had to be clear and decisive in what we said to the
class, and not put out muddled ideas and conflicting
lines. That's the role of the Call and the Guardian. So
with the breakdown of the second city's paper, we de
cided to merge the two papers under the RU's leader
ship, into an area-wide paper that would also cover
additional cities in the area besides the original two.

In this process vye deepened our understanding of
the Worker's tasks and the relationship of the party
and of its press to the revolutionary workers rho've-
m'e'nt --'j:

• il.dom ]'.) 0.; luua iii" 'n I- i :r. nj jOH

"Antl-lfripeMarrst^' 'AHalysis^' ^

A line that was early defeated was that the Worker
should bring an "anti-imperialist analysis" to the vyork-
ing class, of the issues and struggles of the day. We Saw
that being anti-imperialist was a fluid thing in rfiotidn,
and that we couldn't draw a sharp line between calling
the enemy imperialism, or calling for its overthrow, or
calling for socialism.

Tfiere Is'no third 'rdeoldgy-of anti-irhperialistn:'onlV"
,1. i'.v .-trcd hnini.i. "
.'I't'! rvl.H' 'i' 'imis-i'"'" [V.i'j .'li 1 11 iHi-i
f nlt)JLiuv>i t resiTOiw arir end. srl/ rlj.iw qp. ormn tfu o2
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bourgeois ideology and proletariarr ideology, and any
thing which doesn't build proletarian ideology builds
the influence of bourgeois ideology among the work
ing class, which can develop spontaneously and needs
to be fought every inch of the way.

This does not mean that there should be no anti-

imperialist organizations. In fact the establishment
of revolutionary workers organizations city-wide, or
in industries or shops, should not be on a communist

level. This would be sectarian to the masses who want

to fight but do not yet completely unite ideologically
and programmatically with Marxism-Leninism, but
w(ho are beginning to see the enemy as the system.

These organizations can be based on a very simple
statement, which say something about fighting for any
thing in the interests of the working class and against
anything that stands in our way. Articles in the journ

al's first two issues have stressed the open door nature

these IWOs should have.

But the Worker must have a fully developed politi
cal line and program. At the same time many people

can unite with this line and work on and distribute

the paper. This high level of unity does not deprive
us of the opportunity of bringing workers onto the

staff, who are not yet at this understanding. To think
that it does negates several factors: first, that the work

ing class learns primarily through waging struggles, and
not by editing articles; second, that it is still impor

tant, good, and necessary to involve workers (and
others) In all aspects of the paper, but not to bring

its level down to the lowest possible unity; and third,

that we don't want to yank workers out of the battles
that tiiey are waging, into activities like the Worker.
but want to use the Worker to build those fights.

The Worker should not be the organ of an anti-

imperialist group now, or in the future, of an area-
wide or city-wide IWO. It must play an important

role in building the various forms of organization
that are engaged in struggle, and help to initiate new
ones, by bringing their program and spreading the
sparks of their struggles broadly among the masses. At
the same time, it should be directly led by the party

and not by a form at a lower level, and should lead an
independent existence from the IWOs.

The Worker as a Patiy Paper

The Worker is now an organ of the organization
(and will be of the party). It seeks to be the voice of
the working class in struggle, and as of the organiza
tion and of the party, as the voira of the vanguard
detachment of that class.

The Worker is a party paper, a communist paper.

In one of our early issues, and in many other papers
throughout the country, the "Who We Are" emphati
cally said the opposite. The questipn "Is this a com
munist paper?" was answered "No." While it is men
tioned that members of the RU work on the staff

(usually), their leading role (where this is true), and
the influence of the RU line is not really explained.

We are rewriting our "What is the Worker" to say
that the paper is put out by the RU, and was started
by the RU, and that others have united with us and
work on the staff.

In line with this, we have also dropped the prac
tice of having separate RU-slgned articles, because
the w^ole issue puts forth our line, and so we don't
have to say, "Look, this one gets special attention."

In one situation an RU comrade was asked by a

construction worker if the Workerwas a communist

paper, to which he said "No, but communists work
on it." The wprker asked what did the newspaper
stand for, apd, the comrade became tongue tied be
cause he thought all he could lay out was the mini
mum program for the different struggles of the peo
ple, and couldn't say the paper was fighting for pro
letarian revolution, for the creation of a new van
guard party, etc. The worker kept asking, "Yeah—
sure—but what do you want In the end?" and the
comrade couldn't ansvrer him.

In another case a comrade was asked the same ques

tion and answered yes. The worker said "Good!"
(not to generalize pn this and say^ mo^t vyorkers afe
enthysijasuc about
era|,.saying,tl;i(^t
revolution^andco^urtisn^h^s qftep, ,!ed t(j jjyely.
struggle with many workers.

The point is not saying we're "communist" just _ ,
to show, how revolutionary we are, or to encourage
verbal struggle, jsecause genera.ljy we ar^^not looking
to make the question of communism, in the abstract,
as the immediate issue. So while we 6or\'t. emphasize
that it is put out by communists, we don't deny it
either.

workipgj:j^Sf, c)C(t^pft^lfee advanced wdflters. ft'can

do this because it seeks to work off of the masses'

needs and demands from their real level, not what
we subjectively wish it to be. At the same time It is
the advanced workers who really lake up the paper
the most, and see it as their own. It is used by cadres
and advanced workers as an organizing tool.

The Worker is not the same as Revolution, even
though they are both party papers. It popularizes
the line of the organization on local situations and

struggles-not to do polemics on them (not that Revo
lution just polemicizes), but to enter into them, ad
vance them and sum them up.

Revolution is directed primarily towards people
in struggle-to advanced workers and communists and
other revolutionary-minded people, and towards other
strata that are in motion. The Worker is directed to the

whole working class. Both of them must be keyed into
their audiences and take up the questions on their
minds, and this makes them different. While Revolu

tion (or the national organ of the new party) should
also be sold to workers broadly, it does not have the
same agitational nature as the Worker.

The main purposes of Revolution are to popularize
the organization's line on important questions while
struggling against incorrect lines, and summing up and
popularizing important areas of work and struggles.

The M/or/rer should be seen as having one main
purpose—to directly enter into and advance the strug
gles of the masses (more on this later), As such I think

that, in the future, local Workers should become the
party's main written voice to the masses, in the tradi
tion of the old "Daily Worker." They should come
out much more often (as conditions permit) and a
national news service could be established to eliminate

duplication of work, and unify the different papers.
I

Fighting Programs

How does the Worker advance the working class'
struggles? It does this by putting forth the program

of the proletariat, which has very real short and long
range needs and demands, and by using the "single
spark method." It builds proletarian ideology in the
working class (which does not mean "left" formal
ism, or talk always of the dictatorship of the proletariat,
tacking on a call for socialism as the solution at the

end of articles, or polemical pieces, as the dogmatists
and the "advanced worker finders" would have it).

It does this by putting put that program, helping
to implement It in the struggle, and summing up the
lessons of struggle. It does not try to win people to

Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought by laying
out "what is correct." Its function is to advance the "

struggles of the masses by using Marxism-Leninism,
Mao Tsetung Thought, and along the way raise their
perceptual knowledge (class feelings) to the level
of rational knowledge (class consciousness). In this
sense it brings Marxism-Leninism to the working class

and to the broad masses.

We use the single spark methotj^f building support
for and popularizing the Important struggles of the
'working class, as the draft programme says, "To seize
on every spark of struggle, fan and spread it as broadly
as possible throughout the working class and among its

allies. To build every possible struggle and build off of
it to launch new struggles. And through the course of
this to fan every spark of consciousness, to identify
and isolate the bourgeoisie and its agents, and to unite
411 struggles against this enemy." (p. 30)
' Our working class papers played a major role in
bringing the Farah struggle to broad sections of the
class, and of popularizing many important battles,
such as those of the farmworkers, the Attica Brothers,

the truckers, etc.

Locally we've brought the struggles in certain shops
to workers throughout the area, initiated and led a
strike support committee in a local strike, and popu
larized struggles against public school cutbacks, rate
hikes, etc.

At the same time we do this on an international

level also, in the sanie method as the draft programme
does, by showing how the working class' Interests are
on the side of the international proletariat, and the
oppressed peoples, and what we can learn from their
victories and determination in stmggle.

We put fort^1 the view of the proletariat in strug
gles of a//the different forces that are fighting the
monopolists, because, as the Draft Programme says,
"The proletariat is the main and leading force in the ,
revolution. It is,the largest class in the.U.S. and makes
up th'e',m,4jority i^f U.S. society. ,lt,h?^no sjak^ in
the prese^atipn of the capit^[i.st sysw the 'ohly ,
class capable of not only' overthrovying tfie p;;esent
ruling class but .completely rei^aking society to abol
ish classe^..." i[p. 23);.."the vvbr^king class must^' , ,
take uparici Infuse its strength,i5li^fii9Jine,arid
tionary outlook into every rrlajor social movement."
(p. 33) ,

We look at every struggle through the proletariat's
eyes, laying out its answers, not the class stand of
whatever strata are fighting.

Qften ,o.qr,a.rt.icl.es !ac.f<e5|,3,g{oar fAcps.pr tbti^f.,_l/i,_,.,
an articfeabput?n;.icnpb|^

workers put up a strong fight but got sold out by the
hacks, we dished up a good trade unionist strategy and
analysis and criticism of the bureaucrats. But in no way
was the spark of the strikers used to point the main
blow at the system, or tie it into a larger context, ex
cept in a superficial and mechanical way. (Not that we
have to do this in every article; some could be just
news of the people in struggle, but major articles
about key struggles or questions should point the
way forward and identify our friends and enemies.)
All we did was to tell the workers what they already
knew.

There were two main lessons. One was that.in our

propaganda and agitation we should direct the main
blow at the imperialist enemy. As the draft programme
says, we had to "aim every struggle at the monopoly
capitalists themselves, to consistently expose the fact
that they are responsible for the suffering of the peo
ple..." (p. 42)

We can't spend all our time criticizing sellout union
hacks, but should show struggles as class against class
and expose the hacks and the opportunists as their pro
grams for struggle fail to serve the people, rather than
using the attack on them as the main method of expo
sure of the ruling class. We aim the arrow right at the
heart of the system, and if we can't jam those who are
holding up the struggle into fighting, we expose them
by pinning them up against that target.

The other lesson was that we had to do more than

sum up struggles, and expose the capitalist class as the

root of the problems; we had to advance 3 fighting
program In that struggle whenever possible.

In an article about a strike, for instance, it meant
calling for mass pickets and closing down production
tightly, and In an article about cutbacks in the public
schools, it meant calling for city-wide organization tp
deal with it. If we just tell the workers what is wrong,
and don't get Into how to fight, we haven't taken the
class forward—vve've just made them cynical about
how rotten the system is.

Learn from the Masses

But where does such a program for struggle come
from? The draft says: "...the party of the working
class, in leading the class, applies the mass line. It takes
these scattered and partial experiences and ideas, and

by applying the science of revolution, sums them up,

concentrates vrfiat is correct, what corresponds to the

development of society and will move the class strug
gle ahead. The party returns these concentrated ideas

to the masses and they become a tremendous material

force as the masses take them up as their own and use

them to transform the world through class struggle."

(P. 17)
To develop correct lines and programs we had to

enter into the struggles of the class. "Observing" strug
gle could only lead to mechanical articles which didn't

reflect the real situation and to Idealistic programs.
Failure to do this has sometimes led to answering the

questions on the minds of communists, or even worse,

on the minds of the radicalized petty, bourgeoisie.

The Worker must also get Involved in or kick-off
struggles, hold forums, rallies, pickets, etc.. and be an
active organizer, not an observer. The view of a paper
with a "pure" line (where would it come from?) led to
unsystematic distribution and petty bourgeois anar
chistic styles of work. It leads to "left" errors of put

ting out abstract analysis, rather than concrete analy
sis of concrete conditions, leading to a program for

struggle. Practice is the key to developing line and to
changing reality.

This "petty bourgeois critique-ism" led to some
articles which attacked every opportunist engaged in

a certain struggle, calling out their ragged lines, but i
without considering whether or not the masses had
ever even heard of the groups. This error came out of
a "left" interpretation of the communist paper line,
which held that we could say anything we wanted,

because the working class could relate to revolution
ary ideas, but instead we Isolated ourselves from the

masses.

This subjective idealist approach comes out of not
grasping that we have to work from the real experien
ces and position of the proletariat, and not substitute
half-baked illusions for a materialist analysis.

Petty bourgeois critique-ism manifested itself in
fine tooth combing of articles for line, without any
consideration of what vyould the effects be on strug
gle, and in faijing to differentiate between the bour
geois icteol9gy,a9<d (j^fprfriism among the masses as
opposed to the organized opportunists.

We constantly, have tp;^ek out workers' criticisms
and response to the paper.,Distribution is an Important
political task that requires efficient organization, be
cause if the masses don't get the paper, we might as
weil do crossword puzzles with our time.

An error which creeps in the back door, while we
grasp that we must actively engage in struggle to use
the paper correctly, is the practice of reporting only
on the struggles we are directly involved in. This leads
to jplqwing qp 9 ?l;ri,Ke ,of,fiye, Qt, sj.?c wprHpfS, Pf noj, „
A,.- , '.-.v.: u,
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too much importance, but in which we played a role,
on the front page with banner headlines, while ignor
ing major struggles of the class just because we didn't
have contacts in the plant, or weren't doing work
around it, especially in our area, where the organiza
tion is young, and is first beginning to develop deep
ties among the working class. Once again it was a
question of answering the real questions and addres
sing the real things on the masses' minds.

Failure to do this leads to ignoring elections, bills
before city ojuncils and Congress, etc., questions like
crime, sports, and developB'ents in the news around

political scandals, etc. In all of these situations we

had to take on the bourgeois lies and uncover the
truth, taking a decisive stand, the proletariat's stand.

The point is to take our heads, out of the sand and

not criticize the workers for taking up the "wrong

questions." We can't substitute our subjective idealist
conception for the real state of things.

Also Important is the spreading of proletarian cul
ture, and the exposure of the decadence of bourgeois
culture. The draft programme correctly states: "As a
key part of the struggle against the bourgeoisie, the
working class and Its party must give full flower to
proletarian propaganda and culture, while exposing
and ripping out the poisonous weeds of the bourgeoi
sie, This is an immediate task and cannot be put off

until socialism...In their daily struggles the masses of

people create the embryonic forms of this culture,
and it is the task of the party and its cultural work
ers to encourage and guide their growth and multi

ply them among the masses." (p. 33)
We've done this by popularizing Prairie Fire's tour,

and printing workers' songs, etc. Some other papers
have used fiction, poetry, and proietarian art. We

need to take this up more seriously.

At the same time we do reviews of bourgeois mo
vies, TV shows, etc. The task is twofold—to expose

the deception and class nature of them and sum them

up from the proletarian standpoint; and to explain

what it is that workers like about these things and
unite with what is progressive. If we fail to do this

last part, workers see us as cynics who trash every
thing, as separate from them. Workers pay a lot of
attention to these reviews, because the subject mat

ter is familiar to them, often more so than struggles

and questions that we take up. and they gauge the
paper on them, in one plant there was a lot of diffi

culty in calling together a caucus meeting, because
the workers wanted to stay home to watch a certain

TV show. When the Worker reviewed the show, there

was a lot of struggle about it. While eventually it took
changing the night for the meetings to get the cau

cus going, the importance of taking on these kinds

of questions was driven home to us.

Response is Better

We've been coming out for several months sinca
we merged the papers and unified on their use and
line. With the clearer revolutionary thrust that it now

contains as compared to the muddled perspective of
the past response to the paper among the class in

some cities has really taken off. They are selling really

well, and advanced workers have said that it really

relates to them. We have been able to use the

Worker in cities where there was no paper be

fore, and we are trying to unite the working classes
of the different cities and popularize the battles that

are going on.

The Worker is utilized by various workers groups

that we work with, like UWOC. It popularizes their
programs to the working class and the use of the Work
er is an integral part of their work. At UWOC meet
ings it has been explained what the Worker is, and
how it wanted to build UWOC's fight, and many
people In UWOC see the Worker as their paper.

People besides cadres work on the paper, both in
production and distribution, but It is clear that while
there is room for struggle, the RU makes the final de
cisions, and people who want to work with us should
understand that they are doing it from the perspective
of uniting with our line and summing it up together
with us.

Unemployment centers and key plants are sold at.
Papers are also sold at shopping centers and communi
ties. We've begun to sell them door to door in working
dass communities, and the results have been very good,
and we intend to expand this practice.

All cadre sell them in the shops (unless it is political
ly wrong to do so, like for a newly hired person) and so
do other people we are working with. We want to strug
gle to have more advanced workers doing this. In the
shops'they can be'a powerful and'lively tool for s'trug-'
gi^/aifd'ivhfl^ i)fSdtide in our own area has been weak

on this, Revolution and Red Papers contain numerous
examples of successful utilization of the papers.

We are beginning to break through the piles of gar
bage that various opportunist groups have shoved at the
workers, but it has been difficult at certain key plants
that attract the leeches. But we are making slow pro
gress with this. »

Generally we do not give the Worker away—we sell
it. We want the working class to support us financially
as well as politically, even in these hard times. People-
read what they invest in. For the same reason, we have
lowered the subscription price so it doesn't include a
hidden contribution to the paper.

Right now we are using the Workerto bring the
draft programme and the struggle for the party to the
working class, printing sections of it, and explaining
them, and of the need for the party.

The proletariat, and its soon to be formed vanguard,
need a voice. The Worker seeks to be that voice.

Forward to the Party! ■

Two
In summing up over two years of experience work

ing on a local revolutionary workers paper, we.can
point to its strengths and weaknesses, particularly
around the task of building a class cxjnscious revolu
tionary workers movement. The paper's main strength
has been its usefulness as a tool for communists and

revolutionaries to join with and help build the work
ing class struggle, unfolding political lessons in close
connection with building the practical struggles.

Not only has this work helped develop a more class- .
conscious workers movement, giving communists a base
in the class, but also it has contributed to the collective

experience of the new communist movement, increas
ing our ability to sum up and concentrate our know

ledge in a party programme. The paper's main weak
ness has been its inconsistency at providing a correct,
leading line to unite, mobilize, and politically advance
the class as a whole.

The formation of a revolutionary communist party

with a battle plan for building the struggle, conscious

ness and unity of the working class will mark a new
period in which it will be both necessary and possible
to put out a mass nationwide paper, the voice of the

party to the class, replacing the local revolutionary
workers papers as the main form of propaganda aimed
at building a revolutionary workers movement.

In the old period in which our ties and experience

in the working class struggle were new, the paper was
an excellent tool for a militant style of outreach work.

Tens of thousands of copies were sold to workers at

the large factories and shopping centers in the city,
bringing class analysis of strikes and the strike wave,

the wage freeze, the development of caucuses and
rank and file militancy, and of the campaigns against

police repression, imperialist war, deportations, etc.

In several situations the paper actively plunged Into

strike support, fights against police repression, and other

struggles like a wildcat against discimination, some-
Times playing a leading role. Through analyzing, pub
licizing, popularizing, and concretely building these

struggles, we were able to help develop a broad class
consciousness, helping fighters for one spearhead to

develop into fighters against all oppression. As larger
numbers of people began to take part in key local
battles of the class and the paper worked to politically
advance and popularize these struggles, more people
began to see the paper as their own. (When the paper
felt into right and "left" errors, its base did not grow.)

"Unable To Reflect Leading Line"

However, as the conscious forces have come to

gether to develop a more advanced strategic road for
the class, the local revolutionary workers paper has
been unable to reflect this leading line in all its many

aspects. The staff of a local paper cannot bring to
bear the concentrated knowledge and resources of a
nationwide party, particularly when the staff is made
up of people on different political levels and the paper
is not the organ of a party. The party can concentrate
all the experience of the masses, analyze it with the
science of Marxism-LeniniSm, Mao Tsetung Thought ,'

f J

and best popularize it.

Through its mass nationwide organ, applying the
"single spark method" of pd^pularizing and building
the key struggles of the class, the party can hammer
home the ideas that we are one working class, with
one strategy, led by one party, up against a nation
wide ruling class, and that our struggle must be on a
broad scale. Through its press, the party can frequent
ly, consistently, and popularly put forward the press
ing tasks for the'iha'ss 'movemfent. 'upfording t)iem;.ad-
justing thbm, and changing tKem' as the'struggte ad

vances.

In "A Talk to the Editorial Staff of the Shansi-
Suiyuan Daily," Mao explains the importance of
the party press towards the mass movement: "A basic
principle of Marxism-Leninism is to enable the masses
to know their own interests and to unite to fight for
their own interests. The role and power of the news
papers consists in their ability to bring the Party pro
gramme, the Party line, the Party's general and speci
fic policies, Its tasks and methods of work before the
masses in the quickest and most extensive way." In
the words of Stalin, the Party must be "bold enough
to lead the proletarians in the struggle for power, suf
ficiently experienced to find its bearings amidst the
complex conditions of a revolutionary situation, and
sufficiently flexible to steer clear of all submerged
rocks in the path of its goal." {Foundations of Lenin-
isrn) How can the party give this leadership without
a mass paper that can be a vehicle for the party's line
to the masses and a tool to consolidate the leadership
of the party in the growing revolutionary workers
rpovement?

As the revolutionary workers movement takes its
rightful place in the front ranks of the revolutionary
struggle and as a genuine vanguard party is formed,
the role of an organizational and political unity like
the staff of the revolutionary workers paper becomes
less clear. In its early stages, the paper and its staff
combined two tasks into one organization. It was a s.^
programmatic level of unity "open at both ends,"
an intermediate workers organization. Yet, on the
other hand, in practice it was the main propaganda
vehicle for giving political leadership to the workers
movement The key importance of a correct line for
the mass movement required a high level of discussion
and struggle over line, something the whole staff, es
pecially new members, could not fully participate in.

This two into one contradiction sharpened as the
struggle advanced—with the growing ability by com
munists to put forward a leading political line and the
growing demands of the masses for sharper political
leadership. In the course of this, staff members devel

oped ideologically and politically and in practice were
united around the need to implement the task, "build
the revolutionary struggle, consciousness and unity of
the working class and its leadership of the united front."

Advance and A Contradiction

This level of unity was more advanced than the Ini

tial unity of the paper, "a paper written to the working
class and united around the five spearpoints of struggle."
This development from a primitive, although basically
correct, formulation to a more advanced application of
a communist strategy was an advance. However, there
was still a contradiction between the political level need

ed to lead a revolutionary movement and the political
level of the majority of the staff members. Comrades
often did extensive re-writing and it was difficult to
bring new people onto the staff. This contradiction was

aggravated by an incorrect handling which too often

failed to unite with workers who could have contribu

ted to the revolutionary line of the paper by writing
or drawing from their experience in struggle. Comrades

at times also failed to guide the work of other staff
members.

Not only has this two into one contradiction held
back the work of the paper, but it has also held back
the development of the staff members, who could de
velop their political lines and abilities in closer connec

tion with building and leading day to day struggles, in
organizations which, in practice, are more "open."
Replacing the local workers papers with bureaus of
a central party press would eliminate a lot of dupli
cation of effort and expenses, freeing up several peo

ple to more actively build the revolutionary workers
movement.

We must ask the same question Lenin asked in

W)at is to Be Done? Is the predominance of local
papers over a central party press a sign of poverty or
luxury? "Of poverty when the movement has not yet
developed the forces for large scale production, contin
ues to flounder in amateurism, and is all but swamped

with 'the petty details of factory life.' (!)f luxury when •
-tfie movement has fully mastered the task of compre
hensive agitation, and It becomes necessary to publish
numerous local papers in addition to the central or
gan." (p. 22\, Selected Works, vol. 1)

The predominance of local papers which Lenin
describes is today in our movement also a sign of
"poverty." They are an expression of the primitive-
ness of the'perfo'd in which communists fought to re
build ties Iri the vvorkihg class struggle, learning the '
difficult lessons which make it possible to now form
a genuine vanguard party. Particularly as the RU de
veloped from a federation of local collectives into a
functioning communist organization, the papers have^^
not been able to reflect the "comprehensive agitation" ^
which is now becoming possible and necessary.

Conducting political propaganda on a broad scale Is
the essence of the single spark method as it is defined
in the drel'tpfdgVSm'm6:-"td seize'dh'every spark of
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struggle, fan and spread it as broadly as possible through
out the working class and among its allies. To build
every possible struggle and build off it to launch new

struggles. And through the course of this to fan every
spark of consciousness, to identify and isolate the
bourgeoisie and its agents, and unite all struggles against
this enemy." (p. 30)

The weakness in our application of the "single spark
method" was that in this period of working class up
surge, growing by leaps and bounds, our ability to "seize
on every spark of struggle" and "fan every spark of
consciousness ' was limited. Our political weaknesses
were aggravated by the locai nature of the paper and
the limited resources that__go with it. Lenin in his ar
gument for a nationwide party paper stressed the need
to deal with "the major typical evils of factory life,
exposures based on especialiy.striking facts and capa
ble therefore of arousing the interest of all workers
and all leaders of the movement, of really enriching
their knowledge, broadening their outlook, and serv
ing as a starting point for awakening new districts and
workers from ever newer trade areas." (p. 219, Se/ec-
led Works, vol. 1)

Because of the uneven development of the workers

movement, the most significant developments and
breakthroughs are scattered all over. In the primitive-

ness of the old period the paper's facts and analysis
of key struggles were often confused and sometimes

dead wrong. Other times lack of adequate information

caused us to ignore key struggles.

Examples of mistakes due to political weaknesses

and limited resources include: failing to give good
play to the coal miners' energy protests, tending to

glorify bourgeois democracy in the Throw the Bum

Out campaign, not bringing forward a good under
standing of the consent decree, failing to popularize
breakthroughs made by rank and file organizations
around the country, and underplaying the nationwide
character of UWOC and the fight against police repres

sion. This was a serious problem-when the working

class is moving ahead in a period of intense struggle,

it is tite job of communists to bring them the most
advanced lessons, so that maximum gains can be made
^d minimum losses suffered.

International Situation

Asimilar weakness has been uneven and superficial

treatment of the international situation. Our analysis
often didn't get to the main point of key International
questions, developing the ideas with lively examples

and telling facts. We tended to assign the less experien
ced staff members to these articles and concentrate

the more experienced on relating to local mass strug

gles. It was a weakness at arming the working class with
proletarian internationalism and mobilizing them

against the possibility of world war. We were concentra
ting on leading and developing ties with the workers

movement (and didn't firmly grasp the importance of

internationalism). We lacked the experience and re

sources to do our internationalist duty well.

it is important to stress the role a national party
paper can play in building and advancing the basic

struggles of the working class which the draft pro
gramme correctly characterizes as "primarily against

individual employers...around wages and benefits,

working conditions, against speedup and layoffs,
against discrimination." In our experience there has
been both right and "left" errors on these articles—
on the one hand in early stages of the paper we tend
ed to trail trade unionism, then rotating full circle to

a "left" tendency of de-emphasizing analysis and pop

ularization of struggles in the shops.
In the later phase, there was a line that statically

diaractenzed these basic struggles of the class as "eco
nomic" as opposed to the "political" struggles like the
fight against police repression. In this period, some im
portant breakthroughs were made in those broader
struggles generally focused against the state, but while
the "left" line held sway the broader political strug
gles could not be correctly unfolded. For example,
campaigns against police repression were sometimes
%en as issues to be built among Black people rather

than unfoicling police repression and national oppres-
sion as a part of a broader class question.

Aribther similar failure to develop a struggle with
a working class line was our article on the advances
of the liberation struggle in Vietnam, showing pictures
of Vietnamese with guns held high on the front page

and writing as if all the readers' starting point was that
it was a tremendous advance. A working class line

would have put forward more strongly the common
struggle of U.S. workers and Vietnamese workers and
peasants against a comrnon enemy,

We think that a national party paper can'best pop

ularize and analyze the most basic struggles of the class,
highlighting the most significant advances, particularly
in key nationwide industries, helping to transform
these basic fights into class-wide political struggles
and developing them in close relation to the other key
battlefronts of the class.

Some Drawbacks

Shifting emphasis from local workers papers to a
nationwide party press will inevitably be accompanied
by some drawbacks-the local shop articles and local
campaigns as well as local examples will not be as con
sistently dealt with. When these local articles were de
veloped with a correct revolutionary line they held
great interest for the workers who bought and read
the paper.

But the strength of the nationwide paper will be Its
firm base in the locai areas, with articles submitted by
local bureaus. The nationwide paper will be able to ex
pand on the groundwork already done by the local
papers, popularizing those most significant struggles
in the shops and in the broader political arena. The
intermediate workers were most interested in local
shop articles because they explained the struggle with
examples in their experience, often knowing people in
these shops, having worked in them, etc. But the correct
line was primary. Workers want to know, "How can we
fight back and win?" This abilit^to put forward a
correct fighting programme will be enhanced in the new
period.

The nationwide paper will not exclude the develop
ment of many other forms of propaganda and agitation
directed to the workers movement—newsletters, shop
leaflets, and papers of intermediate workers organiza
tions. In fact, the nationwide party paper will greatly
aid local propaganda efforts. As our struggle develops,
a more and more extensive network of nationwide and

local propaganda will be needed to serye that struggle.
In many ways Revolution has played the role of a

nationwide party paper. Especially in the most recent
period, it has popularized the most important struggles
of the class and the masses—providing local papers with
important information and analysis. But it is not truly
a mass paper.

Because of the primitiveness of the old period, it,
too, was saddled with a two into one set of tasks. Be

cause of the central task of party building, Revolution's
primary task was to play a key role in forcibly putting
an end to the old period, conducting polemical expos
ures of opportunist lines and tendencies in the new

"communist" movement. Secondarily, it had to pop
ularize aspects of a communist programme and break
throughs in mass work.
A mass party paper in the new period, when the cen

tral task becomes once again to build the revolutionary
workers movement, will take on the task of giving class
conscious political leadership to the working class move
ment. It should be written to the advanced and inter
mediate workers. When the party is formed Revolution's
theoretical tasks of ideologically developing communists
and advanced workers should be taken on by a party
.theoretical journal.

Whh the advances of the revolutionary struggle,
contradictions arise. With the new party on the agenda
and the revolutionary workers movement becoming

stronger every day, the ability of the local revolution
ary wrkers papers to play a leading role is being out

stripped by the growing needs of the masses for con

sistent and authoritative political leadership-a form
of propaganda that can tie together, popularize, and
advance the nationwide struggles of the U.S. working

class and consolidate respect for the line of the party
among the broad masses. That is why we must estab

lish a mass nationwide party paper directed primarily
to the working class.

Forward to the Revolutionary Communist Party
and its central task of building the revolutionary strug
gle, consciousness, and unity of the working class and
its leadership of the united front! ■
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Three
Page T7 of the draft programme states; "The party

of the working class is the party of revolution. It is the
instrument through which the working class wields its
weapons of class struggle. It forges and leads a power
ful united front of all oppressed classes and people,
defeating all attempts at compromise with the enemy,
and constantly directing the struggle forward to the
overthrow of the bourgeoisie. One important way
the party does this Is through its press-regular news
papers and theoretical journals—as well as non-party
publications in which its members work."

Throughout the country, the single largest area of
work of our organization—in terms of cadre time and
expense-is putting out the workers papers. There are
now at least 15 of them, together reaching tens of thou
sands of workers every month. They have been a-real
tool of our organization in building the workers move
ment, and often, a powerful weapon in the hands of
the working class in its fight against capitalism.

The papers, like our organization, were born in the
old period-and they still bear the birthmarks. They
still reflect old period weaknesses—and in many cases
have hot reflected the advances made by our organi
zation and by the working class generally.

This is the time to pull the papers into the new
period. It won't happen by itself—nobody just drifts

-  into proletarian revolution. The struggle must be a
conscious, and sharp, one. If it is not carried out—if
we don't get rid of the old baggage-the papers will
not be a tool, but turn into their opposites, and be a
brake on the struggles of the working class. To get
rid of the baggage means transforming the present
workers papers into mass papers of the Revolution

ary Communist Party.

The purpose of this article is to clarify the relation
ship of the workers papers to the Revolutionary Com
munist Party. It came out of discussions and struggles
on the staff of one of the local workers papers.

The Old Period—The '50s and '60s were a time of

growing struggle and growing consciousness that im

perialism was the enemy. Out of these struggles, par
ticularly the Black liberation and anti-war struggles,
many people began to see that as long as there is i m-

perialism, the masses of people here and around the
world will be suffering. To end the suffering meant
somehow ending imperialism—it meant revolution.

This was a period when the working class was with
out ieadership-without a party. The class could not
unite the struggles of the people, putting forward a

political line that directed them all squarely at the
main enemy—the monopoly capitalists. The working
class could not keep ail the struggles on the revolu
tionary path. Declaring war on imperialism was an ad-

vance-;-but it was not enough. Even making this war
conscious for thousands was not enough. What was

lacking was an understanding of the causes of the war;

what are imperialism's laws of development; what are

the goals of the war—and what leadership is necessary

to win.

Out of the struggles of the masses, many people
began to become communists—studying the summed
up history of the class struggle to get a handle on how

to change the world today. Primarily, these forces arose
from among the petty bourgeoisie, and the answers

learned pointed to the working class as the force that

could transform all of capitalist society. This is how

our organization began, and wtiere it went—to the

working class.

From the earliest Red Papers to today, we have

been putting Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought

into practice, summing up, making and correcting

errors, and advancing to the point where it is now
possible to put forward a draft programme.

The various workers papers were started during

this time-the early '70s-to build the revolutionary

struggle of the working class. They were built as poli
tical working class papers-not taking up only shop
struggles. TTiey were not movement papers or under
ground papers or people's papers or what have you.
They were aimed at the working class—sold in shops
and working class communities, not in the petty bour
geois hippie/campus areas. From the beginning, the
papers attempted to draw the links between different
struggles and point toward the common enemy-mono
poly capitalism.

The Bridge

In the course of years of practice, the organization
has summed up and moved forward-deepening our
understanding of what was correct in RP 1,2,3, discard
ing what was incorrect. More and more, the organiza- ■
tlon has taken the stand, viewpoint and method of the

working class. Now, with the publication and struggle
Continued.on page 22,
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over the draft programme, the bridge to the new period
is out there. But to cross it means putting an end to the
old period-and the old period doesn't die easy.

During these years, the errors of a class-less "anti-
imperialism," a third ideology, were made, criticized
and corrected—but not in the workers papers.

The united front against imperialism is not a coali
tion of forces, the various struggles don't mean various
constituency groups—but that is what comes from the
workers papers.

The resolution of the various contradictions of capi
talism can only come through resolving the fundamen
tal contradiction of capitalism-but this is not what
the workers papers tefl the masses.

The struggle of the working class in defense of their
living standard is not simply XYZ workers against XYZ
boss—but this is what fills the pages of the workers
papers.

Revolution is a practical task of the working class,
not a "good idea." It comes out of the contradiction
between the forces and relations of production, not
our good will. But this is not the way it appears in
the workers papers.
"And communists are part of the working class, not
' smart" outsiders. But, again, not in the workers papers.

The purpose of this is not to nitpick—or say "how
could we be so stupid." The papers were bound to re
flect the weaknesses of the old period. If there is only
a time lag before they correa them, let's hurry up. If
there is some deeply embedded baggage, let's get rid
of it. The examples that follow try to show some of
the errors. We realize that the list is longer than this,
and also that this article does not deal with the many
advances and strengths that the papers have.

"Where We Came From"

The point is that we must consciously take up the
task of transforming the papers. Small errors of the
past are serious weaknesses today, and mean defeat
for the working class tomorrow. If the papers don't
move into the new period, the working class will be
robbed of a powerful weapon. Let's look at where
vw came from.

"Our staff, men and women,of ait races, live in the ''
Bay Area. We are workers, employed and unemployed,
welfare people and students. Some of us belong to the
RU, a national communist organization.
"We stand solidly with our class—the working class.

We face serious attacks on our livelihoods-and we are
fighting back—against the employing class and their
politicians.

"The working class is the force that can lead all the

people to defeat the monopolists.

"Black, Chicane, Asian, and.other people's fight
against discrimination is crucial to all working peo
ple. The spirit and unity of these struggles is a model
for all. We stand with the Vietnamese people and all

oppressed nations fighting for independence.
'The Bay Area Worker reports the issues and strug

gles of our class." (Bay Area Worker, 1972)

This was the first "Who We Are." It laid out that

this was a workers paper, that communists worked on

it, that the working class leads and that it is not just
interested in shop struggles, but also in broader, social
issues. All good so far. The point is not to say that
now v« know better, that the description of the spear
heads is petty bourgeois, since it does not show the
working class interests and role in the struggles, or
even that it tends towards Bundism. Our organization
only learned all of this through practice. By putting
a generally correct line, represented by RP2, and in

parts by this "Who We Are," into practice, and summing
up, we have advanced.

Our purpose is to show how, from this original under
standing, certain incorrect tendencies developed and
continue to exist today. We have tried to analyze arti
cles from workers papers around the country which
were written in the last year since the change in the
central task became public. We believe that unless
these incorrect tendencies are summed up and criti
cized, we will drag a good deal of baggage with us when
we draw the workers papers around the party.

Purpose of the papers—While many of the papers,
especially in the Who We Are's, do not specifically
state their purpose, some clear lines have emerged.

One line says that the papers are put out to rival
the bourgeois press: "When these papers (the bour
geois press) report issues affecting workers they pre

sent only the side of the bosses because they are part

of that class themselves and their interests lie in re

porting news favorable to bosses, landlords, and poli
ticians. Government controlled news has kept most of
us in the dark in the past about issues abroad, Now with
papers like ours everyone knows how the U.S, is using

our taxes to kill and exploit peoples of underdevelop
ed nations. Imperialism is nothing to be proud of. We
want no part of it! It's a system for the rich; not the
poor who work. Through the unity of workers here
and abroad we can help each other." (People's Voice,
Who We Are, September 1974)

And: "We are tired of all the lies and distortions
that fill up the regular [our emphasis] newspapers,
radio and TV. We want to tell the truth about what
is going on in the world today." (77?e Worker for
Western-Central NY, May 1975)

This line is a petty bourgeois carryover. It sets up
the paper as an alternate media, like in the '60s. The
task is to put out "anti-imperialist analysis" to counter
act the bourgeoisie's analysis. It is the line of the petty
bourgeoisie bringing the "truth" to the working class.

This line has been struggled against by the line that
the workers papers have to build the struggle. The func
tion of a correct analysis is to point the way forward.
That is what "correct" means. And to learn it means
learning from die masses. The papers were a tool both
to learn froni the masses and to point the way forward.
They were tools of the working class in its struggle with
capitalism—not sources of "good" Ideas.
"The Milwaukee Worker, through its articles, tries

to direct this anger into a conscious battle plan for the
working class." (Milwaukee Worker. May 1975)
and—

"The RU is a national communist organization
that sees the importance of building a political work
ers movement, one that actively leads all of the peo
ples' struggles against our common enemy, U.S. im
perialism. The RU thinks The Worker can help build
that movement, and will work with others in this

fight." (NY-NJ Worker, Who We Are, December 1973)
The second line, the paper is a tool to build the

revolutionary workers movement, points the way
anead.

It is not, however, enough to look at what the pa
pers say they do—we must examine what they do. The
NY-NJ Worker, for example, functioned to provide
"correct" anti-imperiafist analysis, "the truth," for
one year until sharp struggle was waged on the staff
and throughout the organization. And this was with
a pretty good "Who We Are"—on paper.

It was by defeating the incorrect, petty bourgeois
line, and by beginning to put into practice the correct
line that we learned where correct ideas do come from,
were able to sum up, move forward and reach an under
standing of the need for the working class to lead the"
papers in every aspect. This has led us to see the need
for party papers.

Who Puts Out the Papers—The first line is reflected
in this quote: "Our staff, men and women of all races,
live in the Bay Area. We are workers, employed and
unemployed, welfare people and students. Some of us
belong to the Revolutionary Union, a national com
munist organization." (Bay Area Worker, Who We
Are. May 1975)

This, again, is the model for the workers papers.
The staff is a coalition, multi-racial, multi-class, even
both rexes. Communists are just one part of the coali
tion tliat guides the work. This is old period—plain and
simple. The question that arises is why mention that
there are some communists? Do they have a special
.role? In some places, the answer put forward is a clear
NO.

"Is this afommunist paper? No. This paper is for
working people and is meant to be used as a tool to in
form prople and involve them In various struggles go
ing on in this city and across the country. Some mem
bers of :the Revolutionary Union are on the staff of
this paper..." (Rochester Worker, September 1974)

Here communists are not just one of the gang,
but explicitly outsiders.

Again, the point is not to quibble over Who We
Are's, but to point out errors that keep cropping up,
month after month, and not just in the Who We Are
box.

Trade Union Politics vs. Proletarian Politics—The

draft programme states that "the present struggle of
the American workers is primarily against individual
employers (or employers' associations in different in
dustries) around wages and benefits, working con
ditions, against speedup and lay-offs, against discrimi
nation." (p. 29) Our workers papers are full of arti
cles about these struggles. The question is what line
have our papers been bringing to the workers in rela

tion to these struggles and what incorrect tendencies
still exist today?

There has been a tendency, which is very wide
spread, to narrow our articles about these struggles

to workers in one industry fighting their boss and not
to see the revolutionary content of t^ese struggles.

Some examples of this...The first .example is the

way different workers papers covered the wildcat of
steelworkers at Campbell Works in Ohio, reported in the
April 1975 issue of Revolution. This is how different

papers wrote about this struggle:
"Although the battle is certainly not over, this wild

cat was an important part of the on-going battle steel-
workers around the country are waging against killer

productivity and Abel's no strike sellout." {Mass Work

er reprint from the Detroit People's Voice, May 1975)
This article restricts the struggle to steelworkers vs.
the productivity of the steel bosses and the no-strike
sellout of their union leadership and fails to bring out
the significance of this for the whole class.

"Youngstown is a lesson for all of us. We have to
cut that shit loose about 'these guys will never stick
together or 'the courts and the international have us
licked' and see what we are capable of. Like one
Youngstown worker said: 'the company thought we
were fools or dogs, but WE REALLY SHOWED
THOSE BASTARDS!' " (Maryland-DC Worker,
May 1975) This narrows the political lessons for the
class even further to those guys in that steel plant are
really sticking together and shqwing the company.
Showing them what, however, is not indicated.

"This strike is a tremendous victory for these work
ers and the whole working class. This kind of unity and
strength is an inspiration to all workers and is scaring
the daylights out of the capitalists. The struggle on the
job against layoffs and elimination of jobs is cruciaL"
(NY-NJ Worker, April 1975) This article says this
strike is a victory for the entire class but doesn't set
the article in the context of the struggle of the work
ing class and the capitalist class and bring out why this
strike is so full of lessons for the working class in its
struggle against layoffs and attacks on the right to
stri ke.

"Workers Called Narrow''

The papers are full of articles like this, drawing
lessons like these. And they all add up to the struggle
of the working class-for better unions to get a better
deal under capitalism from the bosses, or the rich, (but
rarely the capitalists).

Not only are the struggles of workers shown narrow
ly and summed up narrowly, the workers themselves
are called narrow-only interested in the bread and
butter issues.

"The economists can meet with President Ford. The
Stock Market can go down thru the floor. The trade
balance can be the worst in history. And the prime
interest rate can remain at 12%...What really counts
is how do I feed my family? What can I do to keep
fresh fruit on the table and a roast in the oven? All
the talk about the build up of inventories has little
meaning...But what can I do co keep the home togeth
er if I'm layed off my ]ob?...How the hell can I meet
the payments on the house on unemployment insur
ance checks?...These are the questions that are agita
ting increasing millions of working class families
across the nation." (front page article on economy
in the Bay Area Worker, October 1974) Right on
Page 1-workers don t care about the hows and whys
of society—don't talk about what causes capitalist
crisis, or where unemployment comes from. And don't
bring up anything'like the international situation, or
cuts in services, or things like that. Just keep the work
ers fed and all is well. So much for largeness of mind.

This is holding up a mirror to die petty bourgeois
view of workers that characterized the New Left—and
passing it off as a worker talking.

The Bay Area Worker article continues;

"What the hell are we going to do...There are no
EASY answers, but there are answers.

"Answer No. 1—stir up your fellow workers to
fight for higher wages...That ain't easy with a bunch
of dead-beats running the union...nobody said it was
EASY...but it can be done.

"Ansvwr No. 2-Get together with the guys not
only in your local, but all the workers to fight for
lower prices and to hell with the profits of the giant
corporations. It can't be done? We did it in the thir

ties when we demanded and won unemployment in
surance. It wasn't easy. But it CAN be done.

"We did it when we got a bellyful of Vietnam. By
the millions we put the screws on the government,
convinced LBJ that we'd had enough, and finally, be
tween us and the people of Vietnam, got the U.S.
troops out of there.

"It ain't easy but it can be done, and if the big
boys don't listen to us—all of us together—we'll just
blow them away and put in a system that puts the
interests of the workers first! As for profits...forget
it!!"

A recipe for revolution. Stage 1, in the shop!..
Stage 2, workers unjte...Stage 3, make some demands
...Stage 4, Blow them away.

But this is not the way it really happens. As the

draft programme says: "So long as the bourgeoisie
has state power it will continue to attack end attempt
to corrupt every gain won by die working class—and
it will sooner or later succeed in setting back the work
ers' movement, so long as the fight for concessions is

Ttot conducted as a by-product of the fight to overthrow
capitalism. This does not mean that the basis of the trade

unions and other mass organizations of the working
class must be 'fight for the dictatorship of the prole
tariat.' But it does mean that the party of the prole

tariat must bring to the workers, through all their
struggles, the understanding of the antagonistic con-

Continued on page-23''"'
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tradiction between themselves as a class and the bour

geoisie, and consistently guide the struggle toward
its final aim." (pp. 29-30)

It is not the struggles of the working class in de
fense of its standard of living that are inherently nar
row and reformist—it is the way the workers papers
often deal with them that is narrow and reformist.

Where To Aim Main Blow

This narrovwiess and reformism is often accompan
ied by articles directing the main blow against the lead
ers of the trade unions. They are often written about
as the main enemy, if not the only one. In the NY-NJ
Worker, one article on the miners had a whole page on
workers vs. Miller—not a word about bosses, govern
ment, capitalist class. This offers the same answer as

the previous examples-get a good union and all worries
are over. And a good union means one that replaces
the bad hacks with good hacks. And who-are the good
backs—we are. "Left" trade union politics or right
trade union politics, the result is the same, the working
class is condemned to an eternity of suffering under
the rule of capital.

Who Will Lead the Fight Against All Oppression-
From the original Bay Area Worker, "The working
class is the force that can lead all the people against
the monopolists." followed by a list of other people's
struggles. Black, Chicano, Asian, Vietnamese.

From most of the papers, one or another phrasing
of the five spearheads of struggle.

The spearheads formulation was unscientific, and
did not proceed fully enough from the fundamental
contradiction of capitalism. In the draft programme,
it has been replaced by developing the many contra
dictions within capitalist society.
A serious, incorrect tendency arising from'the

"spearheads" is to view the UFAI as a coalition of
vafious constituency groups-each with its own spear
head.

Number 1 was for the Third World, Number 2
was for Blacks, Latins, Asians in the U.S., Number
3 was for women. Number 4 for the petty bourgeoi
sie and students, and Number 5 was for workers.

This is the way many workers papers have viewed
the struggles of the masses. Some examples-from In
ternational Women's Day this year:

"Women ̂ e Building the Struggle for All of Us"
Bay Area Worker, March 1975 Centerfold.
"Women Everywhere Unite to Fight All Oppres

sion"

"In order to end their oppression women must

fight not just for their own rights, but for the libera
tion of all people." Maryland-DC Worker, May 1975.

"This is what women's liberation is. It means wo

men together with their working class brothers fight
ing against everything holding women back. It means
men supporting women's fight against exploitation so

together we can fight the system that causes it."
Milwaukee Worker, March 1975.

The United Front is portrayed as a deal—we'll help
you so you will help us. And women are classless.

Other Side

This error is the other side of the reformism in the

shop articles. Revolution is the answer for women's

oppression, or any other social question, but fight-
fight-fight is the answer in the shop. And workers
fight in the shop, while people—women or Blacks or
vets, fight in society as a whole.

This incorrect line comes out again in many arti
cles around police repression. Articles written from
the "point of view" of Blacks, or Latins, or Asians—
and a call for workers to help them fight. When the
question of police repression does not develop from
the nature of capitalism, there is no way to build the
struggle under working class leadership, or to bring
out the concrete tasks of the working class.

This separation of revolution from the working
class struggle comes out most clearly on "revolution-

'  ary" questions like May Day.

In paper after paper, the significance of May Day

was not grasped. For &)«mple, from the'May iSsu'eo^' ■
the Bay Area WbrWy vW find just one sho>t"artidfe-birt''''
page 3 about May Day, mostly describing the march
and with nothing within the article connecting the day
to day struggles of the working class with the need,
determination and ability of the working class to get

I  rid of this rotten system. (The lack of articles may be
due to the need to publish the paper before May Day,

but that doesn't explain the line of the article that did

appear.)

The rest of this rssue.of the Say AreaIVorJrerisfull - -
of sHdpj^iclei like maids vs. hotels, auto workers vs.

bosses, muni drivers vs. muni management, and the
Public Utilities Commission, but not one of these 11
shop articles is connected with May Day and none
show how it is only by getting rid of capitalism alto
gether that the working class can win liberation.

On the other hand, the NY-NJ Worker devoted eight
full pages, including the front page, to May Day and
reprinted the major speeches, clearly bringing out the
significance of the day.

The weakness of this May issue of the NY-NJ Work
er \s that, like the Bay Area Worker, there is a separa
tion of May Day and its revolutionary significance
from the narrow content of the shop articles in die
rest of the paper.

These, then, are some of the problems and errors
of the workers papers as they now exist. In a word,
they are still one foot in the wet cement of the old
period. We must pull this foot out before the cement

hardens.

Where To From Here

Where do we go from here—how do we pull the
papers into the new period?

The key to this is not the struggle to simply try
and correct all of our errors and thereby get better
at putting out one half old and one half new period
papers. The key is answering the question, what kind
of papers does the working class need to advance the
revolutionary struggle to overthrow capitalism?

And just as our task is the qualitative leap,to the
party, not the quantitative improvement of the RU—
so our task in regards to papers is the leap to party
papers. Our task—build party papers.

What Should the Papers Do?—Central to grasping
why the papers must be party papers is understanding
what purpose the papers have in the working class
struggle. As the draft programme states, "The cen
tral task of the Revolutionary Communist Party to
day, as the party of the U.S. working class, is to build •
the struggle, class consciousness and revolutionary unity
of the working class and develop its leadership of a
broad united front against the U.S. imperialists, in the
context of the worldwide united front against imperial
ism aimed at the rulers of the two superpowers." (p.
32)

The task of the papers is to serve as a tool in develop
ing this central task. They must play an active role in
building the class struggle and summing up to raise the
general level of consciousness of the working class.

What a Mass, Fighting Party Paper is Not—To save
space, read Paiante or any of the various The Com
munists. The main task of a mass, fighting party paper
is NOT to say "here is the 'word,' and the only way to
get it is like we did, with M-L,M."

The rorrection of right errors is not a list of "left"

slogans like the dogmatist papers use-a $1 an hour
raise and the dictatorship of the proletariat.
A party paper does NOT mean an internal, cadre

only, newsletter. The working class does not need
primarily papers to expose the bourgeoisie's lies,
though the papers do that. But to make this their

main task is to say that the job of the Revolutionary

Communist Party is to expose the bourgeois parties.
The class does not need papers to tell workers things
they already know-that times are hard in many places.

What Does the Working Class Need-The papers'
main task is to put forward the political line and prog-

'  ram that moves the class struggle forward. And for-
. ward means towards proletarian revolution—the only

way to resolve the contradictions of capitalism. It is

a tool for using the single spark method, taking the
sparks of struggle and consciousness that arise from

the working class struggle and popularizing and

fanning them.

The masses in their millions, through their day to

day experience, have amassed great knowledge of the
world. The papers must reflect the practice of the mass
line, taking the scattered and unsystematic ideas of

the masses, systematizing and concentrating them,
retaining what Is correct and discarding what does
not correspond to reality, and returning them to the

mas^s. The papers must persevere in this, until the
masses grasp these ideas as their own (which they are)
and use them as a tool to smash down the rotten rule

of capital.

What kind of paper can do this? To say we don't
need party papers is to say the working class does not

need a party. How can the papers reflect and practice
the mass tine? What is the best instrument of the work

ing class for summing up, learning truth from fact?
Where does the political line and program to guide
the struggle come from? Either from the working class
through its party or from thfe petty bourgeoisie through
their innate genius. The ans'wer Is the first.

It can't come from "men and women of all races.

Workers, employed and unemployed, welfare people,
and students." (And sometimes housewives.) (Bay
Area Worker)

Not from a "political organization of working class'
people" in New Hampshire. (On The Line)

Not.from a'movement coalition, or-alienatetJpfetty'''-'
bourgeois'forces who wfrie "worfcers" p^ers rnsteatl '

of the Great American Novel.
The working class needs its line. Its outlook, its revo

lutionary stand in its paper. And this means that they
must be papers that the class runs through its party.

What is a mass, fighting party paper?-The paper
puts forward the stand, viewpoint and method of the
working class. It unites widely with the masses around
the political line of the class, the line that represents
its interests both today and In the long run.

The paper is a tool for building the struggle of the
class. It is a fighting paper, not a theoretical journal.
It enters the on-going struggles, helps lead them to
wards proletarian revolution.

The party paper tells the truth. Not a half truth
or an anti-imperialist truth. Often in the past, com
rades who had articles to write for The Worker would
say, "What can I say if this is not a communist paper?"
Often, this means, "Let me tack on a paragraph or
two about revolution."

The heart of Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung
Thought is concrete analysis of concrete conditions,
not to know the world, but to change it. Marxism-
Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought means nothing if it
does not lead to political line and program. The pajaer
must be a tool of the working class that lays out how
to change this rotten world. Line leads. The line in
the paper-on how to fight every battle, how to mar-
shall the forces of the masses to build the struggle to
smash the rule of capital—this is what makes it a tool.
It is not flowery phrases or good layout. The working
class and the broad masses, grasping this line as their
own, use it as a tool to fight with.
A mass party paper would put forward the clear

political line of the working class. Because this repre
sents the way forward in the real world, great numbers
of non-party fighters will see it and unite with It. They
will reed, sell, and write for the paper—and they will
defend it as their own, because it is their own, just as
the party is the party of the working class.

Many comrades have raised that if we become party
papers, we will cut ourselves off from the masses. In

fact, our practice shows that this is not true. The harder
the core, the broader the front holds for papers, too.

In every case where the papers were set up "broad
ly," in the narrie of not excluding workers, they could
not function or unite with the masses. What few work
ers who were drawn in were sucked into endless petty
bourgeois coalition type nieetings just to get the damn
paper on the streets, and the line was a petty bour
geois compromise line that couldn't win over anyone.
The advanced workers were transformed—in the image
of the radicalized petty bourgeoisie. A mass party
paper would have both feet firmly planted in the work
ing class, and would involve thousands more workers

than we do now.

Question of Anti-Communism

Aword or two on anti-communism—ours. In this

area, when The Worker started, the paper distributors
answered the question, "Is this a communist paper"
with a defensive NO. But what was it? "A workers

paper," "an anti-imperialist paper." Who puts it out.
we were asked. "Just some workers." TTie result, con

fusion and suspicion.
Finally, more workers took the paper as their own.

Their fellow workers asked them the same two ques
tions. "It sure is a communist paper. The RU puts it
out. Isn't it good?" This was their answer. And the
other workers replied, "I thought it was a communist
paper—why don't they say so." Among other reasons
-fear of the masses.

The level of anti-communism is far less deep than
it looked like in the '60s. The change is partly from
objective conditions, but that is not the rriain thing. '
The communists have gone to the working class, taken
up the life of the masses, their struggles; we have trans
formed, and we have learned that communists a're part

of the working class.
TTie truth is that the papers were not really comm-

unist papers. Their best parts were going in this direc

tion, their bad parts holding back. The task now is to

make the leap to what the masses need-a fighting
mass communist paper.

This proposal is not a simple organizational change.
It is a political and ideological change also. Every idea
is stamped with the brand of a particular class.

What class wants an "independent" paper, or an

"independent" staff? Independent of what-the work
ing class, its line, its party. Hie petty bougeoisie already
has its "independent radical newsweekly," the Guard
ian.

For the papers to move forward to the new period

means for them to become more and more part of the

struggle of the working class, more and more a tool
of the working class in their fight for revolution. This
can only happen if they become party papers.

Forward to the Party

Build Party Papers/Put an End to the Old Period ■
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On Merging The
National Movements And
Working Class Struggles

One
TTie RSB at Harvard was initiated by an RU comrade

and a few others in October 1974. Since the chapter's
formation it has been involved in a struggle around the
establishment of a W.E.B. DuBois Institute for Afro-

American Studies. This Institute was won during the
1969 student strike when Black and white students

unittd and won several demands including the aboli
tion of ROTC and the establishment of the Afro-Ameri

can Studies Department (AAS). The Institute was to

have been an auxiliary feature of the department with
a significant degree of student control, ties with the
Black community, and strong links to AAS and under
graduates. Winning these demands in 1969 was a great
victory for the student movement.

The establishment of AAS did not achieve full cul

tural equality for jiack people at Harvard. This would
be impossible under imperialism. But Harvard was

forced to recognize that Black people do have a dis

tinct and legitimate national culture that deserved con
sideration in the university. Because of its progressive
content, AAS has been under constant attack since it

was established. With the deepening of the economic
crisis these attacks intensified.

One of the aspects of the attack was the attempt
to restructure the proposed DuBois Institute. The ad

ministration announced a plan that would turn the In*'
•stitute into a.post-doctoral research preserve with no
input from students or the Black community. An Ad
visory Board dominated by Black lackeys of the ruling
class was set up to implement this concept.

Before the formation of the RSB at Harvard the

campus was dominated by several varieties of oppor

tunist political organization, The largest is New Ameri
can Movement (NAM) which has been around for three

years and has buiti up a significant mass base around
its liberal/social democratic line. Several minority na
tionality organizations also exist. The strongest is the
Organization for the Solidarity of Third World Stud
ents (OSTWS), a group which calls itself anti-imperial
ist. The October League and several other "indepen

dent communists" work in this organization.

Several Developments

In the course of building struggle around the Du
Bois Institute our line went through several develop

ments. We suffered many setbacks. But by leaming
from our errors we were able to contribute to moving
the struggle forward and deepen our understanding

of how to build the fight against national oppression
and how to view minority nationality oiganizations.
By applying these lessons we wilt be able to continue

to build the struggle, build multinational unity, and
win leadership for the proletarian line.

in October we decided that the attack on the Du
Bois Institute was a key struggle on campus. The RSB

approached OSTWS with a proposal to unite around

fighting attacks on the Institute and the harassment
of AAS on the basis that these were not only attacks

on Black students, but also part of an overall attack
on all students. This was only one of several cutbacks

coming down and we put forward the idea of uniting
to fight them all as the correct strategy. We made this

proposal bejause at that time we held the incorrect
line that the way to build multinational unity was to

seek out minority nationality organizations and try
to unite with.them,in builditigcstruggie, : ?, • ; :

OSTWS did not respond to the proposal so the RSB •
called an open meeting to discuss the attack on the
DuBois Institute and how to fight it. OSTWS sent two

representativesto.the meeting, both so-called commun
ists, one a member of the OL. Very soon the OSTWS

people brought the meeting to a sharp polemic on
the national question between themselves and members

of the RU. When our comrades did not back off from

the attacks, the OSTWS people walked out of the
meeting calling us racists. Many new people at the

meeting were confused by what happened.
Because of this we backed off from this struggle

for se\reral months. Our involvement for this period
consisted of ignoring the masses and struggling with
members of minority nationality organizations to allow
us to participate in the struggle by joining the DuBois
Institute Student Coalition (DlSC)-a third world coa
lition closed to whites. We paid special attention to
people who split from OSTWS and formed a chapter
of the February First Movement (FFM). Eventually
both NAM and the RSB were "allowed" to join DISC,
but the RSB was never given a vote in the coalition be
cause it was "a new organization on campus." This bo
gus argument was just one example of the DISC leader
ship's sectarianism and distrust of whites who would

struggle with them. FFM of course received a vote des

pite bel.ng newer to the campus than the RSB.
During this period of backing off from the struggle

we went lo great efforts to repair unity with OSTWS

and FFM. vVe even tried to "unite" with NAM because
OSTWS and FFM said that this would prove that we
were "sincerely" trying to build the struggle and not
ourselves.

Correct Line Is Key

In doing these things we failed to grasp that correct
line is key. We thought that if OSTWS and FFM were
going around caliir.g us racists and NAM was saying we
were sectarian there was no way the masses would relate
to us. The fact that we succumbed to these fears not

only showed our lack of reliance on the masses but

also our failure to grasp that most students couldn't

care less about the in-fighting among the left. The
masses would respond only if a clear fighting program
was put forward-something no'one had done publicly
to this point.

in March a $580 tuition hike was announced and the
RSB called an open meeting to discuss how to fight it.
After this meeting the RSB initiated the Committee to
Fight for the Right to an Education (CFRE) which was
united around a five-point program originally proposed
to the RSB by the RU: 1) No tuition hike or cuts in

financial aid; 2) Implement the DuBois Institute stu
dent proposal; 3) One to one admissions for men and

vvomen; 4) Higher proportional admissions for third

world and working class students; 5) No layoffs of
university workers or cutbacks in services. CFRE clear

ly identified the university administration as an enemy
and put forward the need to unite all.students and to
throw "Jie burden of the crisis back on to the Harvard

Corporation.

The'weakness in CFRE's program was that it almost
made a. principle of oof specifying which was the prin
cipal attack—saying all the five points were of equal
importance. This was incorrect, in fact, the principal
attack was and continues to be the question of the
DuBois Institute. The Bundism of the communists

who originally formulated the CFRE program was a
key factor in failing to grasp this. We thought, "OK
we'll organize everybody around the tuition hike,
but we'll have to let DISC organize the struggle around
the DuBois Institute because that's a Black question."
We were still intimidated by the results of the first

open meeting.

Despite this major weakness we found that when
we put forward the CFRE program students did come
forward (including a small number of minority nation
ality students) to join CFRE and the RSB and to par
ticipate in struggle against the cutbacks, Including a
demonstration which ended in the burning of an effigy

of the university president-the most militant action

to occur on the campus in three years. Students came
to the demonstration despite the fact that NAM, -i -. i
OSTWS, RFM, and DlSC all agitated against it. Even -.■urW
thougj^.tbe demo. was small!it clearly pointed the way v or;-
forward. ^ '

if. ■ ■ ■
Students Become Critical

While CFRE was getting underway. DISC continued
to hold effective leadership of the movement on the
campus. They called a picket line and held a five hour
sit-in at the university president's office.. At both these
events;,the,nr>aipi thr.ustiof,t.heia.ctioPibecame the.demand
thatthe>ad,mini«f:a>i,on talk'io DISC about its prbposaj' > i

for the DuBois Institute, in addition to this blatant
reformism, DISC continued to put forward the line

. that the struggle must be fought as a Black issue pri
marily, that it take precedence over all other issues, and
that it be led by Blacks.

Because of this many students have become critical
of the DISC leadership and NAM'stailism. Some are
particularly upset at having been used as bodies in
sup,jort of the sit-in because the action degenerated
into s: !| out reformism. Since the two lines have be
come clear the RSB has left DISC and will continue
to build the struggle based on its five-point pro
gram.

Our organization has played a key role in sharpen
ing the two lines on how to conduct the struggle. We
distributed a reprint from Oct. '74 Revolution on the
struggle over the Crim School at Berkeley in which
similar tines came out; and we had a representative
on CFRE.

An important weakness that still remains in our
work is the failure to build multinational unity. With
out firm multinational unity based on an understand
ing of the material unity of interests of all students
iri the struggle, it could easily degenerate to a point
where opportunist Blacks and a few guilt-tripped
white allies exhort the masses to support them based
on liberal moralism. This is In fact what occurred dur
ing the sit-in.

The draft programme states, "...the working class
and its party applies the policy of building the fight
against national oppression as part of the overall class
struggle and of 'working at it from two sides.' This
means: mobilize the masses of the oppressed,nation
alities in the struggle against this oppression, on the
one side, and mobilize the working class as a whole
to take up this fight on the other..." (p. 34)

Our practice this year showed a failure to grasp
this method. At various points we held two different
incorrect lines on how to build multinational unity.

1) Unite with minority nationality organizations,
but let them organize their own nationalities.

2) Put out a general call to the masses to get some
minority nationality people since they are all in the
same place.

Bundism and White Chauvinism

The first line, which we held most of the time, led
us to tailing these organizations and not struggling
against narrow nationalism and reformism because we
feared that this would lead to splits with these organi
zations and unity would be shattered. The second line
reinforced our fear of struggling with minority nation
ality students and led us to see them all as narrow
nationalists and backwards, adopting an attitude that
we'd show them and then they'd come along.

The first line is open Bundism, the second white
chauvinist. Both in essence say that only Blacks can
organize Blacks and that when multinational unity
was not built it was because of the backwardness of
the minority students. White comrades and RSB mem
bers did not go out actively enough to struggle with
minority students to get involved in the fight because
they gave too much weight to the idea that Blacks dis
trusted "white revolutionaries."

It is clear that we cannot rely on minority nationali
ty organizations (especially organizations like OSTWS)
to organize and mobilize the masses of minority students. -
We should try to unite with them whenever possible and
expose their opportunism when we can't, but communists
must take their program directly to the masses of min
ority students.- ,0 .

Is that what we did with CFflE? No. Weip.ut out-a
general .call ^.itheim^sses.o.f •students,'ifautwedjd:ftoti n!
strugglR^,tOj9j(pr9qi)ie,pyri§i?pnJap9©jits iBluctantpe-.toigOi'eRW
out difieptlyito the Black,sjbjdentst We-should have.paiB vilJ
special attention to agitation in the dorrfis with a high itq
concentration of Blacks, tried to make ties with students^
taking AAS courses, and found other methods to over
come the Objective segregation at the school.

Doing this correctly would also have meant over-
coming our reluctance to put forward the DuBois In
stitute as the focus of struggle-also a Bundist error.
We were afraid that whites could not organize Blacks
around a."Black'issu8i','.Q«ercoming.Bundism.isthe .- .
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key to applying the method of the draft programme
of building the struggle from two sides.

On the question of multinational unity in the stu
dent movement the draft programme says, "And now
more solid unity than ever before is being built between
white. Black, Latin and other students, both in organi
zations made up of students of aii nationalities, and
through close ties between these organizations and
groups based on minority students."

Our experience is that this view is at best one-sided
ly positive. During the struggle around the DuBois In
stitute both OSTWS and FFM have played a principal
ly reactionary roie. Their opportunism and sectarian
ism towards the RSB, CFRE, and the RU have made

it very difficult to build unity. Their line has been nar
row nationalist, reformist, and reflects contempt for
the masses. We do not feel that our experience is
broad enough to draw the same conclusion for FFM
as a national organization, or for national forms of
student organization generally: but it is clear that the
line that we originally held—to cooperate with and

encourage national forms of organization as a key way
to build multinational unity—is an error.

Such forms of organization will persist more strong

ly among the petty bourgeoisie than among the work
ing class because the material basis for unity is not as

great nor the need as clear. At Harvard we faced the

additional problem that Blacks are generally from the
upper petty bourgeoisie and thus have had a stronger

material basis for nationalism and reformism than

Blacks from a working class background.
In our experience, without communist leadership,

national forms of organization have had a strong spon
taneous tendency towards bourgeois nationalism. This
is particularly strong when it Is an anti-tmperialist or
ganization. Sometimes it has been easier to unite with

national minority organizations with a less developed
basis of unity. What holds back minority students who

see the need for revolution and even for multinational

unity from joining a multinational organization? In
our experience it is principally nationalism.

There is a material basis for such organizations to

exist, but they have two sides: the progressive side,

which we should unite yvith whenever possible is that

national minorities are coming together to fight the

special oppression diey face. In taking up that Strug- '
gle we can unite around a revolutionary program that
relies on the masses and points the finger at the real

enemy.

But. because of the petty bourgeois class stand of
many of these organizations, there will be a strong

tendency to reformism and narrow nationalism which

must be struggled against and exposed through relying
on the masses and taking the struggle out to all students^
Working with national forms of organization can never
be a substitute for reaching out to the masses of stu

dents, boldly putting out a revolutionary perspective,
and independently mobilizing the masses of minority

students.

The draft programme says that "...the united front '
is not One Big Organization. It is not a static thing.

Forces representing different classes and class view
points come together around particular struggles....
Each class brings to this struggle its own ideology, and
conflict goes on between opposing class outlooks-
over who to identify as the enemy, who to rely on,

who to unite with, etc. The proletariat through its
party, fights for the leadership of its class in all mass
movements, and brings to the fore its revolutionary

interests and outlook." (p. 27)
This is the view we must take towards the alliance

with the movements of the oppressed nationalities as
well. We failed to grasp that intense struggle over poli
tical line was an important thing in our relationship
with national forms of organization. We were too timid,
until the end of the year, in putting forward the pro

gram of the proletariat on how to conduct the strug
gle. Now that we have corrected these errors we will
be better prepared to continue to build the struggle. ■
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Two
We have been actively involved in our area in the

campaign against police repression for the last year
and a half—mainly centered around the police killing
of a Black youth. Real breakthroughs have been made

. by building the campaign that has involved several
thousands and reached tens'of thousands of people.
This campaign has included marches, demonstrations,
plant gate rallies, petitions, mass leafleting, hundreds
of workers and over a thousand high school students
wearing black armbands, etc.

Unking the fight against police repression with the
fight against national oppression from two sides has
been key to moving our work forward in a revolution
ary direction. On the one side, the campaign has been
very important in winning workers over concretely to
take on the fight against national oppression. Com- .
rades doing working class work also leamed a great
deal through the campaign, overcoming many Initial
errors in approaching the question from the viewpoint
of "isn't this terrible that they did this to this poor
Black kid," which got sympathy at best.

Now comrades much more consistently put for
ward that we need to fight this and other attacks on
minorities because it is in our interests as a class to
do so. Since the youth killed was not a worker, the
campaign provided the opportunity to show how as
a class we must oppose attacks on Black people as a
whole.

In using the campaign to mobilize Black people to
fight against their national oppression, real advances
have been made in pointing toward the need for mass
struggle, and the role of the working class in that strug
gle. A dialectical relationship exists between the "two
sides"—advances from one helping to spark advances
in the other. For example, our fine on the need for '
multinational unity, and that the working class must
and will take up and eventually lead the fight against
police repression, made real headway among the Black
people we work with when they saw concretely,
through the contingents at marches, plant rallies, peti
tions, etc. that the working class is taking up the fight.
Both in our work in the working class and among Black
people generally, we have also been able to expose the
role of the police and the nature of the state in general.

Judging from the many articles in Revolution, it
appears that building the fight against national oppres
sion has been key to almost all the fights against police
repression that we have been involved In around the
country.

Questions Around the Draft

How fully does the draft programme reflect these
lessons we have learned In our work around police re
pression? The general thrust of the section, "Build the
fight against repression and bourgeois terror as part
of the overall revolutionary movement" {pp. 42-43).
correctly sums up our experience that the police re
pression campaign "must be waged as part of the .

general revolutionary offensive against the rule of the
monopoly capitalists—in any form!" (p. 42) The ulti
mate aim of our work In fighting police repression is
to build the revolutionary movement, not to restore
people's democratic rights as part of some United
Front Agaipst Fascism now, with revolution on some
future agenda.

But the draft programme falls short in stating how
these revolutionary advances will be made in the fight
against police repression. The draft states correctly
that "As the capitalist crisis deepens, as the bourgeoi
sie is further exposed arid the revolutionary struggle
of the masses grows, the bourgeoisie in its desperation
lashes out with more vicious repression. Alongside of
its official state apparatus it organizes vigilante-type
groups to carry out its terror." (p. 42) Police attacks
have been and will continue to be a major part of this
increased repression. Just in the last year and a half,
since we became invblved In the campaign, there^has ^ ,
been a marked increase in people killed.by the police" .'I'i I -'J •'!' I r - .2 P v' 'I ■ I ,r, , , p . p. I / I p -1, . ■ p
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as well as other forms of police attacks.
In response to this increased repression, the draft

programme puts forward in the next sentence. "The
masses of people must be prepared to defend.their
struggle, their organizations and their, (immunities
by force of arms." (emphasis added) Clearly, armed
defense against the police has been correctly used (the
housing project in New Orleans a few years ago, and
recently in Boston, just to name two). But defense
by force of arms at this time is definitely secondary
to building mass campaigns in the way we have done
in our work in this area as well as across the country.

Our solid advances in the work around police re
pression were made by mobilizing the masses through
petitions, leaflets, demonstrations, marches, etc. and
NOT by armed self-defense. Tlie draft programme's
error is.not that it puts forward armed self-defense, but
that it limits the masses' response to that one tactic,
rather than showing that mobilizing the masses in open,
political struggle is what is primary.

"Link Not Clear"

The draft correctly puts forward as one of the main
demands in the fight against national oppression: "End
police terror against the oppressed nationalities, stop
police murder, brutality and harassment." (p. 34) But
in the section on "The Fight Against Repression and
Bourgeois Terror," the link between the fight against
police repression and national oppression is not made
clear.

It is not enough to say, as the section's first para
graph does, that "They [the ruling class) maintain a
state of police terror in the ghettos of the oppressed
nationalities...." (p. 42) It is true that work in our area,
as well as around the country, has shown that almost
all cases of police repression we have become involved
in fighting, have objectively also been examples of
national oppression. And more importantly, it was by
building our campaign as part of the fight against na
tional oppression that we were able to make our most
Important breakthroughs in building the revolutionary
movement. This should be reflected more fuliy in the
programme.

When this latter criticism was originally put forward
in our work team, it was argued that as the principal
contradiction intensifies, police attacks will be more
widespread against the working class as a whole, and
therefore the fight against national opprc.sion will not
be so central to the fight against police repression.

It is true that national oppression will not be so
central to our campaign as this situation develops. At
the same time, the ruling class will continue to Increase
police attacks against the oppressed nationalities, and
the fight against national oppression will always be a
major focus of police repression work.

If we continue to link the fight against police re
pression widi the general fight against national op
pression, we will be in a stronger position to solidly
link the fight back of the working class against police
repression coming down on the class with the fight
of the oppressed nationalities against police repres
sion. This is one of the many concrete ways in which
the class and national struggles will merge into a power
ful revolutionary alliance, as the draft programme
states.

We saw a small example of this in our area when
about 150 strikers and supporters from several different
strikes went to the city council to protest police attacks
on the picket lines. The committee we have been work
ing in which is demanding the prosecution of the cop
who killed the Black youth, also went to the same
meeting independently. The mother of the slain youth
spoke to the rally of the strikers outside the city coun
cil building, and when the strikers marched into the
meeting they raised the slogan for the prosecution of
those cops. Overall, it marked a real advance. The key
lesson is that this didn't just "happen," but came
about because we had been linking the fight against
police attacks on the strikers vrith the attacks on mino
rities in our work with both groups.

Suggested Rewrite

The following (rough) rewrite is suggested for the
draft programme in order to incorporate these lessons
from our police repression work. The second paragraph,
column I, p. 42, would read;

As the capitalist crisis deepens, as the bourgeoisie Is
further exposed and the revolutionary struggle of the
masses grows, the bourgeoisie in its desperation lashes
out with more vicious repression. Alongside of its of
ficial state apparatus it organizes vigilarite-type groups
to carry out its terror, in recent years masses ofpeo
ple have mobilized to fight these attacks, particularly
police repression. The dose links in these struggles
to the fight against national oppression have resulted
in important advances for the revolutionary move
ment. in addition to building broad, mass campaigns,
the masses of people have and must be prepared to
continue to defend their struggle, their organizations
and their communities by force of arms. (Italicized
portion is rewritten part) ■
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Three
This paper will deal with some questions and criticisms

of different aspects of the draft programme's treatment
of the national question, especially as it relates to Black
people. They are not intended to be part of an overall

criticism of the draft programme's analysis, which is
correct and marks a tremendous advance in our under

standing of. the relationship between the fight against
national oppression .'to proletarian revolution.

"Spitting into the wind": In describing some of

the historical development of the Black nation, the

draft programme states: "During and after WW 1, when
Blacks for the first time came in large numbers to the
North as workers, they added a powerful thrust to the

workers' movement. The capitalists, of course, prac

ticed and promoted all kinds of discrimination against
them and tried to use them as scabs. But this wasspit-

tinginto tfte wind. Unity was built in die course of
mighty struggle, especially as the working class...took

up the fight against this discrimination...." (p. 5, em
phasis added)

The sentence, "But this was spitting into the wind"
overestimates the level of unity that was actually reach

ed tjetween Black and white workers. On the one hand,

we have no reason to make a fetish of "racism" or a

principle out.of divisions along the lines of nationality.
On the other hand, we should not portray history as
we would have liked it to be rather than as it actually

was. This section would be much stronger by omitting
that sentence.

Self-determination of the Black nation: The draft

programme says the dispersal of Black people from the
Black Belt "has been the result of economic compul

sion ; and often the same kind of terror that was used
to force Blacks back onto the plantations after the
Civil War and Reconstruction was used after WW2 to

force them off, when this became most profitable
forthe imperialists." (p. 36, emphasis added)

CJearly, economic compulsion—both In the sense

of people leaving to get better jobs, and more impor-
tantiy, people being forced off because of mechaniza
tion of agriculture-was the main force behind the dis
persal. Was terror used at all to force Blacks off the
land? This Is the first time I have heard that it was

used. It also seems questionable in that illegal terror

would seem to have been unnecessary for the land
owner, since he could accomplish his end by invok
ing his bourgeois property rights. On the other hand,
terror had to be used to keep Blacks on the land after
the Civil War, because "legally" the ex-slaves were
free to leave.

In the next paragraph, the draft programme states
that the proletariat raises the demand for the right
of self-determination "in order to unite workers of

all nations in the common struggle against imperial-
Ism." This explanation is incomplete in that the
proletariat also upholds the right to self-determination
in order to unite with the broad masses of people In
the oppressed nationalities, not just the oppressed na
tionality workers.

The draft programme correctly upholds the right
of Black people to establish a state in the Black Belt,
while at the same time not advocating separation. The

draft programme should also allow for the possibility
of an autonomous region somewhere in the Black Belt.

The right to establish a separate state does not in any
way preclude the possibility of an autonomous region
instead.

Housing Demand: As one of the main demands in
the fight against national oppression, the draft pro
gramme puts forward on p. 3S. "Smash segregation
in housing and the extortion of higher rents, taxes,
prices and credit and insurance rates in the minority

cofTimunities." The fight against segregation in hous
ing is important, but it is not at the heart of the op
pressed nationalities' struggle around housing. The

key demand is for decent (low cost) housing.
■Riis has been the experience in two struggles

around housing. One was a rent strike in a smalt apart
ment unit of all Black tenants. The strike was over
bad conditions (mildew, bad wiring, broken windows,
plumbing, etc.) and the fight against segregated hous
ing was not part of the struggle at ail. The other is a
struggle to keep a building lived in by mainly older
Asian people from being torn down. Again, people's
right to decent housing is the main issue. This also
seems to be the experience in the Newark rent strike
and others across the nation.

The proletariat has a definite class interest in smash
ing segregated housing, and that demand should remain,
in the programme, but it should be made secondary to
the fight for decent, low cost housing. ■
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"As an inseparable part of this, the party wages the
most consistent and thorough struggle, among the masses
and in its own ranks, against the bourgeoisie's ideologi
cal props of white chauvinism (in particular the poison
ous idea.that white Americans are superior to other na
tionalities who are the 'cause of the problem,' and that
white workers should unite with the imperialists to sup
press them), and narrow nationalism (in particular the
line that the oppressed nationalities should be concern- '
ed only with the advancement of their own nationality
and should fight people of other nationalities, especial
ly white workers, for a bigger 'piece of the pie')." (draft
programme, p. 34)

The experiences of this city, especially in, police
repression work, have shown us just what these "props"
mean to the masses of people in struggle. As the draft
programme states, these "props" are based on the na
tional oppression of Black people and are used to weak
en the working class. "Recognizing this and seeing in
it the greatest threat to their rule, the imperialists make
use of the social antagonisms their national oppression
has created, in a. desperate attempt to drive a wedge
between the struggles of the oppressed nationalites
and the working class struggle. But they are bound to
fail because the working class is one working class,
with one class interest—to endTxploitatiorrahd all
oppression." (p. 34)

When the ideological props of vi4iite chauvinism
and narrow nationalism are put into practice, they
move from the realm of ideas and in fact become a
material force holding back the course of history.
Throughout history these props, white chauvinism
especially, have been cultivated by the bourgeoisie
among all sections of the population. During times
of crisis the bourgeoisie gets even more desperate,
fearing the spectre of proletarian revolution. During _
these times these poisonous weeds take on a new signi
ficance and provide the ideological justification for
fascism.

Just as it is the petty bourgeoisie that grasps for
fascism, when strong proletarian leadership is missing,
so too, it is the most fertile soil in which these weeds
can take root. Their fear of the working class and their
bourgeois aspirations make some tremble at the rising
working class. The bourgeois props are a means of justi
fying their class position.

These props are also found in the multinational
work force. Many white workers pick up aspects of
white chauvinism, and Black workers narrow national
ism. But in terms of the day to day struggle of the
worlting class these props don't provide any answers.

Struggle Against Narrow Nationalism

In the course of building the struggle against police
repression in this city, after summing up the particular
and the general aspects thereof, we feel that we can
further build the struggle for the party by laying out
how the struggle against narrow nationalism falls out,
what its historical roots and social base are, and what
nationalism as a whole has meant to Black people in
the past period. That is not to negate the struggle
against white chauvinism, but is rather a summation
of our own work where the sharpest struggle has been
around narrow nationalism.

In looking at recent history we have seen that the
Black petty bourgeoisie has been one of the fastest
growing classes ever to appear on the scene. It develop
ed rapidly out of the gains of the Black liberation move
ment in the '60s. Its members took positions in anti-
poverty programs. Black studies and other concessions
squeezed out through the revolutionary struggles of
the masses of Black people. While the bourgeoisie
plans on taking these concessions away, sections of
the Black petty bourgeoisie cling on to them with their^^^
fingemails. They are hoping against hope that their
position will be "stabilized," that.they can "help"
their people while enjoying the comforts of the petty •
bourgeois life style. While they are trying to keep their
position the masses of Black workers are fighting na
tional oppression and class exploitation. The petty
bourgeoisie then becomes a drag on both struggles.

The Black petty bourgeorsie and bourgeoisie, riding
the crest of the Black liberation, struggle, entrenched
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democracy. At this time of great struggle the bour

geoisie counted on these characters heading it off,
and corraling it into Congress. During the same time
the anger of the masses of Black people went far be
yond that. Stemming from their national oppression,
and lacking proletarian leadership, masses of Black
people looked for leadership to what was then referred
to as "revolutionary nationalist" groups, such as the
Black Panther Party. These groups were progressive
because they had roots among the masses, and because

•they took aim on the imperialists.
Today the gains of the '60s are under sharp attack.

It is a crisis period for the bourgeoisie, and the work
ers movement is growing. Under these conditions we
see 3 new trend among the Black petty bourgeoisie.
The old social democrats are becoming more and more
Isolated. For example, at a mass meeting of over 100
community people against police repression, the lead
ing Black social democrat in this city for years kept
quiet the whole time. It was the narrow nationalists
that led the struggle for the Black petty bourgeoisie
and bourgeoisie. Tfie masses of Black workers at the
meeting saw through their tricks. The narrow nation
alists at the meeting tried to divide the people and take
the aim off the bourgeoisie. The masses beat back the
narrow nationalists' attempt to exclude whites, attd
upheld multinational unity as a principled and power
ful lorce against the bourgeoisie.

Role of CAP

The revolutionary nationalism of the '60s is all but
gone. Replacing it is the narrovy nationalism which has
taken root among the Black petty bourgeoisie. This was
seen clearly in this struggle by the role the Congress of
Afrikan People (CAP) played in it. CAP, based largely
in anti-poverty programs, came to the city when it was
learned that a mass struggle had jumped off. At first
they talked about giving all sorts of support, including

. two busloads of people to come to the mass demon
stration that was being planned. In the end they only
brought one carload.

To build unity, the repression committee offered
to have a dual demo with CAP focusing on a struggle
they had raised in the prisons, and one on the police
attack on two Black youths that launched the mass
struggle in the city. At the time CAP was just saying
that it was a way we could help each other. At the
CAP prison demo we found that the repression com
mittee had more people than CAP, and It was clear
that they had done nothing to bu[ld for it. Instead
they tried to attack the RU in their city forthe lack
of people. When we confronted them about this gar
bage they couldn't come up with anything.

Given the conditions we are facing, the bourgeoi
sie's crisis and growing workers movement, it Is hardly
surprising that we hear "Black Capitalist" Baraka be
come "Marxist-Leninist" Baraka. Alone the'petty
bourgeoisie is impotent, but in their desperate search
for an out they see the working class. Those who once
thought they could ride the bourgeoisie now think they
can ride the working class.

So the people in this city that CAP hooked up with
right away were the ones that were smashed by the
masses for their narrow nationalism. "Hiese opportun
ists came from a local anti-poverty center. They con
sidered themselves "intellectuals" and saviours of their
people.

These opportunists showed in practice how the petty
bourgeoisie is incapable of leading the revolutionary
struggle. Before the mass demonstration these people
were shaking in their boots about the cops and shaking
because thev"knew" "nobody would show up." They
didn't want "their" people hurt by the cops. Their al
ternative was for the people to be passive and hope the
cops would be nice.

The masses of Black people knew that the cops
don't sit still, and they are never nice. So the day of
the demo we started with 75 people and ended the
march with over 250. The march showed the strength
of the people and of the masses of Black people, with
all who can be united, against the bourgeoisie.

It also showed how the narrow nationalists fear -
the people's struggle and try to cover it. During the
demonstration these people were unable to deal with
the tremendous outpouring of people. They tried to
hurry the march and "get it over with" as quickly as
they could. Heaven forbid the masses of people should
realize their strength. At the end of the march one of
these characters even had the nerve to. suggest to us
that the demonstrators, all 250, were RU cadreli

The struggle against narrow nationalism must never
be a substitute for building the people's fight against
imperialism. Our failure at the time was that we fo
cused our struggle at the meetings on the narrow na
tionalists. Meetings became political battlegrounds
around issues—multinational unity, the need for mass
struggle, etc. The masses had already decided these
issues from the start. By getting involved in this with
out moving to build the committee Into a working
mass organization that aims at the bourgeoisie, we
failed to develop the continuing organizational form
through which to build the fight, "End All Police

Continued on page 27
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Terror Against the Oppressed Nationalities."

The fight against police repression, needed to main
tain national oppression, is one that must be taken up
by the entire multinational working class. In practice
this was shown by the plant work that was done in this
city around this campaign. At one plant Black and
white workers gave over $60 to the defense fund, In
the course of taking the fight into the plants we learn
ed that there is no love lost between workers and the
cops. Young white workers told stories of beatings
by the cops, and how repression came down hardest
in the Black and Latin communities.

Comrades, what the draft programme lays out pro
vides us witii a strong weapon for struggle. "During
this period, the ruling class, panicked by the power
ful upsurge of the Black people and bringing down
more savage repression against them, also rushed to

build up bourgeois and petty bourgeois forces among
them to put a brake on their struggle, and lead it into
3 dead-end. But because this could in no way change
the basic conditions of the Black masses, it has main
ly served to intensify class contradictions among Black
people, as it becomes all the more clear that the Black

bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie cannot lead the
Black people to liberation.

"Given this, and given the growing imperialist
crisis, the ruling class has pulled the props from under
some of the very bourgeois and petty bourgeois Blacks
it built up. And It will do so even more as the crisis
deepens. At the same time it will always keep some of
these forces 'in business' and maintain sometime-test

ed lackeys on Its payroll, in order to attack the Black

y  people's struggle and the overall revolutionary move-
nient.

"The working class must win over or neutralize as
much of the Black bourgeoisie as possible and bring
the Black petty bourgeoisie as far and broadly as pos
sible into the revolutionary camp. But it must consis
tently combat their tendency to seek accomodation
with the ruling class, must thoroughly expose and de
feat those who act as agents of the ruling class against
the revolutionary struggle, and must carry the struggle
through to the end. In this way the proletariat as a
whole and the Black-people will, at long last, win
complete emancipation." {p. 36) ■

Five
This year's May Day was a success. In the Bay Arej

over 1500 people attended the march and rally. For
the Asian workers who came out it really put forward

the strength and unity of the working class united and
its leading role in the,revolutionary movement. For :
the petty bourgeois forces who came out from the !

Asian community, it pointed the way forward-that the

working class is on the move and is leading the fight
against a//oppression.

About 200 Asians participated in the May Day event.

And though many marched with the contingents built,
around the seven areas of struggle; such as "Stop Po

lice Repression," "We Won't Fight Your Imperialist
War," "No Cutbacks in Social Services," etc.; the

majority (about 150) marched within the Asian Con
tingent.

Wei Min She, a Bay Area Asian-American anti-im

perialist organization, initiated the Asian Contingent

(AC) and also built a Chinatown Workers Committee
to Celebrate May Day (CTWC). RU members play an
important role if; Wei Min She and as communists, we
were chiefly responsible for the political line that was

applied in drawing Asians out to May Day. We soon
learned, however, in summing up our work on May

Day, that we did not take the stand of communists
in merging the national and class struggles.

Concerning the merging of the national and class
struggles; the'draft programme states:

"The k)lid core' of the urtited front in'the Q'.S. wtll
be the revolutionary alliance of the working class move
ment as a whole with the struggles of the oppressed
nationalities against the common imperialist enemy.

The tens of millions of these nationalities who suffer

discrimination and other forms of oppression as peo

ples are, in their great majority, workers, part of the
single U.S. proletariat. Their fight for equality and
emancipation is bound by a thousand links with the
struggles of the working class for socialism, and lends
It great strength. '

"But among these oppressed nationalities t^ere are
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different class forces. In order to ally the movements
of these nationalities most closely with the revolution
ary working class struggle, it is crucial to rely on the
masses of workers of these nationalities and build the
unity of the workers of all nationalities as the most
fundamental unity. The single working class of the
U.S., through its single party, must lead the united
front, in order to strengthen the core and build the
united front as broadly as possible." (p. 28, our em
phasis)

By putting forward the need to build an Asian

Contingent for May Day that would unite with peo
ple on the lowest common denominator of being op
pressed as Asians, we directly contradicted the above
quote. Our mistake in building the AC came from the
fact that ̂  did not firmly grasp that there is only
one working class-a multinational working class-
whose unity must be built as the most fundamental

unity that will ally the national and class struggles.
Instead of merging the national and class struggles
and seeing the thousand links, especially in this per- I
iod of the mass movement where the principal con
tradiction determining all other struggles is between
the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, we separated
them. We did not firmly grasp that national oppres
sion stemmed from class exploitation, and that the
fight against national oppression had to be built as
part of the overall class struggle. In other words,
the working class is the key link in merging the na
tional and class struggles.

"Opposite Poles"

In building the AC we did not see this key link.
Instead we saw the national and class struggles as
two "opposite poles" and that they would merge
sometime in the future (like m.aybe when the revolu
tion comes). We perceived that Asians would only
come forward if we united them on the basis of their

-•'nationality and fighting national oppression. In parti
cular, we saw that by buildir>g the AC, we could reach
out to the petty bourgeois forces that would not
necessarily come out on the basis of building the
unity of the working class.

For Asian workers we tended to see them as Asians
first and working class second—they, too, should marcfi
in the AC with their people. Therefore, the slogan
"Asians Unite! Fight the Oppression of Minority Peo-
plel Build Working Class Unity!" was put forward along
with the main May Day slogan, "Workers Unite to
Lead the Fight Against AH Oppression! Fight, Don't
Starve!"

The influence of our Bundist thinking was reflected
in the April-May editorial of We! Min Bao. an Asian-
American anti-imperialis.t newspaper. Calling Asian-
Americans out to May Day to join the AC, it states;
"Asians in America have always struggled against op
pression, But what's new and why we say this is the.

•only road forward for us-is that the fight of Asian
and other minority nationalities is Mnking-up with
that of the working class...Ail parts of the Asian com
munity-students, professionals, shopkeepers, and
workers-see we have a lot in common with the
working class. And the working class is every .day ful
filling its historical role to eliminate all exploitatiorv
and oppression, seeing every fight, particulary the
oppression of minority people, as its fight."

In practice this line comes down to objectively,
relying on the petty bourgeoisie. Seeing the oppressed
nationalities as classless apd the working class as some
thing different from workers of the oppresed national
ities, spontaneously diverts us away from relying on the

proletariat. When we could have united the Asians who

came to May Day on the basis of proletarian leadetship

and built a much higher level of unity, we essentially
placed a ceiling on their development by uniting them

solely on die basis of nationality.

Much Different Line

On the other hand, the line on which we built the
Chinatown Workers Committee to Celebrate May Day

(CTWC) and the Chinatown Workers Forum (which
was held to mobilize Chinese immigrant workers to
May Day) was much different. Workers who came

forward to work on the CTWC came forward not on

the basis of the Asian Contingent but on the basis of-
the main slogan for May Day.

One thing that became clear in building the CTWC
was that in no way could we have promoted the AC
slogan to the workers. There was no material basis
for getting across "Asians Unite!" instead of "Work
ers Unite." Through every discussion, planning meet
ing and speech, the question of how to build the
unity of the class was always primary.

Difficulty in promoting the AC to the workers
led us not to push it at all. The same difficulty crop
ped up when the V\Mi Min Bao staff interviewed
some retired Chinese workers about their views on

May Day. The staff continually tried to draw out an
Asian perspective, whereas the workers continually
put forward a class perspective on May Day. What
was happening^ which puzzled tfie communists, and . , , -
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activists involved, was that the workers had a strong
er grasp of the material conditions than we ever did.

The leaflet of the CTWC to Chinatown workers
best expressed their outlook; "We've had enough of
bosses telling us, 'you can't speak English, you've
got no skills' or 'you're just old women—so you'd
better accept \Miatever we give you.' It's time for us
to unite with other American workers who are fight
ing against the same things we face. UNITE AND
MARCH TOGETHER tell the bosses and their
government that we are fighting back thousands
strong! UNITING AND SHOWING THE BOSSES
THE MUSCLE OF THE WORKING CLASS!"

Discussion widiin the CTWC on how.to build for •
May Day was held around all seven areas of strug
gle which are going on nationwide, not just around
the struggles in Chinatown. The workers related
their own experiences to-how they saw the impor
tance of these struggles. They leafleted the com
munity, and went to English classes to talk to other
Chinese immigrant workers about May Day. They
went outto the unemployment office and side-by-
side with UWOC, talked with workers of all nation
alities and publicized May Day for two weeks be
fore the march and rally began.

At the Chinatown Workers Forum where 150
workers from the community came out, one high
point was a speech by one of the workers who clear
ly identified the U.S. capitalists' and Soviet revision
ists as the enemies of the working class and workers
around the world. Another was a skit written and

performed by the workers which united the strug
gles of the class against wage cuts, layoffs, the fight
against deportations, and the right to strike under
the banner of May Day. These were some of our

strengths in getting workers from the community
to come out to May Day.

Some Weaknesses

There were also weaknesses in how we bujit the

Chinatown Workers Committee, such as in the leaf
let where we talked about "building a powerful move
ment against all that keeps Chinese and at! people
down!" instead of a powerful workers movement

against all that keeps workers and all people down.
We also committed the Bundist error of having the
CTWC march at the head of the AC-implying that
Asian workers should lead the struggles in the na
tional movement Instead of the multinational work

ing class, and that Asian workers have more in com-
• mon with the petty bourgeois forces in the Asian
community than they do with their class.

Instead of the class being in the lead in the fight..
against all oppression, we tended to cater to the

petty bourgeoisie with the AC. We held a backw.ard
-view on how the proletariat wins over the petty bour
geoisie in the revolution,

The draft programme puts forward correctly about
"...the need and the ability of the working class
to win over as much of the petty bourgeoisie as
possible, and neutralize those petty bourgeois forces
that cannot be won over, by exposing the bourgeoi
sie as the source of the suffering of the people, and
building the most powerful struggle against it. But'
in order to do this the proletariat must bring forward
its revolutionary outlook, build its own strength as
the main force in the struggle against the bourgeoisie,
and carry this struggle through to make revolution.
The more resolutely the proletariat fights for its revo
lutionary interests as a class, the broader the sections

of the petty bourgeoisie it will be able to win over."
(p. 24, our emphasis)

This was precisely why the petty bourgeois fdrces
—from tiie Asian community and outside—came out
to May Day. But what did we do? We tried to mirror
their class outlook with'the AC and drag them away
from the leadership of the proletariat. Because our

Bundism stood in the way, we did not see that many
of the petty boOrgeois forces came out because the
workers were on the move—that the struggle between

the working class and the capitalists is the principal
contradiction determining all other struggles in soci

ety. Many petty bourgeois Asians—students, social

workers, lawyers and other professio.nals-came be

cause they wanted to check out where the revolu
tionary workers movement was at and look for dir

ection. •'

A lot of work was done to get these forces out

to May Day, with slide shows and talks at communi
ty centers, social service agencies, and campuses. A
lot more work with the correct line should have been

done to bring forward not just workers from the
immigrant population in Chinatown but as many

workers as possible from the entire Asian community
and the working class in general-building "the unity
of the workers of all nationalities as the most funda

mental unity." That will merge the national and class
struggles.

On merging the national and class struggles, the
draft programme talks about using the,method of
"working at it, from tyvo sicles/' The.draft.program-.

,  , , Continued,on page 28
/
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Five...
\  Continiied from page 27
'  me states;

"End national oppression by ending its source,
j  capitalist rule-this is the stand of the working class,

and with this stand the workers' movement will

unite with the struggles of the oppressed nationalities
to form the solid core of the united front.

"To achieve this the working class and its party
applies the policy of building the fight against na
tional oppression as part of tf)€ overall class strug
gle and of 'working at it from two sides.' This means:

mobilize the masses of the oppressed nationalities
in the struggle against this oppression, on the one
side, and mobilize the working class as a whole to
take up this fight, on die other; bring forward the
ideology of the proletariat and its common Interest
in fighting exploitation and all oppression; and in this
way merge the national movements with the workers'

movement as a revolutionary alliance." (p. 34, our

emphasis)

In practice we have viewed working on two sides
as iTaving two class stands—the stand of the petty
bourgeoisie for the national struggles and the work
ing class for the workers' struggles (which sometimes
included Chinatown workers' struggles and some
times not). Summing up our work around May Day
using the draft programme has also helped bring
clarity in summing up other struggles we've been
involved in. In these sum ups, we found that we did
not really understand the organization's line of "work
ing at it from two sides."

In the Lee Mah and Jung Sai struggles of Chinese
immigrant workers, we tended to rely on the petty
bourgeoisie in the community for the bulk of the

support on the "national oppression" side of the

struggle. And we tended to see only workers outside

of Chinatown as the working class side of the "two
sides." Even though we brought the struggles widely

throughout the community, utilizing car caravans,
marches, mass leafleting, rallies, and workers festivals;
and even though we summed up each time that the
section of the community most favorable to support

ing the struggles were the workers, we were still
only able to involve petty bourgeois forces in the

community support work. Surrounding the Lee Mah
and Jung Sai workers with petty bourgeois forces did
not build the strength nor the leadership of the work

ers. but bred cynicism as to whether or not it was pos

sible to unite the working class.

Another Incorrect aspect of our thinking was that

the national aspect of the Lee Mah and Jung Sai
struggles was more revolutionary than the class as
pect. We thought at that time that unless we brought

out die fight against national oppression as being the
main importance of the struggles, we would not be
able to merge the national and class aspects of the

struggles. But the fact was, in these struggles the

national and class struggles were merged. Lee Mah
and Jung Sar was a fight of the whole class against
the super-exploitation of another section of the

class.

When the struggle was built in such a way, build
ing on the unity of the whole class as the most fun
damental unity, mobilizing other workers throughout
the area to carry on support work, arranging meet

ings with other workers (May 1st Workers Move
ment) to share the lessons they learned in their own
struggles witti the Jung Sai and Lee Mah workers,
cynicism was broken, the struggles spurred ahead
and the fight was taken on as it objectively was—class
warfare.

international Hotel Struggle

in our work in the International Hotel struggle—
a struggle of retired Chinese and Filipino workers

against rich landlord eviction—the problem of how

to merge the national and class struggles still exists.

Since our sum up of the AC, Lee Mah and Jung
Sai struggles; and work already done in the Interna
tional Hotel, .we've repudiated the line of seeing the
fight of the tenants as just a fight of Asians for
t.heir democratic right to decent housing—a line that
did not bring the tenants forward or other workers
forward to take up the fight.

Many errors have been corrected and many of the
tenants have come forward to fight for the interna
tional Hotel on the basis of seeing their fight as a
class fight connected with the rising workers move

ment in this country which they are a part of. The
tenants' participation in the Chinatown Workers

Forum and the May Day march and rally helped
some of them move forward-from seeing themselves
as wtak bitf'ni^\td fetVong'^'e■teyah ffghfer^'. '' " '

Sfr our work on May Day
around the draft programme, we have learned that

the working class is the key link in merging the nat
ional and class struggles. We learned that the national
and class struggles are connected by a thousand links,
that national oppression comes from class exploita
tion, and that the workers of minority nationalities
are not separate from the general working class,
There is ONE working class, there Is only ONE class
stand and not a different class stand for minority na
tionalities. Our wrong ideas were left over from the
old period when many of us came forward out of the
national movements. They must he tossed out!

But being old period ideas it's not that easy to
toss them out. We have to dig deeper into how the
wrong line on the Asian national question come up
throughout all our vyork. We have to insist, as stated
in National Bulletin No. 13, "on a class analysis of
the national struggles, fighting for the leadership of
the multinational working class, and its communist
vanguard, for the leading role of proletarian ideology
and no other-this is not 'negating the national ques
tion," but strengthening the struggle against national
oppression a thousand times." (RP 6. p. 22, our em
phasis)

This means we have a lot of cleaning up and
scrubbing to do. For one, we have to wash away the
whole concept of Asian as a point of unity to organ
ize the masses around. It is a concept that came out
of the old period where the national movements led
by the petty bourgeoisie were on the rise.

But the concept "Asian" or "my nationality first"
is 3 thing of the past. The multinational working class
—the class of the future—is on the rise now. We have
to build its strength everywhere possible. We have to
build the strength of our class more deeply in the
Asian communities and develop stronger roots among
workers of all nationalities because it is through this
way that we are going to build the unity that is going
to change the face of this earth. ■

Six
This article was written by a member of Wei Min

She, an Asian-American anti-imperialist organization,
and a member of the RU. it represents the comrade's
opinions on cet^in questions, but not necessarily
Wsi Min She's-Ed.

. The draft programme section on "Chinese-Ameri
cans" has gotten ,us into a lot of discussion and strug
gle, particularly conceming our work in Wei Min
She (WMS), an Asian-American anti-imperialist or
ganization in the Bay Area. Originally the struggle
started around why the draft programme used "Chi
nese-American" as opposed to "Asian-American."

- As this struggle developed, our understanding of the
relation of the class and national struggle was sharp
ened, as well as our understanding of national forms
of organization,

A lot of questions were raised as to why the draft
programme doesn't deal with "Asian-American" as
an oppressed national minority. In trying to under
stand the' correct way to successfully build the strug
gles of Chinese, Japanese and Filipino Americans as
part of the overall revolutionary movement, we must
look at the basis for the unity of what is termed
"Asians," as well as the historical development'and
significance of the "Asian Movement."

Much of the work in the Bay Area has successfully
united Chinese, Japanese and Filipino Americans both
around fighting national oppression as well as taking
up the struggle against other forms of oppression.
And it can be said that many revolutionaries and
communists have come forward out of the strug
gles against the particular national oppression that
Asians face in this country.

The question that confronts us at this time, though,
as we struggle to bring the new period into being,
is how can we scientifically understand how to fight
national oppression, basing ourselves on the material
conditions that minority groups face, apply the out
look of the proletariat, and in this way grasp the
correct way to merge the national and class strug
gle?

This question is particularly important at this time
because we can see that in summing up our work, un-
clarfty as to the correct way to organize the masses
of Chinese, Japanese and Filipino peojile, and un-
clarity as to the forms for drawing these forces into
the revolutionary movement, has led to serious errors.

Question of Proletarian Line

These errors can be characterized by the failure
to see the necessity of bringing forward a proletarian
line to 'the "str^pgles p_f th'g'"'^siarjs'^ wg.^w^rigi
ing witll'.'Ahd''a1ong with this ou'r'errors sfdnimea
from idealism In that we had the tendency to base
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our practice mo.re on the petty bourgeois elements
and the "Asian Movement" rather than on the ma- -
terial conditions of the masses of Chinese, Japanese,
and Filipino working people. We were not taking a
firm class stand nor consciously working to root out
left over Bundist baggage.

The key to this question, then, lies in firmly
applying a materialist outlook that is based on ana
lyzing the material conditions of the masses of ~
"Asian" people who are overwhelmingly a part of
the multinational U.S. working class, and in this
way merge the national and class struggles.

Our experience with the masses of Chinese. Japa
nese, and Filipino Americans is limited to the Bay
Area. But on the basis of this, we think it is correct
not only tCL^of use the term "Asian-American," but
also to have a section on Chinese-Americans and not
on Japanese or Filipino Americans.

In the Bay Area, only Chinese-Americans have a
sharply defined ethnic communities. These are charac
terized by language and geographical boundaries, and
in fact there are many Chinese who rarely, if ever,
leave Chinatown. This is especially true for San Fran
cisco Chinatown, while Oakland Chinatown has been
hit with redevelopment which has wiped out large
sections of housing and has forced people to move
into multinational areas. For Japanese and Filipino
Americans, this is not the case. They, by and large,
live in multinational areas, work in multinational
industry and are more assimilated into the rest of
the area.

We still need to understand more about the
concrete conditions of both Japanese and Filipino
nationalities in the Bay Area, their class make up
and background, numtiers, locations, etc. (as well
as for Chinese-Americans, too). And as we under
stand these material conditions better, then we'll
be able to figure a correct approach to dealing with
therh. The fact is, however, that there was a tenden
cy for us not to even get into this, and instead we
based ourselves on basically that it was WMS' role
to work with all different "Asian" nationalities what
ever and wherever they were.

Also, the draft programme points out: "Many
Chinese in the U.S. now live and work outside China
towns and together with people of other nationalities,
take part in the workers' movement and other struggles
against the imperialists. This is another important
factor Unking the Chinese-American people's strug
gles with the overall class struggle." (p. 40, my em
phasis)

TTiis is becorriing increasingly true for "Asians"
as a whole. For instance, if we look at Japanese and
Filipinos we can see that dispersed communities (due
to the experience of concentration camps during
WW 2, in the case of Japanese-Americans, as well
as systematic destruction of communities due to ex
pansion of financial enterprises, e.g., urban renewal
and redevelopment) also largely characterizes their
conditions irr-this country.

Role of WMS

Obviously this means something for how we see
the role of WMS in the future. Any national form of
organization has to stem from the material conditions
of the masses of that nationality. We feel there is a
basis for WMS' existence in Chinatown because al
though the majority of Chinese in Chinatowns are
members of the U.S. working class, they are separa
ted from the rest of the class In particular by language,
and geography (many Chinese-American workers
work in all Chinese/Chinese speaking shops) as well
as other pe-ticularities of Chinatown.

In the Bay Area, however, we don't feel this is
true for Japanese and Filipino Americans, in the main,
Asian-Americans will Increasingly be drawn into the
revolutionary movement on the basis of uniting with
the multinational U.S. proletariat, through multi
national forms in fighting national oppression and
class exploitation.

This is an Irresistible trend because, as the draft
programme brings out:

"The struggle of the oppressed nationalities is
bound to merge with the working class struggle."
(p. 34)

"From the beginning the struggle of the oppressed
nationalities has always been closely linked with the ;
overall struggle of the working, class ip the. ;U.S: But ,yui'^
today,this.Jifik^^an be„forge4:a,^l the rTiQfe,firmjy.-.i l"
because the .oppressed nationalities are, Irp their great . p
majority, members of the single U.S. working class
and their struggles are Immediately and directly bourid
up with the struggle of the entire class." (p. 34)

Because we have not fully grasped what this means,
many times our work among Asian-Americans has had
many weaknesses in terms of consciously making the
links between the national and class struggles.

The nature of the "Asian-American Movement"
and the consequent use of the term "Asianj'Js.lm; vi.
portant.tp,utjde/pt^pd,l^cgpse,,lt,ppjp^,tq |h/8,.pgsis, -
upon "vihich unity was built among Chinese. Japanese

Continued on ^age 29
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Six...
Continued from page 28,
and Pilipinos in this country urrder the term "Asian-
Americans." And more importantly, it points to the
fundamental error in basing work on this unity.

Overall, Chinese, Japanese, and Pilipino Americans

do have similar histories of oppression and super-
exploitation in this country. But an important factor
is also the fact that historically, due to racism, there

is little distinction made by non-Asian people between
Japanese and Chinese {and sometimes Pilipino). The
common history and racist stereotypes they faced as

a group did give a subjective basis for unity among
these groups to unite as "Asians."'

But more importantly, because of the nature'of

the "Asian-American Movement" (petty bourgeoisie/
student), the term "Asian-American" and the basis

of unity that it portrayed was a phenomenon that
came mainly out of the "movement" and was not
something that came out of the struggles of the masses

of Chinese, Japanese, and Pilipino people in this coun
try. The term is still, not popularly used among the
masses of working Chinese, Japanese, and Pilipino
Americans.

But looking at the so-called Asian Movement today,
again we have to have a firm materialist outlook and

class analysis in determining the stand of the prole

tariat towards the correct way to merge the national
struggles of "Asians" in this country with the strug
gles of the multinational U.S. working class as a whole.

Leading Role of Working Class

To us, basing ourselves on the idealism of building
the "Asian Movement" rather than on the masses of

Chinese, Japanese, and Pilipino Americans, was a re
flection of our failure to really see the leadirig role
of the working class. In fact, the masses of what we
call "Asians" don't relate to themselves as "Asians"

at 3il but as Chinese-Americans, Japanese-Americahs,
or Pilipino-Americans, a fact we would've discovered
earlier if we were firmly rooted in the struggles of

the masses. This came out sharply in our work in ,

Oakland Chinatown,

Here we had a history of doing work in the corri-
munity and therefore knew not about the different
forces in the community, its historical development,
the working situation, etc. Some of us had come oiit
of the community, but on the whole we were main^

ly from student backgrounds and had come forward
out of the movement.

There has been a fundamental weakness in the

work overall that we did here, that again stems from
not basing ourselves firmly and foremost on the work
ing class.

Again, basing ourselves on the concept of an "Asian
Movement," we saw ourselves aiming the thrust of
our work not at the masses of immigrant Chinese

workers in Chinatown but more on developing young

activists and. revolutionaries that came forward out of
the student movement and the national movement.

Objectively what this meant in practice was that
we did not integrate ourselves among the masses of
workers in the community, did not see the impor

tance of us living and working in the community, and
were building the struggles in the community by re
lying on,the petty bourgeoisie. As the draft program
me states:. ".;.among these oppressed nationalities
there are class,(forces. In order tp. al,lv,fhe
movements of these nationalities most closely with

the revolutionary working class struggle, it is crucial
to rely on the masses of workers of these nationali
ties and build the unity of the workers of all nation
alities as the most fundamental unity." (p. 28)
Now we are just beginning to grasp what this

means for our work in Chinatown and are moving

towards gearing our work more consciously in the
direction of being out among the masses, getting
jobs.iffbej?,,they,.wprjk,.living ,in,thei.community-,, etc.'
But this cam^bput,-only, ,bv,under'St8rtdi.ng the .na
ture of the work that we were doing in the communi

ty and how we could only build the work in a revo

lutionary way if we based ourselves on the masses

of working people rather than on the "Asian Move
ment."

The failure to root ourselves among the working
masses of the oppressed nationalities obviously wasn't

just a mistake which had no relation to other aspects
of our line. In fact there was a lot of Bundist baggage
wrapped up in our thinking which came up in a num

ber of ways. There was a tendency to see "Asian"
communists' main responsibility to being "Asians"

first and secondarily to the whole working class.
That "Asians" role in the struggle to fight the-op-
pression "Asians" face and not as representatives of

the multinational proletariat first and foremost.

Few of the members of WMS have jobs in the

working class (either in or outside Chinatown).

Those who do, mainly have not seen their role there

'as their main area of political work. There was also

a tendency to try to pull all "Asians" to the commun
ity struggles WMS was involved in, instead of seeing
that some "Asians" should organize primarily as mem

bers of the class, or as college or high school stu

dents, for example.
In the Bay Area, our use of Wei Min Bao, a news

paper WMS helps put out, also pointed out the con

tradictions we were facing. Although it is called
"Asian-American News," in fact it is sold mainly
in Chinatown, particularly on the basis of the Chinese

language sections. And although the paper is sold
outside of the Chinatown community, there are no

"Asian communities" to whidi the paper can be
directed, and again this reflects WMS' mistake of
seeing that their role as a national form is to reach

"Asians" wherever they may be, regardless of class

and material conditions.

For example, in one particular case we were do
ing work in a city that has quite a .large number of
Chinese, Japanese, and Pilipinos, but at the same

time are dispersed throughout the city. As a result

of the upsurge of national consciousness during the

late '60s and early '70s, "Asians" in the city came

together and formed groups, particularly around

issues of ethnic studies, educational issues, and elec

toral politics (running Asian candidates). But pri
marily it was a small percentage of students, parents

and professionals of petty bourgeois background who
saw themselves as part of this "Asian Movement."

It was not Indicative of the struggles of working
class people.

When we began doing vyork with many of these
people, we oursejves, mainly coming out of the

"movement," made the mistake of seeing that this
was the main way to organize in the .city. We did
not make a material analysis of the conditions of
Chinese, Japanese, and Pilipinos in this city (the fact
that they were dispersed, worked and lived in multi
national neighborhoods, and went to multinational
schools) and therefore were objectively attempting

to organize people around their being "Asian" rather
than around concrete struggles th'at they faced at

work, in their neighborhoods, or in their schools.
What happened was that for a long period of

time we ended up limiting ourselves to working with

petty bourgeois forces, trying to move their organi-, -
zations "to the left." and at the same time not really
engaging In any concrete mass struggles.

Shifted Focus'

When the Lee Mah and Jung Sai struggles broke
out in the Bay Area, though, we began to see the im
portance of taking working class,issues out more broad
ly. We shifted our focus from working within these
liberal organizations, but we still mechanically tried
to address ourselves more towards what we still con

ceived of as the "Asian community" in this city

(which in reality didn't exist).
We worked with other people around us on a

forum in an attempt to bring out the issue of Lee
Mah, Jung Sai, and the International Hotel. And we
were able in particular to work with a number of
high school students and new people who either got
interested in the struggles through working on the
forum or by just coming to the forum.

But although this reflected some advances in our
thinking as well as practice in that we began to see
taking working class issues out in a mass way, we
were still making a fundamental error In our work.
In taking issues out to only Asians "wherever they
were," we weren't thinking of the leading role of
the working class and were not basing ourselves on
the concrete condi'tions of this city (in particular,
the conditions of dhmese, Japanese, and Pilipino
Americans). What we were in fact still trying to do
was "pull out" Asians from a multinational setting
and deal with them separately.

This was a classless approach and artificially sep
arated "Asians" from the overall struggle. We saw
uniting Asians only around Issues that particularly
affected ."Asians" (jTiainly united .around the nee^
,tp fight r)^tiqnal'AOP/esjipnJ_t!Ut,Isolate,(|,fro/ri tl3e
. ,facj,;,tha5 rial bfa^s.w^?.t{iefCi...syen'

strongly to build these struggles in a multinational
way. '

As communists working in a national form of
organization, we were forgetting that our role was
to "work from two sides"—that we had a particular
role to play in mobilizing the masses of Chinese,
Japanese, and Pilipino Americans around fighting
national oppression, but that we had to base our

selves on the working people and bring forward a
proletarian line to these struggles. Only by under
standing this could We have built the work in a way
that would develop the people that we worked with
into class conscious fighters against all forms of op
pression, build the unity and leadership of the work
ing class, and in this way merge the national struggle
with die class struggle.

As brought out in Red Papers 6: "The 'common
interests' and 'unity of interests' of the proletarians
of different nationalities Includes and must include,
of cpurse, the struggle against all national oppression."
(p. 18) The fact that the city that we were working
in was multinational made this material basis (class

inte.-ests) even stronger.

Idealist Concepts

in summing up our work further, we could see
that our mistakes had been made coming out of a

"movement" mentality based on idealist concepts
of what we could build as the "Asian national move

ment" rather than seeing that the masses of Asian
working people would relate to and in fact were
coming forward out of concrete struggles against
national oppression and class exploitation.

At this time we are coming to see more that the
role of national forms of organization In multinat
ional communities, work places and schools is be-

comirtg less and less a crucial factor in building the

struggles of oppressed nationalities and building \hem
in a multinational way based on the leadership of

the working class.
With the formation of a new communist party

that represents the interests of the single multina
tional U.S. working cjass, we can see that leadership
in the struggles of "Asians" who live putside of de
fined ethnic communities will more directly and more

correctly come from multinational forms of organiza
tion. And, furthermore, we can see that this leader

ship must be fought for by rooting out the baggage
of the old period that says that members of national
minority groups and national forms of organizations

have the role of giving leadership to the struggles of
all oppressed nationalities in the U.S. and only

. against national oppression.
The task ahead of us now Is to sum up our work

through understanding both the positive and negative
aspects that the emergence of the "Asian Movement"
has had on building a revolutionary movement in this
country. And in this way see clearly how we can best
move forward as a national'form of organization in
the new period ahead of us.

We can see that the "Asian Movement" itself

played a tremendous role in fighting against nation- •
a! oppression and raising both the national as well
as class consciousness of many Asian-Americans.

But at the same time, on the whole, the "Asian

Movement" was based in the Involvement of petty
bourgeois forces and because of this has still not
fully taken the leap to becoming first and foremost
an integral part of the class struggle of the multi
national U.S. proletariat.

As Red Papers 6 says: "...As the working class
struggle develops, as it increasingly takes up the fight
against national oppression, and as the unity of the
working class grows on this basis. Black people, es
pecially class conscious Black workers, will be less
susceptible to bourgeois nationalism, will be less
concemed about bourgeois nationalist (or other
forms of bourgeois) 'solutions' to their oppression
as members of the Black nation, and more concerned

about the linking of the struggle against national op
pression with the overall class struggle, more concern
ed about the proletarian struggle for socialism.'" (p.
411

"Possibly Still Significant"

A national ("Asian" or Chinese-American) form
of organization may possibly still be significant in -
organizing the masses of Chinese, Japanese, and
Pilipino people who live, go to school and work
in multinational settings, due to the fact that there
are still subjective ties to the community and to
being part of the "Asian Movement" (particularly
among students and youth). But with the crucial
leadership of the new Revolutionary Communist
Party, we must consciously be looking at what trends
arg arising out of the changing material conditions of
"Asians" in this country.

The dispersal of "Asians" into multinational
;.neighborhoods, .work.places.and'K'cHooJs- In.creses,
the ippssibility ifor multinetionolviCjassiunitv. And as
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Six...
Continued from page 29
class struggle sharpens, multinational -organizations
representing the leadership of the proletariat will
be crucial in organizing the masses of "Asians" and
drawing them into the revolutionary movement.

National forms of organization in the future must
be firmly founded and rooted in the material con

ditions that give rise to the need for members of

oppressed nationalities to be organized through
national forms of organization, whether this be due
to language problems, geographical isolation, or work
ing situation where one nationality is separated from
workers of other nationalities (e.9.. garment factories
in Chinatown). At the same time, these national
forms of organization must always rely on the masses
of oppressed nationality minorities who are also part
of the multinational U.S. working class.

It is only by taking a firm class stand and by ap
plying a materialist outlook that the proletariat and
its party will build the revolutionary alliance of the
working class movement as a whole with the struggles
of the oppressed nationalities against the common
imperiaiist enemy into the solid core of the United
Front Against Imperialism. ■

Seven
In the seaion of the draft programme called "The

Development of the U.S. has been the Development

of Class Struggle" (p. 4), there is a section (paragraphs
2-6) that discusses the struggle against slavery and
the Civil War. While this section correctly reveals the

role of the staves in the struggle, it does not reveal
the material base of the worker/slave alliance and

docs not fully discuss the reasons that the working
class took a leading role in the struggle against slavery.

The points below are put forth with the idea that
they would not be included verbatim, but that their
essence would be incorporated in the section so that
the class forces that were at play in the Civil War
and the anti-slavery struggle would be more fully
developed.

1) VWille the draft programme states that the north
ern capitalists were held back by the Southern slave-
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owning class and slavery, it does not clearly state
that the working class, both North and South, was

•  also held back by the existence of slavery in their
ability to struggle gainst the capitalists. For exam-

: pie, it was impossible in many industries to build
j  strong unions as long as slaves could be brought in
. to do the same work. The working class saw slavery
as a continuing roadblock to its development and

i saw the need to smash it.
2) The Dred Scott decision (which effectively

I  legalized slavery in all states) was a victory for the
i slaveowning class and revealed their expansionist
I aims. At the time of the Civil War the slave system
: had begun to be instituted in more and more states
and the Southern aristocracy clearly wanted to intro
duce it to the whole country. The slaveowners were
not trying to secede so much as they were trying to
expand in the Civil War, The workers saw this was a
threat not only to their economic situation, but
to their political and social rights and their very exis
tence. There were many of the Southern aristocracy
who were popularizing the idea that all workers should
"naturally" be slaves.

3) The Civil War showed International working class
solidarity and hatred of slavery, as British workers
heroically fought the attempts of the British ruling
class to enter the war in support of the South. Work
ers around the world understood the importance of
and expressed support for the struggle to defeat
slavery and the Southern aristocracy.

The inclusion of the above points would lay a
firmer explanation for the next section which dis
cusses the eight hour movement and the surge in
the workers' struggles after the defeat of slavery. ■

On theVbuth and Students

One
The recent call from our organization to build a

Young Communist League is correct and will ad-
'..vance the work of the proletariat in leading youth
(and within this, students) in revolutionary strug
gle, but we feel that the journal article, "Student

Organizing in the New Period," makes an idealist
error in its analysis of why we need a YCL to move

this work forward at this time.

This error is rooted in the view that what is wrong
with the RSB is that the organizational form was

incorrect. But organizational form (the RSB) is only
a reflection of the political line of-the RU on what

the needs of the proletariat and masses were in build
ing the revolutionary student movement. The errors

of the Brigade, according to the article, seem to be
rooted in its "ideas" (level of unity) rather than in
the concrete conditions that gave rise to the RSB
and that now have laid the basis for a new political

line, and therefore, new organizational form,

A materialist analysis needs to ask what are (and

were) the concrete conditions and how can (and did)

we consciously change them? Idealism says we can

perfea ideas (Brigade's transformation is a question
of its ideology primarily) out of time, place and

condition. Was it merely a question of having had

a less correct idea of the kind of student organiza
tion to build then than we have now?

It's very important to answer this question cor

rectly. If we answer that it is just a question of

"ideas," we'll be failing into idealism, always try

ing to improve our ideas up in the air, in our heads

—getting our heads together first, instead of trying
to use our ideas to change reality, then looking at
the real world and the changes that have been made,
and changing our ideas to bring them into better
correspondence with reality. The question Is: How
do we know things? By changing the world, or by
changing our ideas over and over until they are more
"correct"?

If we dori't do this correctly, we can't understand
the mistaken ideas we did have in the past-those

ideas we had in the period in which'we built the
RSB that didn't match up to the reality that exist
ed at that time. And it means that we will excuse

our errors by saying that our idea (for the whole
RSB) was wrong. For example, the journal article
more or less writes off the fact that we practically

liquidated the role of the RU in the RSB to the
fact that the flSB wasn't 4he right ."idea"i aod so it
pre^ntediius frism givirig protetarramleadership; 1
•-■f'JTihW-'i^WrOlTg^^ft we can't play an independent

role in a mass revolutionary (anti-imperialist) or
ganization, then we won't be able to play this role
in intermediate workers organizations in the working
class which are mass and revolutionary.

Question of IVlass Line

In addition, idealism excuses our failure to apply
The mass line in the RSB and go out deeply to the
masses of students and build struggle there, using
the RSB as a "conveyor belt." If we can't do this in
the RSB because its "form" (e.g., mass anti-imperial
ism) prevents it, then how can we do it in the class in
organizations there? We know that we can.

We have to separate the errors and changes in the
subjective element (errors of the RU and the RSB)
from changes in the objective conditions (ebb in the
mass spontaneous movements, change in the principal
contradiction, the formation of a new RCP). It is our
vievB that the RSB was a contribution to the revolu
tionary struggle, and a generally correct application
of Marxism-Leninism to the conditions that existed
at that time: the break-up of the mass movements,
no communist party, principal contradiction in flux
(or at least unknown to communists).

Arid the RSB had a role in changing the world,
helping to lay the basis itself for the formation of
a YCL. While the article notes "his, the article mainly
putsThis contribution in the context of a chance
by-product of the Brigade and not as something that '
was in fact central to the purpose of the Brigade to
begin with: to help the student movement make the .
leap from the old period (characterized by the spon
taneous mass movements, etc.) to the new—with the
direct leadership of the working class through, its
party in building the student movement.

Some Understanding

We did make mistakes in the work we did in the
Brigade. From the beginning there has been some
understanding of these mistakes: "brigadification"
and "cadrification" as well as discussion of "two-
level work." We do not believe that these errors
were built into the Brigade from its formatio'n just
because of its level of unity. They flowed from a
failure to apply the mass line within this, and the
liquidation of the role of communists. If they had
been corrected, we believe the vvork of the Brigade
would have advanced beyond what it has in the
past period.

1
/

The article's analysis suggests'that the RSB held
students back from advancing on to Marxism-Lenin-
ism by its "two-into-one-ism," and that this problem
can be solved by the RSB transforming itself into a"
"mass communist student organization." This seems
to back up the view that we really needed a YCL
all along to really carry out our tasks among stu
dents: Sut'it leaves but the role of'the-pai'tyMTie
Bfigade" c^'t 'just "'becbfne'"' a. YCL bV'efvbn a' tdrh-
m'nhWt Stbtffedf bfg'SnfzaitfbW iW <rie"ib4¥i'a{S{-|u^'6e-

cause it's a "better idea," nor can the RU itself just
transform the RSB into a YCL. This is a task of the
new party-and only the RCP can accomplish it be
cause it is precisely the formation of a new RCP that
also makes the formation of a YCL possible.

In the past the way the RU saw correcting prob
lems in the RSB was by correcting the ideas of the
RSB, and not by going to the masses, through our
work in the RSB, linking the RSB with them by de
veloping a program. The RSB always advanced in
the realm of ideas—higher and higher level of unity,
and not in the development of fighting programs—
this is idealism.

There seems to be the view in this article that
now that in the YCL we can put out the "idea" of
socialism, the cadre will be "released" to do the

'  mass work. The point is to come up with a program
to unite with the masses of students, and an organi
zational form to reflect It, while maintaining the
ideology of the working class and our own. inde
pendent rote. There is something idealist about
just raising the organization to our ideology as a
method for correcting errors in applying the mass
line and developing program.

Fighting l^ogram

When the RSB, led by the RU, did put out a
fighting program, did apply the mass line, this was
where advances were m'ade, people came forward,
and struggle was built (e.g.. Throw the Bum Out,
cutback struggles). This is always how people are
won to pr 'letarian ideology—in the realm of strug
gle (to change the world), not because we give them
perfect, ready-made ideas.

If this idealism isn't rooted'out, the YCL will
continue to make the same mistakes the RU has
made in the RSB. This could take the form of right-
ism among the masses when struggle is built, and
"leftism" in the form of being a propaganda team-
espousing "socialism" as an idea.

We think it is correct to move forward and build
a YCL with a student section on campuses. The work
ers movement is on the rise, the RU and others have
gone to the working class and sunk some roots there,
begun to build and lead struggles, the basis for the
formation: of a new revolutionary CP Is laid, and'that
party'WHI'Soon'be: brought:inTO'-0Xistence;>?th'e prln-

''cipa'l'^cdt)tfSdiction ha'f fiharige'd'a/fd'^Vi^ ebtitrbtilc-
'tlon IbetWeen the working class'andl the bourgeoise

"is the thing most influencing the development of all
other contradictions.

All this has changed the real world. And the RSB
has helped change the world, too. This Is why it is
correct to build a YCL now. But this won't correct
our past errors, automatically. And even though the
article says that it doesn't see the YCL as a "pana
cea," if this Idealist current running under the cor
rect view of'the YCL Isn't'exposed, these sbttie
errow will be'made [rt.the futLire.'- 'B' '

irivti.'c'i'.-'; 7;.' i',' i'l-'.::.' •■".n-'. .0
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Two
TTiere are two main criticisms of the draft prog

ramme's section on students. First, the situation on
the campuses today is given three aspects: 1) that
there is stronger proletarian leadership of student
struggles; 2) students are summing up the lessons of
the '60s and aiming their blows straight at the ruling

class; and 3) that more solid unity than ever before
is being built between the different nationalities.

The first part about proletarian leadership we cer
tainly agree with, but the next two parts, when com
bined with sentences like "and the student movement

is on the rise again," paints a one-sided picture of con
sciousness among students.

Although the RSB has led many struggles involv
ing thousands of students and spread revolutionary
literature and ideas on hundreds of campuses, the

level of understanding among students about who

the enemy is, how to fight, or even whether it can
be fought at all is very uneven. Generally students
see that the problems they face on campus are part

fflid parcel of the general problems of society. Cam
puses aren't ivory towers.

They understand that "rich people" or "corpora
tions" play a role in maintaining society as it exists
now but an understanding of the real dynamics of
the capitalist system, the drive for maximum profit,

is lacking.
The lack of understanding about the ability and

how to fight the system is shown in the fact that
"More than ever before, students feel that they really
have to grind down to their books and study hard."

{in the second journal)
The same holds true for the building of multina

tional unity. The Brigade has made headway in that
respect, but multinational unity, and revolutionary

consciousness among students, is in an embryonic

stage. The basis for continued growdi is certainly

there and grows stronger every day with the deep
ening imperialist crisis and attacks on students' educa
tion, but to say that multinational unity is now for

ged on a stronger basis than ever before paints a one
sided picture.-

The second criticism is that.the draft programme

doesn't lay out a complete analysis of the function
of universities under capitalism. This function in
cludes two main aspects. One is to maintain the
division of labor within the society. The universi

ties' main function is to produce the numbers of
managers, technicians, social workers, teachers, etc.

from the working class and lower petty bourgeoisie,
and doctors, lawyers, corporate managers, etc., from
the bourgeoisie and upper petty bourgeoisie. The
draft programme lays diis out somewhat.

The other function v^fiich is not talked about at

all, is that the universities are used as main propa

gators of bourgeois ideology. As the journal article
says, "Schools provide the means for socializing

young people into capitalism, promoting bourgeois

ideology."
This function is shown clearly in the ruling class'

sharp attacks on Black, Puerto Rican, and Women's

Studies and progressive faculty across the country.
In limes of rising struggle of the working class the

bourgeoisie can't afford to have classes and teachers,

teaching about the true history of oppression, ex
ploitation, and resistance of the American people.

This error of the draft programme comes out in
the way mysticism and pleasure-seeking among stu

dents after the '60s is explained. Of course the basis

was in the fact that no other way to fight and win
was being put forward to students, but it was the

ruling class that was right there, opening up classes
on astrology, touch therapy, witchcraft or whatever.
It was the ruling class which promoted streaking.

Who was it who in the main has summed up the

lessons of the student struggles in the '60s for stu
dents: the ruling class. It is the ruling class which
tells students that the only way to avoid the oppres

sion and misery that their parents have to face is
through a college or high-school diploma. This bour
geois ideology doesn't spring up from within students'
minds. It is fed to them every day.

The draft pcograrome should'-also lay out mPte ' ' " -
clearly that students don't become political just be- ■
cause of attacks coming dovyn on campus. The sen-

tenras, "Now students are under heavy attack, with

budget cutbacks and tuition hikes making it harder
and harder to get and stay in school, and the stu
dent movement is on the rise again," and "Student

struggles around particular campus related demands
are also an important part of the fight against im
perialism," lend themselves to an economist view.

Both of"the seriterioe6'are'tPtiS bat flOit- thfe'Wfibfeh"''':''
picture.'StwdenHs are livil^just^lika'i^erybddy ■'
durj^:.-4W'':^fMBftsf£yiHdrdHsi5 of imperialism, with all

its. aspects of crime, police repression, unemployment,
threats of war, etc. When the draft programme states,
"But even more than this, the working class encour
ages and supports the desire of students to fight
every manifestation of imperialist rule, in this coun
try and internationally, and recognizes their great
contributions in this struggle," this should be. brought
out more concretely, the mobilizations against po
lice repression, against war in the Middle East, and
strike support.

Yet another shortcoming was the lack of analysis
about how and why the student movement should
be firmly tied to the Revolutionary Workers Move
ment. The VCL will not just "encourage students to
fight other manifestations of imperialism." It will
not be building an "independent" student movement,
This reflects something of an old period view—petty
bourgeois view because it wants to maintain indepen
dence.

One last suggestion is that a demand is added for
full employment after graduation.

Also, two criticisms of the draft programme's
section on youth arose in discussion. In the article
in the second journal. "On Student Organizing,"
an analysis of vtrttere^ youth are coming from is laid
out which should be incorporated in the programme.
General characteristics of youth include, vitality, inno-
vativeness, enthusiasm and rebelliousness. This is
clearly shown in the many spontaneous rebellions
in high schools, colleges, and ghettos in which youth
have released their anger about their particular op
pression.

"Oie vstiole "youth culture"'which developed in the
'60s is a part of this rebelliousness. The working class
must tap this energy and move it to enthusiasm for
fighting for and building socialism because youth in
the future must have die experience and political un
derstanding to continue to fight for and build social
ism.

These facts, that workers cherish youth and try
to teach their children to fight and work for an end
to the oppression and exploitation they face, and a
part similar to the section in the second journal on
the characteristics of youth, should be laid out.

Also, the fact that millions of youth are part of
the working class, and therefore face the exploitation
the vrorking class lives with, besides the legal inequali-
ty> police harassment, etc., should be mentioned. The
main base of the future VCL should be among this
section of youth.

Something of the program the YCL will be taking
up should be laid out here—unemployment with
its particular characteristics for youth, police repres
sion, imperialist war. ■

Three
In "Student Organizing In the New Period" (sec

ond journal) the comrades correctly state that "The
Young Communist League (YCL) would unite youth
wanting to apply Marxism-Leninism to the struggles
of the people and sees the need for the leadership
of the working class and its party," This YCL is an
important transmission belt for the party. It is our
duty to build it wherever possible. In addition to
being based on proletarian ideology and guided by
our party, the party of the proletariat, it must be
composed primarily of working class youth.

In their article the comrades shy away from this
point. They give lip service to building the YCL in
the working class and then make a leap in logic by
saying that at this time, the place to build this work
ing class organization is the campus. By doing this
they abandon both the battle for the hearts and
minds of working class youth and the struggle to
build a mass student movement.

The YCL must be a disciplined organization with
a mass working class character, but not a party of
professional revolutionaries. It must be built in fac
tories, communities, the military. High schools as well
as colleges! As Lenin said in "The Tasks of the Youth
Leagues" {Collected Works, vol. 31, p. 291) "...It
should train Communists." The way this is done is
by helping the Revolutionary Communist Party bring
its programme to the people, and particularly uniting
the broad masses of youth around this revolutionary
programme. ^

Lenin further says; "The Young Communist Lea
gue must be a shock force helping in every job and
displaying initiative and enterprise. The League should
be an organization enabling any worker to see that
it consists of people whose teachings he perhaps does
not understand, and whose teachings he may not im
mediately believe, but from whose practical work and
activity-'h'e''^ah'fai'thbftheV'S^'r^^llV pebpif^ WfTif '
are showing him the'righfrbtiiil.'"'" •' ' ' - '"'•'-"i' ''' '

Tha'iwVrakia«to(&f Ihef'YCb'V&ill

ment the central task of the party; that'is, to build
the struggle, consciousness and revolutionary unity
of the working class.

Why, then, a YCL? Youth are a definable sector
of society with their own characteristics, problems
and contradictions with imperialism. As Chairman
Mao says, "We hope that the local Party organiza
tions in various places will help and work with the
Youth League organizations and go into the question
of bringing into full play the energy of our youth in
particular. The Party organizations should not treat
them in the same way as everybody else and ignore
their special characteristics."

The special characteristics of youth in our society
are rebelliousness, openness to new ideas and willing
ness to honestly struggle for the truth, total re jection
of the hypocrisy and pretense in bourgeois society.
Youths are particularly hard hit by chronic unemploy
ment. Many youths out of work and out of school
are forced to join the army or fall victim to imperial
ism's drug plague. Traditionally working class youths
have grouped together in "gangs" and "social clubs."
In the '30s and |40s the old Party had some isolated
successes in working within these structures; we must
do better.

The YCL must help the party make UWOC a mass
organization of the unemployed, it must help or
ganize working youth in different industries into
IWOs and caucuses, help build VVAW and the GI
movement, build and win leadership of the mass stu
dent movement. The YCL must send youths to work
on committees which already exist to fight police
repression, defend the foreign bom, oppose cutbacks
in social services, support struggles for national libera
tion in different third world countries, etc. It must
help build the party press by selling papers in commun
ities, schools, at plant gates and wherever the people
gather.

In addition to this, the YCL must do propaganda
and agitation to youth around the special oppression
they face in our society. According to Chairman Mao,
this means "Apart from continuing to act in co-ordin
ation with the Party in its central task, the Youth
League should do its own work to suit the character
istics of youth." This means we must win all youth,
particularly working class youth, to realize "There is
only one path that offers youth a genuine opportun-..
ity to put to use its enthusiasm, its innovativeness, its
daring and its determination to change the world—pro
letarian revolution. Here and only here will they gen
uinely find a life with a purpose." (draft programme,
p. 48)

For student work this means the party cadre must
win the YCL as a whole to helping it build a perma
nent campus left. An organization that will unite the
active and advanced students on different questions,
give leadership to the immediate struggles of students
against cutbacks, "university complicity," national
and racial discrimination, for financial aid, "progres
sive" courses and teachers, equality for all women
and minority students, "open enrollment," etc., win
campus support for the workers movement and the
general revolutionary movement.

This organization must be open at both ends; that
is, it must include students who just yvish to fight for
more financial aid or support the just struggle of the
Palestinian people for national liberation, as well as
those students who want to apply Marxism-Leninism
Mao Tsetung Thought to the overall struggle.

When there is an upsurge, the organization will
grow if it gives proper leadership to the struggle. .
When the struggle is at a low point membership will',
go into relative decline. But as the organization leads
more struggles the "hard core" which has program
matic unity will increase in number and determina
tion. Within this organization the party and the YCL '
must struggle to win leadership by putting forward
programs that meet the needs of the people.

In the 1930s the American Student Union was such
an organization, but it was weak and ineffective ex
cept on scattered campuses. SDS had the mass charac
ter of an organization which took up all the demands
of students, but it floundered because it lacked pro
per communiM leadership.

The basis for building this organization already
exists in the Revolutionary Student Brigade. It would
be opportunist to destroy this existing group by turn
ing it into a College Young Communist League.

The way to build our party's work among students
and youth is to build a powerful YCL and a mass
Revolutionary Student Brigade. By counterposing
one task to the other the comrades prevent us from
accomplishing either. The main question is how to .
build the' WAVkm'g cWs'and''among' yoVtb^^
generally, Hot WH^/'hii't'ri'e v^''give''to a^stuc/ept ' '
group.'-'M"-''"
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Four
For the past year and a half, our organization

has stressed the need for revolutionaries to break

sharply with the old period, recognize the contra
diction between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat
as principal, and see our practical and theoretical
tasks in that new light.

We feel that the Student section of the draft

programme (p. 47) doesn't do this. On the one hand,
it doesn't give an accurate picture of the student
movement of the '60s, and without that, it is un
clear how the new period is really different. On the
other hand, the draft does not give a guide to action
in the new period either, and fails to show students

as potential conscious allies of the working class and
part of the United Front under proletarian leader
ship.

To be more specific on these two major points;
The description of the student movement in the

old period is compressed into the following few sen
tences: "...especially since the beginning of the 1960s,
struggles of students haw had tremendous impact on
American society, dealing blows to the ruling class and
fueling the revolutionary movement. They took the

forefront in the early days of the civil rights movement
and the anti-war movement. ...struggles of students
and oppressed nationalities forced open admissions
and Third world' or 'ethnic' studies at many schools.
...The upsurge-of the student movement ended abrupt
ly in 1970. Students by themselves lacked the consis
tency and determination to continue,the struggle
through setbacks and difficulties for a longterm
goal."

"IVtechanlcal Description"

The problem with this history is not just one of
"fleshing out." The description is basically mechan
ical and doesn't show the thrust and significance
of the role students played in the '60s. Nor does it ex
plain in clear class terms why the student movement

ebbed. Overall, it's an account that bears no real re

lationship to the key paragraph summarizing the
three important contributions which students can

make to proletarian revolution.

In these respects (as well as In the right line on
future struggles, about which more below), the draft
actually takes a step backward from the 1972 "Build

the Anti-Imperialist Student Movement" pamphlet,

which showed the political deepening and broaden

ing of student struggles during the '605, as they went
from demands for "Ban the Bomb" and peace to
militant action against imperialist war and the rote

of the military in the university, from civil rights

protests to active support for Black liberation strug
gles and the Black Panther Party, from the reform

ist thrust of early SDS ("speak truth to power") to

recognizing the nature of the monopoly capitalist

system and the need to overthrow it. This is the dy

namic, however unevenly it developed, that explains
why the '60s student movement had a "tremendous
impact on American society," and it should be sum
med up accurately In the RCP's programme. That
should be followed by a better class analysis of wfoy-

the student movement came to a temporary halt.

We also want to point out that the second para

graph of this draft section has a veneer of social ana
lysis, referring to "petty bourgeois," "working class,"
and "oppressed nationality" students, but doesn't
make deaf what significance the change In the make
up of the student body has.'Furthermore, the para
graph as a whole takes a right line on the strength
of the bourgeoisie at the time. Although, the capital
ists' labor needs certainly figured to some degree,
the primary aspect is that the bourgeoisie was forced
to make concessions in education for political rea

sons, to convince people that the system could res
pond to their needs, and to cool out struggle.

' The draft section is weak not only in its des
cription of the past but also in its projection of stu
dent struggle in the future. Several errors have to be
rectified, most Important the fact that the future
student movement isn't clearly seen as part of the

United Front and as an ally of the proletariat. Al
though there are references to students "aiming,
their struggle straight at the ruling class," "strdng-
er proletarian leadership," "closer tjes with class-

conscious workers and working class organizations,"
and the "participation of communists." the links

between the struggles of students and those of the
working class are obscure. (The ecror stems, we
think, from an underlying narrow view of student
struggles, a view that stands out most sharply in the
statement, ''Npw, rtudents are under fieaw. attack, , , ,
with budget cutbacks, and tuition hikes making ,it _ ,
harder to get 'inii stay in schbdi, and the stud^'t

movement is on the rise again"-as if to say that
only narrow self-interest will tempt students away
from their books.)

Expand the Demands

To correct this serious weakness, the programme
should talk about the Marxist-Leninist student-youth
organization which has already been proposed (see
"Student Organizing" article in foe second journal)
that will have ties to the party and will take the
stand of the class in leading struggles of students
and youth on and off the campus. The demands at
the end of the section should be expanded to reflect
the program proposed for this M-L student-youth
organ[zatlon-[.e., not only cutbacks and war, [Dut
also unemployment-with emphasis on the fact that
student struggles and "on-campus" demands do not
arise in a world apart from the working class but in
the same world, as part of the same overall strug
gle.

Another weakness the final programme should
rectify is the depiction of the state of multinational
unity in the student movement. While It is true that
there has been some positive development and that
those ties which exist are stronger because they are
based on deeper politlca! unity, as far as we know
there haven't been any real breakthioughs in estab
lishing multinational student organizations or multi
national alliances among American student organiza
tions. The programme should point to multinational
unity among students as an important problem still
to be resolved.

One final point. We suggest that the final version
of the programme should unify the sections on Stu
dents and Youth, using the material in the last three
paragraphs of the draft's youth section to help set
the context for the discussion of students. This would

be more correct, since students are a part of youth;
-in addition, the point about youth's desire for a life
with a purpose will set the stage for a broadened
view of student struggles.

In joining the two sections, the youth section's
references to "youth culture" should probably be
condensed, but in any case placed firmly in the past,
for a couple of reasons: first, although the trappings
of "youth culture" remain, they are no longer the
hallmark only of youth (capitalist marketing has
leaped the generation gap); second, and more impor
tant, for most young people, "youth culture" is no
longer even a fantasy alternative to the capitalist
wasteland. ■

Five
The last issue of the journal saw a proposal for

the launching of a student section of a Young Com
munist League on the campuses to replace the antl-
imperialtsf organization we currently work in. One
of the key-problems with the Brigade's work was its
inability to present students the opportunity to fight
for ''a life with a purpose." Although primarily com
posed of youth from the petty bourgeoisie, students,
as all youth, are growing up in a society and a system

that is tumbling down all around them.
Some students have come to "question the existing

system through developing an intellectual understand
ing of the oppressive and exploitative nature of capi
talist society, though only feeling a milder dose of
this oppression because of their class position. Others

have experienced its bestiality directly, especially the

large numbers of working class youth who woh the
right to go to school in the late '60s. Both groups

are looking for answers. The Brigade could not pro
vide them. The proposed YCL would be an organiza-
tion-that could.

What is important here to note is the importance

of linking very closely the struggle of youth and stu
dents—for both groups can be primarily united with,
out of their seeing the lack of a future offered most
of them in this society. The recognition of the need
for a YCL on campuses came out of an examination

of the best way to move forward with student organ- -
izing in the new period-the period where the prin
cipal contradiction is between the bourgeoisie and
proletariat—a fact which means that profound change ,
must'occur in the nature of the work done in the '

student movement.'This change provides the oppor
tunity to merge many of the struggles of students
and youth, such as in the fight against imperialist
war or for open admissions.

Therefore, I propose that the sections in the pro
gramme on youth and students be combined, recog
nizing the differences that exist but more important
ly recognizing tbg fyndarpent^l sirtii|^rities,b,0,tw,eeri-i
their perspective on capitalist, society. ■ - • ■ -, , , i

chapgei: ':Tbe.Only Futprai for. Youth .:'r -

Lies in Revolution"

(keep the whole section on youth as it currently
exists)

"Students Will Make Many Contributions to the
Struggle for Socialism"

"Students are a special section of youth and as
such share many of the same contradictions which

capitalist society, especially in the lack of oppor
tunity to find a future with a purpose under capital
ism. At the same time students possess several unique
qualities as a result of their location in the univer
sities.

"Historically students have played an important
- part in the part against the ruling class in this coun
try. This was especially illustrated in the period
1960-1970, coincidental with the "youth rebellion"
when the students of students had a tremendous
impact on American society, dealing blows to the
ruling class and fueling the revolutionary movement.
They took the forefront in the early days of the Civil
Rights Movement and the anti-war movement. The
student movement of the '60s was marked by the con
tradictions primary in that period, students involving
themselves in supporting a whole number of oppres-

' sed groups in society without any but the vaguest of
recognitions that oppression was connected in some
sort of vague system.
"At the outset of this period the student move-

ment,-and students in general were largely drawn
from the petty bourgeoisie. Their rebelliousness
grew out of the drudergy of a future in 'corporate
society.' As a result of the struggle of students and
other youth the bourgeoisie was forced by the late
'60s to open up higher education more to lower
petty bourgeoisie and working class students, open
admissions being won in some parts of the-country
just before the student movement went into a de
cline in 1970.

"The situation on campus today reflects the situa
tion in society as a whole. Open admissions programs
are being attacked, the ruling class dismantling them
piece by piece with cutbacks. Petty bourgeois stu
dents, as much of the petty bourgeoisie, see how close
they are to being pushed down into the working class,
have more than ever begun to grind down into their
books and study hard. This is because they are still
trying to make a future in capitalist society, find a
good jot}, have some security. Many, seeing that there
are some fundamental problems with society are
looking for answers. Many are cynical and see no
future.

"The working class recognizes the importance of
the students struggle and in the last few years com
munists have gone to the campuses to try to rebuild
the student movement. Their attempt, however, to
rebuild the old student movement 'on a higher level,'
an 'anti-imperialist student movement,' has hit
many roadblocks.
"What they did not understand was that the con

tradiction between .the proletariat and the bourgeoisie
was the sharpest struggle In society-affecting and
determining all other struggles-including the student
movement. The 'anti-imperialist student movement'

could not offer to students an altemative, a life with

a purpose that all youth are looking for.

"Lenin notes that there are two tasks of commun

ists among students: first to spread communist ideas
among them and to combat various opportunist

lines, and second to endeavor 'to broaden every
democratic student movement, ...and make it more .

conscious and determined.' The party of the work
ing class must go out among students, lead their strug
gles and bring to the students the only solution to
the dead-end capitalist system—proletarian revolu
tion.and the dictatorship of the proletariat.'

"Students as a group can makeiimportant con.tri-;.',i.'fi
butlonSjto.ithejStruggleTohiproletarian revoJutlortj ?
First, because they are-in an academic^atmosphere • -U
and have time to study and seek answers to the prob
lems of society, many, especially in the course of
struggle, turn to Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung
Thought, become communist intellectuals, join the
party and take this new found weapon to the work
ing class. Second, students as a group can spread
struggle and ferment among the people as occurred
during the civil rights and anti-war movements. And
third,thei.r struggles on the campuses- in, themse!ve$\.i'
are a vital force in the. fight against the monopoly-

1-1 V, Continued on-pagai'SSl,-'.'^
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capitalists.

"A program of struggle must be built around the
attacks on students coming down as a result of the

sharpening economic crisis. We must build the fight
against tuition hikes, cutbacks, the closing of whole
schools, attacks on open admissions, and against the
elimination of 'third world' studies programs and
other progressive curricula. We must take up the
question of unemployment among graduating students
as well as dropouts. Also we must build the struggle
on campus in opposition to imperialist war. This

means education and struggle around the Mideast,
Zionism and the superpowers' moves towards war, as
well as battles against ROTO, recruiters and war re

search on campus.

"But even more than this the working class en
courages and supports the desire of students to fight
every manifestation of imperialist rule and to build

a society free of oppression and exploitation." ■

Six
The Revolutionary Communist Party must have a

systematic and scientific understanding of the tasks
ahead in student work, and the appropriate forms •
of organization for that work. That analysis can only
be made through a comprehensive and unsparingly
critical summing up of the arti-imperialist student
movement, and the work of Marxist-Leninists within

that movement over the last period.
Unless we correctly understand the strengths and

weaknesses of the RSB, the errors that have been

made by the Brigade and by communists working
within the Brigade and the basis for those errors,
we will have a superficial grasp of the problems that
exist within our student work and will fall into sub

jectivism and idealism in-our efforts to deal with-

those problems and to build the student movement

under proletarian leadership.

An accurate summation enabling us tp see the

correct road ahead must be based on broad discus

sion and struggle among those future party members
who have been involved in student work, and within

the RSB as a whole.

The article in the last journal "Student Organizing
In the New Period," argues for the formation of a

Young Communist League (YCL). The article tries to
deal with the major problems of student work over

the last period, and concludes that those problems
are primarily a product of the organizational form

of the RSB, w^ich "is neither a scientific Marxist-

Leninist organization nor is it a mass organization

that involves masses of students in struggle."
Therefore, it is argued, the RSB must be scrapped

and a YCL formed. Although "the formation of a
YCL will not immediately abolish other problems
that exist in student work," it will, the article says,
insure that proletarian leadership is provided to the
student movement. The RSB is seen as a roadblock

to the revolutionary path because it "waters down

the Ideology of proletarian revolution and blunts the
sword of Marxism."

'Fails To Get Down'

By treating the problems and errors in student
work as symptomatic primarily of the RSB as a form
of organization, the article fails to get down and deal
wi^ the real weaknesses of our work. It opts impa
tiently and prematurely for a formal and organiza
tional solution, which can be no solution if the

"other problems" are not dealt with.

What is called for in the period ahead is a mass

national anti-imperialist student organization which
can unite broad numbers of students in struggle

against the system, and within which RCP cadre must
provide proletarian leadership'to the struggles bf stu
dents, and politically develop the most advanced
students, winning them over to Marxism-Leninism
and the class struggle.

Wtile the RSB has fallen short along these lines
in many respects, it can still serve these functions,
provided that communists within the Brigade under'
stand their role clearly and correctly apply the mass

line, both within the organization and outside of it.
To deny that It is possible for communists to pro
vide proletarian leadership within die RSB Is to deny
that it is possible for them to do so in odier mass

organizations which are intermediate between thti
party and the masses, whether they be IWOs, UWOG,
rank and file caucuses, or VVAW/WSO.

The new period is not a magical solution to our
problems, and proletarian leadership must not be
seen so narrowly as to tie the mass organizations
within which the RCP is working so closely to the
party that no one will join them, except for party
members and their Immediate sympathizers. The for
mation of a YCL at this time would serve to consoli
date some of the chief weaknesses of the RSB.

The RSB was initiated as a mass anti-imperialist
organization, but there was some confusion in the
conception that many people had of the Brigade,
some of which is reflected in the journal article.
Many people thought of the RSB as an organization
of revolutionaries, rather than a revolutionary organi
zation, or did not have a clear grasp of what the
difference between the two was.

Naturally mass organizations that communists
build should be revolutionary organizations that
wage struggles against the system, deepen the con
sciousness and unity of the masses about the nature
of the system and the need for revolution, and bring
forward the leadership of the proletariat within the
anti-imperialist united front. Nevertheless, mass or
ganizations cannot be confused with the party itself
(or pre-party communist organizations in the old
period), which is the only organization of professional
revolutionaries, guided by Marxism-Leninism, and
with a much higher level of political unity, conscious
ness, discipline and commitment.

The party must provide leadership within the or
ganizations that it works in by voluntarily uniting
people around the line it puts forth, and showing
the correct way to advance the struggle against the
system and to defend the interests of the masses of

people.

Two Types of Errors

The failure to uphold this distinction between

mass organizations or communist organizations can
lead to two types of errors, which are closely ioter-
related. Both of these errors apply to the RSB. The
first is the error described by the journal article, al
though it fails to fully grasp it. This is the error of
liquidating the independent and leading role of com
munists within the Brigade. It is the duty-of com
munists to apply-Marxism-Leninism to the political
struggles and questions that face the mass organiza
tions that they work in, and through the use of
the mass line to provide proletarian leadership, and
struggle to unite people around the correct line.

Similarly, communists must be able to find their
bearings independently to develop politically and
ideologically the most advanced non-communists
' within those organizations, and not to be restricted

by formalistic and bureaucratic thinking. The journal
article cites the example of Brigade members who were
not "allowed" to read Stalin on the national ques
tion, because it was not appropriate for Brigade mem
bers to study Marxist-Leninist theory. Obviously com
munists must be able to deal flexibly with situations

where it is appropriate for particular members of
mass organizations to study more advanced works.
They must divide one into two, however, and grasp
that mass organizations must not have Marxism-Len
inism as a principled level of political unity, so as ,
to exclude less developed people, narrow the base

of those organizations, and in fact water down Marx-,
ism.

Communists must provide other forms for the

most advanced people to develop theoretically and

to take up Marxism-Leninism, such as M-L study
groups outside of the RSB, which do not alter the

mass, or potentially mass, character of the organiza
tion.

Mass Student Movement

The RSB from the beginning has had the poten
tial of becoming an authentically mass organization.
As has been periodically summed up by Brigade chap
ters, there is a widespread mood of cynicism among
the masses of students on most campuses. While
many students are fed up with the system they feel
powerless to fight it, and easily fall prey to various
forms of escapism.

The material basis exists for a mass student move

ment, wrfiich is a fighting force against the system in

its own right, as well as a source of cadre and support
for the revolutionary workers movement, and revolu

tionary movements around the world. Colleges and

universities are no longer.-the elite institutions that
they once were, and there are many students from

working class backgrounds on campuses today.

In addition, with greatly Increased numbers of
college graduates pouring out of schools, the pro

fessional, semi-professional, technical and manager
ial jobs that they had been trained for do not exist.
As a result a college dipiorha these dayS rheahs very
little, it is increasingly apparent to large numbers of

students that the system doesn't work.
It is up to communists to take the scattered and

unsystematic ideas of students and concentrate them,
showlng that it'sithe system of monopoly capitalism
that is the enemy, and the multinational working class
that is leading the fight against that system. The RCP
needs a national mass organization that can galvanize
the students that are just coming into motion against
the system into a fighting force. The best way to
bring proletarian ideas to students in a real and living
way is to involve them in,militant struggles against
the monopoly capitalists. We need an organization
that will directly involve masses of students In strug
gle. The RSB can still become such an. organization.

'Combat Narrow Outlook"

In order to build the RSB as an organization that
will attract masses of students, it will be necessary to
combat the narrow outlook that has existed within

the Brigade. Many Brigade chapters have fallen into
a small group outlook, making it difficult for new,
and less-developed students to join, and failing to get
out and really take our politics to the students.

There has been a real failure to apply the mass
line to the struggles that the Brigade has tried to build,
in accordance with the concrete conditions on the cam

puses. The Brigade paper. Fight Back, for example,
has not been written in the common, popular ̂ tyle of
students, but in a condescending, simplistic and stereo
typed way. As such It has been virtually useless as an
organizing tool or a form of mass propaganda.

There has not been a consistent and concentrated

effort to link up with the fragmented ideas of students
and to deepen their understanding of the imperialist
system. The narrow and bureaucratic outlook of the

RSB was apparent in the April 19th demonstrations
against imperialist war, and in support of the strug
gles of the Indochinese and Palestinian peoples, and
against the two superpowers. The decisions to build
these demonstrations as regional actions which all

Brigade chapters were to help build was hastily and
bureaucratically made, without much understanding
of the concrete conditions in many areas where Bri
gade.chapters were taking up the fight against cut
backs and tuition hikes as their primary area of work.

The propaganda for the demos was long on rhe
toric and short on analysis, and couldn't possibly
mobilize those students who weren't already con
vinced that the imperialist system was "disgusting"
and that the two superpowers' contention for Europe
made the danger of world war Imminent. Tfius at a

time when the victory of the Indochinese and the

defeat of the imperialists could have been used to

popularize an understanding of the system among
large numbers of students and to bring them into

motion against the system, the RSB demos were

fairly small and Inconsequential. There was no

thorough-going critical summation of the mistakes
made around these actions.

Organizational Primitiveness

In general the RSB has been marred by a fair

degree of organizational primitiveness, which has
hindered its work, it should be kept in mind, here
in particular, that the RSB Is a young organization,
and that many of these problems can be rectified

if they are recognized. The National Office (NO)
has not served to communicate the various strug
gles that the Brigade chapters have been involved

In, and to put forward the lessons of those strug

gles, strengths, weaknesses, tactics, slogans, etc.
Rather, the NO has tended to offer superficial

and simplistic formulas, like "build these struggles
in a revolutionary, and not a reformist, way," with

out pointing out concretely how that could be done,
what that meant, and which RSB chapters had been
doing it successfully.

In addition, the RSB has fallen into the error of

raising its level of political unity beyond what would
be consistent with a mass student organization at this

point.-The organization decided to take a position
on the two superpowers, but the national leadership

was careful to point out that that position should not-

be a highly developed one that dealt with the nature,

of Soviet society, but one that dealt with the role of
the USSR in the world.

The. position that was decided on, as elaborated

by the NO, affirmed that capitalism had been restored
in the Soviet Union, and that it was bound by the

same laws of development as the U.S. This is a posi
tion that few Brigade members really grasped, let

alone had the ability to defend, and one that new
people coming Into the RSB would be unclear on.
The NO held that this was not too developed a,posi

tion for the RSB, and that the Brigade would in
creasingly take highly developed positions on other
questions.

The overall thrust of the RSB throughout the

year has been to narrow the organization, tending
tovi'ard a federation of small ntidlef of fairly' cbrh-'

Continued on page 34
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mitted students on many campuses, rather than to
broaden it and reach out to large numbers of stu
dents to make it the spearhead of a mass student
movement.

The two-into-one character of the RSB has been

manifesred in the liquidation of the independent role

of communists, and a general narrowing of the poten
tially mass character of the Brigade, by failing to grasp
and utilize the mass line both inside and outside of

the organization, thereby making the RSB inaccessi
ble to large numbers of students.

This weakness has indeed been at the root of many
of the Brigade's problems. A YCL, however, while
it would solve the problem of the independent role

of communists, would exaggerate those tendencies
toward narrowness and isolation from the masses of

students that have existed in the RSB. YCL chap

ters at this point in time would necessarily be small

in membership, limited in the number of students

that they could attract, and hard-pressed to really
go to the students and build stru^les in a broad

way.

There is a need for an intermediary organization

for students who are first coming into motion against
the system, but not yet won over to Marxism-Lenin-

ism, or the need for proletarian leadership. The junk

ing of the RSB and the formation of a YCL would

cut the party off from those students who would

much more readily join an RSB «hich had rectified
its tendency toward narrowness.

The RSB would therefore allow closer on-going
ties between communists and the masses of students,

and would strengthen, rather than hinder, our ability

to provide proletarian leadership to student struggles.
There must be an on-going organizational relation

ship that communists have to students who get invol

ved in a particular struggle, but are not ready to
make the leap to Marxism-Leninism. Ad hoc mass

organizations built around specific issues would not
serve this function. A YCL at this point would insure
proletarian leadership in a formal ̂ nse internally,
but would by no means guarantee that the masses

of students would acknowledge that leadership. A
no-holds barred communist analysis could be pro
vided by the independent presence of the RCP on

campuses.

"Get-Rich-Quick Mentality"

The willingness to discard the RSB so prematurely,
with no serious effort at the rectification of the weak

nesses of the organization and the work of communists

within it, represents a "get-rich-quick mentality"

which is more characteristic of a petty bourgeois

than a proletarian outlook.
We should not assume that things will remain

static, that because masses of students have not beep

attracted to the RSB in its first year the Brigade

cannot attract masses of students in the future. The

RSB can be a qualitative leap over SDS, but still re
tain many of the positive aspects of SDS-getting

hundreds of thousands of students involved in mili

tant struggle against the system and taking its poli
tics to the students in an imaginative and creative

way.

With the formation of the RCP, a mass student

organization would have a much better chance of
having mature, stable, and correct proletarian leader
ship. The rise of the spontaneous student movement
as seen in struggle over cutbacks, tuition, and ethnic
studies at schools like Michigan, CCNY, Brown,

Srandels and Santa Barbara calls for a programmatic

approach that can unite the thousands of students
already on the move in militant struggle against the
system as a whole.

If the YCL is conceived as an organization primar

ily of working class youth, it would be a mistake to
launch it now as a student organization, if there is
no basis for it within the working class at this time.

To do so would tend to stamp the YCL as a student
organization, would determine its orientation, its pro
gram, and its main area of work, and would make
building an organization of working class ycqth that
much rnore difficult- , , . ;

There 'needs,to be rr^re ̂ js,c!J5sipn pf-ffie retaon
for a separate youth organization, seeing youth as a
distinct social group with special needs and demands.
It is clear that many young people have come directly
into the communist movement without need for a

preparatory stage. Are the problems of working class
and student youth more alike because they are ail
young people, or more different.'because of their
differing.socipl ROftitions? , ,

W snfift no beijn-jnoO

try is also called for. Most evidence would indicate

that the YCL never really became a mass organiza
tion, and that its membership always lagged way be
hind that of the CPUSA. Whether this was the pro
duct of particular errors made in YCL work in the
'30s, or the YCL as a form of organization, must
be carefully determined.

It is clear that the significance of students as an
anti-imperialist force and as a source of cadre for the
party of the proletariat has altered considerably since
the '30s. The formation of a YCL should await

thorough investigation of these questions, the creation
of the party itself and a systematic attempt to correct
the errors in Brigade work. The RSB is the best vehi

cle to build the anti-imperialfst student movement
under proletarian leadership in the immediate period
ahead. ■

Seven
When we started building the Revolutionary Stu

dent Brigade it was because our analysis said that's
what the proletariat needed of students at that time.

So to open the struggle around the "YCL proposal"
in the last journal, we've got to ask two questions:
1) Was that analysis correct or incorrect at that time?
2) Have the conditions that led to that position chang
ed enormously in the new period?

That initial analysis was run down in the RU pam
phlet Build the Anti-Imperialist Student Movement,
and in the draft programme we repeated why com
munists organize students; what we and our class
hopes to gain from it. "Students make three impor
tant contributions to the struggle for proletarian re

volution. First, because they have the opportunity
to study and seek answers to the problems of society,
many, especially in the course of struggle, turn to
Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought, become
communist intellectuals, join the party of the work
ing class, which, in grasping this science, can change
the world. Second, students as a group spread the
struggle against imperialism and revolutionary fer
ment among the masses of people, as was the case

with the civil rights and anti-war movements. And

third, their struggles in themselves are a vital force
in the fight against the monopoly capitalists." (p.
47)

Was this true in '72? Yes: The beginnings of our
organization come out of SDS; as the draft program
me points out, student anti-war demonstrations

spread a hatred of the Vietnam war to most sectors

of the population, and student rebellion has inflicted

real defeats on U.S. imperialism (cut short the Cam
bodia invasion, for instance).

Are these formulations still true? Well, we still

recruit many of our cadre from the campuses, the

Throw the Bum Out struggle contributed to the gen

eral consciousness that the system can't work, and
student struggle has defeated the educational cuts

that the ruling class is trying to push now. So, yeah,
the formulation was true, and still is.

Contributions to th? Struggle

N6w why is this important? Because it's impor
tant to understand that "their struggles in themselves

are a vital force in the fight against the monopoly
capitalists." (emphasis added) Students, as students,
fighting in their own interests make contributions

to the struggle for socialism. If students couldn't
engage in struggles in their own interest that are ob

jectively anti-imperialist, then the main thing that

the working class would want from the campuses

would be subjective support.
But that's not the situation. And so long as stu

dents can and do Inflict real blows on the capital

ist class by fighting their fights, it'd be a negation
of the United Front to say that the only way stu

dents can be revolutionaries is to come out In favor

of the dictatorship of the proletariat, thai the unity

of the revolutionary mass student organization that
we build should be ideological instead of program
matic. (This is the line of the "left" Trots, and the

dogmatists, not of the proletariat.)
But the article in the last journal had other re.a- r,,

sons, for building a YpL-type organization otr cam:., eti
pus in place of the Brigade. The ̂ rticle put out that
a YCL is th§ best type of organization to lead stu
dent struggle in this period. And it mentioned a
number of good reasons, weaknesses of the Bri- ,,
gade, such as Brigade leadership leading to "third
ideologyism," negation of communist leadership,,
and paper "second level organizations." This is,all
true.

But,|»fore, vye conclude foat a YQL-type grpup . ̂ ,
woul'^.t'^WieJOfle aA

if/ ; '.i/ir»' .1' T |i*. vli'i:irK:v'.-i'I ai : r.iMil

foe old YCL was. We can't just say "the party had
a YCL, so the Party needs one." We have to ask a
couple of questions: 1) Why did the proletariat
need a YCL? 2) Are the conditions that created
that need still around today? And as background
to the first, we need some history.

What Was the YCL?

The YCL was the American section of the Young
Communist International (YCl). It was organizational
ly independent of the CPUSA. It was tied by demo
cratic-centralism to the YCl, which was organization
ally independent of the Comintern, but followed its
political leadership. It was a mass organization of
young workers, based on factory nuclei. And accord
ing to the Programme of the YCl, the YCL is "the
leader of the whole toiling youth."

So we can see that the YCL, like the Brigade, was
an organization fraught with internal contradictions.
(As Red Papers 6 points out, any revolutionary or
ganization that doesn't put out the line of the pro
letariat must be said to be putting out bourgeois
ideology, if we look at it statically. It's when we
view the organizations as things in transition, as
conveyor belts toward the party, that they get a
revolutionary character.)

Anyway, the YCL wasn't a fully fleshed prole
tarian organization: It operated under democratic-

centralism, but it was a mass organization. It was
the "class organization of working youth" {Pro
gramme of the Yd) but it wasn't the party. As a
matter of fact, that contradiction raised a serious

problem, serious enough that the Programme of
the YCl devotes quite a bit of space to it: "The
YCL opposes the idea of 'youth syndicalism', which
considers that an independent and Isolated struggle
of the working youth is possible. The YCL is a

part of the Communist movement as a whole. The
• CP is the leader of the Communist movement and
the entire working class; there cannot be dual leader
ship, or the existence of two different Communist
Parties."

So when the old YCL was formed, the proletariat
knew and understood the contradiction. It was not

•advocating "constituency parties" like the OL seems
to.

So why did the proletariat need a YCL? What
gave rise to such an odd thing as a "mass democra
tic-centralist organization"? Well in that period, the '
majority of young people from the working class
were workers, kids of 15 were working in the shops.
And the Party knew that these kids were a hotbed

of seething class hatred, but at the same time were
still kids-lacking in the dedication and self-sacrificing-
ness of communists. So that Party had an age limit
of 18, but also needed some form of organization
that could unite with tolling youths' desire for life
with a purpose and still retain "A definite youthful

character (one adapted to and understandable by
the youth)." [Programme of the YCl) And so the
general task of the YCL was education, it was a

training ground for communists.

Condttlons Still Exist?

Now we should applaud the Party's ability to come
up with such an organization, that while riddled with

internal contradiction, answered exactly the proletar
iat's needs at that time. But we also have to ask

whether the conditions that gave rise to the YCL
still exist. No. Large numbers of the children of
the working class are students, the issues of working

youth .'e basically the same as the interests of the
whole .lass and can best be formulated by the RCP,

and chances are we won't set an age limit of 18 for
Party membership (based-on the previous experience
of our organization).

And for these very reasons, the YCL proposal
doesn't see the new YCL as an organization based

on factory nuclei (at least at this time) but a student
group instead. The proposal says we need communist
leadership on the campuses, which is true. But would
a YCL, an organizational form riddled with contradic
tions that don't answer the needs of this period, pro

vide that communist leadership? No. The organiza

tional form that Is best equipped to provide com

munist leadership on the campuses (and in every sec

tor of society) is the RCPUSA, the class organization
of the whole U.S. proletariat..

It is only,the party thatican come, up with arfighl-
ijiSiRrqaram-foristudemsn.'bBcausei.oni.yitha party,ficanD
cqrf#BtJv&iappl,V;foeiScience(Of'(Vl8l1xrS!tinL»ftm}5iitiiv .10
(And that's why the old YCUfoilowed the, leadership'
of the Party, even though it was organizationally inde
pendent.) What we need to got communist leadership
into the struggles of students is a more open role for
our party. We have to take up the complicated job
of building mass organizations, but bringing out the
understanding that only our party can lead.

How do we bring out that understanding—how does
the proletariat gajn,leadership in the student move-
vfi°h ui ji 8ohl a.di Mnifw u^rConttnuedion pagq3Siv
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Seven...
Continued from page 34
ment? Do we simply declare proletarian leadership?
Comrade Avakian spoke to this question in one of

the speeches reprinted in On Building The Party of
the U.S. Working Class and the Struggle Against
Dogmatism and Reformism (on the slogan, "Black
workers take the lead" within the Black liberation

movement): "And the RU argued no, because in the

Black liberation struggle we felt it promoted sectar
ianism toward non-working class strata who had to
be united with. Even though, we stated and we stres
sed, as all communists recognize, that it is absolutely,
necessary to fight for proletarian leadership and to
develop the working masses of Black people as the
main force in the Black liberation struggle, still that
is not won by declaring it but by winning it in prac
tice and building it in practice." (pp. 17-18)

Isn't the same thing basically true in the student
movement? The proletariat can't gain leadership of the
United Front by declaring it. It has to be fought for,
inside by basic mass organizations of students. And
to build an organizational form that doesn't leave

room for the struggle for working class leadership
within it is to declare proletarian leadership by fiat.
Which isn't the method of the proletariat because it's

subjective idealism.

The class struggle in society is reflected in the
class struggle within revolutionary organizations.
Which means that it would be artificial for the basic

mass organization of revolutionary students to be
united around the dictatorship of the proletariat
long before sizable portions of the United Front
had achieved that unity. And history teaches us

that unity is achieved on the eve of proletarian
revolution. Which isn't on the slate right now.

Yeah, it would be very easy to change the Bri

gade into some kind of YCL. About 95% of the

membership is already united around proletarian rjif • ^
leadership. But Marxist-Leninists don't decide what
path to take on the basis of what's easy—the capi
talist road is always easier. So what is the future of
the student movement? What does the proletariat
need?

Well, in the old period the student movement

built its struggles under the banner of the Black lib
eration movement. This was because the Black liber

ation struggle was the driving force to alt fights
against the U.S. monopoly capitalists at that time,
the principal contradiction in the U.S. was between

U.S. imperialism and the Black nation. Today the
principal contradiction is between U.S. imperialism
and the U.S, working class. And we must build strug
gle on that basis, unfolding all fights against the capi
talists under the banner of the working class.

The RSB's weakness as an independent organiza
tion comes right out of that. We recognized that we
could no longer build student struggles behind the
main drive of Black liberation, and so tried to build

them independent. And to build them independent
of the new main force (the working class) is to build
them independent of reality.

We need an organizational form that subjectively
recognizes that the struggles of the working class are
pushing forward and laying the basis for all other fights
at this time. We need that because it enables us to

answer the questions that students are asking, and
side step the independence that leads to third-ideotogy-
ism. But we don't need an organization that also re
cognizes that the fight between the working class and
the capitalists is the fundamental contradiction, be

cause this would negate the United Front, eliminate

the struggle for proletarian leadershjp within the stu-
dent movement, and injbe-long.run eliminate real

communist leadership on campus.
We have got to recognize that the fact that the prin

cipal and fundamental contradictions are now the

same means that we are in a better position than

ever to move forward toward proletarian revolution,

but it doesn't mean we should that we're on the eve

of doing them in.
Forward to the Party!

Struggle for Proletarian Leadership in the Student
Movement! ■

Page 35

On the Section on Socialism
And Communism

One
"A Rewrite of 'Life Under Socialism,' " in the

second journal, is politically and ideologically in-
rorreci. Although the stated intention of the authors

is to "sufficiently reflect that it is the efforts of the

working class and its allies that actually build social
ism" and to keep from portraying socialism "as a
static opposite of capitalism," they accomplish
neither of their goals. Neither the role of the masses
nor the fact that "Although socialism is not yet full
communism, it is a tremendous advance over capital
ism, and opens the road to communism" (draft pro
gramme, p. 9) comes through.

This is owing to two reasons; one, the orientation
of the authors Is basically petty bourgeois; and two,
the fact that socialism is both a tremendous advance

over capitalism and opens the road to communism is

not grasped.

In the introduction to the rewrite, we are told

that socialism has a great deal in common with capital
ism, and we are told that Chairman Mao said so. This

emphasis is quite a bit different than the original,
which says that socialism is. a tremendous advance.
over capitali.srq, and opens-the road to compiunisrrt. /■ .,
What is thp reason.^pr.thisrdifterence?,, • u ..d

For one.thyja^thi^i'S-.fPti^dinai where.tfj^rywrknoir-ihrn
ing class has power,-land the task-is to maintain and ..is
strengthen its power. This is the United States, where
the working class does not have power and its task is
to achieve it. Therefore, what should be emphasized,, , ;
and what is emphasized in the original, is the achiev
ing of that task.

Furthermore, what Chairman Mao did say was this:
"China is a socialist country, Before liberation, she
was more or less like capitalism. Even now she prac
tices an eight-grade wage system, distribution to each

according to his work and exchange by means of mon
ey, which are scarcely different from those in the old
society. What is different is that the system of owner
ship has changed." "Our country at present practices
a commodity system, and the wages system is unequal
too, there being the eight-grade wage system, etc.
These can only be restricted under the dictatorship
of the proletariat." (Peking Review No. 10, 1975,
"On the Social Basis of the Lin Piao Anti-Party Cli
que")

Socialism is the system of ownership of the working
class. This is what the authors are criticizing when
they criticize "socialism will" in the original. The
way this ownership is developed, strengthened and
consolidated—towards communism—is through the
form of rule of the proietariat-the dictatorship of
the proletariat, and the continuation of class struggle
under the dictatorship of the proletariat. The role
of the Communist Party is not that it rules or owns,
but that it leads the masses, arms the masses with
the correct line for accomplishing the above.

Understanding this profoundly is what enables
one to understand that socialism is both a tremen
dous advance over capitalism and that it opens the
road to communism, though it is not full communism.
Failing to understand this gets the authors into some
hot water.

^estion of Conscious Struggle

For example, the reason why the working class,
with the leadership of its party, takes up the strug
gle to know the whole production process is most
definitely not so that their pride in their work will
be enhanced. That would be incredible and self-cen
tered and why would they ^otherli The reason is so
that the working class can/in fact rule, can run pro
duction in the interests of society and all hupianity,
can revolutionize at! society and liberate the produc
tive forces. This is a conscious struggle on the part
of the working class, with the leadership of its party,
against the bourgeoisie.

This "knowledge" which the authors say "will let"
workers feel pride in their work, and which they say
is the "summation of the direct experience of the
working class in production," (my emphasis), is sup

posed to enable the workers themselves to organize
production rationally and constantly Improve it. Look
as one may, he will find no element of rule and own
ership in this. Why?

What characterizes the "struggle of the working
class, in every sphere, including production, is the
contradiction between itself and the bourgeoisie. The
authors emphasize the struggle for production, but
they do not understand that the class struggle with
the bourgeoisie (old exploiting classes, international
capital, and newly engendered bourgeois forces) is
what determines everything else. They emphasize
the struggle with nature in the introduction to the
rewrite as well, when they say "Socialism is a transi
tion period, characterized not only by class struggle
(which is dealt with on the ideological level in the
subsection 'The Struggle for Communist Society'),
but also by the struggle with nature to constantly
transform society and move it to a higher level."

They do not understand why the correct slogan,
expressing the relationship between the class struggle
and the struggle for production, is "Grasp Revolu- -
tion. Promote Production." They wind up implicitly
taking the same line as Liu Shao-chi in China, who
insisted that the principal contradiction in China was
"between the advanced socialist system and the back- -.
ward productive forces of society." He did this in
order to cover up the contradiction between the
working class and the bourgeoisie, to disarm the
working class, so as to affect a restoration and re
visionism.

The authors do not understand that the actual
rule and ownership of the working class is necessary.
This is indicated to us once again in their criticisms
of the original when it says: "The pride that workers
have in their work will be unhindered by any. sense
that they are working themselves, or someone else,
out of a job, or that theyare being driven to pro
duce for the private benefit of some money-bags,
under the orders of his foreman and the constant
threat of being fired."

Our authors rewrite this to say: "Nor will work
be the boring, grinding hell it is under capitalism.
Workers need no longer slave endlessly to keep their
heads above water—only to wind up enriching capital

Continued on page 36
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One...
Continued from page 35

so it can further enslave the working class. Under
socialism every drop of sweat will go to make a bet

ter life and a better future for the workers, their

kids, and all of society. Knowing that they cannot

work themselves or someone else out of a job, that
their work is not filling the pockets of some money
bags, win let workers feel pride in their work with

out hindrance. This will be enhanced because workers

Mil not be performing some isolated task-all work

ers will understand the whole production process

of which they are a part and how the work they

are doing fits into society as a whole." (my empha

sis)

To the authors of the rewrite, it is evidently im

possible for workers to feel pride in their work under

capitalism, and according to them, production is not

socialized under capitalism, after all. but consists of

"isolated tasks." Furthermore., it is "knowledge" that
private appropriatfon and anarchy isn't going on that

changes this, according to the rewrite, though this is
put very subtly. Still the emphasis is crystal clear.

The original recognizes the contradiction between

socialized production and private appropriation in

fact, and as perceived by the workers themselves. The

original emphasizes, furthermore, that the ownership
and rule of the working class changes this, that it is
so that wealth is not privately appropriated, as op

posed to "knowledge"" in the abstract.

Role of the Class

The role of the working class, through its own

system of ownership and its own form of rule, in .
revolutionizing.t'l of society, is cut out of the re
write in a number of ways. The most glaring is in

the 15th paragraph, where the authors say:
"Like all specialists, they [medical workers] will

be politically educated and supervised by the work
ing class to keep foremost the principle that the
lives of the workers are the most valuable of all of
society's resources."

The original says: "They will be politically educa
ted and supervised by the working class and learn to

value the lives of workers as the most valuable of all

society's resources." (my emphasis)

There is a world of difference here. The specialists

will be educated and supervised—on this there'is agree

ment. But will they learn? In other words, should the
working class only use specialists, or should it use
and remold them?

The answer of the Chinese proletariat to Liu Shao-
chi was the latter, for just this "nuance" of difference

turned out to be a difference between two roads in

China. Why? Because when you state implicitly or
even unconsciously that they will not learn, you are

saying that the proletariat cannot revolutionize all

of society, that its alliance with other classes is only

tactical, and that communism is impossible.

If you wish to say that, no one can stop you.' But
what you are left with is the idea that the Commun

ist Party rules and owns, and not the working class,
and you have restoration and revisionism. You have the
petty bourgeoisie riding to power on the back of the
working class, since it is impossible to "make it" un
der imperialism.

Another example of the same thing is the fact
thut the only time die authors deal with the con

tradiction between mental and manual labor, which

must be done away with in order to achieve com

munism, is to say: "socialist education will break
down the differences between mental and manual

iabor,.training ail workers and particularly the youth

to combine'fhem."
Again, we have a subtle difference from the origi

nal (but that is all that is required). The original

says: "Socialist education will help develop workers
who are capable of combining mental and manual
labor." (my emphasis)

Education alone cannot do this, for there is a

material, as well as an ideological basis for this con
tradiction. At the same time, it is crucial, from the
beginning, using all the means at hand (and the edu
cational system is only one of them) to begin to break
down this contradiction materially and ideologically,
in the economic base, as well as the superstructure.

The original puts it in its proper perspective.
Another example, which gets us to the question '

of orientation in a sharp way, is the .way the re
write presents the problem of ending national inequal
ities. The rewrite says that to do this is a "crucial
part of building the new life of socialism." The orig
inal introduces the question differently. It says. "With
state power and the ownership of the means of pro
duction in its hands, the working class will take up
the ending of ail inequalities between nationalities

as a crucial part of building socialism." (my eriipha-
sis)

There is no disagreement in this particular section
that it is necessary, in regard to all the ulcers left over

.^from capitalism, including national inequalities, to
obliterate them materially and ideologically, for the
rest of the paragraph is almost verbatim the same as
the original.

But once again, and it runs throughout the rewrite,
the'question of first achieving ownership of the.means
of production and rule is viewed as unimportant. This
is evidently too static for our authors. This relates

back to the criticism they make of "socialism will"

in the introduction.

I would like to ask the authors of the rewrite a spe-

^ cific question: Does the working class have state power

and the ownership of the means of production under
socialism—and is the essence of the socialist transition

period to strengthen working class rule and ownership
and advance to communism—or does the working class

simply strive to gain rule during the socialist transition
period! In fact the socialist period begins with the rule
of the working class and the working class' first
crucial step upon seizing power is to socialize owner
ship of the major means of production. Without this

state power and ownership there can be no socialism •

and no advance to communism—this is exactly what
the rewrite is wiping out here, despite any otheV ref
erences to this.

'Reflects Something More"

The effect of the change, in my opinion, reflects

something more, however. Throughout the rewrite
the way socialism is presented is as a static opposite

to capiialism—and on the basis that under capitalism,
life is terrible, and under socialism life is groovy. It

follows that if you want a good life, a new life, you
have to fight national inequality.

It was not too many years ago that one could gain
a following in the movement by standing up to say
about the working class, "Those beer drinking, color
tv watching slobs will never make revolution." This
rewrite is nothing but a warmed over version, made
somewhat more "respectable," of the same thing.

It is true that life will be good and getting better

all the time under socialism, and if it were not so, why -
bother anyway! However, when you give undue em-
hasis TO this, what you are saying is that socialism must
be sold to the working class on the basis of its immed
iate needs. You are saying comrades, that only com
munists have largeness of mind, are capable of dealing
with emancipating all of mankind, and are capable of
ruling and owning. You are saying that the Communist
Party will do that-until the workers catch up)

Just look where this leads you. We have the capital

ists, on the one hand, who are cold-hearted, grasping
parasites, using the "very organs of dead working
people" (good lord!), having a lifeless and sterile cul
ture (selling each other "pictures of soup cans"!), and
work is a boring grinding hell. Then we have the work
ing class, creative and co-operative, having dreams and
aspirations, imagination and wilt (and their kids can
go to school under socialism). Big deal. Isn't it all an
outrage.

And then we have the ultimate! Paragraph two tells
us there is a way society "should be." As far as I know,
the working class with its advanced detachment, is not
going in for utopianism? There is a way society could
be and will be. But this "should be" stuff is nothing •

but some petty bourgeois moral outrage and longing
for the past when it was possible to "make it" into
the bourgeoisie.

Whether we think we have to sell the wprking class

socialism on the basis of immediate needs, on the basis
of bread and butter and a groovy life, is not just a
question that arises once the working class has achieved
state power and ownership of the means of production.
Today it is the dividing line between whether we truly
represent the proletariat, whether we truly believe that
the proletariat is the only thoroughly revolutionary
class in this country, and whether we rely on the work
ing class, unite with the masses of workers in struggle
and lead them forward toward the goal of proletarian
revolution.

Fbrward to the Party...Struggle for the Party...of
the proletariatll ■

Two
We-feel it is important to strengthen the section,

"The Working Class Will Transform All of Society,"
by adding after the first sentence, this one: "Making
ownership of the means of production public, the
working class lays the basis for eliminating any form
of exploitation, oppression or class rule. At the same

time it begins to create the conditions for production
to leap ahead—now unfettered from the capitalist re

lations that have held it in check. All social relations

and ideas flow out of the basic way men are organized
to produce their everyday need. Upon the basis of

transforming the relations between men and produc
tion it is possible for the working class to struggle to
transform all of society. Changing the relations of
men to production lays the groundwork for socializ- -
ing all relations between men and men and building
a co-operative society in which men work in harmony

for the betterment of all."

We added this paragraph because we felt the draft

programme didn't stress enough the material, scienti
fic BASIS for the working class being able to trans
form all of society. These ideas were present in other
sections of the draft programme (p. 4, 7, 15) but we

felt it was important that they be in the section on
Socialism and Comunism.

The point isn't to negate the role of revolution in
the superstructure, or to make it seem everything

flows automatically (even complete transformation

of the ownership of the means of production) from

state ownership of the means of production; but it
Is important to show workers a scientific materialist
explanation of how the rotten system we now live

under can be completely transformed. Not a Utopian

plan o'r vision, not a society that is better because we
struggle with people to be better people, or because

our party is in power-but an understanding of why

socialism is a step toward resolving the material and
social contradictions that make capitalism so oppres

sive. ,

At, the same time we feet the section on 'The Strug
gle for Communist Society" could be improved by

adding the fact that the bourgeoisie doesn't reemerge
just on the basis of small scale producers (private own
ership of some means of production) but also on the

basis of bourgeois right in the sphere of distribution.
Economically as well as culturally, socialism is a transi
tion between.communism and capitalism and is marked

with the scars of the society it came from. ■

Three
Both the draft and the "rewrite" of "Life Under

Socialism" miss the point, but the rewrite misses it
twice. Socialism is a qualitative change over all pre

vious forms of society. In this, it is not wrong to

present a vision of socialism. We are not making pro
letarian revolution so that we can continue THE STRUG

GLE, ai. lOugh certainly class struggle continues—even

intensifies—under socialism. We are making revolution

to change reality.. It is this change in the real world,
in the rhode of production, which is left out in both
versions.

Because both the rewrite and draft do not draw

the vision out of its economic base, the whole tone

of it comes out as the nice workers vs. the nasty capi

talists.

Where the draft talks about anarchy, crises and
unemployment, it leans in the direction of planning

being the key. This is incorrect. The transition from
capitalism to communism (socialism) moves more
and more to eliminating commodity production (that
is, producing for use value, the needs of humanity,
than for exchange value). It is exactly this process
which makes planning poss/We. Otherwise, planning
would simply be the attempts of the bourgeoisie to
maintain' its- pOsitiori—like th^-U;S. or Soviet Union. -

The section "Life Under Socialism" shdold be re
written or edited to bring out what socialism looks
like in daily life based on a Marxist-Leninist under-
standing-not only to present the vision, but to show
the possibility, more, the inevitability of socialism.
It is not up to fate or the good will of the working
class that we wind up with socialism or social imperial
ism. The working class wants to know—and it is the
duty of its vanguard to lead the way.
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Five

Four
The Programme of the Revolutionary Communist

Party (U.S.A.) should contain within the second sec

tion (Socialism and Communism) a sub-section on

socialism as it has been fought for and won in many
parts of the world. The section should primarily be
a guide to action for the U.S. working class by putting
forth how we use what has been learned from the

direct experre'nce of others, both in their successes
and failures, and apply this knowledge to our own
party (both internally and externally) and to the.day
to day revolutionary struggles of the working class.

It would concretize much of the programme (by
drawing out how what the programme talks about
has been used successfully or how the failure to do
certain things has set back things) and would especial

ly serve to support the rest of the section on Socialism
and Communism. What the programme talks about
as reality under socialism (e.g., no unemployment,
better social services) will be shown In practice to exist.

Within this section, a few specific points should be

addressed which are important to the working class
in the U.S., both because it will move forward the

work and because it will defend the party against at
tacks from its enemies. These points are;

1) The role of the party in making revolution In
the USSR and China. The relationship of the party
to the masses in day to day struggles and in the overall

political struggles.

2) The Building of Socialism. I believe attention
should be paid to how Russia, under Stalin, defended

itself and began building socialism. It is very important
to lay out clearly the strong points of the USSR at
that time and also the mistakes that eventually led to

restoration of capitalism.

3) The Dictatorship of the Proletariat. What this

means and how it can work in practice. Once again
the question of the relationship of the party to the
masses is important, as well as the question of educa

ting the masses to understand and defend socialism

against capitalist restoration. This is where it is impor
tant to differentiate between "idealism," "Utopian-

isrn," "socialism is a bed of roses" vs. the reality of

socialism releasing the capabilities of industrial society

and how the dictatorship of the proletariat goes about
realizing the potentials of industrial society.

As the draft programme stands now. I believe it is
a real weakness that it does not relate, much more

systematically, the struggle of the U.S. working class

for socialism to the struggles for socialism that have
taken place in many parts of the world and continue
to take place and exist today. It is very important to
the working class to learn what history has to teach,
not only in the U.S. (which is all the draft gives) but
internationally. It is important because we want our
own "October" and we must understand the road for

ward and be able to discard ideas that are proven in

correct in practice. ■

We would like to make some criticisms of the way
that the-section on socialism and communism is dealt

with in the draft programme.
The problem as we see It is that the section did not

present a thorough-going materialist view in an integra
ted way (linking theory with practice). It didn't explain
the material basis for the proletariat seizing state power
and building socialism. The tasks, problems and goals
in doing that and in exercising its dictatorship were
dealt with separate from what life is like under social

ism.

The way it was written mechanically separates the
tasks of the working class in building socialism ("The
Working Class Will Transform All of Society") and"
the struggle to build communism ("The Struggle for
Communist Society") from what life is like under
socialism ("Life Under Socialism"). Are not the tasks
of building socialism part of life under socialism? And

socialism moving forward IS the struggle for commun
ist society.

We will attempt to go through the section on social
ism and communism and try to point out what we
think are the errors and how they can be rectified, par
ticularly focusing on the "Life Under Socialism" sec
tion.

Question of Why
%

First, the draft programme did not lay out why
capitalism in creating a socialized means of produc
tion and a socialized working class lays the basis for
socialism. On p. 7 the draft programme briefly skinjs
through the history of society up to capitalism and
then says, "And now it is the turn of the proletariat
to overthrow the capitalist system and build a com
pletely new kind of society." Then it goes on to say
that the struggle for production and science and the
class struggle is the reason for progress but that the
development of the proletariat under capitalism makes
it possible for the working class to rule...but it never
breaks that down for the masses to understand. What
about the development of the proletariat under capi
talism makes it possible for the working class to rule?

At the same time it doesn't give a fully scientific
presentation of the dictatorship of the proletariat
and its tasks, "...the dictatorship of the proletariat
represents the rule of the majority over the minority.
It makes possible for the first time real democracy
and political power for the masses of people. And its
purpose is not to enforce exploitation, to allow one
class to live parasltically off another, but to end all
exploitation and create a community of working
people, without class distinction." (p. 8)

While this characterization is generally correct,
it doesn't hit at the heart of the matter. The. dictator
ship of the proletariat can eliminate exploitation
and provide real democracy not simply because it's
the rule of the majority (though that's true In this coun
try). The social ownership by the working class of the
socialized means of production is the economic basis

for the political rule of the working class and that
rule is what is pushing progress forward under social
ism. (If it was simply a case of majority rule, then in
China you would have the dictatorship of the peasants,
not of the proletariat.)

Thus, we must go back and look to see if we are
really explaining things to the masses, or are we talk
ing to ourselves, and are we giving to the working class
the most clear and scientific understanding of the ma
terial basis for revolution and socialism so they will
see it as a real thing—not something concocted out of

our heads? And so that they can use that understand
ing to change the world?

Delete Section

The last section, "The Struggle for Communist
Society," talks mainly about some of the Ideological

baggage that socialism inherits from capitalism and
the ideological struggle that needs to go on,-the need
for the proletariat to take an internationalist stand,
particularly regarding former U.S. colonies. It also
deals with the struggle against revisionism by dealing
with capitalist restoration in the USSR and by talking

about the Cultural Revolution in China. This must •

be gone into (through those examples) more deeply.
But these questions-reflect the class struggle which

goes on under socialism and should be brought out as
such. Therefore this section should be deleted as it

presently stands and its contents should be merged
with "the Working Class Will Transform All of Soc
iety" and "Life Under Socialism."

Socialism is a transition period from capitalism

to communism. Classes still exist and this period is

marked by fierce class struggle, both in the ideologi-
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cal realm and in the struggle for production and scien
tific development. This class struggle is waged not
only against the overthrown bourgeoisie, but against
classes (like the petty bourgeoisie) that give rise to the
bourgeoisie, and "bourgeois right"—which also give
rise to capitalism; and in how the proletariat draws
non-proletarian strata into the working class.

The ability of the dictatorship of the proletariat to
wipe out class distinctions, inequalities, etc. must be
viewed in the context of what is the overall develop
ment of production and the consciousness of the
masses, for moving into communism is moving from
the realm of necessity to the realm of freedom, and
is bound by objective reality.

The "Life Under So'cialism" section in the draft
programme did not bring out the struggle, but only
brought out the improved conditions of the working
class (nor did it bring out that the working class can
do this because it's a socialized class owning the means
of production socially). The working class cannot gain
those conditions without a fierce struggle. This is not
a separate ideological question as the draft programme
makes it. but part of the day to day lives of the masses
under socialism. The draft programme talks about the
need to strengthen the dictatorship of the prolefariat
—bring it out—how does it happen?

It should be brought out around particulars draw
ing from our understanding of what kinds of struggles
have taken place in'Russia, China, Albania, etc.

For example, the draft programme states that the
nature of work"will change; that Is true but that is
through fierce two-line struggle; i.e., should the man
ager work, what kind of pay differentials should there
be, who makes decisions, how, what about material
incentives, wrtiat line builds socialism, what line leads
to capitalism, how should a thing be produced, etc.

It Is through these struggles plus the struggle of
the working class to produce, grappling with the ob
stacles and experimenting to overcome them (which
he is able to do because he Is no longer an appendage
to a machine and a means to make somebody rich).
It is through these struggles that the initiative of the
workers is released, that the worker finds joy and pride
in his work, etc.

Question of Education

Or take education. Although the draft programme
correctly compares bourgeois education to socialist
education, it is a rather one-sided, static view of edu
cation. The draft programme fails to bring out the
motive force behind why education will be different,
and also the fact that there is fierce class struggle In
fulfilling every goal the draft programme mentions
(cooperation, equality, etc.)

The draft programme should say that the role of
education changes because the society will be run in
the interests of the masses of people. If the means of
production are owned collectively by the working class,'
then advances in science, technology, etc. can benefit
society as a whole. Bourgeois education disseminates
its ideology and creates different privileged strata nec
essary for the maintenance of capitalism. So skill and •

/ education lays a basis for privilege.
Is education a privilege"to advance an individual's

position In society or will the education be used to
advance the level and lives of the people in society?
Who will go to school—the petty bourgeoisie or will it
be the people with the broadest view, from the work

ing class more in touch with how their education is

needed? Will education be confined to a classroorrl
behind closed doors, or will it be integrated with the

daily lives of the people, tackling the real problems
In the world and learning from the experience of the

masses? . ,

The draft programme must draw these lines but of
the particular conditions, link the lines to classes,

show how one leads to socialism and communism

and the other to revisionism, and bring out how the
workers and their party fight day to day to build' :
socialism and prevent restoration.

How about instead of using the title "Life Under

Socialism" we use something else like "Socialist Con
struction" or "The Struggle for Socialism"? •

Also, though I didn't think that the rewrite in the
journal really got to the problem, It did have a much

more lively and down to earth style. ■
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Six
The draft programme as it now stands, bareiy fhen-

tions the Soviet Union. But in conversations with fellow

workers this question of what happened in the Soviet
Union always comes up when people think of commun
ism. Clearly the existence of the Soviet Union's revision-

-ism is one of the biggest weapons the bourgeoisie has for
confusing the working class.

This is not an attempt at an article. This only lays
out the way the problem comes up day after day in
conversations. Further, this is an appeal for a section
of the programme clearly devoted to the question of
social imperialism, and marked so in the table of con- -
tents-a separate section or chapter.

The main contention here is that whenever workers

think of communism or socialism today, the first
thing they equate that with is Russia. This is a big
part of the basis of anti-communism. But when Rus

sia comes up in some conversations, with the deepen
ing crisis in U.S. imperialism, some other workers

look at Russia positively and say, "Well, communism's
.not so bad after all-you get medical care, schools, etc."
So both dangers must be dealt with.

Here are some of the points to be dealt with:

1) Cynicism: The inevitability of capitalist restora-

tion-H.e., even if we win a revolution, a new class of
rulers and a"bureaucratic hierarchy Is bound to develop.
Also, it's human nature to require material Incentive
to get people to worfc. "Communism was a good idea,
but it just won't work." "Things never change."

We have to show the basis for revisionism to take
hold, the basis for capitalist restoration to occur.

2) Cuba: many immigrants from Latin America
look at Cuba and wonder if being made a one-crop
economy as a sugar colony for Soviet social imperial
ism is what communism is all about.

3) Questions of freedom: Bureaucrats telling you
where you can live, work, travel, etc. "How can you
believe in communism when in practice in the Soviet
Union, all the liberties are taken away?" Deal with
dictatorship of the proletariat, what it really is.
Might be good 'place to deal with question of Stalin
more under dictatorship of the proletariat. That sec
tion dealing with dictatorship of the proletariat in
the draft programme is inadequate in handling this
question. Also deal with struggle going on within the
Soviet Union today.

4) Emigration laws: "People want to leave, but they
can't get out."

On the other hand, those who speak highly of the
Soviet Union say. "In Russia, individual advancement
is based on ability, anyone can take the tests for promo
tions, job opportunities, university, etc." Or, "At least
in Russia, everyone has a job." Deal with the question
of fascism some here—how under Hitler roads were .
built and inflation halted, etc.. but what fascism

really means to working people. ■

On War and the International

United Front

One
The section in the draft programme, "Fight Against

Imperialist Wars, Wipe Out War By Wiping Out Imper
ialism" (p. 43), correctly states; "To eliminate war,
once and for all, it is necessary to eliminate its source,

imperialism, through revolution and socialism."
The section also correctly states the demands of

the working class and its party at this time:

a) Withdraw all U.S. forces from foreign soil and

territorial waters of other countries.

b) Free all colonies in the grip of U.S. imperialism.
c) End ail U.S. military alliances and military aid

to U.S. puppets, oppose all'superpower aggression,
bullying and interference in the internal affairs of

other countries.

d) Abolish and destroy all nuclear weapons, oppose
the superpowers' arms race and phoney disarmament.

e) Support just wars for national liberation and re
volutionary wars against imperialism and reaction, op
pose all wars of aggression by imperialism and its allies,

defend the socialist countries.

f) If revolution does not prevent world war, world
war will give rise to revolution.

While the section speaks to the long-range objective
of wiping out war by wiping out imperialism, and also

puts forward the correct immediate demands, the sec

tion does not sufficiently explain the relationship

between the two. It does not answer the question,

"Why fight against imperialist war now?"
In taking up the fight against imperialist war, the

working class wants to know why, how to do it, and
if it's possible to prevent a war even before revolution.
"The section does not speak to this second point at all.

The figr.r against imperialist war is pan of the class
struggle between the working class and the bourgeoisie.
It is not a separate or neutral struggle as the revision

ists portray it. War is the continuation of politics by
other means, and as the Chinese pointed out, "As far

as the capitalist-imperialist countries are concerned,
whether they launch wars or profess peace their aim
is to pursue or maintain their imperialist interests. Im
perialist war is the continuation of imperialist peace
time politics, and imperialist peace is the continua
tion of Imperialist wartime politics."

This IS why the .relationship of the fight against a
particular war or imperialist war in general, and to
fight against imperialism, the cause of war, has to be
macie clear. To not clearly show the relationship sepa
rates the long-term goal from the immediate demands

and can fall into reformism and revisionism by making
the struggle around the immediate demands ends In
themselves. A clear example of this was the Puerto

Rfcan Socialist Party's slogan. "Bicentennial without
colonies." To separate the long-term goal from the
Immediate demands would result in giving the work
ing class the impression that imperialism had changed
and that these demands could be achieved without rev

olution, either here or in the country that the demand

is applied to.

.Imperialist war brings a great amount of suffering'
to the working class because it is the sons and husbands
of the working class that are used as cannon fodder
by thg monopoly capitalists in their attempt to main
tain and advance their"own Imperialist interests. Al
though we recognize the inevitability of war, commun
ists take up the fight against it because by doing so,

the smokescreen that the bourgeoisie puts up to"con
ceal its nature and Its preparations for war (e.g., "de
tente," Strategic Arms Limitations Talks, etc.) is blown
away by the exposure of its real nature, and in the
process the revolutionary forces will be strengthened.

In addition, strengthening the revolutionary forces

in the fight against imperialist war means the further
weakening of the monopoly capitalists and the possi

bility of the prevention or postponement of a parti-
.cular war. The fact that the prevention or postpone

ment of a particular war would temporarily limit ad

ditional suffering of the working class in itself is a good
thing, and would also help to further strengthen the
revolutionary forces provided it was taken up as part
of the overall revolutionary struggle. The working

class will see and understand that the bourgeoisie has

to be taken on, on all fronts. Proletarian internation
alism will be developed as the working class recogni
zes the unity of the revolutionary struggles around
the world, all focused at the two superpowers which
are pushing things toward a new world war.

This paper has attempted to take up some of the
weaknesses in the draft programme section, "Fight
Against Imperialist Wars, Wipe Out War By Wiping
Out Imperialism." As the contention between the
two superpowers intensifies, the struggle against war
will grow and It Is essential for the working class and

its party to put out clearly the reasons why we fight
against imperialist war and how this brings us closer,
to proletarian revolution. It Is wron^ to just state:
"To eliminate war, ij is necessary to eliminate im
perialism," without setting "forth to the working '

class the goal of its struggle and the means to achieve
its high goal."'

The article on war In the June issue of Revolution

points out correctly that it would be wrong to "re
duce all the many struggles that are going on to the
questippiOf .w^riOrifOiVplutiop,/; because ".revolution, r
is a protracted struggle which demands a long-range
strategy involving many battles on many fronts,"

and the fight against war is part of this.

The section in the draft programme should speak,
specificially to the issue of imperialist war and the
fight against it and what it will accomplish as part

- of the overall struggle for proletarian revolution.'The
section should Include something like "The Road

Ahead" section in the June Revolution article on war:

"By developing this struggle against imperialist
aggression and war as part of the overall revolutionary

struggle, we will accomplish several things. One, we
will further hinder and weaken the imperialists, and
especially the two superpowers, making it more dif-

' ficult for them to launch a world war. Two, we will
further mobilize and strengthen the revolutionary
forces; and especially the revolutionary working class,
making the conditions more favorable in this country
for revolution, which in the final analysis is the only
thing that, along with a socialist revolution in the

Soviet Union, can prevent world war.
"Three, by building these specific struggles against

aggression and war, and by building tlie overall revolu
tionary struggle, if world war does break out before

there are revolutions in the U.S. and Soviet Union,
then the wocking class and masses in these two coun
tries will be in the strongest possible position to con

tinue and intensify their revolutionary struggles and-
overthrow the U.S. imperialists and Soviet social-irri-
perialisl:, thus bringing much closer the day when

all explo.tation and oppression will be eliminated

from the face of the earth." ■
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Two
Careful study of the section of the draft programme

entitled "World-Wide Unified Front" (pp. 21-22) has eon-
vinced me that the draft makes errors in describing the
world situation to the U.S. working class, the funda
mental error is in filing to state, in a clear and concise

way, that the firmest alliance between the workers of
the advanced capitalist countries with the struggles of
the oppressed nations of Asia, Africa and Latin Ameri
ca is the basic strategy for the world proletarian social
ist revolution during the epoch of imperialism.

This error is manifested in several ways—not point
ing Out that the national liberation struggles are a com
ponent part of the world socialist revolution; an Inade

quate definition of proletarian internationalism; an
incomplete summation given of'the present world sit
uation; and failing to raise, anywhere in the draft, the
slogan, "Workersand Oppressed Peoples Unite!" —

1) Since the victory of the Gaober Revolution.
Marxist-Leninists have held the guarantee of victory
over imperialism to be the linking of the socialist revo
lution in the West with the national democratic revo
lution sweeping first Asia and today throughout the
entire "Third World," in essence a worker-peasant

alliance on a world scale. Since World War 1 and the

October Revolution, the struggle of the oppressed na
tions has been constantly on the rise and since World
War 2 have, in fact, delivered the main blow against
the imperialist system.

" While the social character of the national demo

cratic revolution remains bourgeois in that it is aimed

at foreign domination and feudalism, insofar as the
revolution in the oppressed nations is aimed at im

perialism it becomes part of the world proletarian
socialist revolution. In Mao's words, "No matter what

classes, parties or individuals in an oppressed nation

join the revolution, and no matter whether they them

selves are conscious of the point or understand it, so

long as they oppose Imperialism, their revolution be

comes part of the proletarian-socialist world revolu

tion and they become its allies." ("On New Democra

cy")
Yet the draft programme limits itself to saying

"...the proletariat in the U.S. has as its allies in the

international arena today the great struggles of nations
throughout the 'underdeveloped world' or 'Third World'
for liberation h'om colonialism and imperialism." By

not raising the question of the "component part" and
by limiting the discussion of allies to the context of

the united front against the two superpowers, the draft

leaves itself open to the interpretation that the masses

of people in the oppressed nations are simply firmer

allies in the struggle against the two superpowers than,

say, the reactionary regimes which resist superpower
domination, and not the fundamental allies of the prCr

letariat during the whole epoch of imperialism.

2) The draft defines proletarian internationalism
as "the unity of the wsrkers of all countries as one

mighty force, the alliance with all struggles through
out the world against imperfalism and for revolution,
and the unwavering support and defense of the gen
uine socialist countries." There is nothing wrong in

this definition, but especially in view of its place
ment in the draft programme, it fails to adequately

orient the party and the workers to what the con- ;

tent of proletarian internationalism is in the United
States.

Proletarian internationalism, and the definition

of it, follows a paragraph describing how the bour
geoisie tries to divide the workers of this country
from the rest of the international working class through
slanders of the socialist countries, "Buy America,"
etc. Yet in the preceding paragraph no mention is
made of the attempts by the bourgeoisie to convince

the U.S. workers that the working class in this coun
try benefits by imperialist plunder of the oppressed
nations, something which the bourgeoisie is using
more and more to try tcbuild public opinion for in
tervention and aggression in other countries (econo
mic strangulation, etc.) now that their guise of "pro
tecting democracy" has worn thin. During the height

of the Vietnam war, for example, the dividing line of
proletarian inttrnationalism was support for the Viet

namese people; today support for the national libera

tion struggles aimed at the U.S. bourgeoi^e remains ,
a crucial aspect of proletarian intemationalisni'and a
way must be found to bring this out more sharply

• in the programme.

3) On p. 22 of the draft a one paragraph summa
tion is given of the present world situation: "The situ
ation in the world today is very complicated, but

through ail this complication and disorder two things
stand out: the struggle of the working class for revo
lution and socialism is advancing, and uniting with all
possible allies, while the two superpowers arq beconi-
ing more and more isolated, and the whole imperialist

system is declining." (The draft then goes on to des
cribe the growing danger of vVOrld war.)

This summation is incomplete at best. The fact of
the matter is that since World War 2, the national

liberation struggles have been the main force In op
posing imperialism, and while that situation is rapidly
changing, and is certainly not true today in the same
kind of decisive and clear cut way, nevertheless it is
wrong to refer to it simply as the working class "unit- -
ing with ail possible allies." Perhaps what is meant Is
that the national liberation struggles themselves are
struggles "of the working class for revolution and soci
alism," which would be a serious error, failing to take
into account two distina stages in the revolution in
the oppressed nations, and the bourgeois social charac
ter of the national democratic revolution even when
led by the proletariat and its party.

4) The draft programme ends with the slogan,
"Workers of the World Unite!" Nowhere in the draft
is the slogan, "Workers and Oppressed Peoples of the
World Unite!" to be found. Comrades, this is wrong.
Lenin wrote the following concerning the modifica
tion of the slogan, "Workers of the World Unite,"
to "Workers of All Countries and All Oppressed Peo
ples Unitel": "Of course, the modification is wrong
from the standpoint of the Communist Manifesto,
but then the Communist Manifesto was written under

entirely different conditions. From the point of view
of present day politics, however, the change is correct."
(Vol. 31, p. 453) Similarly, the Chinese raised on many
occasions in their polemics with the revisionists that

the slogan, "Workers and Oppressed Peoples of the
World Unite!" was correct "for our epoch."

The point is not mainly what slogan the programme
should end in (personally, I favor the slogan "Workers
of the World And All Oppressed Peoples Unite!")
The point is that failing to raise, anywhere in the
draft programme the central slogan of Marxist-Leninists
throughout the world on the national and colonial .
question is a serious mistake, especially given that
we find it possible to raise many other slogans in "the
course of the draft programme (for example, "We won't

scab, and we won't starve"). I believe that not using
the slogan is a reflection of the general error made in
this section of the draft.

The main thrust of this section is correct. It empha
sizes the present world situation and not the past and
correctly centers in on the growing threat of world
war. The main deviation in the U.S. revolutionary
movement on the International situation has been to
almost totally ignore the contention of the superpowers
and the threat of war and to see the contradiction
between the oppressed nations and U.S. imperialism
as virtually the only contradiction. No doubt these
wrong views (actually a rehash of Kautsky's theory
of "ultra-imperialism") still exist in varying degrees
within the RU and those forces uniting to form the
party, and the great strength of this section of the
draft programme is that it truly represents a "radi
cal rupture" with this unscientific and moralistic non-.
sense. Similarly, the draft is correct in not present
ing the world as three contending worlds which, in
the U.S., would have the effect of telling the working
class that they had something in common with the
ruling class (membership In the first world).

Nevertheless, in the process of discarding the bag
gage of the old period the draft makes the error of
not providing as clear, complete and correct a view
of the international situation as the party and the work
ing class need. We must not forget that the working
class in this country has never been affected, to any
significant degree, with the moralistic line on the in
ternational situation common among the radicalized
petty bourgeoisie. On the contrary, the party will
have to fight and defeat the influence of the bourgeoi
sie among the working class and win the workers to
the understanding that "The revolutionary movement
in the advanced countries would actually be a sheer
fraud if, in their struggle against capital, the workers
of Europe and America were not closely and com
pletely united with the hundreds upon hundreds of
millions of 'colonial' slaves oppressed by capital."
(Lenin, Second Congress of Communist lntemational)B
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One
"When Marx applied this law (of contradiction in

things} to the study of the economic structure of capi
talism, he discovered that the basic contradiction of
this society is the contradiction between the social

character of production and the private character of
ownership. This contradiction manifests itself in the

contradiction between the organized character of
production in individual enterprises and the anarchic

character of production in society as a whole. In terms
of class relations, it manifests itself in the contradic

tion between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat."

(Mao, On Contradiction, Selected Works, vol. 1, pp.
328-9)

The problem of a concrete analysis of the funda

mental and principal contradictions of U.S. imperial
ism is a crucial one. The line of the draft programme
represents an important advance on this front: "In

creasingly united and with powerful allies in the
movements of oppressed nationalities, the working
class is intensifying its mighty historic battle against

capital. It is the basic contradiction of capitalism, and
the class struggle that arises from it, between the work

ing class and the capitalist class, that stands even more

prominently at the center of the stage In the U.S. to
day." (p. 6)

This formulation ends a period of confusion over
what the principal ccntradictfon is by correctly stating
that it is now the contradiction between the bourgeoi
sie and the proletariat. This correct line will undoubted

ly earn us the "gratitude" of all sorts of cockroaches

who are scurrying around in every direction—except
one, the direction of the new period—and who want
to go back to the time when the struggles of the op
pressed peoples, students, youth, women (or anyone
else they could think of) seemed to overshadow the

struggle of the working class.

However, it seems that while all attention was riveted
on correctly resolving the question of principal contra

diction, confusion slipped in the back door on another
question-the question of what is the fundamental

contradiction of capitalism.
Look at the quote from the draft programme again:

"...the basic contradiction of capitalism, and the class

struggle that arises from it..." This is what "stands
even more prominemly," etc. But what is this refer

ring to? is it one contradiction (the basic contradic

tion and the class struggle that arises from it) or two
(a. the basic contradiction; b. the class struggle)? And
what is the "basic contradiction of capitalism"?

Earlier the draft programme gives this explana
tion: "...the basic contradiction of capitalism:...
production itself is highly socialized—it requires large
concentrations of workers, each performing part of
the total process and all essential to its completion,
and is capable of massive output on this basis; but
the ownership of the means of production and the
appropriation of the wealth produced is 'private'—
in the hands of a few, competing owners of capital."
(p.-2)

Yet in an internal document accompanying the
publication of the draft programme, entitled "Grasp
the Key Link, Advance From the Old Period to the

New!" we find a different formulation: "the basic

contradiCTion between the proletariat and the bour
geoisie." (p. 5)

A few lines down, the paper mentions the "funda

mental contradiction of capitalism," referring (it
seems) to the contradiction between the proletariat

and the bourgeoisie: "The result of this process, and

the interaction of the various contradictions—all stem

ming from the fundamental contradiction of capital

ism—has been that the contradiction between the pro
letariat and the bourgeoisie has once more emerged
as the principal contradiction, only now on a higher,

more intense level than before. It is this contradiction

today that—not only In an underlying (fundamental)
sense, but in an immediate sense—is more Influencing
than influenced by every other contradiction in society."

This same formulation of the fundamental contra

diction is advanced in Red Papers 4: "the fundamen
tal contradiction in tiie U.S.—between the bourgeoisie

and the proletariat." (p. 55)
So we've got two formulations of the fundamental

contradiction: a) between socialized production and
private appropriation; b) between the proletariat and

the bourgeoisie. Which is right? Maybe they're the
same? Let's try and clear up some of this confusion.

First off, what Is the "fundamental contradiction"

in a process, in general?
"The fundamental contradiction in the process of

development of a thing and the essence of the process
determined by this fundamental contradiction will
not disappear until the process is completed; but in a
lengthy process the conditions usually differ at each
stage. The reason is that, although the nature of the
fundamental contradiction In the process of develop
ment of a thing and the essence of the process remain
unchanged, the fundamental contradiction becomes
more and more intensified, as it passes from one stage
to another in the lengthy process. In addition, among
the numerous major and minor contradictions which
are determined or influenced by the fundamental
contradiction, some become intensified, some are
temporarily or partially resolved or mitigated, and
some new ones emerge." (Mao, On Contradiction,
Selected Works, vol. 1, p. 325)

Granted, Mao doesn't give us a precise definition
of the "fundamental contradiction." But this seems
to me to be the essence of the matter: the fundamen
tal contradiction is what gives a thing or process its
essence, unity and general character. It is in the full
sense "basic"-it does not flow out of any other con
tradiction internal to the process; the other contra
dictions internal to the process flow out of it.

Marxism-Leninism is very clear on what the fun
damental contradiction in society is:

"In the social production which men carry on they
enter Into definite relations that are indispensable and
independent of their will; these relations of produc
tion correspond to a definite stage of development of
their material forces of production. The sum total of
these relations of production constitutes the economic
structure of society-the real foundation on which
rises a legal and political superstructure and to which
correspond definite forms of social consciousness. The

mode of production in material life determines the soc
ial, political and intellectual life processes in general...
At a certain stage of their development, the material
forces of production in society come into conflict with
the existing relations of production...From forms of
development of the forces of production these relations
turn into their fetters. Then begins an epoch of social
revolution. With the change of the economic founda
tion the entire immense superstructure is more or less
rapidly transformed." (Marx, Preface to the Contribu
tion to the Critique of Political Economy, quoted in Sta
lin, History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
p. 130-1) Simply stated: the fundamental contradiction
in society is between the forces of production and the
relations of production.

Marxism-Leninism is equally clear on the particular
form this contradiction takes in capitalist society: "The
basic contradiction of this [capitalist] society is the
contradiction between the social character of produc
tion and the private character of ownership." (Mao,
On Contradiction, Selected Works, vol. 1, p, 328-9)

This, of course, is the formulation we find (slight
ly revised in the light of the restoration of capitalism
in the Soviet Union) on p. 2 of the draft programme.
We also find it in RU publications as early as Red Pa-'
pers 2 (Selections, p. 38) and as late as Red Papers 7

(p. 5) and the June 1975 Revolution ("Portuguese
Powderkeg," p, 18). (Vou can find it just about every
where; for example: Stalin, HCPSU, p. 126; Engels,
Anti-Duhring, p. 295-6; Leontiev, Political Economy,

P. 178)

What Flows From What?

But, perhaps the contradiction between socialized

production and private appropriation is the same as
the contradiction between the proletariat and the

bourgeoisie. It would be a grave error to suppose this.

In the first place, it doesn't conform to reality. In
Anti-Duhring (p. 293-9), Engels analyzes the develop

ment of simple commodity production into capitalist
production. He shows that as the productive forces"
develop, their conflict with the relations of produc
tion sharpens; this conflict is the essence of the de
velopment. And he shows tiow this "contradiction

between social production and capitalist appropria
tion became manifest as the antagonism between
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie." (p. 297, my
emphasis) Then he goes on to show how this same
"contradiction between social productjon and capi
talist appropriation reproduces itself K the antithesis
between the organization ofproduction in the indi
vidual factory and the anarchy of production in
society as a whole." (p. 299, emphasis in original)

Clearly, the contradiction between socialized pro
duction and private appropriation is not simply the
same as the contradiction between the proletariat

and the bourgeoisie, (Other examples can be found
of contradictions which, although affected by the
contradiction between the proletariat and the bour

geoisie, do not flow out of that contradiction. Another

example: competition among the capitalists.)
In the second place. It points us in the wrong direc

tion politically and practically. One of the main lessons
of the Cultural Revolution was that there is a material
basis for the development of bourgeois ideas and a
new bourgeoisie under socialism-and that basis is pre
cisely the capitalist elements of the relations of pro
duction under socialism. This is what the Chinese call
"bourgeois right."

That's the point of the quotations from Mao that
are being studied in the current campaign to deepen
understanding of the dictatorship of the proletariat:
"Our country at present practices a commodity

system, the wage system Is unequal too, as In the
eight-grade wage scale, and so forth. Under the dicta-
.torship of the proletariat such things can only be re
stricted. Therefore, if people like Lin Piao came to
power, it will be quite easy for them to rig up the
capitalist system." (Quoted in "Marx, Engels and
Lenin on the Dictatorship of the Proletariat," Aeit/hp
Review No. 9, Feb. 28, 1975, p. 5)

Against the spontaneous emergence of bourgeois
ideas, bourgeois ways of doing things and the bour
geoisie itself from such "leftovers" of capitalism, the
party mobilizes the masses and develops their political
consciousness and scientific understanding by involv
ing them in struggles against "bourgeois right" in all
its forms. In this way, the source of the class struggle
—bourgeois relations in production and distribution-
is gradually abolished.

There are "left" and right errors that you could fall
into if you ignored the fundamental contradiction be

tween the developing Socialized productive forces and
the relations which are partially proletarian and partial
ly bourgeois. A "left" error is voluntarism—acting as
though all elements of bourgeois right can be immed
iately abolished. A right error would be determinism
—thinking that now that the proletariat holds state
power, the relations of production are in total harmony
with the productive forces.

Conclusion

Where does ail this leave us? First, the fundamental
contradiction in capitalism, including U.S. imperialism,
is the contradiction between socialized production and
private appropriation.

Second, the contradiction between the proletariat •.
and the bourgeoisie is not the fundamental contradic
tion; it flows out of the.fundamental contradiction.
In capitalist societies, it's usually though not always
the principal contradiction,

Perhaps those who call this contradiction the fun

damental contradiction want to emphasize that its
the development of the contra'diction between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie that usually and in the
long run determines the future of other classes and

their struggles, that the proletariat is the only thorough
ly revolutionary class and the only class that can lead
the revolutionary struggle to a successful conclusion.

Wth this there's no disagreement here. You could
even talk about the contradiction between the pro
letariat and the bourgeoisie (along with many others)
as a contradiction "basic" to capitalism- in the sense
that the contradiction can't be resolved without chang
ing the system. But that doesn't make the contradfc- •

tion between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie the
fundamental contradiction of capitalism.

Tnis conclusion will of course raise several ques
tions, such as the so-called "theory" of the fundamen

tal contradiction becoming principal, raised in Red
Papers 4 (p. 65), and the formulation in "Grasp the

Key Link" that the contradiction between the Black
people and the bourgeoisie "represented a stage in the

development of the basic contradiction between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie." (p. 5, emphasis in
original)

These and other questions will have to be resolved.

But they can only be resolved on the basis of a firm
understanding of the fundamental contradiction of
capitalism: "production itself is highly socialized...
but 1

the
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IWo
In the process of reading and studying the draft

programme, the question of fascism must appear to
most, quite different from the line on the question
that the international communist movement held

when fascism was in fact the most immediate danger
to the proletariat and the masses of people both in
this country and throughout the world.

In the section on "Build the Fight Against Repres
sion and Bourgeois Terror as Part of the Overall Revo

lutionary Movement" (pp. 42-43), the draft program
me states:

"The move to fascism by the bourgeoisie is a des
perate one, showing their fear of the working class.
The battle.against such moves must be waged as part
of the general revolutionary offensive against the rule
of the monopoly capitalists—in any form!
"To struggle only to 'save' bourgeois democracy

is to gfve up revolution and accept the continued rule
of the bourgeoisie, which comes down to accepting
fascism in the final analysis. While there is conflict
within the bourgeoisie over the timing and tactics
of moving to fascism, and over who will be on top
in the fascist state, there is no section of the bour
geoisie that does not infinitely prefer fascism to pro
letarian revolution; and none will oppose fascism once
they see it is necessary to prevent revolution. The
only way to prevent fascism for sure is to make revo
lution, to establish the rule of the working class oi®/-
the bourgeoisie." (p. 42)

The line that the draft programme presents makes
some rather serious errors, as well as wriving at some

correct conclusions. Firstly, it is correct in saying that
the move by the ruling class to a fascist state is a des

perate one, for it means the sacrifice of the mask of
bourgeois democracy and legality and the open rule
of the bourgeoisie (OR ITS "MOST REACTIONARY.
MOST CHAUVINIST AND MOST IMPERIALISTIC

ELEMENTS"), a move that would surely not be made
unless the situation was rapidly degenerating for their
class rule^

Secondly, the draft programme is correct in seeing
that there is not a progressive "liberal" bourgeoisie
that hates fascism and would be a force against it (al
though in some countries the composition of the bour
geoisie may be different). All would in fact prefer it
to the rule of the working class. This is inherent by
their very nature as a class.

Basis of Disagreement

n is on the third point that is made that 1 have a
basisof disagreement. When the draft programme states
that the only way to prevent fascism is to make prole- •
tarian revolution it fails to determine what is the prin- ;
cipal contradiction. (Principal if fascism was loom
ing before us, as it could be in the future.) For if fas
cism was the principal danger arid threat, the proletar
iat would have one of two decisions that would have

to be made. One is to launch an armed insurrection

and establish the dictatorship of the proletariat. Two ■

is to form a united front of the working class to unite !
with and give leadership to a broad anti-fascist peo- ;

pies' front, that would have the immediate objective ^
of preventing the establishment of fascism, and from
this position", once the menace was defeated, lay the

groundwork for the seizure of state power by the pro
letariat.

The first alternative is one that could only be im
plemented if the class forces were as such; "There is

one essential precondition for victory. Decisive ele

ments of the proletariat must be prepared to wage an

implacable armed struggle to overthrow the political
power of the ruling classes. A second precondition

is the existence of a large communist party, with a
large degree of ideological and organic coherence,
armed with Leninist theory and capable of leading

the struggles of the masses."
This passage makes clear what the conditions for

revolution are from a Marxist-Leninist stand. If these

conditions are not always there the capabilities of the

proletariat are indeed hindered. Stalin gave note to
ttiis during the 1930s:
"Some comrades think that, once there is a revo

lutionary crisis, the bouigeoisie is bound to get into
a hopeless position, that its end is therefore a fore
gone conclusion, that the victory of the revolution
is thus assured and that ail they have to do is.wait

for the fall of the bourgeoisie and_to draw up victor
ious resolutions. This is a profound mistake. The vic-
■tory of the revolution never comes of itself. It must
be prepared for arid won. And only a strong revolu
tionary party can prepare for and win victory. Mo
ments occur when the situation is revolutionary, when
the rule of the bourgeoisie is shaken to its very foun
dations. and yet the victory of the revolution does

not come, because there is no revolutionary party
. of the proletariat with sufficient strength, and pres

tige to lead die masses and to lake power. It would
be unwise to believe that such 'cases' cannot occur."

Stalin was absolutely right in pointing to such
"cases" at this time because they existed. Fascism
had been established in many countries and was a
grave threat in many others, and the preconditions
for the proletarian revolution were often not there.
For a communist party to ignore that situation then,
or now, woula be a terrible blunder.

Should A Distinction Be Made?

The question before us in relation to the party pro-
gramrne, which will come into being from the ideologi
cal and political struggle that is now being waged, is if
there should be a distinction made between the United
Front Against iniperialism, and The United Front
Against Fascism. The draft programme as it stands
now does not make that distinction. However, I think
that a distinction does have to be made. For if it is not
the party of the proletariat will be strapped into a
straightjacket that will prevent it from altering its tac
tical positions in a flexible way,Which is an indespen-
sable tool for Marxist-Leninists.

Georgi Dimitroff summed up the situation aptly:
"The whole question boils down to this: Will the pro
letariat itself be prepared at the decisive moment for,
the direct overthrow of the bourgeoisie and the estab
lishment of its own power, and will it be able in that
event to secure the support of its allies? Or will the
movement of the united proletarian front and the
anti-fascist peoples' front, at the particular stage be
in a position only to suppress or overthrow fascism,
without directly proceeding to abolish the dictator
ship of the bourgeoisie?"

This, then, is the alternative that confronts the
emerging Revolutionary Communist Party in determ
ining its political line on the question of fascism. Be
fore closing this article I wish to emphasize that the
United Front Against Fascism is only a tactical reorien
tation for the class and on/y a temporary position that
must be taken in the development of the class war be
tween the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. All true
communists look towards the final goal of our strug-
gle-the dictatorship of the proletariat, socialism, and
finally communism.

I hope that ail comrades will give the article that I
have submitted to the journal close consideration, and
submit articles of both positive and negative criticism,
so that we can gain greater clarity on the question of
fascism. ■

Three
in .the section of the draft programme entitled

"A Genuine Communist Party Fights For Proletarian
Revolution," there is a part that says: "The immediate
task of the proletariat was in fact to defend the Soviet
Union and defeat the fascist Axis. But Browder used
this to cover up the nature of imperialism and the fact
that U.S. imperialism, wh/'/e fighting the fascist coun
tries, was a/so aiming to strengthen its position as an
imperialist power."

The last sentence is misleading, in that it seems to
say that the imperialists had some motive other than
expanding their interests and control. I suggest that it
be altered try re^t': ".•..■and'the fact'thht'U.S.^(Vn|jdr?a1-'. •'
ism was fight irig-theifBselst eountpiesonlyto'etteiTgt'hert' '
its position as an imperialist power." ■

Four
The sections in the draft programme on the ques

tion of proletarian culture (pp. 11 and 33), while con
taining good points, still reflect a hanging on of some
petty bourgeois baggage on this question. Mao states
that revolutionary proletarian culture must "operate
as powerful weapons for uniting and educating the
people and for attacking and destroying the enemy,
and that they help the people fight the enemy with
one heart and one mind."

The draft programme touches on this point, but
it doesn't explain it very well. On p, 11, the draft
states that "Culture...represents the viewpoint of one
class or another and is a powerful weapon in the hands
of that class for creating 'public opinion.' " This is
true, as far as it goes, but to leave things just as a
matter of "public opinion" is not a very deep-going
explanation of the real effect of culture in society.
From there, there's too much of a tendency to wax
poetic on the subject, which ends up obscuring things,
rather than explaining in a straight-forward manner
what the basic political tasks of revolutionary culture
are and indicating how they are to be carried out.

Culture as a weapon has to be brought out much
more sharply and politically. Culture is not simply
a reflection of the real worid-which is how the draft
programme tends to deal with it-but in the hands
of the proletariat must be a sharp and deadly weapon
for changing the world and moving history forward.

The question of integrating the roie of culture as
a part of our struggle is not really dealt with in the
draft programme, and is part of a general weakness
of the section on the Revolutionary Workers Move
ment, that the whole question of the ideological strug-.
gle against the bourgeoisie is abstracted from and cut
off from the practical struggles of the working class
that go on in the real world.

Culture and the ideological struggle are put forward
as if the ideas and culture of the bourgeoisie and the
proletariat were slugging it out somewhere out in the
ozone, when much of the real ideological battle goes
on every day, as an integral part of the overall class strug
gle. Without some explanation of how "...forms of art
that represent the proletariat arise from and in turn
serve the struggle of the masses of people" (draft pro
gramme, p. 33), we don't really do much to arm the
cadres and masses with this weapon.

Culture must play the same role as our other agita
tion and propaganda in bringing to light and explain
ing the significance of all instances of exploitation
and oppression, inspiring and helping the masses to
unite and struggle to rid themselves of their oppressors.
It must be. criticized—politically—honed and sharpened
In the same way as we criticize and sharpen our other
agitation. Because a song, or other cultural work, can
(because of its form) put forward a political statement
sometimes more powerfully than a speech or leaflet,
we have to work ail the harder to make sure that our
cultural work has the correct class stand (in the real
world, not in a dogmatic way).

There are many problems in trying to do this. In
many places there hasn't been enough attention paid
to putting forward the correct political line and cla5S
stand in our cultural work—although a lot of good
things have been done, a lot hasn't been so good, and
could have been a lot better with clearer guidance
and more political leadership in the field of culture.
The party must overcome primitiveness in the field
of cultural work, too.

Without sufficient political guidance, there has
been a tendency to fail into seeing revolutionary
culture as "political entertainment," rather than as
a weapon in the class struggle. Culture with "politi
cal content" is seen as something "nice to have around,"
frosting on the cake—but this stuff isn't much use to
the working class in our struggles.

Mysticism on the question of culture, the tenden
cy to think that the form prevents thorough-going
criticism of the content, or the tendency to think
that form will somehow make up for weaknesses in
content, or any of the other ways that form is allowed
to become primary over content—are problems not

Continued on page 42
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Four.
Continued from page 41

only in cultural work, but in our other agitation as
well. All are baggage that must be gotten rid of. We
have to take up and use this weapon, integrate it with
our struggles and hone it to razor sharpness as a weapon
for the cadres-^// of them, not just party cultural work-
ers-and the masses to use to unite our ranks and de

feat the imperialists. To do this effectively, guidance
must come from the party and the party programme.

"Proletarian literature and an are part of the whole
proletarian revolutionary cause; they are, as Lenin said,

cogi and wheels in the whole revolutionary machine.

Therefore, Party woiit in literature and art occupies

a definite and assigned postion in Party revolutionary
tasks set by the Party in a given revolutionary period."

(Mao; Ta/ksatthe Yenan Forum)

This is the stand that should come across in the

party programme-and doesn't yet-with guidance
in how to carry this out. ■

Five
In the draft programme, under the section entitled

"Old People—To the Bourgeoisie Useless Waste, To the
Proletariat a Precious Resource" (pp. 48-49), the dei-
mand for an end to forced retirement should also call

for decent pensions with a cost of living. To just call
for an end to forced letirement without a pension de
mand implies either working till you drop or else re
tiring on whatever the bosses dish out.

The liveable income demand in the draft program
me doesn't cover this because it implies that this is a
struggle for after you retire only. Many workers now
forced to retire at 60 or 65 have to find another job
"off the books" because their pensions were peanuts."
While it is true that many workers forced to retire at
65 are still able and willing to work no matter at what
age they go out their pensions are meager and they're
thrown into the "used up bin."

To answer this we don't just call on the bosses to
exploit us for ten years or so more, but to wage a
battle before retirement in the trade unions around

pensions. Otherwise, we are literally asking to be work
ed to death. This struggle in recent years has been on
the incline and has to be waged as one front in the
fight to defend our'Standard of living,

Otherwise the view that older workers should re

tire so that the "young people can have a chance"
because "of course, there's not enough jobs anyway,"
will not only divide the struggle but lead it in a real
reformist direction. ■

Six
in the section of the draft programme, "Workers

Unite To Lead the Fight Against All Oppression,"
more than half of it deals with bourgeois-instilled

ideas in the working class (anti-semitism, decadence,
national unity, etc.) Instead of confusingly having it
put in this section, it should be more pronounced.
Let there be a section "Fight Bourgeois Ideology
in the Working Class." ■
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Seven
Comrades should read and compare the sections

of the draft programme on the lumpenproletariat (pp.
26 and 27) and crime, prisons, and prisoners (pp. 12
and 49), along with related articles in the December
1973 and March 1974 Revolution.

Page 26 of the draft programme makes clear distinc
tions between the lumpenproletariat and workers who
commit crimes, and between the lumpen and the heads
of big crime syndicates. This first distinction is blurred
on p. 12 and this makes it sound like all crimes are either
"loaf of bread" or ''Mafia" crimes.

Through our work (building the fight to defend pri
soner X who fought against an attack by guards, and to
support prison struggles in general) we learned we had
been makii g this error. Prisoner X is from a working
class family, he was forced into crime because of the
conditions of his existence under capitalism; and he has
been in and out of jail since he was a teenager. He hasn't
been thoroughly lumpenized but the lumpen outlook
has been strong in him for a long time. We originally
ignored his internal contradictions and placed all our
emphasis on his class background, his nationality, and
the conditions of capitalist society.

Our work is in prisoner X's hometown, where he's
done most of his ripping off. The masses wouldn't
buy our line of "so what if he's committed some
crimes; he's not bad; the poor guy just never had a
chance." Scientific analysis, not this pity and half sci
ence, is how to develop a correct line which the class
will take up as its own.

We summed up and learned to make the distinction
more clearly in our line, which is, "he's committed
crimes, which is wrong, and he's got a bad outlook
that he has to deal with. But it's not bad outlooks a-'
lone that cause crime" (and the line is developed more
fully around the nature of crime and that it's caused
by the capitalist system, the nature of prisons and that
they don't rehabilitate anybody, etc.).

The point is that we should make clear distinctions
between the lumpen and its outlook and the proletar
iat and its outlook, not blur these distinctions.

Another error in the draft programme, which we
think can be corrected on p. 12, is that the need for
prisons after the proletariat has seized state power
isn't mentioned. In the prisoner movement in our area
there is a strong "abolish prisons" line which can only
be'dealtwith on the basis that the proletarian state
will need to operate prisons. To leave this out of the
prograifime could also lead to, or strengthen, idealist
views of life under socialism.

We offer this rewrite of the paragraph on p. 12;
"Those who, in capitalist society, are forced into
crime because they cannot find work—at least not at
a living,wage—or for other reasons that capitalism
forces people into crime, will no longer have the need
to do so. People who no longer want to work, who
take up crime as a way of life, will be re-educated and
will take their place in the ranks of the. revolutionary
working class. Those who have made crime their busi
ness and have built whole criminal syndicates, like
the Mafia, will be ruthlessly punished. Their organiz
ations will be smashed by the armed power of the
working class. The proletariat will need to operate
prisons (although differently than the capitalists) for
those who must be segregated until they are re-educ
ated enough to rejoin society; and for those who are
dangerous and refuse re-education."

An error in the closing paragraph of the section
beginning on p. 49 is in the last sentence. There's a
strong "prisoners take the lead" line in the prisoner
movement, reinforced by a strong adventurist tend
ency. The glamour represented in the proletariat
opening the prison doors, guns in hand, and offering
the masses of prisoners themselves x\rfB chance to join
the proletarian army appeals to thes6 sentiments. It
can also contribute to the idealist view of abolishing
prisons immediately. '

The masses of prisoners will join with the prole
tariat and fully remold themselves Into fighters for
the working class. But the proletariat shouldn't
take a "storm the Bastille" approach to opening
the prisoris, We.'re.nqt immediately going to.tear
down the .vyalls. and besides putting-a lot ofibio'od-
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suckers into prison, there are some prisoners in there
now who will be staying there.

This sentence could be rewritten to read, "In the
process of seizing power the proletariat will imme
diately free those.prifoners who^are willing to join
with the proletariat and fully remold thenselves in
to fighters for the working class. Other prisoners
will be released as their re-education progresses."

There are a couple of other errors in the section
beginning on p. 49. The fact that over one-third of
all prisoners are Black or Latin is important because
it is an example of the special oppression different
nationalities face In the U.S. This should be said.
That sentence could be changed to read, "The over
whelming majority are from working class back
grounds, and because of special oppression of differ
ent nationalities, over one-third are Black or Latin."

The paragraph beginning "Prisoners have always
conducted" is somewhat contradictory. First it says
that there has been, and is now, lots of struggle in
the prisons. Then it says "thousands of prisoners have
turned their confinement into study time, and..."
This gives the impression that those prisoners who study
have no relation to the struggle going on. It could easily
be corrected by changing it to "thousands of prisoners
have bjgun studying revolutionary theory while con
fined, arrJ..."

It's really important in building the prisoner move
ment and uniting it with the struggle for proletarian revo
lution for the proletariat, through its party, to develop a
correct line on crime, prisons, and prisoners. ■

Eight
In the paragraph on p. 17 that begins "The party

of the working class" (left column, middle), the prin
ciples of democratic centralism are talked about but
are not specifically named. The discussion about how
they move the work of the party forward Is clear and
concise. Stating what the principles are will clarify
how the party can build the unity of will and unity
of actioo'that's necessary to defeat capitalism.

"The party of the working class Is based on specific
principles-the individual Is subordinate to the organi
zation, the mipority to the majority, the lower level
to the higher level, and the entire membership to the
central committee. They'enable it to most correctly
concentrate the experiences and ideas of the masses,
to formulate in this way the strategy and tactics to
advance the struggle of the working class and its allies,
and to carry out these policies with an unbreakable
unity. These principles of organization, democratic
centralism, combine the greatest degree of discipline
with the fullest discussion and struggle over policy
within the organization and the selection and super
vision of party leaders by the party membership." ■
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